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SUMMARY

A long-term goal of the Air Force is to develop high-performance gas turbine engines with
combustors that operate at near-stoichiometric conditions, burn broad-specification fuels, and
have low maintenance and high durability. Towards meeting these broad goals, the Air Force
Wright Laboratory, Aero Propulsion and Power Directorate (WIJPO) initiated a 5-year program
of research with the University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI), beginning in September
1987, with three principal objectives: (1) to design and conduct combustion experiments that
will establish a fundamental understanding and data base on combustion stability, lean blowout
(LBO), swirling flows, and kinetically controlled combustion; (2) to conduct experimental re-
search and evaluate heat transfer models that can be used to design hot section components such
as turbine blades; and (3) to develop research tools and perform the research that will eventually
lead to the development of a high-temperature, thermally stable, JP-8 fuel.

To perform this research, we successfully designed and operated several laboratory com-
bustors such as a step combustor, a bluff body combustor, and a swirl combustor, each of which
simulated some important features of a practical gas turbine combustor. Thus, we ensured that
our research results closely represent features of the combustion processes in practical combus-
tors. Next, we documented a systematic and detailed sequence of events leading to Lean
Blowout (LBO). We found that in a step combustor, these events comprised the attached-flame
region, lifted shear flame, intermittent shear flame, the large-scale instability of the flame front,
and finally LBO. For a bluff-body combustor, excess entrainment of cold reactants in the thick-
flame region caused flamelet extinction, and in a swirl combustor, intermittent mixing and radial
jet fluid ejection produced by large-scale vortices caused local flame extinction. These in-
dividual events clearly highlighted the complexity of LBO mechanism in a modem annular gas
turbine combustor.

In a modern annular gas turbine combustor, flame is stabilized by a recirculation zone.
Therefore, we investigated the effects of various parameters on the recirculation zone structure.
We found that for flames anchored by the bluff body, wall confinement elongated the recircula-

tion zone by accelerating the flow and narrowed it by preventing mean streamline curvature. In
the limit of fast chemistry, the recirculation zone size decreases to its value for fully developed,
cold turbulent flow wake. Finally, we discovered that swirl enhances flame stability sig-
nificantly by creating a toroidal recirculation zone.

The structure of a turbulent flame in the primary zone of a gas turbine combustor is highly
complex. Therefore, we conducted a systematic study of this structure. We observed that at low
fuel flows a distinct flame attaches itself around the fuel nozzle. This so-called "attached flame"
structure has the appearance of an inverted "classic coke bottle" and is remarkably stable. As the
overall equivalence ratio falls below 0.65, large-scale, oscillatory axial movement of the flame
begins; this eventually leads to LBO. The structure of the turbulent flame anchored by the bluff



body and enveloping the recirculation zone comprises: (1) an ignition-thin flame region in the
vicinity of the flameholder base, (2) a reacting shear layer region of large-scale coherent struc-
tures, and (3) a thick-flame region in which entrainment is the dominant mechanism. Finally, the
high-velocity gradients generated in the swirl combustor produce a thin diffusion layer, low
Damkohler number, highly stretched flame structure.

In ramjet engines, jet afterburners, and gas turbine combustors, chemistry-turbulence inter-
action is important and controlling. We made successful correlations of the LBO in a step
combustor against loading parameter (LP) for LP values extending over 3 orders of magnitude.
Further, a priori calculation of LBO was done using a dissipation gradient approach of defining
local perfectly stirred reactor regions in the step combustor. Such a network of stirred reactor
nodes yielded good agreement with experimental data. We observed that in a bluff body com-
bustor, for * !5 0.75, combustion was kinetically controlled and requires a recirculation zone
larger than that for cold flow in order to stabilize a flame. Such results indicate how compact the
size of the primary zone of a gas turbine combustor can be, provided it operates at or near-
stoichiometric equivalence ratios.

The free-stream turbulence level experienced by a turbine blade downstream of the com-
bustor approaches 20 percent. We performed an investigation of the effects of free-stream
turbulence up to 22%, on the flat plate heat transfer. We discovered that free-stream turbulence
augments heat transfer 2 to 2.5 times. In practice, this means free-stream turbulence would cause
a faster decay in the turbine blade film-cooling effectiveness, a reduction in the effective cooling
length, or an increase in the film-cooling requirement.

To summarize, our experimental studies have made a valuable contribution by providing a
physical understanding of turbulent combustion and heat transfer, and also by making available
benchmark-quality data for evaluating and refining computer models used by industry to design
gas turbine combustors. Now, the challenge is to produce new modeling codes that can be used
with a sufficient degree of realism, confidence, and certainty to design practical combustion sys-
tems. The research work described above has led to 24 archival journal publications, 22
presentations at national and international meetings, and 10 internal reports. It has won three
major national awards including the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
International Gas Turbine Institute's Outstanding Research Paper Award for 1992, and the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)--1992 National Aerospace
Highlights.

This final report describes the experimental work, theoretical results, and conclusions for
all the combustion work performed on this contract. The combustion data sets are presented in a
companion Report No. WL-TR-92-21 11.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Program Objectives
A long-term goal of the Air Force is to develop high-performance gas turbine engines with

combustors that operate at near-stoichiometric conditions, burn broad-specification fuels, and
have low maintenance and high durability. With these broad goals in mind, the Air Force Wright
Laboratory, Aero Propulsion and Power Directorate (WLPO) initiated a 5-year program of re-
search with the University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI), beginning in September 1987.
This program had three principal objectives: (i) to design and conduct combustion experiments
that will establish a fundamental understanding and data base on combustion stability, lean
blowout (LBO), swirling flows, and kinetically controlled combustion; (2) to conduct experimen-
tal research and evaluate heat transfer models that can be used to design hot section components
such as turbine blades; and (3) to develop research tools and perform the research that will even-
tually lead to the development of a high-temperature, thermally stable, JP-8 fuel.

1.2 Combustion Tasks
Traditional gas turbine combustor design methodology has been based on empirical cor-

relations, experience, scaling of working designs, and extensive development testing. This
approach has been amazingly successful. However, as the requirements of high- performance,
compactness, and durability have increased, the error margin for achieving these goals has
decreased and the cost of rig testing has dramatically increased. The mixing and combustion
process in practical combustors involves complex recirculation zones, unknown chemical
kinetics, two-phase flows, and turbulence. Simultaneous consideration of all these effects com-
plicates their study. The objective of this program was to develop a fundamental understanding;
therefore, we formulated five technical tasks to study combustion and heat transfer:

(1) Step Combustor Task,
(2) Bluff Body Combustor Task,
(3) Swirl Combustor Task,

(4) Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR) Task, and
(5) Heat Transfer Task.

This report describes the objectives, laser diagnostic instrumentation, test results, and con-
clusions for each of the five technical tasks. Finally, we analyze our entire combustion and heat
transfer research from the viewpoint of program objectives, how we met those objectives, what
new fundamental knowledge emerged, and what gaps, if any, were discovered that should form
the basis of future research.
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2. TEST FACILITY AND LASER DIAGNOSTICS

All the combustion tasks were performed in the Fundamental Combustion Laboratory lo-

cated in Building 490, Test Cell 153, of the Fuels and Lubrication Division (WLJPOSF) and the
film-cooling studies were conducted in the Heat Transfer Laboratory located in Building 18C,
Room 21 (WIJPOTC).

2.1 Combustion Test Facility
This test facility is fully described by Ballal et al. [1]. At the heart of this facility is a tur-

bulent flame burner located under an exhaust hood. On one side of the burner is an optics table
on which a three-component LDA system is assembled; on the other side is another optical table
which bears the CARS system. A breadboard optics table and a U-channel support structure are
used to bind the two large optics tables. This smaller table has a square cutout through which the
burner working section protrudes. The optical integration of LDA with the CARS system can be

performed on this breadboard table.

The turbulent flame burner is mounted on a three-axis traversing platform and is connected

to a high-pressure (110 psia) airflow delivery system. An intricate piping network is designed to
supply large quantities of gaseous fuels such as propane, methane, hydrogen, and/or inert gases
such as nitrogen, carbon dioxide, argon, and helium to the burner. Both the airflow and the fuel
flow are accurately monitored. An exhaust hood routes the products of combustion out of the

test cell. Finally, this test facility is well equipped with fire and laser safety features, utilities,
and climate control systems. A powerful and dedicated MODCOMP/MODAC computer and
many data acquisition computers are used to operate the facility, and to record and analyze data.

2.2 Heat Transfer Test Facility
The heat transfer facility essentially consists of a either a 20.3-cm-dia ASME or a 6.67 x

49.53 cm ASME planar free-jet nozzle (lip thickness = 0.64 cm) which supplies highly turbulent

freestream airflow to a flat test plate (3.05 m long and 0.61 m wide) with an unheated starting
length of 1.52 m, located many diameters downstream of the free-jet nozzle. The flat plate is
electrically heated and embedded with hot film and 42 fine thermocouple probes for measuring
surface temperature. The back face of the plate is insulated to minimize heat loss.

In a film-cooling arrangement, spanwise rows of slots (5 slots, 2.54 cm dia., l/d = 6) are
used to inject a layer of coolant air over the flat plate and insulate it from the turbulent hot
mainstream gases. These slots, which have a pitch-to-diameter ratio of 2, are inclined at a 30-
degree angle and are located at the end of the unheated starting length. The effectiveness and

heat transfer coefficient of the film can be measured at several locations (ild = 5.5 •, 40) along

the length of the heat transfer table and downstream of the row of holes or slots for a range of
values of freestream turbulence. This test facility is equipped with a hot-wire anemometer, an
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LDA system, pressure transducers, pitot probes, thermocouples, and IBM-compatible PCs for
data acquisition and analysis.

2.3 LDA System
Our three-component LDA system is essentially a refined version of the two-component

system used by Ballal et al. [1]. The LDA system employs a three-beam two-channel optics to
measure velocity components ± 45 degrees off-axis. It uses a 514.5-nm (green) laser beam and a
488-nm (blue) laser beam from an 15-W Spectra Physics Model 171 argon-ion laser. The 514.5-
nm source beam is split into two channels using polarization separation and the 488-nm beam is
used for the third channel (tangential velocity component). These laser beams are focused to the
crossing volume by lenses with a focal length of 250 mm. The third channel beams are focused
in a direction normal to the other two beams to minimize the size of the ellipsoidal probe volume
of 175 jim x 1500 gim (for a two-component LDA system) to a probe volume equal to 100 jtm in
diameter (for a three-component LDA system). The scattered light is collected in the forward
direction, 10 degrees off-axis. The LDA system incorporates Bragg cell frequency shifting of 10
MHz for the first two channels and 20 MHz for the third channel to eliminate directional am-
biguity presented by measurements in swirl and/or recirculatory flows, and a three-channel time-
coincidence data check circuit which guarantees a rapid acquisition of valid data (due to beam
crossing) in highly turbulent flows. The calculated fringe spacing is approximately 3.6 gim. The
LDA software comprises subroutines to filter spurious signals, for example, due to seed ag-
glomeration, corrections to account for LDA signal biasing effects in combusting flows, and
LDA data sampling rates.

A fluidizei bed seeder was used to inject submicron size ZrO2 seed particles (97% < 1 gim,
seed rates > 10 particles/sec) into the flowing combustible mixture. Scattered signals were
detected by TSI 1990C counter processors and processed by our custom-designed soltware
which calculates turbulence intensity, shear stressei, higher moments (skewness and kurtosis),
pdfs, and complex velocity correlations such as u' v'. A total of 4096 LDA realizations were
collected at each measurement location and data sampling rates as high as 8 kHz in cold flows
and I kHz in flames were obtained using this system. In our experiments, we employed the seed-
ing of both single and multiple streams.

2.4 LDA Measurement Errors and Accuracy
In processing the LDA Doppler burst signal, typically 2 cycles/burst are requested and the

spurious data are filtered by using the 3a test of Rose and Johnson [21. Applying the analysis of
Yanta and Smith [3], the error in rms velocity was less than 3 percent and uncertainty in mean
velocity was less than 1 percent at a 95 percent confidence limit. However, in recirculatory and
reactive flows, the velocity statistical biasing was worst. Using the analysis of Glass and Bilger
[41 and Edwards (51, the mean values can be overestimated up to 7 percent and the rms values
underestimated up to 5 percent for turbulence intensity levels above 20 percent. The flow rates
calculated from integrating the velocity profiles were 3 percent or less than the measured flow

5



rates. This difference is partly attributed to the plus-or-minus I percent measurement accuracy
of the mass flow controller. To eliminate velocity biasing due to nonuniform seeding, the condi-
tional data sampling technique of Libby et al. [61 was used by seeding particles into only the fuel
jet or the annular coflowing air. This type of technique allowed us to track the convection and
diffusion of one (seeded) fluid into another (unseeded) fluid in a manner similar to that used by
Dibble et al. [7].

2.5 CARS System
The CARS system light source is provided by a Nd:YAG pulse laser with 10-ns time

resolution. The frequency-doubled source green beam (532-nm) is equally divided into four
parts. Two of these serve as the pump beams, while the other two pump a dye laser oscillator
and amplifier. The dye laser is tuned to provide a red broad-band Stokes beam (110 FWHM)
centered at 607 nm. The red Stokes beam and the two green pump beams are then focused
together by a 25-cm focal length lens in a BOXCARS configuration. A 25-pgm-x-250-pm
measuring spot size is achieved. The CARS signal is collected by a Spex 1702 spectrometer,
1024 element DARSS camera, and Tracor-Northern multichannel analyzer. The raw data are
processed by a MODCOMP minicomputer.

From the raw data, the temperatures are determined by comparing the actual nitrogen
spectra to the calculated spectra, using a least square fit. The calculation of a nitrogen CARS
spectrum requires knowledge of the instrument slit function. Early in our research, we recog-
nized (see Appendices A and B) that accounting for the variation of slit function can increase the
precision of the CARS data and the assumption that the slit function is constant and independent
of temperature, laser beam intensity, and turbulence is also relaxed.

In Appendix A, we discuss the source of instrument slit function, its variability from shot
to shot, and the various weighting schemes used to increase the CARS precision. We have fitted
the collected CARS spectra using two parameters: slit width and temperature. This two-
parameter least squares (TPLS) method allowed the calculation of temperature with almost no
previous knowledge of the slit function except its general shape.

I Appendix B describes a simple method of determining the slit function from the collected
data at the actual temperature and turbulence level by applying the principle of local ther-
modynamic equilibrium. In general, the mean temperature is measured for two different curve-
fit weighting schemes and two different values of half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) slit
widths. The actual mean temperature and slit width are calculated by finding the intersection of
the two lines (T vs. slit width at constant weighting). This four-point-intercept (4PI) method
determines the correct average HWHM of the slit function to use, and thereby guarantees unam-
biguous temperature measurement. Since this method was easily adaptable to current software,
it was used to analyze all the CARS data collected in all the combustion experiments.

6



2.6 CARS Precision and Accuracy
Usually, 500 samples were taken for each CARS measurement to ensure that the error in

the rms temperature was less than 10 K, while 1500 samples were taken in the flame region
where the rms values were expected to be large. As shown by Vangsness and Heneghan [8], the
rms temperature is susceptible to CARS instrument noise. Overall, we estimated the CARS
mean temperature measurement accuracy to be within 50 K, while the precision was well within
20 K. Unlike the LDA, CARS temperature measurements are time-averaged, without density
biasing effects. We also discovered that once system parameters are optimized and the dye laser
is tuned, the CARS system can run for long periods of time. For example, we obtained
repeatability to within ± 20 K for a mean flame temperature of 1500 K after 4 days of operation.

7



3. COMBUSTION TASKS

3.1 Step Combustor Task
3.1.1 Objective. The provision of adequate LBO stability in aircraft gas turbine combus-
tors is a long-term problem that is exacerbated by several current design trends. Therefore, the
principal objective of this task was to investigate, understand, and model LBO in a step combus-
tor that simulates the essential flow and heat release features of a modern annular aircraft engine
combustor.

3.1.2 Step Combustor. In a modern annular gas turbine combustor (Figure 1), the flame
is stabilized by producing a recirculation zone in the flow field. This zone is generated by a com-
bination of three mechanisms, namely: (I) an axial swirling air jet associated with each fuel
introduction, (2) sudden expansion of the axial swirling jets as they enter the primary zone, and
(3) back pressure provided by an array of radial air jets at the end of the primary zone.
Therefore, the step combustor was required to reproduce this type of recirculation pattern.
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of this combustor whose design and development is fully
described by Sturgess et al. [9].

Briefly, the research combustor consists of a 29-mm i.d. central fuel jet of gaseous propane
surrounded by a 40-mm i.d. coaxial air jet located in a 150-mm diameter (nominal) circular cross
section. This arrangement creates a reactive shear layer, similar to that of a practical combustor,
in which combustion is initiated. A perforated conical baffle inserted five diameters upstream of
the fuel tube serves to acoustically isolate the fuel supply from the combustion process. The duct
is closed at its forward end to yield a 55-mm wide, backward-facing step. This step provides two
inside-out recirculation zones that stabilize the flame. Also, the duct, which has an overall length

of 735 mm, is restricted at its discharge end by an orifice plate of 45 percent exit blockage ratio.
This simulates the back pressure provided by an array of radial air jets at the end of the primary
zone. As shown in Figure 2, the step combustor is mounted vertically on a small wind tunneL
The combination of combustor and its extension chimney yields (L/D) ratios of 3.17, 4.9, and
6.5, respectively. Sturgess et al. [9] listed the unique design features of this step combustor.

3.1.3 Test Conditions. A three-component LDA system for velocity measurements and a
CARS system for flame temperature measurements were arranged on two separate 1.22-m-x-
2.44-m optics tables on either side of the combustor. Air was supplied to the combustor in the

510-Kg/hr-to-4,900-Kgfhr range at atmospheric pressure. The combustion laboratory provides
gaseous propane and methane fuels up to 20 Kg/hr. Ignition of the combustor was satisfactorily
accomplished in the recirculation zone with a small propane torch igniter attached to the side-
plate fitting. Upon successful ignition, the torch igniter was removed and the fitting was capped.
As the LOB condition was approached, the attached diffusion flame lifts from the fuel tube and
is stabilized slightly downstream. This was the region of most interest and relevance to the

present study.
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3.1.4 Results. Before performing combustion tests, acoustic characteristics of this re-
search combustor were investigated because it was feared that eddy-shedding off the step might
result in satisfying the Rayleigh criterion, which, in turn, could set up resonance in the combustor
and fuel supply tube. Appendix C describes our results.

(a) Acoustic Characteristics. Inlet conditions, combustor geometry and size, and outlet
blockage were found to affect the acoustic characteristics. An acoustic isolator in the fuel tube
and a step design that eliminated vortex generation at the inlet significantly decreased acoustic
coupling. For a long combustor (IJD = 7.3), loud acoustic resonances resembling classic
"rumble" were produced. In this combustor, dominant frequencies around 55 Hz and 170 Hz
were observed corresponding to eddy-shedding from the step and the quarter-wave longitudinal
mode, respectively. The short combustor (I/D =3) simply did not exert enough back pressure to
confine a steady burning flame. In general, top-hat outlet restrictors produced noisier combus-
tion than orifice plates. Finally, a research step combustor with a 4.9 LID and fitted with an
orifice plate with a 0.45 blockage ratio provided the best combination of LBO and freedom from
acoustic coupling. This combustor operated in a stable and predicted manner under all the condi-
tions of interest; therefore, its LBO performance was studied.

We documented the sequence of events leading to LBO. As the overall equivalence ratio
was reduced below unity, the shear-layer attached flame moved further downstream into the
combustor in a characteristic lifted flame position and form. Continuing reduction in the equiv-
alence ratio produces an onset of flow instability in the lifted flame, increase in the amplitude of
the instability, onset of intermittency, severe intermittency, and, finally, onset of strong axial
flame instability. This sequence clearly highlights the complexity of the LBO mechanism in a
modern annular gas turbine combustor.

(b) Isothermal Flow Field. To understand the effects of jet flow and step-on combustor flow-
field development, measurements of velocity fields were performed using LDA in an isothermal
constant density flow field. The fuel jet Reynolds numbers were in the 1,730-to-17,300 range
and the air jet Reynolds numbers spanned the 7,200-to-72,000 range. These results are discussed
in detail by Sturgess et al. [ 101.

The isothermal flow-field development in the combustor is shown in Figures 12 and 13 of
Sturgess et al. 1101. It revealed the existence of three regions: near field, far-field, and step-
recirculation regions. In the near-field region, the distinct high velocity coannular air jet and the
low velocity central fuel jet quickly merge. However, the initial momentum difference between
the jets is so large that entrainment of the central jet by the annular jet produces a central recir-
culation bubble. In the far-field region, the individual jets lose their identity and exhibit self-
similarity. Finally, the step-recirculation region bounds the near-field and, partly, the far-field
regions. The initial turbulence generation in the jet shear layers is in accordance with Prandtl
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mixing length theory; however, downstream, the flow history effects start to dominate and tur-
bulence profiles are totally unassociated with the local velocity profiles.

(c) Lean Blowout. Figure 3 shows the LBO performance of our research combustor. The trend
of LBO vs. air loading for our research combustor appears to be similar to that for PSR; the latter
approaches the characteristics of the future high-performance annular combustors. Thus. our re-
search combustor correctly reproduced the LBO processes of a real gas turbine combustor.
However, to obtain a complete Ican stability map, the operation of the step combustor was neces-
sary at subatmospheric pressure (to simulate high altitude) and with finite hack pressure (to
simulate the presence of dilution air jets). To study subatmospheric pressure effects, we
developed a novel nitrogen dilution technique (Appendix D) that lowers reactant concentration
and temperature by virtue of its heat capacity. It was found that: (1) the nitrogen dilution simu-
lated the effects on chemical reaction rates of low pressures down to 0.1 atm, (2) the LBO was
correlated by an air-loading parameter when the effective pressure was used for the actual pres-
sure and the reaction order was made a function of excess nitrogen flow rate, (3) the range of
covered by the variation in loading parameter in Figure 3 was from near-flammability limit (* =
0.5) to near-maximum heat release rate ($ = 0.9), (4) nitrogen dilution enabled the air-loading
parameter to be extended over 3 orders of magnitude, and (5) at LBO, the step combustor be-
haved like a PSR.

The effects of back pressure on the LBO were investigated; these results are presented in
Appendix E. As shown in Figure 4, LBO was improved by an increase in the exit blockage. For
lightly loaded combustor, an exit blockage of 45 percent provides the best combustion stability
and optimal configuration. Further, we discovered that exit blockage exerts its influence through
its effect on the jet and the recirculation zone shear layers. Other important conclusions that
emerged are as follows.

(a) The back pressure (or exit blockage) did not directly affect the step recirculation zone;
rather the fuel and air jet shear layers were affected. These shear layers influence both the
central recirculation bubble and the step recirculation zone.

(b) The research combustor exhibited consistent and well-characterized flame behavior
that depends on the equivalence ratio and exit blockage. The ability to reproduce this behavior
will provide a stringent test of the realism of any numerical modeling of this combustor.

3.1.5 Analysis. We participated with Pratt and Whitney (East Hartford CT) in developing
and evaluating various theories for the analysis and modeling of LBO. Details of this investiga-
tion are summariyed in our joint paper attached as Appendix F. Principally, we evaluated the
following analytical approaches.
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(a) PSR Approach. In this approach, we successfully correlated LBO against the loading

parameter (LP) derived from the chemical reaction raw theory (see Figure 3) but modified to in-

clude the effects of inert excess oxygen:

LP=m tot(VPn), (1)

m mf + m +m niand (2)tota nit'

n = 2 *LBO/(I + mnitma), (3)

where V is the combustor volume, P is the operating pressure, n is the apparent global reaction

order, and m denotes mass flow. Although the LP adequately handles the range of inlet variables
covered in the experiment, it cannot be general. Indeed, Figure 10 of Appendix F clearly shows
that this type of correlation does not have general validity even for a family of combustors with
similar flow patterns but different scale and flow parameters.

(b) Characteiristic Time Approach. This approach is based on the reaction-quench model which

has a premise that at LBO, flame propagation will seize when the rate of mixing between small
turbulent eddies of cold reactants and hot products is greater than the local chemical reaction
rate. This quenching criterion gives:

(D+C K2/a E)>v (I +SLI(Ev)0 2 5  (4)

where D is the laminar diffusion coefficient, K is the kinetic energy of turbulence, e is the dis-
sipation rate, C is constant, a is the turbulent Schmidt number, and SL is the laminar flame
speed. t

Since the quenching criterion requires turbulence parameters for evaluation, isothermal
flow CFD calculations were performed to provide this information at each grid node and quench-
ing was examined on a point-by-point basis. Equation (4) did show limited promise in the step

combustor in delineating between operating conditions where combustion was possible and
where it was not.

(c) Local Stirred Reactor Modeling. In this approach, combustor volume is represented by an
equivalent global stirred reactor network. This enables the calculation of stability from thermo-
chemistry considerations. We applied Swithenbank's [I l] dissipation gradient approach for

defining PSR regions in the combustor. The resulting reactor was 44 percent of the combustor
volume and corresponded reasonably well to the lifted flame observed in the real combustor. As
shown in Figure 3, good agreement was found between predictions and experiments.
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The eddy dissipation concept (EDC) of Magnessen and Byggstoyl [ 121 was used to con-
struct a subgrid scale reactor model. In contrast to the characteristic time analysis and local
stirred reactor modeling, this approach tests the individual reactor stability with the CFD calcula-
tions, and not after it. However, a characteristic time approach to LBO within the EDC model
was implemented with fast chemistry for propane-air combustion and tested for an attached
flame condition at rich condition. It was found that this model calculated the lifted flame condi-
tion but was unsuccessful in predicting the all-important attached flame-condition.

3.1.6 Highlights and Condusions. We completed a systematic investigation of LBO and
achieved the following results.

(a) A research step combustor was successfully developed and produced three important
features of the flow field that affect LBO in a practical combustor: (1) a reactive shear layer at
the exit to the fuel nozzle, (2) inside-out recirculation zones, and (3) back pressure provided by
dilution air jets.

(b) The step combustor acoustic characteristics were optimized; this permitted its opera-
tion in a stable and predictable manner. A detailed sequence of events leading to LBO and
comprising the attached-flame region, lifted shear flame, intermittent shear flame, and the large-
scale instability of the flame front was observed.

(c) The combustor flow-field measurements revealed three regions: near-field, step-
recirculation, and far-field regions. In these regions, the turbulent fuel-air mixing and
entrainment were governed by a potential core, a central recirculation bubble, and a sell-similar
jet dcvelopment, respectively.

(d) The LBO process (ý - 0.43 to 11) in the step combustor behaved like a PSR for LP
values in the range 0.1 to 100 lb/s-ft -atm . Also, the LBO was successfully correlated with a

standard LP derived from the PSR theory and using Swithenbank's [ 11 ] dissipation gradient ap-
proach.

3.2 Bluff Body Combustor Task
3.2.1 Objective. Bluff-body flameholders are widely used in ramjet engines, afterburners,
and many other combustion systems to maintain a steady flame in a high-speed, turbulent, com-
bustible mixture. Therefore, the main objective of this task was to investigate the effects of
hardware geometry (BR and 0), approaching turbulence level (U and i), and chemistry (0) on the
stabilization of flame in a bluff-body combustor.

3.2.2 Bluff-Body Combustor. Figure 5 shows the test rig employed for these experi-
ments. Several stainless-steel conical flame stabilizers were manufactured including two base
diameters, measuring 4.44 cm and 3.18 cm and corresponding to 25 and 13 percent blockage
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ratios, respectively; and four apex angles, 0 = 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees. Each stabilizer was
mounted coaxially inside a 8-cm-x-8-cm-x-28.4-cm test section with rounded comers and four
5.64-cm-x-25.4-cm cut-outs for quartz, windows. This test section was mounted on a vertical
combustion tunnel. Different turbulence grids could be inserted 5.8 cm upstream of the base of
the conical bluff body. Measurements of turbulence quantities, temperature, and mean wall-
static pressure were performed downstream of the confined conical flame stabilizer, using a two-
component LDA, CARS system, and precision micromanometer, respectively.

3.2.3 Test Conditions. Premixed methane-air flames were studied in our experiments.
The mean annul� velocities were 10, 15, and 20 m/s which covered a range of Reynolds number
from Re d= 3x10 to 6xl0 . Zukoski and Marble [13] Wave pointed out that the bluff-body wake
region becomes fully turbulent when Re = U d/v k 10 . Four different equivalence ratios, 0.56,d a
0.65, 0.8, 0.9, were tested, corresponding to adiabatic flame temperatures of 1590 K, 1755 K,
1990 K, and 2130 K, respectively. The inlet turbulence intensity level was varied from 2 percent
to 22 percent by using different grids.

3.2.4 Result. We investigated the turbulence and scalar fluctuation properties of confined
turbulent recirculatory flame for different hardware geometries. These data were then inter-
preted to elucidate the recirculation zone structure, effects of flow confinement, the role of
combustion-generated turbulence, and turbulence-kinetics interaction.

(a) Confined Recircalation Zone Structure. Appendix G describes the results of our investiga-
tions of the turbulent combustion properties and the structure of recirculation zone in a confined
bluff-body combustor. The size, shape, and mean flow structure of the recirculation zone were
determined by calculating the spatial distribution of the mean stream function 4( from the equa-
tion:

V= Ir p Urdr. (5)

Also, knowing the value of C p,min we derived the maximum width W of the recirculation zone as:
W = R I I-((I-BR)/(I-C 1)/2 )1/2. (6)

p,min

From Equation (I), the ratio of reverse to total mass flow rate m /m was calculated. This ratior t
represents the recirculation strength. Figure 6 shows a sketch of the confint-d recirculation zone
and Table I lists the various recirculation zone parameters for confined cold flow, confined
flame, and open flame, respectively. As seen in Table 1, the combustor wall confinement elon-
gates the recirculation zone by 13 percent over cold flow and narrows it by 12 percent over an
open flame. Also, mean reverse flow velocity and, hence, the recirculated mass flow, increase
by 30 percent over their corresponding values in open flame. Finally, in Appendix G, we note
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that the flow enveloping the recirculation zone resembles a normal mixing layer (i. e., a = +0.3 to
-0.3).

(b) Influence of Geometry and Flow Parameters. In a paper attached as Appendix H, we
describe the effects on recirculation zone structure and properties of blockage ratios (13 percent
and 25 percent), cone angles (30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees), equivalence ratios (0.56, 0.65, 0.8, and
0.9), mean annular velocities (10, 15, and 20 m/s), and approach turbulence levels (2 percent, 17
percent, and 22 percent). Increasing the blockage ratio or the cone angle only slightly changed
the recirculation zone length and volume. However, increasing the equivalence ratio from its
lean extinction limit to near-stoichiometry decreased the recirculation zone length to half" its
original value and very close to its value in the cold flow. Also, the turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) drastically decreased, presumably due to suppression of turbulence by dilatation.
Similarly, increasing the approach turbulence intensity drastically shortens the recirculation zone
length close to its value in the cold flow.

(c) Scakw Fluctuations in Bluff-Body Stabilized Flames. We employed the CARS system to
perform measurements of mean and rms temperature fluctuations in confined turbulent premixed
methane-air flames stabilized on a conical flameholder. These results, which are given in
Appendix I, revealed that the recirculation zone loses about 5 percent heat to outside and about 5
to 8 percent heat to the flameholder base. Also, low rms temperatures (- 5 percent) suggest that
a perfectly well-stirred reactor description of the recirculation zone is very close to valid.
Blockage ratio, equivalence ratio or approach turbulence intensity did not alter the scalar field in
any dramatic way. Finally, near the flameholder base, temperature pdfs reveal an extremely thin
flame front. Downstream of this, temperature pdf is bimodal and suggests the presence of large-
scale coherent structures within the reacting shear layer. Further downstream, a thick flame
consisting of partially burned-unburned gas states develops.

(d) Chemistry and Turbulence Effects. We studied the effects of chemistry and approach tur-
bulence intensity for confined, turbulent, and premixed bluff-body stabilized methane-air flames.
These results are documented in Appendix J.

In this paper it is demonstrated that an increase in * from 0.56 to 0.90 decreases the recir-
culation zone length dramatically from x/d = 2.35 to 1.32 (i.e., slightly shorter than that found in
the cold flow (x/d = 1.52)). It also accelerated axial mean velocities downstream of the rear stag-
nation point. Both these effects are a result of increasing heat release rates and fast chemistry
brought about by increasing the equivalence ratio towards stoichiometry. Also, as the approach
turbulence intensity increases from 2 percent to 22 percent the recirculation zone length
decreases rapidly from x/d = 2 to x/d = 1.2. Also, the location of maximum recirculation width
shifts upstream from x/d - 0.8 to 0.4.
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3.2.5 Analysis. We analyzed the effects of wall confinement and combustion-generated
turbulence on the bluff-body stabilized combustion.

(a) Influence of Wall Confinement. A bluff body confined in a pipe produces an aerodynamic
blockage corresponding to the deflection of the mean separation streamline from its trailing edge.
Wall confinement prevents any significant deflection of mean flow streamlines and also
produces flow acceleration to elongate the recirculation zone as seen in Table 1. Consequently,
in confined flames, TKE is produced by the interaction of Reynolds stress and shear strain (i.e.,
via the term uv aU/ar) and, therefore, restricted to the shear layer surrounding the maximum
width of the recirculation zone. If the wall confinement is removed, as is the case in open
flames, large mean streamline curvature and turbulent dilatation would combine to produce the
widest recirculation zone, and generate larger axial and radial turbulence intensities and turbulent
kinetic energy as compared to their values in a confined flow.

(b) Combustion-Generated Turbulence. Combustion affects the confined turbulent flow field in
a variety of ways. Ballal [141 found that turbulent dilatation and viscous dissipation processes
suppress flame turbulence, whereas turbulent advection and shear-generated turbulence augment
flame turbulence. Depending on which processes dominate, combustion will either produce ad-
ditional so-called combustion-generated turbulence or damp existing isothermal turbulence.

In our studies presented in Appendix G, radial variation of ratio (q /q) at two different axial
c

locations clearly showed that the TKE is lower by as much as 70 percent in the combusting flow
than in the cold flow. This result suggests that a minimum shear-generated turbulence is
produced because wall confinement prevents deflection of mean flow streamlines and produces
extremely low streamline curvature. In the absence of this strong turbulent production
mechanism, the processes of turbulent dilatation and viscous dissipation take over to sig-
nificantly damp cold flow turbulence. For the confined flame studied in Appendix G, we have
calculated that at x/d = 0.8 and 2, the ratio of production/suppression of turbulence varies be-
tween 12 percent and 33 percent, respectively, in our fuel-lean (* = 0.65), high-speed, confined
flame.

(c) Recirculation Zone Structure. In these experiments, we observed that increasing the
blockage ratio or approach flow turbulence, and in the limit of fast chemistry, the recirculation
zone size decreases to its value for fully developed, cold turbulent flow wake. Thus, in the limit
of a high Reynolds number, mixing-controlled combustion, the recirculation zone size can be
predicted from the nonreactive turbulence modeling codes. In contrast, for reaction-controlled
combustion, the recirculation zone is highly elongated. Intermediate between these two ex-
tremes, recirculation zone size and shape may vary with geometric (BR, 0), chemical (*), and
flow (Ua, I) parameters.
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(d) Turbulent Flame Structure. From the experimental measurements of scalar fluctuations, we
developed a model of the turbulent flame structure enveloping the recirculation zone. This
model is sketched in Figure 7 and described below.

Turbulent combustion in the reacting shear layer is a three-stage preheat-ignition-
propagation process. Near the base of the bluff body and along its edge, the flowing reactants
are preheated and ignited by the heat flux transported radially outward from the recirculation
zone. Within the region x/L = 0-0. 12, ignition of the incoming reactants takes place and a thin
flame that conforms to the 'fast-chemistry" assumptions sits slightly oblique to the oncoming
reactants. This type of flame can be successfully modeled by the Bray-Moss-Libby theory 115].

Downstream of this ignition-thin flame region (x/L > 0.12), the temperature remains either
fairly constant or decreases slightly (i.e., aC/ar s 0). 'this suggests that no radial heat flux is
transported and only entrainment of reactants and products is occurring downstream. In this
region, large-scale coherent structures begin to grow within the reacting shear layer. These struc-
tures form as folds around the flame edge, then grow in size downstream to produce a
convoluted reaction zone with many isolated pockets of hot-product and cold-reactant gas.
These coherent bodies of gas are squeezed and stretched during their travel through the flame
and the entrainment process causes their growth downstream, thereby thickening the flame.

Further downstream and in the vicinity of the rear stagnation point, the flame front is thick
(,, 4.5 mm) and mass entrainment of fresh reactants is the dominant mechanism at work. In this
region, large temperature fluctuations (C = 25 percent-35 percent) are measured. Such fluctua-
tions may acoustically couple with a suffiticiently long duct and produce combustion instability or
rumble in practical combustors. Clearly, the relatively simple statistical description of the
wrinkled thin flame front is inadequate here. Rather, the "eddy-entrainment, combustion-in-
depth" process of Ballal and Lefebvre [161 is at work. Thus, the instantaneous region of
combustion is distributed throughout the time average of the combustion zone rather than being
confined to a thin wrinkled laminar flame.

Scalar measurements of Shephard et al. [ 17] in confined premixed flames and the analysis
of Libby and Bray [18] have found counter-gradient diffusion effects in these type of flames.
However, they used thermocouples with relatively large wire sizes and it is possible that their
flame temperature measurements could have suffered from relatively large experimental uncer-
tainties or errors discussed earlier. On the other hand, direct, laser-diagnostics-based,
nonintrusive measurements of axial and radial turbulent heat fluxes are required in the future to
examine, in an unambiguous manner, if counter-gradient diffusion exists within these type of
flows.

(e) Turbulence-Chemistry Interaction. From our observations on the chemistry and turbulence
effects, we constructed, in Figure 8, a sequence of events leading to LBO (a consequence of
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finite chemistry). Excess entrainment of cold reactants in the thick- flame region causes flamelet
extinction; this increases the magnitude of the adverse pressure gradient downstream of the rear
stagnation point. This, in turn, increases the entrainment of the cold reactant mixture, reduces
the recirculation zone size towards the cold-flow value, and quenches the flame in the preheat-
ignition region.

3.2.6 Highlights and Conclusions. Bluff-body flameholders are widely used in ramjet en-
gines, afterburners, and many other combustion systems to maintain a steady flame in a high-
speed, turbulent, combustible mixture. We performed a study of the structure of the recirculation
zone and the turbulent flame surrounding it and found the following.

(a) Wall confinement elongates the recirculation zonc by accelerating the flow and nar-
rows it by preventing mean streamline curvature. For confined flames, turbulence production is
mainly due to a shear-stress/mean-strain interaction. In the region of maximum recirculation
zone width and around the stagnation point, the outer stretched flame resembles a normal mixing
layer.

(b) In a confined flame, turbulent dilatation and viscous dissipation processes suppress
flame turbulence, whereas turbulent advection and shear-generated turbulence augment flame
turbulence. In our experiments, we found that because of the suppression of mean streamline
curvature by confinement, the production of turbulence was only up to 33 percent of its damping
due to dilatation and dissipation.

(c) The turbulent flame structure enveloping the recirculation zone comprises: (1) an igni-
tion thin-flame region in the vicinity of the flameholder base, (2) a reacting shear-layer region of
large-scale coherent structures, and (3) a thick-flame region in which entrainment is the

dominant mechanism.

(d) LBO of the bluff-body, stabilized, turbulent flame occurs because excess entrainment
of cold reactants in the thick-flame region causes flamelet extinction and increases the adverse
pressure gradient. This, in turn, increases the entrainment of the cold reactant mixture and
quenches the flame in the preheat-ignition region.

3.3 Perfectly Stirred Reactor Task
3.3.1 Objective. The function of an advanced combustor system in tomorrow's engine is
to provide maximum heat release, high combustion efliciency, wide stability limits, minimum
pressure loss, and multifuel capability. A PSR represents a laboratory simulation of the primary
zone of an advanced combustor. Therefore, the objectives of this task were: (1) to design and
fabricate a PSR, and (2) to perform preliminary experiments to investigate the limits of kineti-
cally controlled combustion.
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3.3.2 PSR Test Facility. We performed a literature review of previous PSR designs and
overcame most of their deficiencies in our new design.

Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of our PSR design. Essentially, it is a slightly
modified version of the original toroidal design of Nenninger et al. [19]. We cast the two halves
of the toroid in high-temperature alumina. The PSR specifications were: toroid volume = 250
ml, estimated mixture residence time = I to 6 ms, estimated mixing time = 50 to 150 isec, feed
pressure = 20 to 6(0 psig, feed temperature = up to 500 K, feed rate = 5 to 20 gins/s, Reynolds
number for the circulating flow = 10 , and reactor temperature = 15(M) to 1950 K. This PSR
receives a fuel/air mixture from a total of 33, 1.04-mm i.d. jets located on the outside circum-
ference.

In our PSR design, intense mixing within the reactor volume, caused by multiple jet injec-
tion, ensures kinetically controlled combustion even at relatively high temperatures (1700 K).
Also, residence time and reactor temperature are very representative of the operating conditions
in the gas turbine primary zone. Finally, large reactor volume and relatively short residence
times (below 10 ins) eliminate any possibilities of surface reactions. We completed the fabrica-
tion and installation of the test facility in Building 490, Room 151, W-PAFB. Figure 10 is a
schematic diagram of the PSR test facility. The main components of the test facility are: (1) a
toroidal WSR cast in alumina, (2) a stainless steel fuel jet ring, (3) alumina sleeves, (4) an ex-
haust section, and (5) a fuel and air flow system.

As seen in Figure 10, fuel and air are fed to the reactor through a complex network of
check valves, solenoids, mass flow controllers, and pressure regulators. The Sierra mass flow
controller ranges are: (I) main air, 0 to 500 SLPM; (2) fuel, 0 to 70 SLPM; and (3) exhaust air, 0
to 100 SLPM. Fuel and air are premixed and heated to different inlet temperatures a short dis-
tance upstream of the fuel jet ring. This premixed fuel-air mixture is injected into the PSR and
ignited using a torch igniter. Check valves are placed in the fuel, air, and nitrogen lines to
prevent flame flashback. The nitrogen line dilutes and lowers the reactor temperature in the
vicinity of the stoichiometric operation, and also floods the reactor in case of a fuel-rich blowout.
Finally, the products of combustion are exhausted through the PFR.

3.3.3 Tests Planned and Results Obtained. The PSR tests are designed to measure the
global reaction rate, n, and the reaction order, k (m = n/k), for different JP fuels (i.e., changing
activation energy), at LBO and rich blowout (RBO) conditions, and for a variety of inlet tem-
perature conditions. Preliminary PSR tests (Figure 11) show LBO results for methane-air
mixtures and a comparison between experiments and CHEMKIN [201 calculations. In addition,
we have outlined below four experiments that should be performed in the future.
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(a) Combustion Performance. Measurements of combustion efficiency and stability (LBO and
RBO) should be performed for current military fuels such as Jet A, JP-8, JP-8+100, model com-
pounds comprising JP-900 and endothermics, JP-900, and endothermic fuels. These experiments
will cover values of LP ranging between ground and subatmospheric pressures, and inlet tem-
peratures sufficiently high to prevaporize endothermic liquid fuels.

(b) Ignition/Stability. A nitrogen-dilution technique developed by Sturgess et al. (see Appendix
D) should be used to simulate high altitude and measure ignition/stability loops.

(c) NO and Other Emissions. Advanced combustor designs of the future will produce a large
quantity of thermal NO . The PSR apparatus offers a unique opportunity to investigate NOx x
emissions.

(d) Soot and Radiation. Soot produces an infrared/visible target signature from aircraft and en-
hances radiative heat transfer to the combustor wall; this reduces combustor durability. We
propose that the PSR be used to determine the critical equivalence ratio at sooting (see Takahashi
and Glassman 1211) for various hydrocarbon fuels and mixtures including advanced jet fuels, and
to measure the soot yield and exhaust radiation intensity as a function of the equivalence ratio
and residence time.

3.3.4 Analysis. PSR theory is used to relate the LP to combustion efficiency, flame tem-
perature, blowout limits, and pollutant emissions. The rate of reaction between fuel and air may
be expressed by the material balance equation:

Tc ma = A V T0.5exp (-EfRT) p n Cfm c n-mo (7)
Tcma f (7

where m is the air mass flow rate, A is the molecular collision factor, V is the combustion-zone
volume, is the reaction-zone temperature, E is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, Cf
and C are fuel and oxygen concentrations, respectively, m is the exponent of fuel concentration,
n is the reaction order, p is the density, 0 is the equivalence ratio, and TIc is the combustion ef-
ficiency.

For JP fuels and weak mixtures, Lefebvre [221 has shown that:

(m a/VP2) o (/(T ! exp(E/RT))(1-Tic )(X -T)/0 c . (8)

Past experimental work of Longwell and Weiss 1231 revealed that m = 0.75 and the reaction or-
der, n, is 1.75 for fuel lean mixtures. Later work of Ballal and Lefebvre [241 showed that near
the lean extinction limit and for gaseaus fuels, m = 0.625 and n = 1.25.

For JP fuels and rich mixtures, n = 1.75, m = 0.75, and Equation (7) becomes:

(m aNP1.75)_(0 0.75(T 1.25exp(FdRT))(l-nc) 1.75/.qc
a .c(9
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In Equations (7) through (9), it is evident that the combustor LP = (m VP n) is related to global
reaction rate n, combustion efficiency 'i , fuel activation energy E, and flame temperature T.
Also, we can analyze soot emissions from the PSR by writing the species conservation equation
for soot:

ma / C )s- s AtR (10)

where C and C are inlet and outlet soot concentrations, respectively, and R and R are reaction•s so ,f ox
rates Ior soot (eormation and oxidation steps, respectively. The reaction rate R will h- deter-
mined by measuring the concentration of unburnt hydrocarbon and oxygen, while oxidation rate
R will be obtained from the model of Nagle and Strickland-Constable 1251.ox

3.3.5 Highlights and Condusions. A PSR is a laboratory combustor whose design simu-
lates combustion processes in the primary zone of an advanced gas turbine combustor.

(a) We designed a toroidal PSR and cast its two halves in high-temperature alumina. This
design eliminates most of the deficiencies and limitations of previous PSRs. Also, we designed
and made operational a PSR test facility.

(b) Preliminary PSR tests yielded LBO equivalence ratios (• = 0.42 to 0.50) versus the air
loading (200 to 450 slpm) results for methane-air mixtures and a comparison between experi-
ments and CHEMKIN [201 calculations over the reactor temperature of 1500K to 1800K.

(c) We have developed a PSR theory that relates the LP to combustion efficiency, flame
temperature, blowout limits, and pollutant emissions. This analysis serves to illustrate how the
global chemistry parameters for computer modeling can be derived from PSR experiments.

3.4 Swirl Combustor Task
3.4.1 Objective. Swirl is commonly used in gas turbine combustors to enhance fuel-air
mixing, combustion intensity, and flame stabilization. Therefore, the objectives of this task
were: (1) to study the stability of jet diffusion flames with and without swirl, and (2) to provide
benchmark quality experimental data for the evaluation and development of PDF methods
[26,27] of turbulent combustion modeling.

3.4.2 Swirl Combustor. Figure 12 shows the schematic of a swirl combustor. This com-
bustor uses an arrangement of coannular swirling air and central fuel jets confined by a
coflowing, nonswirling airflow with a uniform velocity distribution. In this combustor, a tur-
bulent swirling jet diffusion flame is stabilized at the mouth of the central fuel tube. The central
fuel tube (9.45-mm i.d., 0.2 mm lip thickness, and 806-mm length) is made of stainless steel. It
is placed concentrically at the center of the outer annular air tube (26.92-mm i.d., 769-mm
length). Three fuel tubes with lip thicknesses of 0.2, 1.2, and 2.4 mm were used. Both the tubes
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are centered inside a vertical combustion chimney (150 mm x 150 mm x 483 mm) with 85-mm-
radius rounded corners. The chimney has quartz windows (76 x 457 mm) on all sides to permit
visual observation and laser diagnostics. A helical swirler unit is placed in the annular air tube,
96 mm upstream of the tube exit to ensure that disturbances caused by its vanes vanish. Four
swirlers (26.9 mm long) with various vane helix angles (15, 30, 45, and 60 degrees) and one
straight vane section with a zero helix angle were designed.

3.4.3 Test Conditions. All tests were performed at room temperature and atmospheric
pressure. The fuel jet, air jet, and the external coflowing stream velocities were up to 30 m/s, 10
m/s, and 0.5 m/s, respectively. The flame stability limits were measured as follows. For a fixed
annular- and coflowing-air flow rates, the fuel flow rate was increased gradually until the flame
attached to the burner-rim lifted above the burner or simply extinguished (blowoff). Now, at the
lift condition, fuel flow was: (1) decreased until the flame re-attached to the burner-rim
(dropback), or (2) increased until the lifted flame extinguished (blowout).

A three-component LDA, CARS, and Mie scattering systems were used for a variety of
conditioned and unconditioned measurements of mean and turbulent quantities. For a set of
values of jet, annulus, and external velocity, measurements extending up to 34 jet diameters were
made at a large number of radial locations up to ± 3.2 jet diameters.

3.4.4 Results. The flame stability limits essentially define the operational boundaries of a
combustor. Here, we present results on three aspects of flame stability: flame lift, flame
stability limits, and local extinction of flame due to large-scale vortex structure.

(a) Flame Idft. Figure 13a shows the stability limits of nonswirling methane jet diffusion flames
for various fuel-tube lip thicknesses: sharp-edged (0.2 mm), medium thickness (1.2 mm), and
flat-ended (2.4 mm). Appendix K provides detailed results on the lifting criteria.

The critical mean jet velocity at lifting (U. ) for zero annular air flow was 21-22 m/s for
sharp-edged and 19-20 m/s for medium-thickne.s and flat-ended fuel tubes. For a 2.4-mm tube,
U. was least sensitive to an increase in annular mean air velocity and the attached flame region
edanded signilicantly. Further, the results of Figure 13a demonstrate that the stability limits for
0.2- and 1.2-mm tubes arc controlled by the flame-base mechanism proposed by Takahashi et al.
1281, whereas for the 2.4- mm tube, the recirculation zone produced in the wake of the thick lip
leads to flame stabilization.

(b) Flame Stability Limits. Figure 13b shows the effects of swirl on the stability limits for
various fuel-tube lip thicknesses. These measurements were for swirl angles ranging from 15 to
60 degrees. Appendix L provides the detailed results. These results illustrate that the effect of
swirl was insignificant for annular air velocity below 0.5 m/s, but swirl enhances flame stability
in a striking manner above this value, particularly for the 60-degree vane swirler. As a result of
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the strong swirl, the jet spread angle increases, entrainment goes up, and, in turn, flame stability
is enhanced. Finally, for 1.2- and 2.4-mm fuel tubes, the impact of swirl on stability was rela-
tively weak because recirculation in the wake of the fuel tube and local extinction were
predominant in determining flame stability.

(c) Local Flame Extinction. To ascertain the effects of large-scale vortex structure on local
flame extinction, we measured the velocity, crossing frequency, and size of these vortices. These
data, presented in Table 2, were derived by relating the instantaneous Mie scattering images to
jet intermittency having a value I (z,rt) = 1 in jet fluid and I (z,r,t) = 0 in external fluid. The in-
termittency is the fraction of time the jet fluid is present at a particular location and the crossing
frequency f represents the number of crossings from the jet to external fluid per unit time.
Appendix N9 contains the Mie scattering flow visualization photographs and detailed results on
local flame extinction.

In Appendix M are presented the results of LDA measurements of radial profiles of condi-
tioned mean and rms values of axial and radial velocity. In the mixing layer, the jet fluid parcels
had a higher mean axial velocity of outward movement than the external fluid parcels. These
results demonstrate the intermittent mixing process due to large-scale vortices, the occasional
radial jet fluid ejection, and the engulfment of the external fluid into the large-scale structure.

Further, we found that the radial velocity gradient of the mean radial velocity of the ap-
proach flow into the flame zone reaches approximately 500 s ; the critical strain rate beyond
which a methane flame cannot be stabilized. This high velocity gradient suggests that condi-
tions exist conducive to the local flame extinction due to the radial ejection of large-scale vortex
(i.e., a thin diffusion layer, low Damkohler number, and highly strained flame zone).

3.4.5 Analysis. Our observations have led us to identify flame- lifting criteria, swirl ef-
fects on flame stability, and a mechanism of local flame extinction.

(a) Flame-Lifting Ceri~ea. We have observed four major jet diffusion flame-lifting criteria and
several subcategories, depending on the burner port geometry, flow conditions, and fuel types.
The physical mechanisms responsible for these lifting phenomena are: Type I--(a) imbalance be-
tween the entrained stream velocity at the flame base and the local maximum burning velocity,
(b) flow field disturbance around the flame base caused by pipe-flow turbulence; Type ll--(a) lo-
cal flame extinction at the breakpoint due to stretch generated by the large-scale, fuel jet vortices,
(b) local extinction of the rim flame followed by blowout, and (c) local extinction of the lifted
part of the flame followed by blowoff; Type Ill--extinction of combustion reactions in the im-
mediate wake of a thick-lip fuel tube due to the lean flammability limit; and Type IV--extinction
of the aerated wake flame due to the penetration of the fuel jet.
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To elucidate the critical conditions at the stability limits, particularly Types 11(a) and III
described above, LDA measurements were made using a thick fuel tube (9.45-mm i.d. and 2.4-
mm lip thickness) under near-limit conditions along the upper branch Type (ll[al) and the lower
branch (Type III) of the stability limit curve. These measurements show that when the large-
scale vortex of the jet fluid is ejected radially, the flame zone is quenched locally due to the
outward shift of the high fuel concentration and engulfment motion of the vortices. Thus, the
Type Ila stability is observed if the flame-base stability is secured at either very low coflowing
air velocities (<0.17 m/s) for the sharp-edge nozzles or high velocities (< 1.9 m/s) for thick-lipped
nozzles. The lean-limit extinction lifting (Type lI) occurs for thick-walled tubes for both
methane and hydrogen.

(c) Flame Stability and Extinction. Our analysis of the experimental data has shown that for lip
thicknesses less than the minimum quenching distance of the methane-air mixture (0.2 mm), an
increase in the annular air velocity markedly decrease the critical mean jet velocity at lifting.
However, strong swirl enhances the flame stability significantly by creating a toroidal recircula-
tion zone. For larger lip thicknesses, the effect of swirl on the stability limit was weak because
the recirculation zone in the wake of the fuel-tube lip and local flame extinction were
predominant in determining flame stability. Specifically, LDA measurements in the breakpoint
region of a near-limit swirling flame revealed the turbulence-flame interaction which leads to lo-
cal extinction followed by lifting.

3.4.6 Highlights and Conclusions. Swirl is commonly employed in modern combustors
to enhance fuel-air mixing, combustion intensity, and flame stabilization. Therefore, we com-
pleted a fundamental inve, 'igation of the effects of swirl on flame stability and found the
following.

(a) We discovered four major flame lifting criteria: Type 1--imbalance between entrained
stream velocity and burning velocity; Type II--disturbance caused by pipe-flow turbulence vor-
tices; Type HI--LBO in the vicinity of flame base; and Type IV--extinction of flame due to fuel
jet penetration.

(b) Swirl improved flame stability by a factor of 2 (jet velocity doubled from 4 m/s to 8
m/s for the attached flame) by creating a toroidal recirculation zone. However, for a fuel tube
with 2.4 mm lip thickness, swirl did not noticeably influence the stability.

(c) In a jet diffusion flame, intermittent mixing and radial jet fluid ejection produced by
large-scale vortices cause local flame-quenching or extinction of a thin, highly stretched diffu-
sion flame interface.
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3.5 Heat Transfer Task
3.5.1 Objective. The freestream turbulence level experienced by a turbine blade
downstream of the combustor approaches 20 percent. Until very recently, heat-transfer and film-
cooling data for turbine blade design were obtained for very low values of freestream turbulence.
This led to an underestimation of the turbine blade surface temperatures which, in practice, can
significantly reduce its lifetime. Therefore, the objective of this task was to study the effects of
freestream turbulence on flat plate heat transfer and provide a data base for realistic predictions
of turbine blade heat transfer using computer codes.

3.5.2 Heat Transfer Rig. Essentially, the heat transfer facility described in Section 2.2
employs either the 20.3-cm-dia ASME or a 6.67-x-49.53 cm ASME planar free-jet nozzle (lip
thickness = 0.64 cm). The 3.05-m-long and 0.61-m-wide flat test plate was located many
diameters downstream of the free-jet nozzle. The flat plate, which is embedded with hot film
and 42 fine thermocouple probes for measuring surface temperature was electrically heated. The
back face of the plate was insulated to minimize heat loss.

3.5.3 Test Conditions. In our tests, the mean velocities ranged between 7 and 40 m/s and
the rms values were between I and 6 m/s. The turbulence scales, which ranged from lJy = 0.5

maxto 5, were measured using a hot wire coupled with an HP 3562 dynamic signal analyzer. The
signal analyzer provided a frequency spectrum and either this spectrum or its inverse, the
autocorrelation coefficient, were used to calculate turbulence scales. A three-component LDA
system, which produced a measurement ellipsoid of 25 pgm x 3 mm, was used to obtain velocity
and shear stress profiles. Finally, thermocouples provided the heat transfer coefficients at seven
different locations covering z/d = 7 to 53.

3.5.4 Results. Appendix N gives the plots of wall-jet heat-transfer data obtained from ur
ex9eriments and a variety of literature sources. Tbes data _cver Reynolds numbers from 10 to
10 and the corresponding Stanton numbers from 10 to 10-. It is clear that, in the presence of a
free-stream turbulence level up to 20 percent, the resulting heat-transfer coefficients are 2 to 2.5
times higher than the turbulent flat plate heat transfer in the absence of free-stream turbulence.
Also, as stated in Appendix N, our wall-jet data superimposed on the engine data indicated
similar levels of heat transfer.

To gain insight into the effects of free-stream turbulence on heat transfer, measurements of
turbulence velocities, Reynolds stresses, and scales were measured. These results revealed that
the center-line velocity and velocity profiles were locally similar and the rms fluctuations are
nearly constant across the wall layer. The normalized Reynolds stresses (such as u'v') are
initially negative, then change sign at y = 0.6 and remain positive thereafter. This trend was
similar to those observed in other planar w11-jet studies [29].
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3.5.5 Analysis. Our experimental results on heat transfer and turbulence flow-field were
analyzed to study the effects of free-stream turbulence on turbine blade heat transfer.

Our analysis of experimental results indicates a linear relationship between the heat trans-
fer coefficient and the freestream turbulence intensity. However, additional parameters (such as
the ratio (LJ8) and Re 0) make for a complex functional relationship of the form proposed by
Blair and Werle [301:

St-St 0/St0 = F(Tu, a, 1), (11)

where ct = (U8) + 2 and 0 = 3 exp (-Re /400+1).

We also performed some development and evaluation of mathematical models for bound-
ary layer heat transfer in the presence of high free-stream turbulence. A two-dimensional
boundary layer code TEXSTAN was modified to solve the set of modeled equations and to com-
pare their predictions with measurements of temperature fluctuations and fluctuation gradients.
As shown in Figure 14, these predictions were compared to the Blair and Werle [301 data. The
predicted heat transfer rates are higher than those estimated by the turbulent Pranddl number
models. They also agree quite well with the experimental measurements at high levels of free-
stream turbulence. However, for low values of free-stream turbulence, the model overpredicts
both Stanton number and skin friction, C /2. Two possible reasons for this are (1) improper free-
stream thermal boundary conditions or () improper choice of model constants.

3.5.6 Highlights and Conclusions. We performed an investigation of the effects of free-
stream turbulence on flat plate heat transfer. This study yielded the following conclusions:

(a) Under high free-stream turbulence conditions, our data yielded values of heat-transfer
coefficients (St = 0.005) similar to those obtained on a turbine blade in actual engine tests. Thus,
free-stream turbulence augments heat transfer 2 to 2.5 times. This confirmed the validity and im-
portance of these data scts to practical turbine blade cooling.

(h) Our analysis indicates a linear relationship between heat transfer and turbulence level.
However, additional parameters (such as the ratio (L/8) and Re 0) make for a complex correlation.

(c) Predictions based on a modified two-dimensional TEXSTAN code show a good
qualitative agreement but slightly higher than measured values of St and C/2. This provides
confidence in the ability of modeling codes to predict the effects of high free-stream turbulence
on heat transfer in practical systems.
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4. HIGHLIGHTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section we analyze our entire effort from the viewpoint of program objectives; how
we met those objectives; what new knowledge of interest to modelers and combustor designers
emerged; how this knowledge can be used to evaluate, refine, and develop workable models
based upon a sound fundamental understanding; and finally, what gaps, if any, were discovered
that should form the basis of future research.

A logical starting point for our investigation was to examine the fundamental requirements
of the combustor design and modeling needs of the reactive flow. Of all the combustor design
requirement%, combustion stability is the most important since it causes a loss in the engine
operating envelope and impedes aircraft safety. Stability is also intimately tied to combustion ef-
ficiency, pollutant production, and combustion instability phenomenon such as rumble and
screech. Therefore, we studied LBO in a research step combustor. This study produced results
that had direct applicability to the Pratt and Whitney-type annular combustor design. The design
and stability of flameholders in an engine reheat (afterburner) pipe have important implications
to military engines. Our investigation of bluff-body stabilized flames produced a detailed
knowledge of turbulent flame structure, propagation, and LBO of a flame held on a conical bluff
body confined in a combustor. To minimize size and weight, in an ideal near-stoichiometric
combustor of the future, chemical reaction and not turbulent mixing should be rate controlling.
A PSR represents such a combustor and we conducted research to understand the performance of
this type of combustor. Swirl is commonly used in practical combustors to enhance the combus-
tion stability of a turbulent diffusion flame. Thus, we designed a swirl combustor and performed
research on flame liftoff and blowout phenomenon in a turbulent swirling diffusion flame.
Finally, our analysis and experiments on film-cooling provide the fundamental knowledge re-
quired to assess turbine blade-cooling effectiveness.

4.1 Highlights
4.1.1 Laboratory Combustor Development. We successfully designed .ad operated
several laboratory combustors. Each combustor simulated some important features of a practical
gas turbine combustor. For example, the step combustor produced the three important features
of the practical combustor flow field; that is, the reactive shear layer, inside-out recirculation
zones, and back pressure to confine the combustion process. Engine companies such as Pratt &
Whitney employ these three features of the flow field to stabilize flames in modem annular coin-
bustors. Moreover, data obtained from these combustors closely represent features of the
combustion processes in practical combustors.

4.1.2 CARS Measurements in Combustors. We recognized that in highly turbulent con-
fined flames in practical combustors the CARS slit function would vary from shot to shot and
depend on temperature, laser beam intensity, and turbulence. Therefore, we developed two
novel methods of CARS temperature calculation. In the first method, we fitted the collected
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CARS spectra using two parameters, slit width and temperature. This TPLS method increased
precision and allowed the calculation of temperature without a priori knowledge of the slit func-
tion. In the second method, we used the principle of local thermodynamic equilibrium so that the
actual mean temperature and slit width were calculated by finding the intersection of the two
lines (T vs. slit width at constant weighting). This 4PI method guaranteed unambiguous tem-
perature measurement.

Overall, we found the CARS mean temperature measurement accuracy to be within 50 K,
while the precision was well within 20 K. We also discovered that once system parameters are
optimized and the dye laser is tuned, repeatability is within ± 20 K for a mean flame temperature
of 1500 K, after 4 days of operation.

4.1.3 LBO Mechanism. We successfully observed and documented a systematic and
detailed sequence of events leading to LBO in practical combustors. We found that in a step
combustor, these events comprised the attached-flame region, lifted shear flame, intermittent
shear flame, the large-scale instability of the flame front, and finally LBO. For a bluff-body
combustor, excess entrainment of cold reactants in the thick-flame region caused flamelet extinc-
tion, increased the adverse pressure gradient and the entrainment of the cold reactant mixture,
and quenched the flame in the preheat-ignition region. Finally, in a swirl combustor intermittent
mixing and radial jet fluid ejection produced by large-scale vortices caused local flame extinc-
tion of a thin, highly stretched, diffusion-flame interface. These individual events clearly
highlight the complex LBO mechanism in a modem annular gas turbine combustor.

4.1.4 Recirculation Zone Structure. The flow field in a modem annular gas turbine com-
bustor may be categorized into three regions: near-field, recirculation, and far-field regions.
Flame is stabilized by a recirculation zone which bounds the near-field and far-field regions.
Therefore, we investigated the effects of various parameters on the recirculation zone structure.
We found that back pressure (or exit blockage) did not directly affect the step recirculation zone;
rather the fuel and air jet shear layers were affected. These shear layers influence both the com-
bustor central recirculation bubble and the inside-out step recirculation zones.

In contrast, for flames anchored by the bluff body, wall confinement elongated the recir-
culation zone by accelerating the flow and narrowed it by preventing mean streamline curvature.
In the limit of fast chemistry, the recirculation zone size decreases to its value for fully
developed, cold turbulent flow wake. In contrast, for reaction-controlled combustion, the recir-
culation zone is highly elongated. Finally, we discovered that swirl enhances flame stability
significantly by creating a toroidal recirculation zone. However, for a fuel tube with an appreci-
able lip thickness, swirl did not noticeably influence stability because the central recirculation
bubble generated in the wake region of the fuel tube successfully anchored the flame.
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4.1.5 Turbulent Flame Structure. The structure of a turbulent flame in the primary zone
of a gas turbine combustor is highly complex, involving contorted flame fronts and rapid chemi-
cal reactions. When the mixing process is dominated by large-scale turbulence, a high degree of
unmixedness exists inside the combustor. Such a combustor design has good flame stability and
high-altitude relight capability, but poor combustion efficiency and soot emission characteristics.
When small-scale turbulence is the controlling factor, this leads to a compact, efficient, and clean-
burning combustor design, but with a low combustion stability and poor relight performance.

The turbulent flame structure that appears in the combustor prior to LBO determines the
extinction process. Therefore, we conducted a systematic study of this structure. We observed
that at low fuel flows a distinct flame attaches itself around the fuel nozzle. This so-called
"attached flame" structure has the appearance of an inverted "classic coke bottle" and is
remarkably stable. As the overall equivalence ratio falls below 0.65, large-scale, oscillatory
axial movement of the flame begins; this eventually leads to LBO. The structure of the turbulent
flame anchored by the bluff body and enveloping the recirculation zone comprises: (1) an
ignition-thin flame region in the vicinity of the flameholder base, (2) a reacting shear layer
region of large-scale coherent structures, and (3) a thick-flame region in which entrainment is the
dominant mechanism. Finally, the high-velocity gradients generated in the swirl combustor
produce a thin diffusion layer, low Damkohler number, highly stretched flame.

4.1.6 Chemistry-Turbulence Interaction. In ramjet engines, jet afterburners, and gas
turbine combustors, intense turbulent mixing and the nonlinearity of the chemical kinetics terms
make the chemistry-turbulence interaction important and controlling.

We made successful correlations of the LBO in a step combustor against LP for LP values
extending over 3 orders of magnitude. Further, a priori calculation of LBO was done using
Swithenbank's [1 1 dissipation gradient approach of defining local PSR regions in the step com-
bustor. Such a network of stirred reactor nodes yielded good agreement with experimental data.

We observed that chemistry-turbulence interaction also affected the structure of the recir-
culation zone and LBO in the bluff-body combustor. Faster chemistry decreased the
recirculation zone length to half its original value. Also, TKE decreased dramatically due to sup-
pression of turbulence by dilatation. Increasing the reactant turbulence intensity drastically
shortens the recirculation zone length close to its value in the cold flow. The distribution of both
shear stresses and TKE shifts from the outer periphery of the recirculation zone to radially in-
ward locations. Finally, higher reactant turbulence also increased rms temperature fluctuations.

Such results indicate how compact the size of the primary zone of a gas turbine cermbustor
can be, provided it operates at or near-stoichiometric equivalence ratios. Detailed examination
of our data indicates that for # ! 0.75, combustion is kinetically controlled and requires a recir-
culation zone larger than that for cold flow in order to stabilize a flame.
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4.1.7 Free-stream Turbulence and Heat Transfer. The free-stream turbulence level ex-
perienced by a turbine blade downstream of the combustor approaches 20 percent. We
performed an investigation of the effects of free-stream turbulence on flat plate heat transfer. We
discovered that free-stream turbulence augments heat transfer 2 to 2.5 times. In practice, this
means free-stream turbulence would cause a faster decay in the turbine blade film-cooling effec-
tiveness, a reduction in the effective cooling length, or an increase in the film-cooling
requirement. Also, our data yielded heat-transfer coefficients around St = 0.005 under higih free-
stream turbulence conditions which are close to those obtained on a turbine blade ir, actual
engine tests. Thus, our research confirmed the validity and importance of these data sets to prac-
tical turbine blade-cooling.

4.1.8 Implications to Modeling. The combustor modeling strategy is essentially based
upon the simultaneous solution of the conservation equations of fluid dynamics and chemical
kinetics within a framework of appropriate physical and mathematical assumptions. Knowledge
of the interaction between chemistry and turbulence is obtained by inspecting the various terms
constituting the conservation equations of continuity, momentum, scalar transport, scalar dissipa-
tion, and turbulent kinetic energy. This exercise revealed marked differences between the
magnitude of the terms that dominate the nonreactive and the reactive flows. For example, in
practical combustors, mostly shear generation and scalar fluxes--not the normal stresses-- cause
turbulence production. Finally, it was found that pressure gradients and velocity-pressure cor-
relations were nonnegligible and important in turbulent combusting flows.

The fact that the research combustors behave as PSRs is important in modeling the LBO.
Our experimental data were used by Dr. Sturgess of Pratt and Whitney, East Hartford CT, in
developing novel combustor modeling schemes (see Appendices D, E, and F). The two main
modeling approaches that enabled the calculation of stability from thermochemistry considera-
tions are those of Swithenbank [1 I] and Magnessen and Byggstoyl [ 12].

Based on Swithenbank's I I I I dissipation gradient approach, local volumes enclosing the
highly turbulent portion of the combustor and the ones with the fuel-air mixture within the flam-
mability limits defined the PSRs. The resulting reactor was 44 percent of the combustor volume
and corrmsponded reasonably well to the lifted flame observed in the real combustor. The eddy
dissipation concept (EDC) of Magnessen and Byggstoyl [ 12] was used to construct a subgrid
scale reactor model. In contrast to the Swithenbank [11] model, this approach tests the in-
dividual reactor stability with the CFD calculations. It was found that this model calculated the
lifted flame condition but was unsuccessful in predicting the all-important attached flame condi-
tion. Thus, our experimental studies show that improvements and refinements to modeling codes
are required.

Finally, we discuss what gaps, if any, were found in our knowledge that should logically
form the next step in future turbulent combustion studies.
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Although we designed a toroidal PSR and installed the test facility capable of providing
fuel-air mixtures to the PSR, we could not complete all the tests. Preliminary PSR tests yielded a
comparison between experiments and CHEMKIN [20] calculations, and served to illustrate how
the global chemistry parameters for computer modeling could be derived from PSR experiments.
Given that we obtained successful correlations of LBO in a step combustor using the PSR theory
and that the recirculation zone produced by the bluff body also behaves as a PSR, it would have
been very appropriate to obtain further confirmation of this behavior from the PSR tests.

Another problem of theoretical and practical interest in turbulent reacting flow fields is the
effect of turbulence on chemical kinetics. The treatment of chemical kinetic equations in com-
bustion modeling entails a very expensive and complex computational effort be'cause solutions to
several hundred kinetic equations must be obtained. This reduction in effort may be possible if
PSR experiments could be designed to isolate a few important elementary chemical kinetic reac-
tions that dominate the combustion process. This type of investigation should be performed in
the future.

4.2 Conclusions

Summarized below are the important results and conclusions of this 5-year multifaceted re-
search program in turbulent combustion and heat transfer using advanced laser diagnostics.

(a) We successfully designed and operated several laboratory combustors (e.g., the step
combustor, bluff-body combustor, PSR, and swirl combustor) each capable of simulating some
important features of a practical gas turbine combustor. Thus, the test data from these combus-
tors represent a very cost effective and valid means of understanding the combustion processes in
a practical combustor.

(b) We developed two novel methods of accounting for the variation in the CARS slit func-
tion due to turbulence, beam intensity, and temperature. These methods have made possible the
precise, repetitive, and unambiguous measurements of temperature in highly turbulent, confined
flames. Now, mean flame temperature measurements can be performed within 50 K, while the
CARS precision is well within ± 20 K.

(c) Our studies of LBO revealed a detailed sequence of events such as attached flames,
lifted shear flames, and intermittent shear flames. Large-scale instability of the flame front, ex-
cess entrainment of cold reactants in the thickened flame front, reaction-controlled combustion,
and intermittent mixing followed by radial jet fuel ejection were the primary causes of flame ex-
tinction in the step combustor, bluff-body combustor, PSR, and swirl combustor, respectively.

(d) Our investigations of the effects of various parameters on the structure and size of the
recirculation zone revealed that (1) back pressure does not affect the recirculation zone, (2) wall
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confinement and reaction-controlled combustion strongly affect its size, and (3) swirl creates a
toroidal recirculation zone which, in turn, enhances flame stability.

(e) Chemistry-turbulence interaction affects the structure of the recirculation zone and
LBO in combustors. Faster chemistry decreased the recirculation zone length to half its original
value, whereas slower chemistry (near LBO) produced a rapid growth in flame temperature fluc-
tuations. Increasing the reactant turbulence intensity drastically shortened the recirculation zone
length close to its value in the cold flow. These results indicate how compact the size of the
primary zone of a gas turbine combustor can be, provided it operates at or near stoichiometric
equivalence ratios.

(f) We discovered that free-stream turbulence augments flat plate heat transfer by 2 to 2.5
times. In practice, this means that free-stream turbulence would cause a faster decay in the tur-
bine blade film-cooling effectiveness, a reduction in the effective cooling length, or an increase
in the film-cooling requirement.

(g) Our experimental data were used by Dr. Sturgess of Pratt and Whitney, East Hartford,
CT in developing two novel combustor modeling schemes based on the work of Swithenbank
[11] and Magnessen and Byggstoyl [12]. It was found that the models calculate the lifted flame
condition but are unsuccessful in predicting the attached flame condition.

To summarize, our experimental studies have made a valuable contribution by providing a
physical understanding of turbulent combustion and heat transfer, and also by making available
benchmark-quality data for evaluating and refining computer models used by industry to design
gas turbine combustors. Now, the challenge is to produce new modeling codes that can be used
with a sufficient degree of realism, confidence, and certainty to design practical combustion sys-
tems.
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Table 1. Recirculation Zone Parameters in a Bluff Body Stabilied Turbdlmt
Premixed Flame.

Conical Sabilizr
0 450, BR = 25%,* = 0.65, Red - 5.7 x 104

Confined Confined Open
Cold Flow Flame Flame

(L/D) 1.5 1.70 1.85

(W/d) 0.55 0.58 0.65

(Ur/U5)* -0.24 -0.40 -0.30

(mr /m ) 0.20 0.13 0.10r __ _ __ _

(/UY) 0.3 0.24 0.32

(v'/Ua) 0.26 0.17 0.28

(ce~g) 1.0 0.64 1.12

*at x/d = 0.8, r/d - 0.3

Table 2. Characteristics of the Large-Scale Vortex Structures in a Turbulent
Jet Diffusion Flame.

L, z rl/2 U1 /2  fciI2 I
(ms) (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Hz) (mm)

6 15 5.0 5.1 704 3.6

10 15 5.3 7.0 1100 3.2

15 5 5.5 3.6 1130 1.6

15 15 5.5 9.1 1330 3.4

15 25 5.3 12.1 1230 4.9

15 50 5.4 --- 1190 -
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The temperature determined by a single-shot coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy
(CARS) system is directly related to the half width at half maximum of the instrument slit
function. Therefore. an accurate knowledge of the instrument slit function is necessary
to determine temperature with CARS. However, in turbulent systems, the input slits of the

spectrometer may be removed in order to guarantee signal throughput and establish
the necessary dynamic range. In this case, the physical input slits of the spectrometer are

replaced with apparent slits created by focussing the input beams near the entrance plane of the
spectrometer. The slit function will then depend on the physical relationship among all

of the optical components. the probe volume, and the dispersive performance of the
spectrometer and detector, as well as the optical path through density and temperature
gradients which may not be invariant in a turbulent system. The presence of high temperatures
and turbulence levels can effect the size of the CARS signal origin and the optical path,

and as a result, the slit function is not invariant. Ignoring these changes can result in large root
mean square temperatures (decreased precision) as well as mean temperature errors.
The variability of the slit width can be accounted for on a shot-to-shot basis by using a two
parameter (HWHM of the slit function and temperature) fitting routine. For
temperatures greater than 1200 K there is convergence on a best curve implying both a
temperature and a slit width. This method can be used alone or in concert with various
weighting schemes to improve the precision. There are two major advantages gained by

allowing the slit function to vary in a CARS system: (a) it allows an increase in the precision;
(b) it allows temperatures to be calculated without the assumption that the slit function

does not change with temperature or turbulence or position within the flame. In fact, it allows
the temperature to be determined with almost no previous knowledge of the slit function
except the general shape. These two advantages combine to significantly simplify the study of
turbulent combusting systems with CARS and to improve the precision, both
point-to-point and shot-to-shot, of CARS.

I. INTRODUCTION ing the slit function. is convolved with a "guesstimate' of
the slit function until the final convolved spectrum is a

Single pulse coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy "good fit" with the collected spectrum at a particular tern-

(CARS) has shown effectiveness in the determination of perature.
temperature and concentration of major species such as The function that gives the best fit is then assumed to

H,, N,. and O, as early as 1976.1 The usefulness of CARS be independent of temperature turbulence in the optical
was expanded greatly with the introduction of the path. This slit function is then convolved with theoretically

BOXCARS2 set up to enhance spatial resolution. In 1983, calculated nitrogen spectra to generate a temperature-de-

Greenhalgh. Porter. and England3 demonstrated the use- pendent library of spectra. These generated spectra are
fulness of CARS in turbulent combustion processes, while then used in various least square fitting routines with tem-

Goss et al4 described a system that was capable of mea- perature as the only variable to determine the best fit and
suring both temperature and concentration in nearly all estimate of the actual temperature.

turbulent systems because of its large dynamic range (300- In this article we show that the slit function in turbu-

2500 K). Since its advent. CARS has been used to measure lent measurements is not invariant from shot to shot. This
temperature and species concentration in a variety of hos- variation shows itself by a decrease in precision" of the
tile environments. The theory and application of CARS CARS system, and can be corrected by using a two-param-
have been reviewed several times. 5-7 eter (half width half maximum of the slit function and

Despite the well-developed theory of CARS signal gen. temperature) fitting routine instead of the standard one-

eration. including laser lineshapes.'Q and dye laser mode parameter (temperature) routine. While the two-parame-

noise,10 there has been almost no attempt to consider the ter fit adds computational complexity to the analysis. it

instrument slit function, the remaining major broadening makes the determination of the slit function easier. In ad-
source of the CARS signal. The slit function needed to dition. using two parameters results in better precision and

accurately calculate the actual collected spectra cannot be significantly better average fits. We present a theoretical

derived a priori but rather a calculated spectrum. neglect- description of a possible source of the slit function which

3003 ftv. Sel. h , 62 (ft h 1661 00o4474e/e1/6oe3o0U2.00 Of 19111 Ainwria lwlftt of Ploy 2M
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acous for the variability.
Finally, a discussion concermig the effects of various

weighting schemes is included because CARS tempera. I
tures have been determined using a variety of weighting I WINDOWS
schemes to increase the precision (that is improve the re- . 125 cm X 5.6 cml
producibility) of the CARS instrument. While thesemi1 I l
weighting schemes tend to increase the precision of the III#%
CARS system, they affect the accuracy to varying degrees, ,TcsL
as noted by.Snelling et *l.,ii the selection of weighting lg uICOLLECTION
coefficients appears to be a compromise between increasing - , , , OPTICS
the precision, and avoiding mean temperature shifts. A
description of various weighting schemes is included in the CONICAL . * PIPE icm deal
Appendix. and an explanation or how they tend to mini- STABILIZER GRID
mize the variations introduced by a varying slit function is LOCATION
included in the discussion. We will also show how the
mean temperature shifts associated with these weighting
schemes can be eliminated.

I BURNER
I I , CONTRACTION

"SECTION
IL EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION PREMIXED FUEL-AIR

The CARS system hardware and software are de-
scribed by Goss. Trump, and Roquemore.' 3 A Nd:YAG
(Quanta bay GoRss. laeru , and Tro Nortern Spectrom FIG. I. Bluff body combustor used to generate a turbulent confined flame.(Quanta Ray DCR-2) laser, a Tracor Northern Spectrom-

eter (TN-1710) with Diode Array Rapid Scanning Spec-
trometer (DARSS), a Spex .1 meter grating spectrometer,
and a ModComp Classic 32/85 Computer comprise the "apparent" slits of a Spex (. m) spectrometer with a cy-
major components of the system. The major purpose of lindrical lens. The signal is then collected with a DARSS
this system was the investigation of highly turbulent com- TN-6132 camera and sent to both the Tracor Northern
busting system. Therefore, in order to guarantee signal Spectrometer and the Modcomp computer where it is
throughput despite possible beam steering and establish the stored on tape for future analysis. The dispersion of the
necessary dynamic range, we have used Goss et al.'s 1983 spectrometer and camera is 1.24 cm - 1 per digital readout
design4 in which there are no physical input slits on the (pixel) on the camera. The detector is 2.5 cm wide and
spectrometer. Instead, the input beams are focused near contains 1024 pixels (about 25 u/pixel).
the entrance plane of the spectrometer. creating effective or The methane-air flame was stabilized by a conical bluff
apparent slits, body. Fuel and air were premixed at an equivalence ratio of

The Nd:YAG laser is operated near full power. The 0.65 and passed by the fluff body at a velocity of about 15
infrared radiation is doubled and the resulting green light m/s. The CARS data used in this study were collected at a
is used in the optical system. The 150 mJ pulses of light position that was off-axis by IO of the bluff body diameter
have a linewidth (half width at half maximum, HWHM) and downstream by -1 diameters. This position was ex-
les than 0.5 cm - I. The spatial distribution of the green pected to give a flame temperature nearly equal to adia-
beams is nearly TEM&I ("donut mode") with a diameter batic flame temperature (1755 K) with a very low
of about 7 mm. The green beam is divided into four beams RMS.'4.15 Figure I shows the burner configuration. The
of equal intensity. Two of these become the pump beams, combustion characteristics of the enclosed flame have been
while the other two pump a dye laser oscillator and am- described previously. "
plifier. The spectral basis sets (each covering 250-2500 K in

The dye laser is nearly coaxially pumped and concen- 10 K increments) were generated using a combination
tration tuned. The oscillator cavity is 15 cm long with flat Gaussian and Lorentzian profile as follows:
reflectors and an output coupler of about 30%. The dye
(Rhodamine 640) concentration is adjusted until the dye slit function =axCGL + (I -a)XG,
laser is tuned to 607.3 A (spectral HWHM about 60 where G is a normalized Gaussian, HWHM = s cm-
cn - '). The output of the dye laser is then transformed and L is a normalized Lorentzian. HWHM = I.8 s cm
with a telescope to match the green beam characteristics, a = 1/( 1 + 0.75 s), s varied from 2.0 to 4.0 by 0.2 incre-

The red dye beam (Stokes beam) and the two green ments. ® is meant to convolve (HWHM is the half width
beams (pump beams) are then focused together in a at half maximum).
"DOXCARS" configuration. The input lens is 25 cm focal This combination creates an effective slit function that
length with input half angles of about 0.05 radians. The exhibits the width of a Gaussian, but the wings of a Lorent-
signal is optimized after initial lineup by adjusting the ac- zian, while still being normalized. Nearly all the broaden-
tual Stokes beam input angle and collimation. ing is determined by the Gaussian portion of the slit func-

The CARS signal is collected and focused onto the tion. The Lorentzian helps fit the legs of the spectra. The
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width of the slit function is the critical parameter in deter- series of temperature data showed that no one slit width
mining the temperature. and hereafter the HWHM of the was adequate to fit all of the data. Subsequently, we per-
Gaussian (s) is used to describe the total function, and will mitted the slit width to vary. That is, instead of allowing
be referred to as the slit width.

b e ighterred to ast-slit e widtin. rotonly the temperature to vary, we allowed the computer to
A weighted least-squares fitting routine described by scan a variety of spectra sets, each generated with a dif-

Goss et aL4 was used to obtain the best least-squares fit. ferent s, and then to select the temperature and slit width
This fitting routine allowed a weighting factor to be set on of the spectra with the best fit.
all points with frequencies below 2306 cm - 1 (i.e.. the ex- Table I shows the type of mean and RMS temperatures
cited vibrational band of N 2). emphasizing these points in acquired using the -best fit" method (the temperature ac-
the data analysis. We have used three different weights for quired by allowing the slit width and temperature to vary).
these points: I. 4. and 10. and fits associated with s = 2.2 cm - 1 (the room tempera-

ture slit width), 2.4 cm- 1, and 2.7 cm- - (a slit width
with significant implications to be described in detail be-

During the course of analysis of CARS data on this low). There are several observations to be made. There is a
burner, it became obvious that the instrument slit width general decrease in the RMS value as the slit width de-
was not a constant. Most of the problem has been attrib- creases or weighting, wi1 increases. The mean temperature
uted to heating of the optical breadboard. The installation decreases with increasing weighting for the small slit
of heat shields helped to minimize the problem, but did not
eliminate it. As a result, it was necessary to determine the TABLE 1. Comparion of mean and RMS temperatures and At parame-
slit width of the system at operating conditions. Attempts ten vs slit width and setghnng (all values ta Kelvin).
to understand the entire source of the slit function and to
determine the exact nature of the slit function in our sys- Slitti-, = I) mCm -'

tem after the burner was heated, led to the discovery that varible
the slit width was not invariant. Not only did the width of 2.2 2.4 2.7 avg 2.42
the slit function change with changes in the temperature/ Mean 1737 1712 1672 1704
turbulence level in the burner, but it varied from shot to RMS 102 104 109 39
shot and from one location to another within the burner. Fit 184 18.2 19.2 15.1
An analysis of the probable sources of the slit function Ski t-,, = 4)
reveals that there is no fundamental reason to assume that 2.2 2.4 217 ,aable
the slit width of the system should remain constant. inde- avg a 2.44
pendent of the optical path that vares with temperature, Me-• 1717 1t99 1671 1090
density, gradient changes. and turbulence levels, and con- RMS 74 75 77 70

sequently location in the buniter. However. since variations Fit 13.2 13.0 13.9 11.1

of the average slit width with position have been described Slit (W. , 10)

and accounted for previously." we shall limit our discus- 2.2 2.4 2.7 Vanale

sion to shot to shot variations. avg. w 2.48

Figures 2 and 3 show the type of fit that can be ex- RMS 17 08 70 07

pected (using no weighting factors) when slit widths that Fit 9.5 9.3 9. 7.9
are either too small or too large are used. Looking at a
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widths, while it is essentially constant for 2.7 cm -. The fit
variable has a minimum using fixed slit widths.

Figure 4 shows a plot of the mean temperature vs slit only a few degrees and the change in the mean from 2.7
width s at constant weighting. The intersection of the cm- 1 has decreased to only I I K. Weighting the v = 1
graphs at one point is important, because it describes the peak has a similar effect on the RMS temperature as al-
average slit width for which the weighting does not affect lowing the slit width to vary. The measured mean temper-
the mean temperature. This slit width, as described previ- ature will vary with the slit width selected. The strength of
ously." is the only value of the average slit width that the variation decreases with increasing weighting.
yields the same temperature independent of the vibrational If we believe that the rotational and vibrational tern-
quantum number (v). If we assume local thermodynamic peratures are in equilibrium, then we cannot accept 2.2
equilibrium (LTE) is applicable, then the rotational tern- cm - I as the appropriate slit width at the flame tempera-
perature of the first excited state and the ground state must ture and turbulence level. While there is a small difference
be equal, and further they must equal the vibrational tern- between the s = 2.7 cm - 1 slit width (temperature equals
perature. In that case, changing the weighting on the v = 1 1672 K) and the average temperature using a best fit slit
peak should have no effect on the mean temperature. The width (1704). this difference essentially disappears when a
only HWHM consistent with the assumption of LTE is the weighting factor of 10 is used. This combination of vanable

one determined by the intersection of the three lines in Fig. slit width and weighting factor of 10 yields the best preci-
4. This can be reasoned by realizing that all of the infor- sion (67 K).
mation about temperature is contained in the shape of the The slit width that provides the best fit to the data
v = 0 rotational band. The rotational temperature can be varies widely. The distribution of the slit widths is shown
obtained by setting w, = 0. By increasing the weight of the in Fig. 5. It is surprising to note the 'best" slit width vanes
v = I band, the rotational temperature of the "hot band" is over a large range from 1.0 cm - 1 < s < 3.0 cm - '. Since the
now considered in the fitting process as well as the vibra- CARS is a nonlinear process, there is no reason to believe
tional temperature. If we assume that LTE applies, then that the average best slit is the same as the best average slit
the rotational and vibrational temperatures are the same, width. However, the variable slit should yield a tempera-
and the average temperature measured should not depend ture that is invariant with weighting since the individual
on the weighting factor used. This value of the slit width "best" slits should each exhibit equal rotational and vibra-
(s = 2.7 cm - 1) yields a mean temperature of 1672 K and tional temperatures.
RMS of 108 K (unity weighting) or 70 K (weighting by The magnitude of the change in the mean temperature

10). (for the variable slit) as the weighting is changed is an
Conversely, allowing the slit width to vary for each indication of systematic errors in the CARS system. As

spectra collected yields better fits on average than any av- described above, if the vibrational temperature and the ro-
erage slit width. Since two parameters are used to fit the tational temperature are in equilibrium, then putting in-
spectra, it is not surprising that the fit parameter is im- creased emphasis on the v' = I peak should not affect the
proved. However, in addition. the precision of the mea- mean temperature. Since it does, it is indicative of an ap-
surement is significantly increased (for unity weighting). parent vibrational temperature that is different than the
The mean temperature is 32" higher than found using 2.7 apparent rotational temperature. The less the mean tern.
cm - . For weighting equals 10. the increase in precision is perature changes with weighting, the smaller the difference
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between the rotational and vibrational temperature. There no slits are used, but rather the beam is focused at a posi-
are three major sources of such a discrepancy: (a) inaccu- tion where the slits should be, creating effective slits.
racies in the spectral libraries; (b) nonlinearities in the The input beam is dispersed (in frequency) by the
detector: and (c) errors in the dye tuning curve, spectrometer while the spatial characteristics (neglecting

The small variation of this mean temperature with diffraction) are refocused at the output (detector). The
weighting indicates that the sum of the errors from these output spread in space is therefore a function of the beam
three sources is not large. The actual temperature at this spread in space. due to frequency, and the beam spread in
burner location can be described by the boundaries of these space, due to the size of the irn-,t beam. The detector
various "best methods" calculations. That is. the mean output is then interpreted as arising entirely from the fre-
temperature is between 1671 and 1704 K. The RMS tem- quency components in the CARS signal. Following this
perature is best represented by the variable slit with one step further, the input to the spectrometer is at best the
weighting 10. or 67 K. diffraction limited image of the actual source spot of the

The major benefit of allowing the slit width to vary is CARS system. Therefore the instrument function includes
that the slit width need no longer be determined prior to a convolution of the probe volume size, modified by the
the experiment. It is necessary that the shape of the slit system transfer function.
function be determined, as in this case where a shape has If we estimate the probe volume following Eckbreth-
been used that can be represented by one variable. Further, we calculate between 30 and 60 pm diameter (transverse to
the assumptions that the slit function is invariant with tern- the propagation direction). In this case the collecting and
perature and turbulence need no longer be used. This as- focusing optics would need to introduce an aberration fac-
sumption has been verified only in the case of simple flat tor of less than 2 for the output beam to have a spatial
flame burners, and even then its veracity is model depen- extent of about 60 pm. If we use a significantly smaller
dent.i 2 Also. the alternate methods for determining the estimate of the probe volume2

1 then optical train would
mean temperature provide an internal check on the sys- need to produce a proportionately greater aberration to
tematic errors of the system. Finally, as an additional ben- account for a 60 pm diameter. In our detector, this spatial
efit, it can be used to improve the precision of the CARS extent would be indicative of a half width of 1.5 cm - 1
instrument. HWHM (based on our DARSS camera and resolution of

25 pm per pixel and 1.24 cm - 1 per pixel.) It is obvious
that this could be a major source of the instrument slit

IV. ORIGIN OF THE SLIT FUNCTION function, as the vector sum of the identified instrument
The slit function is convolved from many sources, in- broadening sources (I.82 + 0.62 + 1.5)0°5 is 2.4 cm - 'andThe slitnfunctioneispconvolvedefromfmany sourcesnan-

cluding the pump laser bandwidth and the resolving power depends on the spatial extent of the CARS signal.

of the spectrometer (the classic slit function of the spec- Further, the actual size of the probe volume is highly

trometer) and broadening caused by the detector. How. dependent on the optical path and focussing characteristics

ever, the limiting resolution is determined by either the of the three beams as they approach the crossing point in

spectrometer or the pump laser linewidth. ' The combined the BOXCARS setup. The beam steering and defocusing

bandwidth for these two sources does not exceed 0.6 cm - characteristics of combusting/turbulent media have also

HWHM. The broadband pump laser has a width HWHM been recognized previously. Goss recognized the problem

< 0 5 cm - 1. The spectrometer itself has a resolving power of turbulence4 and even discussed it in terms of log-ampli-
of<0.5 , at 5000 A. or about 0.2 cm - 1 The combination, tude theory. 22 However, Goss worked strictly with collin-

from the spectrometer and linewidth (0.42 + 0.22)0.5, is ear CARS geometry to eliminate the difficult problems as-

about 0.5 cm -' HWHM. This is in full agreement with sociated with beam wander and interaction-volume

similar estimates by Eckbreth.' and obviously small com- overlap. B6duet at? have noted that beam steering and

pared to any of the values measured in our system. defocusing can have several effects on the CARS signal,

The contribution of the diode array arising from including changing the apparent resolving power of the

crosstalk has been discussed by Morris and Mcilrath 19 and spectrograph as a result of beam spreading at the plane of

Eckbreth,' and for our TN-6132 DARSS. operating well the entrance slit. In the BOXCARS geometry. even small

below saturation, is about 1.8 cm - 1. To account for a slit changes in focusing or direction can affect the overlap vol-

width of about 2.5 cm- 1 would require an additional ume and the resultant slit function. Our observation of a

broadening mechanism with a width of about 1.5 cm - . varying slit width is consistent with previous observations

The only other major source of broadening (due to the and theory concerning the probe volume.

instrument ) is the spatial extent of the CARS signal. As
noted by Snelling. Sawchuck. and Smallwood.2 the width V. EFFECT OF WEIGHTING
of a room temperature signal will increase with any defo-
cusing of the signal at the detector array. Therefore, the It has been noted that using a weighting scheme has
important consideration here is not the actual probe vol- the advantage of increasing the precision of the CARS
ume. but the size of the image of the probe volume at the system. In general, it has been observed that placing addi-
detector. In classical spectroscopy, the light is gathered tional weighting on the v = I portion will reduce the mea-
and input to the spectrometer with the appropriate F# sured root mean square (RMS) temperature. We have
through input and output slits. In our CARS experiment shown that the precision of the CARS system can be in-
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1.0 ized to the maximum sgal (always the v = 0 peak). fore.
Tom-a 1800 ing the curve to fit the peak height of the v = I. peak

0. Sit - 2.0 cm'- height places significant emphasis on the vibrational tem-
perature. The slit width. since it is small compared to the

10. peak spacing. does not change the ratio of the peak heights.
but can obviously change the full width at half maximum

12 Con-' (FWHM). Increasing the weighting of the v = I band in-

10.4 creases the precision (reduces the RMS) by essentially re-

moving the sensitivity of the CARS instrument to the
0.2 .14 / width of the slit function. That is, by emphasizing the vi-

brational temperature (not strongly dependent on the slit
width) versus the rotational temperature (strongly depen-

0 70 2290 2310 2330 2350 dent on the slit width) would result in an increase in the

Wavmuntem precision in any system where the slit function was not
constant.

FIG.6.6. E of •s w,,kkb of v = 0 peak vs the rawi of v - I/v = 0 VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND APPLICABILITY
showe for HWHM1 = 2.0 cmi

There has been and continues to be significant effort in
the development of CARS as a diagnostic for turbulent

creased without any weighting scheme if the CARS slit -obustion systems. Much of this effort is directed to-
width is allowed to vary. wards determination of the slit function. establishing

To understand how increasing the weighting of the weighting factors for curve fitting routines, and increasing
low-frequency portion of the N2 vibration spectra increases the precision of the CARS systems. The technique de-
the precision. consider that the CARS signal is composed scribed here should be useful to help determine the appro-
of two peaks. The first peak (v =0) contains only infor- priate slit width, and to increase the precision. In the study
mation concerning the rotational temperature of the lowest of highly turbulent systems, where no physical input slits
vibrational level. The second peak (v = I) contains infor- are used, this technique may be necessary to acquire accu-
mation concerning both the rotational temperature of the rate mean and RMS temperatures.
higher vibrational peak, and also all the information con- If signal throughput can be maintained even through
cerning the vibrational temperature. The vibrational tem- narrow slits, the importance of such a correction decreases.
perature is contained in the height (normalized to the first Obviously, in the limit that the input slit to the spectrom-
peak), while the rotational temperature is in the width. eter goes to zero, the appropriate slit function depends only
The slit width (2 cm - 1) is narrow compared to the vibra- on the spectrometer, and not on any of the source and
tional spacing (30 cm -')but wide compared to the rota- focusing optics (assuming that the spectrometer is
tional spacing. It will therefore affect the width of the ro- matched) and would be invariant from shot to shot. As the
tational band more than the ratio of the vibrational band slits to the spectrometer are opened to increase signal
peak heights. Figures 6 and 7 show how two different slit throughput, or if the input F# is too large, then variations
widths produce spectra with significantly different widths of the apparent slit width can occur from shot to shot. The
in the v - 0 band, but with an essentially constant ratio of magnitude and importance of these variations will depend
peak heights (v - l/v = 0). Since the curves are normal- on the amount of beam steering and focusing caused by

any turbulence of non-linear beam propagation effect. The
less turbulent a system. the smaller the slit width variation.
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0.2- .14 APPENDIX

There have been four basic weighting schemes:
0 A70 2290 2310 2330 2350 1. Linear least squares-no weighting'

Fitting to a linearized function In S, vs J(J -- I )-
Wavenunub•x 2. Nonlinear least squares-weighting low frequen-

FIG. 7. ESidsM olion dw of v,-0 peak vsThe ratiofv- 1/%- 0 cies22 minimize l(S, - T,)2w
slow, for HWHM - 3.0 cm '. 3. Nonlinear least squares-minimizing
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the emphasis of the fitting routine on those positions with meat. and siould not be confused with accuracy The measur-ed root
the weakest signals. mewm square (R.MS) temperature of a known constant temperature

source is used asa quantitative measure of the precision of the CARS
Weighting scheme 3 exhibits a similar tendency as sytm

scheme 2 as follows: 2.I.Selm.G J.SawoRA.achk iid .
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It is not obvious that weighting scheme 4 also places "9M. B. Morris and T. J. Mcllrath. Appl. Opt. 18. 4145 (1979).
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The determination of temperatures using single-shot coherent anti-Stokes Raman
spectroscopy normally requires an accurate measurement of the instrument slit function. This
slit function is normally determined at a known temperature, and then assumed to be
the applicable function at all temperatures and independent of the optical path which varies
with density or temperature gradients. In this communication we show a simple method
of determining the width of the slit function from the collected data at the actual
temperature and turbulence level. This method depends on local thermodynamic equilibrium
and is a generally applicable technique to determine the instrument slit function. It is
limited to temperatures in excess of 1100 K, as it requires that there be a nonzero signal in
the v = I vibrational level of N2.

Single-shot coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy are stored on tape by a MODCOMP Classic 32/85 com-
(CARS) has been used to evaluate temperatures in highly puter.
turbulent flames" by comparing actual nitrogen spectra to The spectral basis sets are generated using a combina-
calculated spectra. The calculation of a nitrogen CARS tion Gaussian and Lorentzian profiles as follows: slit
spectrum requires knowledge of the instrument slit func- function = 0.35 X GeL. + 0.65 x G, where G is a normal-
tion. To determine the slit function, nitrogen spectra are ized Gaussian, half width at half maximum (HWHM) =

calculated and compared with spectra collected at a known cm - and L is a normalized Lorentzian, HWHM = 1.8 a
temperature (often room temperature). The difference be- cm - a; varied from 2.0 to 4.0 by 0.2 increments, and e
tween the two spectra is attributed to the instrument slit is meant to convolve. Nearly all the broadening is deter-
function, which is then determined and assumed to remain mined by the Gaussian portion of the slit function. The
constant, independent of temperature and turbulence level. Lorentzian helps fit the legs of the spectra. Many different
The correct evaluation of the slit function is critical to the shapes have been proposed for the slit function, but is the
operation of a CARS system. HWHM which is most critical in determining the temper-

In recent experiments with enclosed flames, we have ature, and hereafter the entire slit function will be repre-
gathered significant evidence that the slit function at high sented by its Gaussian width (HWHM).
temperature and turbulence was not the same function that The enclosed flame has been described previously.4

was applicable at room temperature and no turbulence. The bluff-body-stabilized methane flame has an adiabatic
Further, the slit function was not independent of the loca- flame temperature of about 1755 K. The mean temperature
tion of the diagnostic volume inside the flame. The varia- is expected to be near adiabatic in the recirculation zone,
tion in slit function can be attributed to changes in the while the rms temperature is expected to be under 50 K.
optical path as a result of density and temperature gradi- The radial profile of the flame is expected to be nearly flat
ents. By applying the principle of local 'hermodynamic to the edge of the flame5 (about 23 mtgn from the center).
equilibrium (LTE), we have determined a quick and effi- We have noted (Fig. 1) that the mea, temperature is
cient method of calculating the mean and root-mean- very nearly a linear function of the Gaussian width
square (rms) temperatures and the width of the slit func- (HWHM). A linear relation holds regardless of the
tion applicable to the temperature and turbulent conditions weighting used in the least-squares fitting routine for fre-
under study. quencies below 2306 cm - 1 (those frequencies associated

We have determined point-to-point variations in the with the nitrogen molecule in vibrational state v = I). Fur-
slit functions of 5%-lWc, which would have caused errors ther, the slope of the lines varies with the weighting
in the measured mean temperatures of 15-30 K. This tech- (curves 2 and 3 of Fig. I). This same trend, i.e., increasing
nique is applicable to the study of temperatures greater the weighting on the v = I peak causing a shift in the mean
than 1100 K, but loses sensitivity at lo.ver temperatures, temperature, was noted by Snelling et aL' The interesting
because it depends on a nonzero signal level in the region point in Fig. I is the intersection of the three lines, since
of 2300 cm - , the portion of the spectrum associated with obviously if the HWHM were selected appropriately, the
N 2(v = !). mean temperature would not change with changing the

The CARS system is essentially the same as described weighting on the v = I portion of the spectra.
by Goss et aL A box configuration' is used to generate the If we assume that LTE is applicable, then the rota-
CARS signal, which is collected by a Spex spectrometer, tional temperature of the first excited state and ground
diode array rapid-scanning spectrometer camera, and Tra- state must be equal, and further, they must equal the vi-
cor Northern multichannel analyzer. The collected signals brational temperature. In that case, changing the weighting
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I Wal"1 schemes and two different HWH'As (four measurements).
- w0 The actual mean temperature and HWHM arc calculated

low Io- , by finding the intersection of the two lines vs,,
-- 4 HWHM at constant weighting). The mean temperature

and rms temperature can be determined by interpolation
(extrapolation).

10 The measured room-temperature HWHM for this par.
ticular optical setup was determined to be about a = 2.2" i • cm - 1. The error in using this function versus the intersec-

1650 tion position would have been as large as 30 K. The point-
to-point error would have been less. but still could have

.. 2.0 .showed artificial temperature gradients caused by treating
1.0 1.5 2.0 2's 3.0 3.5 a changing slit function as constant.

Sli Wdh Jowl) The slit function is an important component in the

CARS system analysis, as the mean temperature is directly
proportional to the slit width. It has not always been easy

FIG I Mean temperature (K) vs HWIHM and weighting, to determine the appropriate width of the slit function.

This problem may be exacerbated when highly turbulent

on the r = I peak should have no effect on the mean tem- fames are enclosed in chimneys, as it may be necessary to

perature. The only HWHM consistent with the assumption measure the slit function at the temperature and turbu-

of LTE is the HWHM determined by the intersection of lence intensity of the flame. This HWHM can be easily

the lines for different weighting schemes. determined by calculating the mean temperature using two

Table I shows how this method has been used to de- HWHMs and two weighting schemes. The intersection of

termine the mean temperature in the bluff body flame, as the two lines (T vs HWHM at constant weighting)

well as the HWHM which establishes LTE. In general, the shows the only HWHM which is consistent with local ther-

mean temperature is measured for two different weighting modynamic equilibrium.
Assumptions concerning the constancy of the slit func-

tion with temperature and turbulence intensity are incon-

TABLE 1. Radial pmitin 00). mean temperatura (K). and iit func. sistent with the assumption of LTE. The method presented
toam. vainatm d "bour sit fun-inon kb position (27 -as dowi- here allows the experimenter to determine the HWHM at
uream). every location and thereby guarantees that LTE is main-

9 Temperature Temperature IntSCt oined.
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Asa ct -1-wvelength. velocity ratio U/Uf)

S = kieai ai fit
Far a pas tubne coambustor, combustio stability and = kx wvicst

freedom fom acoustic coupling ae the two essential design L Introductim
requirements. Hem, acoustic characistics of a researh step
ombusior au invesgtd by measuring acoustic fluctuations, An essential requirement in the design of new

lean blowout, and visual observations of flame behavior. T uoichiec combustxs and high thrust output afterburneri
combuto was desgned to serve as a test bed forg vaodansg is that steady combustion can be initiated and sustained over a
lean blowout and refiting coabustordesign modeling codes, wide range of flight conditions. Combustion-induced

oscillations commonly known as rimble a&d screech severely
Swas foud da inlet con on, combustor go 7try limit the flame stability range of practical combuston. They

and siue, and outlet blockage affected the acousti can also cmpmise hot-section durability, induce mechanical
charctMiscs. An acoustic isolator in the fuel tube and a step vibmaion in the engine-airframe components, and couple with
design tot eliminated g n at te the aerodynamics of other engine modules. Therefore,
significantly decreased acoustic coupling. For a long knowledge of acoustic characteritics of combustors is
cmbusor WD - 7.3). loud acoustic resonanc esembling Mpamt fom a design viewpoint.

ic "rumb" prduced. In this combustor dominant
frequecies round 55 Hz and 170 Hz were observed The provision of adequate combustion stability, and
coruesponding to eddy shedding fromthe step and the quanrt- fediom from acoustic coupling in aircraft gas turbine
wave longitudinal mode respevely. The short combustor combustors is a long-term problem that is exacerbated by
(=iD =3). simply did not exert enough back pIme to several current design trends. Further, the solution to this
confine a st•ady burning flame. In gencral, top-hat outlet problem is made difficult by deficiencies in present calculation
mestrictoui produced noisier combustion than orfice plates methods and by conflicting design criteria. rherefore, a joint
Finally, a research step combustor with LAD - 4.9 and fitted U. S. Air Force, Industry, and University research program is
with an orifice plate of blockage ratio = 0.45 prvided the best being carried out to (i) study acoustic coupling and its effects
combination of LBO and freedom from acoustic coupling. upon the combustor performance, (ii) improve understanding
This combustor operated satisfactorily under all the conditions of the physical processes involved in lean blowout (LBO). and
of interest and its LBO performance resembled that of a well- (iii) evaluate and refine the combustor design modeling codes
stined reactor. on the basis of experimental measurements.

Nomenclature

In a modern annular gas turbine combustor, flame is

A cross sectional aea (o-outleyconmbusux) stabiized by producing a recirulation Zone in the flowfield.
ALP a air loading parameter (m1VP) As shown in Fig. 1, this zone is formed by a combination of
B a outlet ar blockage ratio (A IA) three mechanisms, namely an axial swirling air jet associated
Dd equivaet diamet, di6 - with each fuel introduction, sudden expansion of the axial
f - frequency (o-fundamental, h-harmonic) swirling jets as they enter the primary zone, and back-ptessure
I a intensity, amplitude provided by an army of radial air jets at the end of the primary

L a combustor length zone. To achieve low unburned hydrocarbon emissions, Pratt
LBO lean blowout & Whiney currently tailors these combustor flow control
LPM W litras per minute mechanisms to produce an "inside-out" recirculation pattern.
m mass flow through the combustr as illustrated in Fig. 1. Recently, Sturgess et al. [I] designed
n reaction oiler, number and developed a research step combustor that reproduces the
P pr r recirculation pattern of the practical combustor, and closely
Re 0 Reynolds number simulates those essential features of its flowfield that control
St a Strouhal number flame stability and lean blowout. This combustor is
U mean velocity (a-air, f-fueL -jet) geometrically simple for ease of experimentation and
V W combu r vole computation, and provides adequate optical access for
v volume flow rate (a-air. f-fuel) nonintrsive measurements. Its configuration and dimensions
x axial diuc represent a series of compromises between different design
* equivalce ratio crteria.

CopyngM 0 1000 AMWKW ImM6ue of AeroMMaus and
Awlnmaesa Inc. All nriin•. re- ,
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CONFIGURATIONS
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v IvJ V• I'v I: v"•.-Fig,. 1: Flow patterns in a modern annular combustor ----- - -.

showing swirl and recirculation dominating the "Inside- ' .
out" primary zones p- y4au cpg-.

This paper describes three design stages in the I
development of the research step cobustor. Acoustic n- n mp'-

analyses of the combustor prior t its manufacture we made . ,/
using the lumped impedance-admittance techniques of Putinam
[2] and also by the MSCINASTRAN finite element code.
These analyses suggested potentially strong acoustic coupling
between the comubustor, fuel tube, and the step. AcousticefRML 40A

characteristics of each design configuration were measured [Au. OWESBSIOWAMMINIM]t

and improved upon (decoupled) in the subsequent design state
until a final design of the resfearch combustor emerged that Fi. 2: Various configurations of the combuator, step, and
was relatively free of acoustic coupling effects. Experimental vueric wind tunnel: (a) combustor configuration I-long
measurments of acoustic pressure fluctuations, lean blowout, gomtplitr, (b) combuato cotltgstiom U-111bot
and visual observations of the flame behavior anr reported. combustor, (c) combustor configuration lU-final

(optimized) coinbustor.

2. Research Step Combustor

Configurations: Figures 2a-c show three configurations of rmseamch combustor. Figure 2b shows the research combustr
the research combustor, three step designs, and a schematic with its plan view and a short inlet step. In Fig. 2c, the

diagram of the vertical wind tunnel which supplies reactants to combustor is fined with a short extension, an orifice plate, and
the combustor. Common to all the combustor configurations a step having a smooth convergent inlet.
is an arrangement of coannular air (40 mm 0. D.) and fuel (27
mm 1. D.) jets that feed air and gaseous propane to a 55-mm- Figures 3a-b illustate the influence of outlet
wide sudden expansion step. The step establishes a configuration on the static pressure distribution along the
recirculanon zone which increases residence time, recycles hot combustor wall. Both these figures show plots of AP s (P -
combustion products, and thus provides a source of continuous P) vs. downsueam distance. It is evident from Fig. 3bL
ignition for the incoming cold reactants. In this manner, a outlet blockage causes aunospheric pressure to be attained

flame is stabilized in the research combustor. The combustor well inside the combustor due so the vena contracta formed in

is 475 mm long, 150 mim square cross section with rounded the outlet restrictor. This terminates the combustion psucess
comer fillets of 84 mm radius, and has glass windows on all and also defines the exit boundary condition for CFD
four sides for optical access. On the top of this combustor sits calculations.
an inconel chimney extension, of either 5W mm or 260 -n
length. The chimney may be fitted, at its exit, either with a top In general, combustion in any of the above conbustor

hat (Fig. 2a) or with an orifice plate (Fig. 2c) of different configurations can exhibit sensitivity to varous physical

blockage rmios. This outlet restriction exerts a specific processes such as:
amount of back press=r for stabilizing the confined flame.

(I) Transition from laminar o turbulent flow due to variation

As illustrated in Fig. 2&. the research combustor is in througjhput rate of reactants;
bolted to a 150mm i1. D., 200 mm long tube with a bellmouth
annular inlet that supports the step. This tube is mounted on (2) Flame shifts due to pressure gadients ceased by step size,

top of a vertical wind tunnel that supplies reactants to the ombustor length, outlet configuration, and stoichiomeny;
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sXUL ('), F LAME cotoo 3. Acoustic Characteristic
S(0) * o. 13 ,o ATrrACHEDA" o~n lam~prfet Setup: Tests were mxde of the various researchU 6Jn71 IS14

So ** 9A " m M combustorconigraiosshown in Fg. 2. Gaseous prpane
as V.1W4 17.00* *" * • o.1011 ZIM LD and methane were used as fuels. Ignition was accomplished

0 .0o.062 24.7 by MOeMn of a removable propane torch whichvprou ded

through a hole drilled in one wall of the combustor. A steady
continuous blue flame filling the combustor indicated good

___-__-__,_ •combustion stability and relative freedom from acoustic
o 0,,, AM , coupling. Thi fuel burned to the =eacting mixing layer (see

WIT,3' Fig. 2c) to which the step reiclton zone fed hot products
SYM1 X/, • of combustion. For methane, flame could not be stabilized,

,* even with complete tunnel length and a large outlet blockage.

(bA 0 '071 17.45 Acousic frquency spectra were measured using a
* *oAII 1s.6o microphone and Kistler pressure transducers (Model 211 B5

S2V 4."05 19.82
S 0.,s 22.s6 series). These pressure signals were fed into a dual-channel
S .1602 23.s2 Fr Spectrum Analyzmr (Nicolet Model 660) the output of

2 2 6 .I0" 24.77
" eG 2 * .aiS 2B.13 which was connected to a chart recorder (Hewlett-Packard

1 * U 5 0.041 3.73
. ,* o 03. Model HP 7035B). Acoustic spectra were recorded for several
0 €combinations of combustor inlet conditions, step and fuel tube
, 0 ldesigns, combustor lengths (475-983 mm), outlet restrictions
4 , (top-hats or orifice plates with B = 0. 2 %), and fuel and air

a i g - a. a rates given by Rea- 2.5-10.5 x 10 and Re.= 0.37-1.46 x
6TaNOR oowNruM From SM,. M 10 respectively. J

F. 3: AZial dIstributi of wall static priatme for
reacting frowi (a) Premure distributin with free oudlet, (b) Vertical Wind Tunnel
Prem ie dbtributon wth orifice plate (B= 0-4S).

(3) A c gAcoustic Characteristics: As seen in Fig. 2, the research
mtAcostimc coupling that depends gon diSutbonigti io n combustor-wind tunnel combination has a very complex
inlet s cndmt, combusor lenth, inlel•/inue o ranon, geomety. Moreover, at an early stage, it was recognized that
operting conditions, and llame type and location; any air and fuel flow fluctuations produced within the wind

tunnel itself would be amplified by the combustion process
(4) Opposing effects of comibustor back-pressure and acoustic confined by the combustor. Initially, the wind tunnel shown in

resonance in the combusr Fig. 2a was being supplied with a 25-mm-dia. line dumping air

into a 100-mm-dia. U-shaped inlet. Two pressure transducers,
(Opoing- effects for chemica lreaction-rae. coone mounted in the wind tunnel air inlet, and the other at its
mixing-rate limit fort npe tiame. exit, revealed the acoustic spectra shown in Fig. 4. The

frequency peaks of 260, 390. 660, and 837 Hz were present in
eacosti Worw:Agooddealv ores abycomhastibeein Perforpipd the wind tunnel (Fig. 4a). The amplitude of these peaks

the acoustic waves retned by combustion in long pipes, increased with an increase in airflow rate. When the research
tiplne-paThis burk is, sueuarizdel by Pum[2 and othefired combustor configuration I was mounted on the top of this

furaces. This work is summarized by Punam [2J and others wind tunnel, additional firequency peak at 55 Hz appeared in
w3el. Some of Rtyes instabias can be pdcted reasonably the acoustic spectra (Fig. 4b). As will be explained lawr, this
well by the Rayleigh cuileula [2]. In contrast, practical fnqec is associated with the eddy-shedding frequency

combustors, some resmach combustors such as the one under inside is ao ciated.

investigation, and afteburners have complex flowflelds with

uecirculaon manes and swirl, elaborate fueling arangements, Acoastic Sources and Modfications: The acoustic fluctuations
and cross sections of varying shapes. The acoustics of these in the wind tunnel were miced to three sources, namely (i)
devices is unique and depends upon flow patter, equivalence sudden expansion of the airflow from the 25-mm-dia. flexible
ratio, and hardware configurtmon. Research in this area is of hose to the 100mm-ndia. U-shaped inlet produced extensive

lavely recent Origin (7-101 And leads to a Conclusion tht and periodic flow vortices, (ii) vortex shedding at the bell-
significant differences in acoustic characteristics are realized mouthed entrance of the step, (iii) a short aggressive diffuser
with even mnbor changes in combustor configuration. (area ratio = 2.172, included angle = 15' ) which is not
Therefore, a combination of careful experimentation and uniformly filled with the airflow at its entrance.
penomenological analyses was used to investigate the
acousstic chasracterstics and then eliminate acoustic coupling in To significantly reduce, if not to totally eliminate, these
ou research stp combustor. acoustic fluctuations, the following design modifications to the
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390Combu

260 837 Acoustic Characeristics-Consbustor Configuration 1: Tests
& 6 were performed on the research step combustor-configuration

I shown in Fig. 2L Acoustic fequency spectra wenr recorded

for many combustor design and operating variables, such as
-t~ M d0 difrent fuel and air velocities, fuel tube diazeter, extension

260 [VV 87 chimney lengths, And outlet blockage. When the flame was
stabilized in the shear layer close to the fuel tube exit.
combustion-generated noise increased dramatically. An

- oscillatory mode of burning was also observed in tde vicinityS1050 of lean blowout (LBO). This oscillatory cycle comprised

Sflame extinction in the shear layer, downstream re-ignition,
flashback, shear layer buning, shear layer extinction, and so

55 260 on. In the results plotted in Fig. 5. dominant frequencies
EXIT (OLD STEP around 55 Hz, 170 Hz. 390 Hz. and 850 Hz were observed.

(a)
,.,- EXIT (NEW STEP) 79

360 9f 50

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
,Hz) 62

S4: Acoustic characteristics of the vertical wind tunnel:
(a) Wind tunnel only (Va: 1100 LPM), (b) Wind tunnel + 840

Combustor conflguriatoi I + Outlet top-hat (B = OAS) at [-
v = 3200 LPM, (c) Modified wind tunnel (v = 3200 LPM) 6 400a 35

wind tunnel were made. First. the 25-mm-dia. flexible air 46
supply hose was replaced by a 7-m-long. 100-mm-din, pipe. 167
This pipe was connected to a newly designed 90 0 air inlet/27
section sketched in Fig. 2c. This modification eliminated any
sudden flow expansion and periodic vortex shedding. Second, 0 I20 I I B0 200 400 600 800
the sap intake length was shortened as shown in Fig. 2b to , tH)
trap the toroidal shed vortex into a dead space just upstream of Fig. 5: Acoustic characteristics of the researcb step
the combustor. Finally, an additional set of honeycombs and a combustor configuration I at v = 1000 LPM: (a) Top-hat
flow straightening screen were added, just at the entrance to outlet (B = 0.45), (b) Orifice plate outlet (B = 0.45).
the short diffuser to improve the inlet airflow distribution.
Figure 4c shows the acoustic characteristics of this modified
wind tunnel. It can be seen that all frequencies, except the Acoustic Sources and Modcations: As described below, the
lowest one (260 Hz), have been eliminate&. frequency peaks noted in Fig. 5 correspond to eddy-shedding

off the step, fundamental quarter-wave longitudinal acoustic
As for the acoustic peak at 260 Hz, the following mode for the combustor, and the two frequencies originating

explanation is offered: vortex shedding off an obstacle (of the in the vertical wind tunnel. These latter frequencies coincide
type presented by the bell-mouthed step entrance) usually has with the calculated organ-pipe harmonics of the 55 Hz
a Strouhal number, St = f d/U in the range 0.2 to 0.4. For an frequency. Thus, the combustor-wind tunnel system was
annulus air velocity of 35 nis and the bell-mouth step width of closely coupled and the Rayleigh criterion was being satisfied
25.4 mm, vortex shedding frequencies fall in the range 177- so that the oscillations were driven [2). This meant that even
354 Hz, or a mean value of 265 Hz represents the vortex the frequencies of 390 Hz and 837 Hz, well suppressed by the
shedding frequency of eddies shed off the entrance obstacle. It wind tunnel design modifications, were slightly augmented by
was recognized that this frequency was sufficiently low to the combustion process. To decrease the magnitude of all the
interfere with the acoustic characteristics of our combustor. observed acoustic fluctuations, various alternatives
Therefore, and as shown in Fig. 2c, a new step was designed considered, such as switching air and fuel flow lines and
to eliminate the trapped vortex. Acoustic characteristics designing a ri-jet system. However, it was concluded that the
measured with the new step in place are plotted in Fig. 4c. acoustic isolation of the fuel tube from the combustor was the
These show an absence of any peak at 260 Hz. Finally, this single best modification that would drastically attenuate noise
new and modified wind tunnel was employed in the acoustic and decrease acoustic coupling. Some experimental evidence
characterization of the following three combustor that such a modification would work was available in the work
configuratons" of Whitelaw and coworkers [7-9]. These workers found
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that by locwing an orifice close to the pressu• node, in the The effects of large-scale eddy shedding and the
upssitnm duct about one quarter of the wavelength from the acoutic-vorex interactions produced in Raijet-type dump
dump plane, radiated sound intensity decreased by around 10 combustors are further elucidated by Kailasanath et al. [12, 131
dE. Thus, it became clear that our modification should (i) and Schadow et aL[ 14). In their earlier work, Kailasanath et
eliminate line-of-sight access between fuel tube inlet and &.[121 find a strong coupling between the first longitudinal
combustor inlet to prevent propagation of acoustic waves, (ii) acoustic mode frequency of 446 Hz and t unforced
decrease inlet length and thereby shift acoustic Oscillations to vore shedding at 405 Hz. In their later work [13], the
higher frequencies corresponding to the frequency of the acoustics of both the inlet and the combustor an coupled. A
quarer-wave mode for the new effective inlet length, (iii) add low-fnequency oscillmatrt of 150 Hz. corresponding to the
prcssum drop to the fuel system to damp the acoustic over- quarter-wavt mode in the inlet, is observed and changing the
pressure propagating from the combustor, inlet length changes this frequency. The merging patterns of

the large-scale shed vortices are modified significantly 113.
Various acoustic isolation schemes such as plugging the 14] when either the combustor acoustic mode or the inlet

fuel tube with teel wool and/or ball (BB) shot were ied. mode is change&.
Although these damped the acoustic fluctuations satisfactorily,
they would not pass DA seed particles through the tube. For the combustor configuration I under study here.
Finally, a perforated conical cap was designed as shown in small air annulus passage and acoustic isolation of the fuel
Fig. 6, and fitted inside tube about 125 mm upstream tube suggest that effectively the combustor dome region is
of its exiL ThiS device was very successful a acoustically acoustically closed. Depending upon the exit blockage, the
dacoupling the fuel tube from the vortex shedding frequency combustor exit would be either acoustically open or closed.
of 55 Hz in the main combustor. It significandy reduced the Assuming a uniform temperature in the combustor
combustor noise and vibration. However, there was a trade- configuration I, a quarter-wave longitudinal acoustic
off in that the 125 -m (12% tube length) sectim of the fuel frequency of 170 Hz was calculated. This suggests that the
tube is still acoustically coupled. This lngth of the fuel tube lowest frequency of 55 Hz detected by the pressure transducer
is requind for the fuel flow to develop a uniform velocity is not the quarter-wave longitudinal frequency.
prfiIe Prior to issuing out into the combustor.

tn -There is an additional non-stationary process present in
I ¶w.4P. U.sA the combustor, and that is the eddy-shedding off the step. For

"a Srouhl number in the ngp, St = 0.2-0.4, and assming
that the characteristic velocity is equal to the velocity of jet

so sear ayer (or annulus air velocity) we obtain the calculated
range of eddy shedding frequency as 40-90 Hz. In general.
and as shown in Fig. 5, increasing the fuel flow (or combustor

GNU HoLUM, mu~ttvaheat release) pushed the shedding frequency higher (up to 79C ,,, tSOOL EQUOT SP- Hz) and also increased its amplitude. At high airflow rates
S6: Sketdc of a perforated conical cap used for the (above 2000 LPM) and with large outlet blockage (> 45%)
acotstic Isolation of the fuel tube from the main shedding frequency was as high as 90 Hz. Without or with top
eombmtor. hats (B = 45%), the observed shedding frequency was in the

range 45-63 Hz, i. e., the mean observed value was close to 55
Further tests, with the above modifications in place, still Hz. In contrast to the observations of Kailasnath et al. [121,

produced disappointingly loud acoustic resonance resembling coupling between shedding frequency and the quarter-wave
the classic gas turbine combust rienu, Also, the noise frequency did not occur in our combustor.
level increased with an increase in the reactant mass flowthrough te€mut. asd o LOwsaprahd Acoustic Characterizsics-Conabastor Configuration ii: To

orver, ithe combustor. and 3 stab . eminate these resonances, we performed tests with a short
Moreover, it visibly affected the flame ritiand stability. (LID < 3) configuration U combustor as sketched in Figure 2b.
Cylindrical combhustors with long aspect ratios (LA) > 3) are hntsswr it .6 e-2,87 e ,2 ngenerally known to be strongly susceptible to classic oran These te~sts, were with* - 0.76, Re = 24,827, Re.-= 6,027 and
gesneallyknce1]adla to intstro suserestingbsie effctassic o U /l. 26.2. It was observed teat peaks in 1I frequencyPipe M [101 AM lead to interesting side effects such a s" for both combustor configurations I and H were thesame despite the length reduction which should have produced

In their work on axisymemtric dump combuston and gas higher frequencies. Finally, even with a large outlet blockage
turbine augmnentors, Sivasegaram and Whitlaw [7] and of 0.62, the combustor behaved as though it had an
Sivalsegaram, et al. (8 have observed rough combustion and acoustically open outlet.
low-fequeacy oscillations around 55 H. For combuuseor
with /D > 6, tim authors have suggested that the dominant When the magnitude of the acoustic phenomena is
frquency may be assmaed either with vortex shedding or consi the amplitude of lowest frequency of 55 Hz was

with acoustic quarter-waves in their combustor. almost 5-10 times lower for a short combustor than for a long
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comnbustor. For both the combustor I and U., amplitude of Mforeover, for airflow raws all the way up to 7.000 IA(
low frequency peaks sharply at the 45% outlet blockage comothow configuration M1 maintained a marked reduction in
condition. Now, since any resonance is destabilizing. it was acoustic output at the step shedding frequency. Thereore this
expected that the sharer combustor (configuration 11) would configuration was adopted for further studies on the choice of
exhibit better stability than the longer combustor a suitable conmbustor outlet configuratin.
(configuration 1) and LEO's would be clear and cofsistent. In
practice, while the latter observation is found to be valid, the 19260
results of Fig. 7 show stability trends opposite to what was 4 0635 v 40
expected. A main reason is that the configuration H 42...(L...O).

combustor was too short to contain the flame for equivalence9 3" 2(LO

ratos greater than lean blowout, and considerable back
pressure was required to sustain burning in the comibustor. 0554
Both Sivasegaram and Whiftelaw M1 and Sivasegaa et aW. (8)
make similar observations with regard to flame holding in a 22
short comibustor (LID < 2). For this reason, combustor 56
configuration IN of Fig. 2c was finally examined.

0702

065 205

COMBUSTOR COI4U. Xi 0 200 400 600"00-
L80 f. INri

055 STA3LEFig. & Acoustic chiaracteristics of the asmenc step
combator configurntloot INI with an orifice plate outlet (B

COMBUSTOR COtJF I 0A'N = WS: (a) Effect of Increasing the fWe flow rate at v =
05 1 UNT 0E 4 210 LPMI (b) Comuparison of comabustor cou'flguratiomm I

and Mlat v a IM LPM.
a

045
0 0.1 U2 0.3 0L4 0.5 0.6 Outlet Corjiguradon: In deciding the optimum combustor

OUTLET BLOCKAGE B outlet configuration, whether fully open, orifice plate, or short
Fig. 7: Combustion stability (as measured by # 3Bvs ) of top-hat, the following four positive and three negative
combmustor configurations I and 11 in the near.I'urbulent considerations comte into play:
flow regime (Re -c 23,000). Note that ni/VP3 (U -UMU = 0.
configuratho I and = 1.6 for configuration IL a(1) back pressure stabilizing the flow in the step recirculation

rAcoustic Characternscs-Combuutor Configuration UPI In .all ()ote eacinaclrtstefo n emnw h
the tests, we observed that this comsbustor configuratio (2)moutle resaections forcel-lrate mitheflwanre rmnteh
operated at significantly reduced noise levels and exhibited cena ecin o ulla itrs
much steadier combustion. As seen in Fig. U acoustic (3) top-hat configuration imposes the zero streamline gradient
spectr showed that the quarter-wave longitudinal moe exit boundary condition for CFh calculation
frequency increases from 190 Hz to 222 Hz as the fuel flow is
increased above its value for the LBO. These observations (4) the ophat behaves as a high impedance to low-frequency
essen tially remained valid even when the airflow was prsuecag,
Increased and when the shorter extension chimney was fitted pesi~cags
with different outlet blockage (see Fig. 9). Figure 8b shows a (5.ultrsrcinncsiae diinlcmutrlnt
comparison bet en the acoustic characterstics of combhustor (t)oute presvent nieessitstremies crationa fromibfusolencih
configurations I and MI. It is observed that for comnbustor to stp reve rctltheeitn steaone, crauefon necn
configuration MI, peaks in the acoustic spectra exist at
significantly higher frequencies. well above the eddy shedding (6) outlet restriction produces acoustically closed exit
frequency. T'his acoustic decoupling greatly attenuates the low- bonay
frequency nvonble in this combhustor configuration MI. bona,
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(7) outlt retiionp provides a hot. potential source of Figure 10 illustat the LBOQ v ai lodn parameter
teginnat LBO. (ALP) characteristics of this comnbustor. These values of LBO

are in general agreement with experimental data from other
T7he combustor was run with three outlet configurations: well-strad reactor [I]. Also they are lower than the LBO0

free (B - 0). orific plate (B - 0.45.,0.62), and top haos (B - values for combustor configurations; I and IL This is becaus
0U4 with LAD -1I and 2.1). The followin observations wen the acoustic fluctuatiorm present in comnbustor configurations I
made. and U1 angment flame instabilities in the comibustor and cause

in general, the op hats rousued in noisie combustion I&A
disa dild te riflcplate In Fig. 9. itsseetdot for equal
outlet blockage (i) orifice plat produced a broader acoustic
frequency spectrum than the tophat outlet (ii) for an orifice 4l
plote, peaks in the acouti spectra (205 Hz and 600 Hz) were go %A~I iW P'
found ata higherrEmquency than for a wophat (14OHt mid 515 3 /

OW S.W Rrm- IN--. I ~cHz). For an outlet blockage of 62%. both, top-hat aNd orifice IS.gbu~q
plate were so loud that the corobustor could not be operate
comfortably over a long period. i. ..........

140 515Air loading parameter (lbmls-ft 3-atm2)
t405,5Fig. 10. Latn Blowout performance of the research step

TOP HATcombusrtor as; compared with the well-stirred reactor and
-rcicl gas turbine combustors,

W05 1.2-
600m. Ana*msd URom region

S

0 20 4100 600 600

Le 0.7
FIg. 9. Acousti charactsics Of top-hat and11 orific plate 0.7I I" M l

nnltrstitos of sam blockage ratio (B = 0.W for w *j Lage-O aidd
coruihoutor covnfguration Ea (van 150 LPKvm 36 LPM). as-ofln

0.4.Lon3m

Given dhepropensity of the top-hat resrrictors;to produce 24 283032 344 38 340 42 44 46 48
larg acoustic fluctuation with sumon peaks, an h 102 x loading parameter 1b./s-ft3 -atm2)

rewuesof the co~bUsto to Provide &lMe stability Over A Fig. 11: Research step combustor performance Illustrating
broad range of air and fuel flows. a choice of orifice plate with the differen~t flame regimes that eventually lead to LB.30
B - 0.4 was made. This choice was dictated by the
conflicting requirerisons of low nois (B <c 0.62), good flame
stabiization (B >0&21), and for achieving fully turbulent Fiene Regimes: The flame features that appear in the
burning conditions; without producing axial instabilty of the combustor prior to LBO0 are sketched in Fig. 11. At a given
flame or 1.50. In this way, the final configuration, Of the airflow or ALP, a corresponding fuel flow can be found at
comtbustor for stable operation And relatve hedum from whtich a distinct flame attaches itself around the inne edge of
acoustic coupling was arrived &L the step. This so called "attached flame" region is realized in

our combustor for or above stoichiornetric overall equivalence
4. Comubustor Performance ratios. Also, the flame attachment is found to be very sensitve

to acoustic fluctuations. An intense blue annular flame, in
Uma Blowout: The reseach combustor was designed to study contact with the attached flame and anchonxd by it. appears in
LBO0 and other combustion pnrocesse such as; attached flame, the jet shear layer region. Thie resultant flame structure has the
MWte Buan, and large-scale axial instabilirY eventually lea1ding appearance of an inverted "classic coke bottle" shape and is
to LB50. Accordingly, visual observations Of fth flame, and A reumarkably stable a little downstream of the cofluence of the
series of measurements of 1.50, wall static press=r fuel and aor jets. As the overall equivalence ratio falls below
distributin, and wall temperature distribution were made. A 0.9, the lifted shear flame develops severe inmerirattency,
wide range of fuel and air flows "re seti-laminar to fully becoome ragged in appearance, and resembles a typical
alMulentmreime (Re -2.5-10.5 x 10 . and Re.= 0.37-1.46 x "turbulent flame brush." Below *=0.65. large-scale,
10 ) were* inetgskoscilstY axial movement of the flame begins and this
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eventiaily leads to LBO0. Finally, as the ALP is increased, it is0
usee that doe biow of each region art narrowed. echb *eo
insundes sharply into die sajacent: fegion, and eventually LBO0
occurs Almost instantaneously.

% )UU (1gISORes 24.821

(0) - 0.7- i

0.6-

a*--, a's O 0.5 0~ 0.01 a
IOL*ot4i I UILOCKOALI. Rea 46,000
1.06 Mb Ref <io.00

0.05 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
EXIT BLOCKAGE, B

B -0.451

13:Inbonem of ofleepbtu owWblockage,3 as Mhe
1.00 *Wýnmrd o h o failiiisbryi h

UM~ed bmate

0.96 research combustor sonulates Certam feaftiues of a practical
0 1 2 3 gas turbine combusos, similar effects ame likely to be present

TAILPIPE LID0 io practical cousbustor to a varying degree. This it especially
Fig. U2: Effect of outlet bliodtage, Z on eqstvakamce raile discomcorking becauset th provsio of stady combustion and
for fla-us IMf (a) Orifice OW blocktage, (b) Influence of freedom firom acoustic coupling are the two main requirements
top-ha =aspct ratio. of a good comibustor design, be it a swirl comtbustor [7], a

Ile a carcerstc shown inFg r bluff body combustor [3], or a ranjet combustor 110].
10infueced b teoultblockage and the type of this We Rooed that both the fuel supply aind the air supply
blockage. For example. F-ig. 12 coamars equivalnceM ratios ha" to be acoustically isolated from the maim combustian
At flame lift for orifice blockage And for top-hat LID at fixed proes to significantly decreas acoustic coupling. In a
blockage. Thes results show that the 45% blockage tophat tnodu annular gas turbine combustor, air swirl vime and
with a LID - 2.11 and a 60% blockage orifice plate have the fuel neterigisd h ulijco rvd h ee
Same 4 Figure 13 shows the effect of orifice blockage on acmsm isoltin thoevfer, and unovies the air esuppry
the eqwvance ratOO for the onset of larg-scale axial so&UciY isolated firom the combutstion zone, combhustor
movements of the flame that are an immediate Precursor to rwnbi, or screech may be produced& Generally, the poessure
blow out- A comparison between the data plotted in Figs. 12 drop acrons the combustor liner is low enough that the air
and 13 shows the stabilizing effect of back pressure on boundaries for inflow are acoustically soft so that resonances
combustion (low 0 Q)and the destabilizing effect of increased can occur. Next, the aspect ratio (LID) of the practical
acoustic activity (hig #"W) axa~ bustor should be well below 5 to prevent the generation of

& Coduftt RoerksAcoustic standing waves and qiuarte-wave lociptudinal type
S. Couadudlg Reancea. wbile, thne modemn annulair gas turbine combhustor

fail well withi= a safe rampe of aspect rawi, some types of the
In thi Paper we explored three comnbusuto nwe dual-stage combuastrs for low exhaust emissions may

configurations ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ b an plun inlIne ofcmuur p m beapocing the upper limit of the safety criteria Finaly,
cooditons, comibustor geometry. combustor outlet blockage, most practical combusuon provide sufficient back pressure to
and, to A minor extent. fuel/si flow conditions, on the acoustic main a stable flame in the combustor. This is achieved by
characteistis of a research comabustor. Broad similarities to blocking the outlet via a smooth exit contraction or a turbine
the observaINonsM Of othe reseachers [7, 10, 13. 141 were nozzle stator guide vane. Aln these design features contribute
noted' and at the saun one Acoustic characteristics Unique to to piroducing favorable acoustic characteristics for the practical
Our resarh step combustor ware highlighted. Since this combustors.
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Lean Blowout in a Research Combustor at Simulated
Low Pressures

G. J. STURGESS, Pratt & Whitney. East Hartford. Connecticut

S. P. HENEGHAN, U. D. VANGNESS and 0. R. BALLAL
University of Dayton. Dayton, Ohio

A. L. LESUMERISES, WRDC, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

ABSTRACT -Y Defined by Eq. (4)

+ Fuel/air equivalence ratio
A propane-fueled research combustor has been designed Subscripts

to represent the essential features of primary zones of
combustors for aircraft gas turbine engines in an investigation air Air
of lean blowouts. The atmospheric pressure test facility being f Carbon monoxide in products of reaction, fuel
used for the investigation made it difficult to directly approach LBO Lea blowout
the maximum meat release condition of the research N
combustor. High combustor loadings were achieved through 2 Excess nitrogen as diluent
simulating the effects on chemical reaction rates of 0 Oxygen in products of reaction
sub-atmospheric pressures by means of a nitrogen diluent Tot Inlet sum of air, propane and excess nitrogen
technique. A calibration procedure is described, and correlated
experimental lean blowout results are compared with INTRODUCTION
well-stirred reactor calculations for the research combustor to A propane-fueled research combustor. Fig. 1. has been
confirm the efficacy of the calibration, designed (Sturgess et al., 1990) and developed (Heneghan et

NOMENCLATURE al., 1990) to investigate lean blowouts in simulated primary
zones of the combustors for aircraft gas turbine engines. The

A Pre-exponential rate constant (may also include fundamental flow features of a gas turbine combustor primary
convenient unit conversion factors) zone. within which the flame is held, are generated by the

B Combustion efficiency geometrically-simple design of the research combustor.
C E/4A The research combustor consists of co-asial jets with a
E Activation energy 29.7 mm inside diameter central fuel jet surrounded by a 40

F Ibmperature correction factor mm diameter annular air jet. The fuel is gaseous propane. The
jets are located centrally in a 150 mm nominal diameter duct.

K Mass ratio of excess nitrogen to fuel A backward-.acing step at the jet discharge plane completes

m Volumetric fractional concentration the sudden expansion, giving a step height of 55 mm. The step

SMass flow rate provides a recirculation region that can stabilize the flame. The
combustor test section incorporates flat quartz windows to

M Vlumetric rate of oxidant mass consumption provide optical access. Curved metal fillets, located in the
n Effective order of global chemical reaction comers of the test section, reduce and distribute the vorticity

generation due to wall secondary flows, and so eliminate their
P Pressure impact on the bulk flowfield in the combustor. An orifice plate
R Global reaction rate expression with a 45 percent blockage ratio forms the exit from the
1, Universal gas constant combustor.

T Reaction temperature When operated in a fuel-rich mode, the flame in the

V %blume associated with combustion combustor is very stable and is anchored in the jet shear layers
by a pilot flame attached to the step near the outer edge of the

Q Molar fraction of CO in products of reaction air supply tube. Fuel for this flame is recirculated from
0 Molar fraction of CO2 in products of reaction downstream by the step recirculation zone; ignition is by hot

Pvý m1 dVu the Intef*MeONg Gm TuiiEW WnO Aoengrnew Congresn WW Exposittin
Otando, FL June 3-6, 191
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gases also recirculated. As the bulk equivalence ratio is blowout is frequently plotted. The concept of the well-stirred
reduced the flame becomes less stable, and eventually reaches reactor can provide a simplified description of practical
a point where the pilot flame becomes detached from the base combustors. Bragg (1953) originated the view that any
region (lifts), and the entire flame structure becomes stabilized reasonably efficient practical combustor should consist of an
downstream. Fig. 2. Thus, there are two distinct operating initially well-stirred reactor section for ignition and flame
modes for the combustor: a fully anchored flame, and a lifted holding. followed by a plug-flow reactor section for burnout.
flame. Since the research combustor was designed specifically to

reproduce the major features of an aircraft gas turbine
I ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MM I combustor primary zone (Sturgess.et al.. 1990). it might be

expected to conform to well-stirred reactor behavior. The lean
'32, blowout behavior supports this expectation. Therefore. the

3.4.. ,-,-- ,-, - - loading parameter can be used to define lean blowout

• " " " -'! . "n " Iperformance.
S' ""'.'k8 t1 C..b." o The research combustor is being tested in a facility that

- K' operates at atmospheric pressure and which was limited to
s,,u ,-, maximum propane flow rates of about 20 kg/hr. Under these

-1 li 0. circumstances, sufficient loading to approach the maximum
aa -.--..... heat release condition of the research combustor cannot be
M--| achieved. However, to investigate the lean blowout

e -- K . phenomenon thoroughly, it is desirable to probe the flowfields
S•- for flames that are anchored and lifted at both lightly-strained

-Y 1 0.J and heavily-strained flame conditions. Heavily-strained flames
LDACoab-U i occur at high loadings. and in practice. result from combustor

Col-Aio operation at a given airflow with low air inlet temperatures and
-. 0 - low (sub-atmospheric) pressures. Reducing air inletX -• x .•a 4 1 temperatures alone to achieve high loadings without choking

Si the combustor requires very low temperatures. and this
WI' demands drying of the air to avoid severe icing problems.+Y - Given these difficulties, alternative methods of achieving

-40 o- 0l heavily-strained flames were needed.
0.At., . The quantities involved in the loading parameter are those

P .i Ub " which influence the speed at which chemical activity converts
reactants to products. When the combustor inlet conditions

-. - cannot be manipulated to achieve a desired loading, the
n, ftt~n' chemical reaction can be influenced by some other means to
.rI ii,, - - yield a similar rate of reactants conversion. If pressure is made

&t MWn / the variable of influence, then a suitably altered chemical
""•I reaction would reflect the "simulated pressure".

.................. Low pressures can be simulated by the introduction of an
inert diluent that slows down the chemical reaction in

Fig. 1 Cross-Section of Research Combustor approximately the same way that low pressures do. The
addition of the diluent has two effects - first, it lowers the

As a consequence of the flame-lift, a significant degree of concentration of reactants, and second, it lowers the reaction
partial premixing of the reactants takes place upstream of the temperature by virtue of its heat capacity. Thus, tests may be
lifted flame position. When the equivalence ratio is further made at atmospheric pressure and high loading still achieved.
reduced, the flame becomes progressively less stable Such a simulation technaque for achieving high loadings
(Heneghan et al., 1990) in its lifted condition, and eventually while operating at room temperature and atmospheric pressure
flows out. This lean blowout limit at atmospheric pressure has was developed for the research combustor.
been found to correspond to a fuel equivalence ratio (around
0.5) that is very close to the lean flammability limit of propane
in air (Lewis and von Elbe, 1987). Due to the partial SIMULATION TECHNIOUE
premixing, the combustor lean blowout performancecharacteristic has been observed to be consistent with that of A number of techniques for simulating low combustion
wharaterl-stir ct as (eenobseurgess to abe. 1onsi t wpressures are available. e.g. Lefebvre and Halls (1959),well-stiffed reactor data (Sturgess et al., 1990). Lefebvre (1961) and Greenhough and Lefebvre (1956), using

Lean blowout is strongly affected by chemical reaction water as the diluent. However. water is inconvenient for the
rates. Application of chemical reaction rate theory to present purposes. It requires pre-heating of the inlet air to
well-stirred reactors has resulted in the formulation of the gas ensure complete vaporization of the droplets. Gaseous nitrogen
loading parameter fn/(VPnF). where n is the effective order of has also been used with success (Norster, 1968), and does not
the reaction, F is a temperature correction factor. V is the require pre-heating. Although a direct calibration for nitrogen
reactor volume, Ai is the oxidant mass flow rate, and P the was not available, nitrogen as a diluent is extremely convenient
operating pressure, against which the equivalence ratio at for the present purposes, and was therefore selected.
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Fig. 2 Photographs of Anchored and Lifted Flame Operation

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND For propane this reaction becomes.

Consider the combustion of the general hydrocarbon CHy KC3H8 + 50- + 18.809SN 2 - l0'(-B)CO + (2)
in air, and let the equivalence ratio + be such that there is an (OeB - 7)CO 2 + 4H 2 0 + 18.8095N 2 + 5(1 - 4B)0 2
excess of air, i.e., + < 1.0. Also, let the combustion efficiency Note that with this simple reaction mechanism CO 2 disappears
be such that B is the fraction of fuel that is actually burned. from the products for a fractional conversion less than or equal
The unburned fuel will not pass through the combustor
unchanged, but will, in general, appear in the exhaust as carbon to 0.7.
monoxide. hydrogen and lower hydrocarbons. In modern Let K be the mass ratio of diluent nitrogen to fuel. The
combustors the lower hydrocarbons are always small in reaction expression becomes,
quantity under normal circumstances; further, the fast reaction 0 + 5 + 18.8095-N 2 = IWI - B)CO
rate of hydrogen suggests that it too, will not be a sip ificant + +(0B - 7)C02 + 4- H0 + 1.8095S2N 2  (3)
product. Therefore, a simple bimolecular global reaca•n can + 5 •( - 40B)0

be proposed,
so that the additional mass of N2 is 18.80Q5 x 28 (y - 1).•b.•y+ (x + yl 4)0 -2 + 7/912 1(x + y14)N 2 =

oCO + 1•CO + y/2*H 20 + 79f21(x + y14)N 2  (1) Hence.
+ (I -4B)(x + y/4 )O y = (46K/1I.9697 + I) (4)

where all of the hydrogen in the fuel is burned to water vapor.
and the inefficiency is reflected solely in the COICO 2 balance. Eqs. (3) and (4) together provide the volumetric fractional
This is reasonable because of the relatively slow conversion of concentrations of oxidant and fuel present in the exhaust, i.e.,
CO to CO2. Nitrogen is assumed inert. The molar fractions a lf IW1-B)
and I are found from CIO balances. m, G (5)
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where, and inlet temperature of 300K. Fig. 3 shows the effect of
G = 10,I - B) + 40(1OB - 7 ) + 440 + 18.80 95y, pressure on propane/air combustion, while Fig. 4 shows the

+ 5(1 - +B) effect of nitrogen addition on the combustion at one
atmosphere pressure. The similarities of the two curves are

and, obvious.
o = 5(14B) (6)

G

From the kinetic theory of gases a reaction rate expression 10,

in Arrhenius form can be derived for bimolecular, single-step Inlet Temp. - 300K Pressure atm.)
reactions. Longwell et al. (1953) have proposed that for lean 0.o.9
mixtures this takes the form, " N7/FUEL-0 1.0

eiB"' - AmznnP 2T"3/2 exp (-E/IT) (7) 7

where mI" is the volumetric rate of oxidant mass consumption. 0.10 0.a07

Although Longwell and others have proposed fractional 0.6

indices in Eq. (7) to accord with the results of various 0.5

experiments, for the present purposes a pure second order 0.4

reaction in pressure and first order in concentrations is taken. 0.3
In Eq. (7), E is a reaction rate constant (activation energy), and o 106
A can incorporate a pre-exponential rate constant as well as 0.2
various unit conversion factors and other constant terms as may 2
be convenient. T is the reaction temperature, and s the E

universal gas constant. .

Rearranging Eq. (7) into a form incorporating the loading 0.1
parameter yields, 10 5i I

Iiisir Amomf 1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 09 1.0
VP2  -B T2 exp(EI?,T) (8) Fraction Fuel Buwned, S

Combining Eqs. (5), (6) and (8) gives, Fig. 3 Variation of Reaction Rate Expression (Eq. 11) with
Pressure

m =r- A(1-B) 2(14B) I
VP2  B (4€(1.4-B)+79/21y+ 1) 2 T3exp(E/T) (9)

Eq. (9) represents the appropriate global kinetic
expression for the reaction rate of propane in air with
additional nitrogen. With K equal to zero, it also represents a A 108 , ,

similar expression for propane in pure air. inlet Temp. 300K Pressure - I atm.

A reaction rate simulation can be obtained if,

simnulation (.VP2R dcesired (10)7

2

where R is the appropriate reaction rate expression from the I.&
right-hand side of Eq. (9). i.e.. with K > 0 and P = I atmos. for C 4
simulation and K = 0 and P < 1.0 atmos. for desired reaction -'
rate. If it is taken that the presence of the diluent has no effect , /
on the rate constants, the identity represented by Eq. (10) can & 106

be written, O a

P2R P2R 10

(LA simulation A desired Mass Ratio NofFUEL
10

Thas, A does not have to be described explicitly. A typical 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
value for E is 26,613 gin.cal./gmn.mole, for near-stoichiometric Fracion Fuel Burned. B
mixtures (Clarke et al., 1960).

Figs. 3 and 4 may be used to compare the left- and Fig. 4 Variation of Reaction Rate Expression (Eq. 11) with
right-hand sides of the identity for an equivalence ratio of 0.9 Diluent Addition
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NEED FOR CAUBRATION 1.0

The simplified reaction mechanism and rate expression int Temp. - 300K

used to derive the simulation are only a convenient
representation of reality. A given rate expression cannot be
expected to adequately represent all the actual reactions taking 0.8
place so that the expression is appropriate over wide ranges of E
operating conditions. Therefore, if the simulation technique is a

to be used for other than merely comparative purposes, some 0.6
form of calibration is required.

Various global Arrhenius rate expressions have been CL

published in the literature to represent propane/air combustion
at different conditions, e.g.. Greenhough and Lefebyre (1956), -0
Clarke et a&. (1960) and Herbert (1960). One that is more
appropriate for low equivalence ratios (around 0.5) is given by, Burnt Fraction a

0.2

i-'" AmQs1 m, 5PTr4 exp(-S6,600/ST) (12) '.

a 0.5

0.0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

This has the form of Eq. (7), but different fractional indices Nitrogen/Fuel Mass Ratio

and rate constants. When the simulation is based on Eq. (12)
rather than Eq. (7). considerable differences result. Fig. 6 Dependency of Simulated Pressure on Diluent

As is to be described, comparison of curves like Fig. 3 Addition for a Global Reaction Rate Based on

and 4 can be used to obtain the relationships between nitrogen Indices for 0 = 0.5 (Eq. 12)

to fuel mass ratio and the equivalent reaction pressure. This
has been done in Figs. 5 and 6 for an equivalence ratio of 0.9
and a mixture initial tmperature of 300K, using simulations CALIURATION
based on Eqs. (7) and (12) respectively. For given combustion An ideal calibration would be based on a comparison ofefficiency and nitrogen/fuel mass ratio, the differences in A da airto ol ebsdo oprsno
equivalent pressure from the two curves are marked. This the simulated pressure technique against true low pressure tests
equivallstpraessviidlre needfrorm cbratoo the twocuva e cked . in the same reactor. Unfortunately, such a direct approach was
illustrates vividly the need for calibration of the technique. not immediately available for the research combustor.

Therefore, an indirect approach is used. This maintains the
bimolecular reaction mechanism Eq. (3), unchanged, but

1.0 ,calibrates 
the Arrhenius reaction rate expression that goes with1 .o •it.

inlet Temp. - 300K Fortunately, a calibration of the Arrhenius rate expression
0.8 . for propanelair/excess nitrogen systems has already been

carried out by Kretschmer and Odgers (1972). and their work
E has been utilized here.

Kretschmer and Odgers use0 for their calibration
S0.6 experimental results from spherical stirred reactors and gas

turbine combustors, burning fuels from proplire to aviation
kerosene over a wide range of operating conusions including

Burnt Fraction 8 pressures from 0.1 to 5.4 atmospheres and inlet temperatures
0.4 from 200K to 900K. equivalence ratios equal to and less than

._ unity were included. Analysis of these data resulted in a rate
0.9 expression giving the calibrated form for Eq. (8) as,

0 .2 0.5 . 1

VP241 •B T2 "5 exp(CiT) (13)

0.0 
1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 whereCis E/ Foran equivalence ratioof unity, Eq. (13) is
identical to Eq. (8); while for an equivalence ratio of one-half.

Nitrogen/Fuel Mass Ratio it is identical with the form of Eq. (12). Now, however, the

exponential rate constant contained in C is a complex function
Fig. 5 Dependency of Simulated Pressure on Diluent of equivalence ratio and reactant inlet temperature. This

Addition for a Global Reaction Rate Based on variation arises because of the empirical character given to the
Indices for - !.0 (Eq. 7) rate equation.
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Fig. 7 gives the dependency on 10 of B at blowout for equivalency of pressure and nitrogen/fuel mass ratio. This

300K inlet temperature as produced by Kretschmer and enables the relationship between diluent mass flow rate and
Odgers. This dependency is compared with earlier simulated pressure to be established. Fig. 9 gives an example of

recommendations also given in Kretschmer and Odgers (1972). this technique for a 4 of 0.8; Fig. 10 shows the resulting
calibration curves for an inlet temperature of 300K.

30000

0.8 28000 Inl TemP 300K
.2"

o 626000

SI

O 0.6 • 24000SI

3_ " 22000
Clark@ et al

0.4 Longwell & Weiss 20000 Reaction Mechanism

0 Kretachmer a Odgers at 300K 18000
60 Present

16000 ........ Krtschmer a Odgers

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 14000

Combustion Efficiency. 1
1 2000 ! I I I

Fig. 7 Variation of Combustion Efficiency at Blowout with 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Equivalence Ratio. from Several Sources Equivalence Ratio

Unfortunately, Kretschmer and Odgers assumed a reaction Fig. 8 Comparison of Dependencies of Activation Energy on

mechanism that was different from that given in Eq. (2). Equivalence Ratio for Kretschmer and Odgers

Hence, their expression for mf was different from that given in Reaction Mechanism and Present Reaction

Eq. (5). Therefore, it was necessary to derive a variation of C, Mechanism

containing the exponential rate constant, with O that was
appropriate to the present reaction mechanism.

The derivation of an appropriate C was done through Eq. 10,
(13) so that, Inlet Temp. a300K

C = T In (mfrnewmf.Krtcher) exp(CM/rechI=,j (14)
SPressure (N /FUEL • 0)

A comparison between the variations of two C's with 7

equivalence ratio for an inlet temperature of 300K is shown in • 10

Fig. 8. Although the differences are small, it should be ,"
remembered that C is eventually to be used in an exponential x
relationship. The variation of C for the present reaction
mechanism is conveniently represented by the polynomial,

C 14,926.5 + 73.774.7* - 109,826+2 + 35.933.3-03 (15) , 6
LU 10

which has a correlation coefficient of 0.99998 and a maximum a 2

error of -54.3K in the range 0.4 < 4 < = 1.0.

Eqs. (13) and (15) establish the form of the global
reaction rate, and relate it to the selected reaction mechanism. N, /FUEL (I ATM.)

The calibration of simulated pressure may now be 10s _ _ _ _ _ _ _

constructed for a range of equivalence ratios. The appropriate 0.0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

reaction rate expressions. one with variation in pressure and
the other with variation in diluent mass flow rate. can be Pressure, atm. and Nrful Mass Ratio x E-01

compared as functions of pressure and nitrogen/fuel mass ratio
respectively. The intersection of these expressions represents a Fig. 9 Relationship Between Low Pressure and Simulated
common value of reaction rate expression indicating Reation Rates for 4) = 0.8
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1.0 I ncreasing the combustor airflow increases the fuel flow at
which blowout occurs but does not change its dependency on

Inlet Temp. I 300K the nitrogen flow rate.
Fuel - Gaseous propane

0.8 ~Inefficiency as carbon monoxide W

o 0C

0.6 E 7
9:

*J 5 0 ifo
0.2 t

* 0.43 0,046

Nirge/ul-asRai50 0 0 10a5 0
fig. 0 NitogenSitnuatio C~diratio Cure at 00KAitrfoge M as lwaebts.xE0

0i.2 10c0b3osdrdvldfrwllsidadFg 1 RltosipBtenFe l*a lwu n

partallystifed tactos. Athouh th emprica adjstmet o N bitrogen Flo atSevrlArCsi heRsac

Nitrogn/Fue Its Rantio frmjs ls hnon toper ont

igdcae. 10 NThoe*-inlo Calibration Curvi f 0K net aeprt urs 300Kf Nitarat ogpeen Mosr thesetess lbmieecuivalent

wig. 10 ank be74 contisideredivalid iformwel-tirrdond Fig c1 Rlonshrc i r eeotipe Betwee Figel flor ath blowoutan
cures globale Arrenlus treao frateW exreton may0 eCobuL

consderd a beng ali fo a idevaretyof yroacbondig.o12 given an Findicatiohno the rag fequivalentprsueae
buPrnigiEn aitesLnato airinisfrpoae only.U ipriessre rearesetted bys rthnitoge ntrgn smltion forl varloous

Further. ith simnitedn tsefuel-lewas complethed figurhe deird inthi fomth range forojutls th an oifrne atmfowscolphee downtoa
inicaowetes. Thed caibrthoencshownei foam co0Kdintio temeturges; sing-te t"o anpratmoingpher floorutheseatests.Tersi equivalen
ewthal.be1k9(1974)sousnitaignws sficintrinformaionto constiruc t were ombuso.Ntaied fr tom Fig.t0roge th fel bkmast to
curves forinleto thereserchs frombutr i 200K to n fa condation given abnu Fi. .We therei oso equecivaentpessures are

upstream so that the excess nitrogen was uniformly mixed with technique.
the air entering via the an~nular air jet sutrounding the fuel jet. 1.0
The nitrogen flow rate *is set at a desired level, and a blowout
sequence obtained by reducing the fuel ddw rate until thie AirfloW

flame was extinguished. Ignition was reestablished, the airflow 08m/9C 0V4C

reset at the previous value in conjunction with the fuel flow. a al 103 0.0419

new nitrogen flow rate was selected, and blowout was again a 0.105 0.0750
obtained. 0018 0.84

Thfis procedure was repeated until a miaximum nitrogen
flow condition was reached. Thei comnbustor has been operated C

with nitrogen mass flow rates up to 55 percent of the air massw
flow rate. No difficulties were encountered at this extreme J 0,4

condtion. Repeatability and hysteresis were checked through 2.A
obtaining blowouts by turning down the nitrogen flow rare 31%
range, and also by holding nitrogen and fuel flow rates constant 01Z.
while thie airflow rare Was increased. to addition, test points
were repeated on different days with a different observer.

Exmiples of the basic results are displayed in Fig. 11, and 0.0 2 4 6 8 1

show at a given airflow that increasing the nitrogen flow rate 0 2 4 6 a 1

linearly increases the fuel flow rate at which a blowout takes Nitrogenl/Fuel Moss Ratio

place. In the figure, the multiple tests points shown at a given Fig. 12 Relationship Between Equivalent Pressure and
nitrogen flow rate fbr the 0.653 Ibm/sec (0.075 kglsec) airflow Nitrogen to Fuel Mass Ratio at Blowout in the
repesnt the day-to-day rep eatabillity of the blowout. Research Combustor
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When excess nitrogen is introduced into the air supply, the When a diluent is present, the order is reduced. The
visual appearance of the fame and its behavior does not expression,
change from that observed for zero excess nitrogen, (Sturgess 2 ,LfO
et al., 1990), (Heneghan et al., 1990). Fig. 13 gives a n1= (16)
description of the flame behavior at constant airflow as the (1 + i6N2/rr)
nitrogen flow rate is increased. Visually, there is no change in is used to account for this. When no excess nitrogen is present.
the equivalence ratio at which flame lift takes place. The Eq. (16) reverts to the pure air form.
equivalence ratio for lean blowout does increase, in accord
with the behavior of Fig. 11. Blowout with excess nitrogen In Fig. 14 the data in terms of +LB.O and i6TI/VPn are
follows the same sequence of events as was observed for zero plotted in logarithmic form. The measured data define most of
excess nitrogen (Sturgess et al., 1990), (Heneghan et al., 1990). the lean portion of the stability loop for the research

combustor. The data cover points at atmospheric pressure with
Airflow fixed at 1300 1pm zero excess nitrogen, as well as those at atmospheric pressure

1.4 with excess nitrogen: a variety of airflows were used.

I
ANCHORED

1.2 
COMBUSTION

1.2

.2 6 NO COMBUSTION

O . Flame Character 0

C a
o LIFTED 0 Anchored flame

0.8 ............ f Stirred Reactor CalculationsOr & Lifterd flame

Exptl. Data
U Blowout

0.6 
O Zero N2

& N, Sturgeas 5/30/90

0 N2 Heneghan 8/31/90
OUT

0.4 
a I I I _ N, Heneghan 5/2/90

0 1 2 3 4 5 0.1 1 I

Nitrogen/Fuel Mass Ratio 10- 100 10' 102

Fig. 13 Flame Behavior in the Research Combustor at Fixed Loading Parameter
Airflow as Nitrogen to Fuel Mass Ratio Is Varied dive /Vp) Lbm/eec./(ft'atm')

CORRELATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA Fig. 14 Correlated Blowout Data for the Research
As described above, the equivalence ratio at blowout, Combustor, and Comparison with the Calculated

*LBO. of a well-stirred reactor can be related to the 8as Well-Stirred Reactor Blowout Characteristic for the
loading parameter, f/VPnF. for the combustor. Here, the mass Research Combustor
flow rate is interpreted as &To, which is the sum of the air, The figure shows that the loading parameter correlates the
excess nitrogen and fuel mass flow rates. The fuel is induded in blowout equivalence ratios very well. This can be appreciated
this sum since its volume is not insignificant; the nitrogen flow when considering the repeatability shown in Fig. 11. The
rate is generally several times that of the fuel. Thus, the blowout data extend over three orders of magnitude of loading
residence time in the reactor is materially affected by these parameter. and range from a blowout equivalence ratio of
flows, around 0.5 to around 0.8.

For the present experiments the temperatures of the VERIFICATION OF CALIBRATION
reactants were not varied, and the values for air. excess
nitrogen and propane were sensibly equal. Therefore, the Use of the simulation calibration curves for effective
temperature correction factor F is taken as unity as a matter of pressure (Fig. 12), resulted in a very satisfactory correlation of
convenience, experimental lean blowout data obtained at constant true

pressure for wide ranges of air and excess nitrogen flows.
The pressure is interpreted as the effective pressure, and Fortunately, since the research combustor with zero excess

dbpends on the quantity of excess nitrogen flowing, as given by nitrogen appeared to behave like a well-stirred reactor
Fig. 12. (Sturgess et al., 1990), (Heneghan et al., 1990). an independent

The (constant) volume is taken as the total combustor check of the calibration can be made through the use of
volume minus the volume of the combustor associated with well-stirred reactor theory.
flame ift. Swithenbank (1974) presented a dissipation gradient

The apparent order of the reaction, n, is taken as equal to approach for defining perfectly-stirred regions of combustors.
2 + for lean mixtures. However, this is for propane/air systems. This approach was applied to the research combustor. using a
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computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculation to provide the since the loading variation in the well-stirred reactor
turbulence characteristics, calculations was achieved through variations in mass flow rate

Based on the dissipation gradient analysis, the and true operating pressure while the experimental data were

rapid-stirring region of the research combustor was identified correlated on the basis of mass flow rate and equivalent

as the volume enclosing the highly turbulent portion of the pressure, the agreement verifies the calibration (Fig. 12) of the

flow. It was found that the surface contour enclosing 96 percent nitrogen dilution technique.

of the turbulence kinetic energy and 99 percent of its rate of DISCUSSION
dissipation corresponded to a surface over which the total A technique has been presented whereby the lean reaction
dissipation gradient had a value of 10.0, which is 100 times the of teous pr esentmospheric the can be
value recommended by Swithenbank. This weU-Sltrred region ofugaseous propane in air at sub-atmospheric pressures can be
extended over most of the length of the combustor, with simulated by approximating the sub-atmospheric pressure
exceptions of portions of the step recirculation zone and the reacton rate with a reaction ratea atmospheric pressure in
stagnation region on the upstream face of the orifice plate the presence of excess gaseous nitrogen as a diluent.
placed at the combustor exit. The technique has been calibrated through the assumption

While the turbulence characteristics of a flow can be used of a one-step global reaction mechanism for

to define a region of rapid mixing. this alone is not a sufficient propane/air/excess nitrogen systems in which nitrogen remains

condition for a well-stirred reactor. For stable reaction to take inert, and where combustion inefficiency is accounted for solely

efuel and air mixture through the CO/CO2 balance in the products. A globalplace within the rapid mixing region. the fuladarmxue reaction rate expression in Arrhenius form for a bimolecular.

must locally fall inside the flammability limits, a source of reaction rate experintalata

continuous ignition (mixture at exit temperature) must be single-step reaction was calibrated using experimental data

present. and local flow velocities must not exceed the local from the literature. Finally, the relationship between excess

turbulentnitrogen and the equivalent pressure was established by
comparing appropriate reaction rate expressions with separate

CFD analysis was again used to provide necessary variation in pressure and diluent mass flow rate. This
information to determine places within the defined rapid relationship forms a calibration for the simulation technique at
mixing region where stable combustion could take place for blowout conditions. The calibration is valid for well-stirred and
conditions close to blowout. On the basis of these calculations partially-stirred reactors using propane as a fuel in a lean
and the observations of the lifted flame position, which was mixture with air. The specific calibration curve presented is for
found to remain roughly constant as equivalence ratio was 300K inlet temperature of reactants, although similar curves for
reduced, a suitable well-stirred reactor volume was defined, other temperatures are readily constructed.
This was 44 percent of the total combustor volume, and
corresponded to a lifted flame mean position of about 40 cm Lean blowout data in a research combusuor. obtained
(16 inches) from the central portion of the step. assuming that usng the simulation techniquen were successfully correlatedtefmecompletely filled th oro-secton V'ua using the conventional loading parameter in which the pressure
therfame omlth e flam e dndicatection Visual term was taken as the equivalent pressure obtained from the
observations of the flame indicated that on the centerline of calibration. The range of equivalence ratios covered by the
the combustor the closest position to the step-plane of the variation in loading parameter was from near the flammability
lifted flame was about 16 cm (6 inches) downstream. Of course, limit to near the maximum heat release rate: the range of
the real flame never completely filled the cross-section. loading parameter obtained extended over three orders of

With a well-stirred reactor defined, the stirred reactor magnitude. These were achieved at atmospheric pressure and
network code MARK21 by David Pratt and Brian Pratt was with a limited range of mass flow rates. The lean stability of the
used to make calculations for the research combustor. The research combustor was completely defined by these data.
MARK21 code uses the CREK chemical kinetics code (Pratt The combustor was operated without difficulty with an
and Wormeck. 1976) and a hydrocarbon reacton meh cmuto asoeatdwihuidficlywihabd 1excess nitrogen mass flow rate up to 60 percent of the air massby Roberts et al. (1972). The research combustor near blowout flow rate. At this condition the equivalent pressure
was modeled in MARK21 as a single. perfectly-stirred reactor corresponded to 0.1 atmosphere. However, it is not
with separate air and fuel inlets, and a single disdharge of recommended that the maximum excess nitrogen flow rate be
products; there was no recirculation of products. It was reater tha t 4pe of eacess flow rate bs
operated with ganous propane as fuel and air as oxidant, with greater than about 45 percent of the air mass flow rate. This is
equal inlet temperatures of 2931L. The volume wa that defined because of inaccuracies in the calibration curve (lower
above, although two other volumes were used for spot-checks right-hand corner of Fig. 10), at operating conditions with very
to see fh sensitivity to volume. This was done because of the high levels of excess nitrogen.
uncertainty aiociated with the flame positio. (lb results for The effective order of the reaction when excess nitrogen is
the rnue of volumes wezc subsequently correlated succesfuily used becomes a function of the mass ratio of excess nitrogen to
by the loading parameter, via the volume term incorporated in air, as well as equivalence ratio at blowout. There was no visual
it.) The model was operated at a number of air mass flow rates. evidence that the excess nitrogen changed the flame
with several pressure levels of atmospheric and less, for each characteristics in any way from that observed without excess
airflow. No cases with excess nitrogen were run. nitrogen.

Shown on the stability plot of Fig. 14 is a line representing A final check on the accuracy of the calibration was made
the blowout characteristic calculated by the well-stirred reactor by comparing the correlated experimental results using the
cods. The line runi through the correlated experimental simulation against well-stirred reactor calculations based on
bliomot data very nicely, thereby confirming that the research propane/air systems for true sub-atmospheric pressures. This
comulmsor is behaving as a well-stirred reactor. Furthermore. comparison was justified since it was known from the initial test
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results (Sturgess et al.. 1990), (Heneghan et al., 1990) that the Clarke. A. E.. Odgers, J., and Ryan. P.. "Further Studies of
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ABSTRACT interactions can occur between the axially-directed jets of
atomized fuel/air mixture from the injectors, and these

Experimental information is presented on the effects of transverse combustion air jets. Recirculation zones of the
back-pressure on flame-holding in a gaseous fuel research "extemal" (Gupta et al.. 1984) or "inside-out" type (Sturgess
combustor. Data for wall temperatures and static pressures are et al., 1990) seem to be especially prone to this behavior. The
used to infer behavior of the major recirculation zones, as a interaction can be exacerbated if the airflow through the
supplement to some velocity and temperature profile combustor dome (including the injectors) is a significant
measurements using LDV and CARS systems. Observations of proportion of the combustor total flow, and if the transverse air
flame behavior are also included. Lean blowout is improved by jets are dose to the dome.
exit blockage, with strongest sensitivity at high combustor
loadings. It is concluded that edt blockage exerts its influence It was therefore felt that the important back-pressure
through effects on the jet and recirculation zone shear layers. effect exerted on the flame through the presence of the

combustion air jets should be included in any simulation of a
INTRODUCTION gas turbine combustor primary zone.

Combustion stability is extremely important in gas turbine In the research combustor, which was intended for the
engines for aircraft use. It is becoming more difficult to ensure study of the breakdown of flame stabilization in the primary
that adequate stability margins can be maintained because of zone, the essential features of a typical primary zone of modem
current design trends toward airblast atomization of liquid fuel. combustors were reproduced in simplified form (Sturgess et al..
high temperature rise, and low emissions combustor. 1990). Combustion air jets were not included directly due to

the complication involved: however, the back-pressure of these
As part of a comprehensive research program to jets was represented by means of exit blockage from the

investigate, understand and model lean blowouts in the combustor.
combustors of aircraft gas turbine engines (Sturgess et al.,
1991a), three combustors are utilized. These vehicles consist of
a research combustor, a tedmhology combustor, and a generic RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
gas turbine combustor, that reflect the three-phase approach to
the problem. The purpose of the research combustor is to yield The research combustor consists of a central fuel jet of
fundamental information on the lean blowout process to assist gaseous propane surrounded by an unheated co-axial air jet.
in understanding the events taking place in blowout, and so with the confluence of the jets centrally located in a nominally
guide in modeling them. circular cram-section duct (Sturgess et al.. 1991b). The duct is

closed at its forward end to give a backward-facing step. The
In gas turbine combustor design. it is generally recognized combustor exit is open to the atmosphere; low pressure effects

that the end of the flame-holding primary zone is determined on lean blowout are simulated by means of dilution through
by the trwaverse combustion air jets entering through the injection of exces nitrogen into the air supply (Sturgess et al.,
combustor liners (Lefebvre, 1963). For combustors using either 1991c). The combustor is mounted vertically on an
pure airblast. or hybrid presre-atomazing primary/airblast airflow-conditioning unit, that traverses through a cut-out in a
secondary fuel injectors, it has been observed that dynamic fixed optical bench. Figure 1.

Presaee l -W' e mUem binuW un Asme wmns Conews wd Expoekien
Ceamp. Gam W t June 1.4. ItM

Tho pW hes bee masge lm puMrncahon In Urn trTmacte of mo ASME
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RESEARCH COMBUSTOR with zero taken as the plane of the step. The x- and y-axes are
diametral to the combustor cross-section. with the x-axisAND AXES CONVENTION aligned with the LDA axids. Velocities parallel to and increasing

It A in the direction of the z-axts. and velocities normal to and
----- directed away from this aids, are also considered positive.

The effective optical window within which data may be
Staken is defined by: -68.7 < x< + 68.7 mm. and -42 < y <334... mm: in the downstream direction it is + 2< z <358 mm. This

ID 02 window permits reasonable access to the major flow field
Collection j I.0 features (Sturgess et al., 1991 b)

__ A''r For error assessments. see Sturgess et al. 11991b).

lii CARS ARRANGEMENT
tar ft - ~ The laser source for the coherent anti-Stokes RamanI Spectroscopy (CARS) optics is a Nd-:YAG pulse laser with 10 ns

(3 misequally divided into four parts; two of these serving
as pmp barrmwhile the remaining two pump a dye laser

oscilat. and. amplifier. The dye laser is tuned to provide a red
broa-bad Soke beam (110 FWJIM) centered at 607 nm.

now. Th r toe beam and the two green pump beams are then
foue oehrb a 25 cm focal length lens in a BOXCARS
cofgrto.A2 x 250 pzm measuring spot size is achieved.

raw ~ ~ 01111wTeConAgRatsign.l Ai2 collected by a Spex 1702 spectrometer.
1024-element DARSS camera, and Tracor-Northem

Fig,. I Research Combustor. Showing A3*9 Convention multichannel analyzer (Figure 2). The raw data are processed

The combustion tunnl was designed and constructed in by ____ a__________minicomputer.

two sections - a flad upsteamn window section providing
optical Access as needed. and a replaceable downstreamt" -- *AIS ~hT
chimney. The Chimney is available in two lengths, and the msDrx Pcombustor can be run woith either of these, or with no chimney - W v~ uoume
at all. The combuutor has a hydraulic diameter of 150 mm, WEIAMgiving length to diameter (LUM ratios of 3.167, 4.9 and 6.513____________
respeictively, dtependin On the chimney arrangement. The inner
diameter of dhe fuel tube is 29.97 mm wIth a 2-degree 201
half-angle taper over 120mm of its length, andl the outer _ _ _

diameter of fte air passage at discharg is 40 mm. ,SmMiU"

Po, is e for e~dt blockage. noe geometric values ~ _ "V

Of aldt blokage are 210.0,45.1 and 62.0 percent of the Fg ragmn fteCR ytmotcc01tnbulm Con a-ecton. Thes blockages are achieved by Fg ragmn fteCR ytmOtc
MeUM Of thin orifice plates. For the 45.1 percent geometrc Fo h
blockage11. 'top-hat" ewilts with tailpipe length to diameter (LI) rm h raw data the temperatures are determined by
values of 1.0 and 2.1 respectively, ate also available. comparinig the actual nitrogen spectra to the calculated spectra,

using a least-squares fit. The calculation of a nitrogen CARS
The optical windlows can be replaced by metal plates spectrum requires knowledge of the instrument slit function.

containing arrays of thermocouples for wall ftemperature Error problems associated with the assumption of a constant
meaurmensand toppings for static preswsure measurements. slit function when the optical path contains density and/or
The ace mirmy be fum with any combination ofwndw temperature gradients are avoided by use of a simple method

aOd Plates, of determining slit functions from the collected data at actual
LJDA RRANGMENTtemperature and turbulence levels, by applying local
WA ARANGMENTthermodynamic equilibrium principles (Heneghan et al., 1991).

This method has been shown to yield improvements in theMean and fluctuating vWelocty component measurements precision of the CARS measurement (Heneghan andave obtained by meane of a lawe-Dappler anemometer (WDA) Vagns. 1991)."syte (Sturges Ot al., 1991 b), using I 0-&ders off-ais
fogrwimd scattering The1 effective probe volume is 501x300 xIS0 Pm Both fuel and air flows were monitored by separate

electronic flow control units to within *0.5 percent and. *1.5
The0 enbvifi o is inouffed vertically in the facility Percent respectively. The combined error produced an

(S"U'g1111 Ot al, 19M~ and its centeirline crttutes the x-axids. Uncertainty of +1.5 percent in equivalence ratio, or *30K in
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temperature. Usually. 500 samples were taken for each CARS AXIAL STATION 300 mm FROM STEP
measurement to ensure that the error in RMS temperature was
less than 10K. The RMS temperature is susceptible to CARS 35

instrument noise (Heneghan and Vangsness. 1990). However. 00 0 Zero blockage
in combusting flow the temperature fluctuations are much 30 0 45% blockage

greater than the instrument noise, and thus the measurement F 7
precision (reproducibility) is good. It is estimated overall, that E 25 %

the CARS mean temperature measurement accuracy is within E

50K, while the precision is well within 20K. Unlike the LDA. 20
CARS temperature measurements are time-averaged without I

density-biasing effects. 15 L0

'I0
ISOTHERMAL FLOW FIELD • 10 -

E 00
Development of the isothermal flow field in the research 0 .

combustor with a free outlet is fully discussed in Sturgess et al. 5/ 1

(1991b). Briefly, at a simulated blowout condition, the annular centerline 0 41
air jet immediately entrains the central fuel jet, generating a 0 -0

small central recirculation bubble of length 17 mm with a
beginning about 15 mm downstream of the jet confluence. The -5 ,J_
individual jets thus quickly merge as they expand into the 20 25 30 35 40 45
combustor. and soon lose their identities. This merging is Mean Axial Velocity. m/s

complete by 138 mm from the step. The step generates a large
recirculation zone of axial length 7.7 step heights, and with Fig. 4 Radial Profiles of Mean Axial Velocity in Isothermal

vortex centers about 3.1 step heights downstream. Flow at 300 mm Downstream from the Step-Plane,
Showing Central Flow Net Acceleration with Exit

The addition of exit blockage by orifice plate exerts an Blockage
obvious effect on the radial profiles of mean axial velocity as
the flow accelerates along the combustor centerline to form a There were no changes apparent in the fluctuating
vena contracta in the exit plane, with a toroidal recirculation velocities with the addition of exit blockage.
zone forming on the forward face of the orifice plate. For the4.9 LiD combustor the near-field is unaffected, but the The flow field with reaction present is the process of being
cen9erLIne flmbow accelnera fion is e udentasfcled at 15 mmeasured. The features described under isothermal conditionscenterline flow acceleration is evident as close as 125 mm

downstream from the step-plane. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate are unchanged in character by the heat release.

this at 125 and 300 mm stations respectively, for 45.1 percent
blockage. Note that the acceleration effect is ameliorated to EFFECTS OF BLOCKAGE ON FLAME BEHAVIOR
some extent by the expansion of the combined jets into the
combustor. The research combustor operates with three basic flame

AXIAL STATION 125 mm FROM 8TEP conditions, depending on the equivalence ratio. For 40 > 1.05
80 q approximately, a thin, sheath-like pilot flame is anchored dose

0 Zero blockage to the step near the outer diameter of the air passage (Sturgess

60 C 9 45! blockage et al.. 1991c). The fuel source for this pilot flame is the step
recirculation zone. The major heat release is then precipitated

0 downstream in more or less distributed fashion, by the action
E 40 of this pilot. Downstream flame-holding takes place in the
E (s 0 shear layers associated with the central and step recirculation
S20 0 C zones (Sturgess et al., 1991b). For 4 < 1.05 approximately, the

0* oo2 pilot flame is highly intermittent (Roquemore et al., 1991). and

a0 centerline 000. the main flame is lifted (Sturgess et al, 1991c), allowing
0 oconsiderable premixing of reactants to take place prior to

"combustion. The lifted flame is positioned between 160 to 300
*C* (o0 mm from the step-plane. When * reaches 1.5 to 2.0 and before

S-20 0
E 0 a rich blowout, a separated flame condition is again established
U 0where the pilot flame is no longer apparent to the eye, but the

-40 1 main flame does not lift in this case. It is located about 30 to

040 mm downstream from the step.

-60
0 10 20 30 40 Q0 60 70 80 Lean blowout data were correlated on the basis of a

Mean Axial Vclority. m/s combustor loading parameter (Sturgess et al., 1991c). derived

Fig. 3 Radial Profiles of Mean Axial Velocity in Isothermal from reaction rate theory as,
Flow at 125 mm Downstream from the Step-Plane.
Showing Central Flow Net Acceleration with Exit L2 = / (VpnF)
Blockage Tot
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where for gaseous fuels and with simulation of low pressures by airflow was progressively increased at constant fuel flow. the
excess nitrogen injection, same sequence of flame events leading to a blowout took

place. These events are shown on Figure 5. Eventually. an

= tf + 1; + m; oscillatory flow situation develops, with large-scale axial
feot fe air nitrogen movements of the entire lifted flame about a mean position.

This motion leads, in due course, to lean blowout.
V = reactor volume

P - effective pressure The existence of the sequence of flame behaviors did not

n= apparent global reaction order qualitatively change with differences in exit blockage. However.
the equivalence ratio for flame lift was observed to decrease

e 2+ /(1 + ;nitrogen/ A air) slightly with increase in blockage due to orifice plates

4) - equivalence ratio (Figure 6). Similar behavior was observed with increase in

F = temperature correction factor (to 400K) tailpipe L/D for the 45.1 percent blockage top-hat section

= 10 0.00143Tin / 3.72 (Figure 7).

T = inlet temperature of reactants in K. COMBUSTOR L/D = 4 9
ORIFICE PLATE EXIT

Use of LP for blowout correlations follows from the 11. . . .
adoption of a stirred reactor modeling approach (Sturgess et
al.. 1991a). It also forms a useful way of characterizing the
degree of "flame straining" present in the combustor.

Figure 5 provides a map of flame behavior as a lean
blowout is approached, obtained by visual observation. The
combustor LID was 4.9. and the exit was a 45.1 percent 0
blockage orifice plate. Inlet temperatures for the reactants
were constant at 293K, and no excess nitrogen was injected.
The Reynolds number of the annular air jet was in the range of F .

24.800 to 46.000. The attached and lifted flame conditions are 0 FUEL Re > 10.000

illustrated in Figure 2 of Sturgess et al. (1991c). 0 FUEL e < ,o.o0
0. O FUEL Re < 10.000 WITH NITROCEN

09
.4 ATrAC4ED FLAME RIbo 0.0 0 1 02 0.3 04 0.5 06 0.7 0.8

IF If Al PIf//fOutlet Blockage. B

Fig. 6 Dependence of Equivalence Ratio for Flame Lift on
Exit Blockage for Low and Intermediate Combustor

gs in ILoadings

alk COMBUSTOR L/D = 49

0.6 - BLOCKAGE = 0 451 (GEOMETRIC)
LARGESCALE AXIAL

MOWUENn OF FtLAME -QoN 1.08
0.5

FUEL Re <1IO000
0.4 LEAN .OSWOUT1 1 06

.3
,I I I I I I I I ,.I I

426 U 30 323 1 3 40 42 44 46 48
10',LOAD•O PARAMEMT Vo We' •.. 104 -

Fig. 5 Flame Behavior as Lean Blowout is Approached at 1.02 •
Low Combustor Loadings with 45 Percent Exit .
Blockage ..

c 1.00 "

The range of loading parameter in Figure 5 is such that
lean blowouts were obtained dose to the flammability limits g 0.98e
for propane/air mixtures at ambient conditions (Lewis and von

Elbe, 1961). The flame behavior seen is both reversible and
repeatable. Flame lift can be seen at about 1.05 equivalence 0.0 05 1. 0 1 .. 30
ratio, and is isensitive to loading parameter over the limited Tailpipe L/D
range covered. Subsequent tests (Sturgess et al.. 1991c) with
injection of excess gaseous nitrogen into the air stream showed Fig. 7 Dependence of Equivalence Ratio for Flame Lift on
no effects on equivalence ratio for flame-lift. When the fuel "kilpipe Length for 45 Percent Geometric Exit
flow was progressively reduced at constant airflow, or the Blockage
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The significance of the 10.000 Reynolds number for the COMBUSTOR L/D = 4 9
fuel jet in Figures 6 and 7 is that this value represents a critical ORIFICE PLATE EXIT
threshold for transition to turbulent flow for propane (Lewis LOADING NEAR FLAMMABILITY LIMIT
and von Elbe, 1961). 3.0 1 1 , 1 , I

A fairly strong influence on the equivalence ratio for the LOAING - 0.53 Ibm/isec. It m

onset of the large-scale axial oscillation of the lifted flame was
observed, as shown in Figure 8. Increased blockage raises this c, 2.5
equivalence ratio and is therefore destabilizing, opposite to the
effect on flame lift. Note the significance of air jet Reynolds
number. E

"o2.0

COMBUSTOR L/D = 4 9
ORIFICE PLATE EXIT

a)
C. 1.5
r 1- 5

0.9

x CS. " "" / 
I.0 L ~

0.8 0.0 02 04 06 0.8 1 0
to AIE Re24.82 .0 Outlet Blockage. B

O Fig. 9 Dependence of Equivalence Ratio for Flame
U" Separation on Exit Blockage for Low Combustor

0• : 0.7 Loading

0 c AIR Re - 46.000
-4 COMBUSTOR L/D = 4.9

0.6 ORIFICE PLATE EXIT•t 0.6
0) EXIT BLOCKAGE =45 %

40 FUEL Re < 10.000 3.0,, - - ,

I_ C
0,0

0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8
. 2.5Outlet Blockage. B 4'

q,

Fig. 8 Influence of Exit Blockage and Combustor Loading
on Equivalence Ratio for Onset of Axial Movements • 2.0
of the lifted Flame .2

It is apparent that the loss of the important pilot flame
marks the beginning of a lean blowout sequence. A similar C 1.5
importance of the pilot flame is observed as a rich blowout is
approached. Figure 9 shows the dependence of rich 5
equivalence ratio for loss of the pilot flame (to result in a
separated main flame), on exit blockage in the 4.9 LID 1.0
combustor. Note that on the rich-side, decreasing equivalence 0,4 0 6 0 8 1 0 1.2 1.4
ratio denotes a maximum loss of stability at 45.1 percent Approx Combu.tor Loading
blockage. At given blockage this rich equivalence ratio for pilot
flame loss decreases as the combustor loading is increased; Fig. 10 Influence of Combustor Loading on Equivalence
Figure 10 demonstrates this for the 4.9 LID combustor at 45.1 Ratio for Flame Separation at 45 Percent Exit
percent exit blockage by orifice plate. Blockage
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DIRECT EFFECTS ON LEAN BLOWOUT EXIT BLOCKAGE = 45 PERCENT

It was observed for low values (about 0.18 o.7,

lbm/(Sec.tL 3atmos.n) dose to the flammability limits for
propane/air mixtures at these conditions) of the loading
parameter that the blowout equivalence ratio decreased.0
linearly as the exit blockage by orifice plate was increased. This
is shown in Figure 11. and is somewhat surprising since the
lifted flame is positioned (Roquemore et al., 1991) in the -
regions where the mean flow is beginning to be accelerated
due to the blockage (Figures 3 and 4), at least in isothermal
flow. Heat release should increase the flow acceleration. The
improvement in stability depended on the combustor L/D ratio; "
for a given blockage, the shorter the combustor the less stable 0
it was and the greater its sensitivity to the exit blockage. For 0

the 4.9 LID combustor at this loading, the lean blowouts were 0 .5

virtually independent of exit blockage.

Loading 0.2-0.3 (Flamm. Limits)

COMBUSTOR LOADING 0.4_ _ ___-_I
NEAR FLAMMABILITY LIMITS 0.4 4 52 3 4 5 6 7

Combustor Length/Diameter
10

* Combustor L/D = 6.513 Fig. 12 Dependence of Lean Blowout at Low Loadings on

0.9 A Combustor LD 7Combustor Length with 45 Percent Exit Blockage

0 Combustor L/D = 4.90

S0.8 At 45.1 percent exit blockage the peak amplitude of the
55 Hz frequency signal measured inside the combustor by
Kistler pressure transducers, was increased by a factor of 5.5

.• 0.7 when the combustor L/D was increased from 3.167 to 6.513.
> For the 4.9 L/D combustor with 45.1 percent exit blockage"(and the acoustic treatment described in Heneghan et al.,

"06 1990), the peak-to-peak amplitudes for low frequency
- - oscillations (1-600 Hz) were less than 0.69 N/m 2 and for high

X frequency oscillations (1-5 KHz) the amplitudes were less than
S05 -6.9 N/m 2.

Figure 13 displays the sensitivity to exit blockage in the

0 ___, ___, __A, ___,___, 4.9 L/D combustor operating at loadings (10
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 lbm/(sec.ft.3atmos.n)) near to the peak heat release rate

"Exit Blockage. B condition (obtained with a combination of high airflow rates
and injection of excess nitrogen as a diluent). Again, the

Fig. 11 Influence of Exit Blockage on Lean Blowout at Low blowout equivalence ratio decreases linearly with increasing
Combustor Loading in Three Combustor Lengths blockage. However, when contrasted with the sensitivity to

blockage for this combustor near the flammability limits
(Figure 11), it is seen that blockage exerts a much more

For a fixed exit orifice plate blockage of 45.1 percent at powerful influence on stability at this higher loading.
slightly higher loading parameter, the dependency on L/D is
given in Figure 12. where it can be seen that an optimum LID The general conclusion can be drawn that exit blockzge
exists. Close to the flammability limits there is also a fairly improves the lean stability of the research combustor. The
strong sensitivity of blowout equivalence ratio to combustor effectiveness of blockage in improving the stability in a
loading parameter. The existence of the optimum combustor combustor of given length, depends on the loading at which the
length for maximum stability dose to the flammability limits combustor is operated. Of the three combustor lengths
(Lewis and von Elbe, 1961) can be attributed to the occurrence evaluated (and for operation at low loadings at least), the
of acoustic coupling (organ-pipe resonance driving eddy 4.9 L/D combustor has the best stability at , -y blockage Ibvel
shedding off the step at 55 Hertz) at large LID (Heneghan between 0 and 62 percent. Exit blockage reduces the rich
et al., 1990), and outlet interference with flame holding at stability of the research combustor. and the extent of this also
small L/D. depends on the combustor ioading.
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COMBUSTOR LOADING variety of jet velocity ratios and combustor flow functions. No

NEAR PEAK HEAT RELEASE RATE effect of velocity ratio was apparent. and substantial increasC in
flow function resulted in only a negligible increase in MTF.

Combustor LID = 4.9
C Loading = 10 lbm/(sec. ft.3 atmos.A) 44 5 mm FROM STEP

C, 900_ _,_ _ __90
900 Measured MTF Trend

r" 08 0 OZero blockage Zero blockage
"W j 45% blockage - 45% blockage

'a o
0 0.6 0
o0 800

05 0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 .1

Fig. 13 Influence on Lean Blowout of Exit Blockage at High 0
Combustor Loading 700 , .

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

WALL TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR Equivalence Ratio

The wall temperatures for the combustor are needed to Fig. 14 Comparison of Actual Wall Temperatures with

provide boundary condition information for subsequent Smoothed Values Over a Range of Equivalence

computational fluid dynamic calculations to be made in Ratios, Showing Influence of Exit Blockage
attempts to model the lean blowout process. They can also
provide by inference, additional information concerning
development of major flow features in the combustor. The figure shows that wall temperatures in the

% temperatures are most conveniently expressed in recirculation zone increase with combustor exit blockage by
about 20 to 25 deg. K for 45.1 blockage. Peak temperatures

nondimensional form. sometimes known as Metal Temperature occur at equivalence ratios in the range of 0.9 to 1.1. For the
Factor (MTF), and defined by. attached flame condition (1 L 1.05), temperature levels are

about 820K& and fall to about 780K as lean blowout is

Ts -Tin approached.
TTFT
Tad'fl - Tin The form of MTF variation with equivalence ratio is

shown in Figure 15 for a station 146 mm downstream from the

where step (still inside the recirculation zone). The behavior in the
figure is typical of all axial stations along the combustor. MTF

Ts - wall temperature decreases with increasing equivalence ratio up to an
equivalence ratio of about 0.95, and then becomes independent

"Tad,fl - adiabatic flame temperature. out to a value of 1.6. There is negligible effect of blockage on
MTF at this station.

For premixed flames. MTF represents a normalized wall
temperature, and is particularly useful in the present case The "break" in the curve of Figure 1S may be interpreted

therefore, because of the partial premixing that takes place as representing the flame-lift condition. The inferred

when the flame is lifted, equivalence ratios for flame-lift based on this break for
different axial locations are shown in Figure 16 compared with

Figure 14 compares at 44.5 mm downstream from the step the equivalence ratios for flame-lift based on direct

and inside the step recirculation zone, actual thermocouple observation (Figure 6). As might be anticipated. inferences

temperatures over a range of equivalence ratios against based on data from downstream are in better agreement with

temperatures derived from the MTF trend with downstream direct observations. No effect of blockage is apparent on the

distance. Data are provided for zero and 45.1 percent exit inferred flame-lift, which does not conflict with direct
blockage in the 4.9 LID combustor. The tests were made for a observation in Figure 6.
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146.0 mm FROM STEP Exit blockage does not affect the value of maximum MTrE but
maximum MTF does increase as lean blowout is approached.

0.5 -
0 Zero blockage
V 45 7* blockage
a 62 % blockage0.

U 0.4 0-5 ,

a 0

0.3m 0.3 i_.-- U

E 0.400

-02

a, E

0 Zero blockage E
0 1 0 45% blockage x

0.3

0'0
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 LIFTED ATTACHED

Equivalence Ratio

Fig. 15 Normalized Wall Temperatures at 126 mm from 02

Step-Plane for Zero and 45 Percent ETit Blockage, 0.6 0.8 10 12 n.4 R.6
Showing Influence of Equivalence Ratio

Fig. 17 Wvriations of Maximum Normalized Wall

BASED ON MITF BREAK-POINT Temperatures for Lifted and Attached Flames at
Several %Vlues of Exit Blockage

1.2

When the position at which maximum MTF is reached is
1I plotted in similar fashion in Figure 18, a strong effect of

SFlame observations 0 blockage is apparent for lifted flames: equivalence ratios for
"0 ' attached flames do not influence this position significantly. For

1 ,0 P 0 the three blockages shown, the position of maximum MTF is

• 0 roughly constant around 450 mm from the step for attached

o0.9 0 flames.

UE

e 0.8 E> ~~~~550. , - , -

" ULFTED ATTACHED

0.7 0 Zero blockage x 500 .
0 45% blockage X 500

06 U....... .. .
06- ------ --- __ _ _450 0~

0 200 400 600 800 -

Downstream Distance from Step. mm V 400

Fig. 16 Indicated Equivalence Ratios for Flame-Lift from 0
Wall Temperatures, Compared with Direct • 350
Observations 0

The variations of the maximum value of MTF with i 300
equivalence ratio for 0, 45.1 and 62 percent geometric E O Zero blockage
blockages are given in Figure 17; the flame condition - lifted a 0 45 Zr blockage
br attached - is delineated based on Figure 6. The values of a 250 % 45 % blockage
maximum M W. and the positions at which they occur. were
derived at each equivalence ratio from differentiation of curve a 200
fits to MTF versus axial distance information obtained from the 0 6 0.6 10 1 2 14 16

curves in plots such as given in Figure 15. Equivalenr- Ratio

Fig. 18 Dependency of Position of Maximum Normalized
Fipre 17 indicates that maximum MTF reaches its Wall Temperature on Exit Blockage for Lifted and

minimum value at about the equivalence ratio for flame-lift. Attached Flames
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When equivalence ratio is reduced so that a lifted flame is exit. This is illustrated in Figure 21. where it is also shown that
established, an unrestricted combustor exit results in the the flame condition does not exert an influence.
position of maximum MTF initially moving back toward the
step. However, for an equivalence ratio of 0.9, the dosest 06 SYMOL
position to the step is reached at about 270 mm; therefore, as _ , -
equivalence ratio is further lowered toward a lean blowout, the 0 s o 2 .U0

position again moves downstream as the flame-lift increases. C , . V
. 137

The addition of exit blockage introduces an additional . @ .,
recirculation zone (on the orifice plate upstream face) into the W 1 o , .4 -- CM3 0. - 933 

5CM

combustor. and the existence of this recirculation is how - to
blockage exerts an influence on the position of maximum MTF. 00 7 ,4

The position of maximum MTF is associated with the 0? o 6S6

reattachment plane of the step recirculation zone since this is

where the jet shear layers reach the combustor wall (Sturgess ,i
et al.. 1991b). These jet shear layers are where the majority of
the heat release takes place during combustion, whether or not -.0
the pilot flame is attached (Sturgess et al., 1991a). Movements 0 002 00 00 00 .010 o 012 Old , 016 01

of the position of maximum MTF therefore reflect, albeit in FLOW PARAMETER IWS'-tP)•

crude fashion, movements of the reattachment plane for the (LBM Ks/SEC - PSIA)'
step recirculation zone. The lack of blockage-effect on the Fig. 19 Dependency of Wall Static Pressures in the Step
value of maximum MTF (Figure 17) indicates that heat release Recirculation Zone on Inlet Flow Parameter and Jet
in the jet shear layers is not substantially changed by combustor Velocity Ratio in Isothermal Flow with a Free Exit
exit blockage; however, the trajectory of these shear layers is
(Figure 18), possibly due to flow acceleration as a result of the .,.
heat release. The behavior evident in Figure 18 for 45.1 and 62 .
percent blockage is the result of interactions between the step os1."
and orifice plate recirculation zones, due to heat release rate as o ,.83
equivalence ratio is varied, and modified by the two flame 0 04 0 9z.5

conditions. 3

With this flow model, the lifted-flame (partially premixed) z 03.-a

behavior for maximum MTF in Figure 18 at zero exit blockage z
is consistent with the findings of Morrison et a l. (1987), Pitz . 4 0 0

and Daily (1983). and Stevenson et al. (1982) for premixed
flames that a step recirculation zone at fixed (turbulent) o
Reynolds number decreases in size with increasing equivalence
ratio. The minimum distance occurring at an equivalence ratio 0.0 018
of 0.9 suggests that pilot flame attachment is becoming evident a .002 0o, o 00 olo 01 0,, Ols

before the directly-observed equivalence ratio of 1.05 FLOW PARAMETER (W'T/P)2

(Figure 6). Examination of the intermittency of the pilot flame ILB, K'ISEC - PSIA)P

(Roquemore et al., 1991, and Chen, 1991) tends to confirm this Fig. 20 Suppression of Dependency of Wall Static Pressure
suggestion. on Jet Velocity Ratio by Exit Blockage in Isothermal

WALL STATIC PRESSURES 
Flow

For an atmospheric pressure discharge combustor with exit SYVMoL . CONDITIO

blockage, wall static pressures provide means for a convenient , 3,,7 ,.2,o C

assessment of the extent of the additional recirculation zone set * ,,9 1 17l3

up on the orifice plate upstream face. With a free exit, the 14 , 7.40 1.0160
difference between ambient pressure and wall static pressure in 0 , ICU 104oou

b 22.87 O.WN0 LIFTEDthe combustor reaches zero in the exit plane. However, when 23.s2 0 a4?

the exit is restricted, this difference reaches zero at some 3, - 0 24.7 0.1039 -

position inside the combustor (Heneghan et al.. 1990). The in [: O3 0.°6,"

position where this occurs marks the stagnation plane for the _ .
aft recirculation zone on the orifice plate. , .4 '.C"

In isothermal flow the wall static pressure at a given , 0.1,

station is a function of the jet velocity ratio k. and the inlet
flow parameter, as can be seen for a station 44.5 mm 00 L2 0 0. 6 0 0 0 0 0,

downstream. in Figure 19. As Figure 20 demonstrates, when

exit blockage is introduced, the dependency of wall static FLOW PARAMETER 0W-T0/P)' ALBMK"/SEC - PS0I1

pressure on velocity ratio is suppressed. Combustion also Fig. 21 Suppression of Dependency of Wall Static Pressure
suppresses the dependency on jet velocity ratio, even for a free on Jet Velocity Ratio by Combustion with a Free Exit
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Again using curve fits and differentiation, the axial inferred from MTF data (Figure 18) can be combined with the

positions along the combustor at which atmospheric pressure information on the beginning of the orifice plate reorculation

was attained, were found. Typical wall static pressure axial zone from the static pressure data (Figure 23) in order to

distributions are given in Figure 3 of Heneghan et al. (1990). examine the relationship between these two important flow

Figure 22 shows that in isothermal flow this condition was features in the restricted-exit combustor.

reached at a constant 580 mm approximately, with 45.1 percent

exit blockage, and was so regardless of inlet flow parameter or Figure 24 shows a combination of Figures 18 and 23 for

jet velocity ratio. With combustion and the same blockage, the 45.1 percent exit blockage with combusting flow. it can be

position for atmospheric pressure was a strong function of deduced that there is always positive separation between the

equivalence ratio. as Figure 23 shows, where the leading-edge end of the step recirculation zone and the beginning of the

of the aft recirculation zone moves progressively forward in the orifice plate recirculation zone for this blockage. Furthermore.

combustor as equivalence ratio is reduced, independent of for lifted flames, this separation is maintained at a constant

flame condition, distance of about 80 mm. so that direct interference never
happens. For attached flames, the separation distance

increases, as Figure 25 shows.

X WITH 45% BLOCKAGE

f0 00 E 700
7 0 UFTED FAMES ATTACHED'FLAMES

4a Uj SOJO . .m 0Q. Cc 
AL

U 0 0.0ff 111 A ..00 -. i 600 '

E AA

0 0 . O1 9 6 a 7m • .

Cc 0 o.0.0

U 0= 2 0.04006 00 0.10 0.12 Old Q 400
A

FLOW PARAMETER (-~" u A
LBu KSA(SEC - PSIA) .

S300
Fig. 22 Independence from Inlet Flow Parameter and Jet 0 Max. MTF position

Velocity Ratio of Position Where Atmospheric Atmos. pressure

Pressure Is Reached on the Combustor Wail, in 2positio

Isothermal Flow with 45 Percent Exit Blockage 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 i 1 .8
Equivalence Ratio

Fig. 24 Downstream Positions Where Atmospheric Pressure
v 70and Maximum Normalized Wall Temperature Are

Attained as Equivalence Ratio Is Varied for FixedT #SOTNEtMAL OATA Exit Blockage

uo s WITH 45% BLOCKAGE

ZV, 40 - 220
in ArrACHED FLAME

I.- U0

0 UvTO FLAME U 200
W.K 20 -

218
a~ 

C0
0

O .160
S 0 0.4 '0.2 1.0 1 .2 1.4 , 16

OVERALL EQUIVALENCE RATIO. o eAn 140

Fig. 23 Vriation of Downstream Position Where %Wll Static a

Presme Reaches Atmospheric with Equivalence 120
Ratio at 45 Percent Exit Blockage

4Z 100

"At 62 percent blockage the position at which atmospheric 0

pressure was attained was always greater than 600 mm from . 80

the step, and thus could not be accurately determined from the LFTED FLAMES ATTACHED FLAMES

static tap positions available. o 60
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RECIRCULATION ZONES Equivalence Ratio

Fig. 25 Distance Between Recirculation Zones for Lifted and

The inMormation on the end of the step recirculation zone Attached Flames at Fixed Exit Blockage
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For 62 percent blockage, it appears as though direct Radial profiles of dimensionleas mean temiperalwe for ghe
interference between zones does not occur either, despite the condition above are given in Figure 27 for a domnstream
inferred position of the end of the step recirculation zone being station 5 mnm from the step. Comparison of these profiles
further downstream at around 500 mm for all equivalence reveals the effect of the attached flame on mean temperature.
ratios (Figure 18). and shows the pilot flame to be leased at a radiu of 17 to

20 me. The probability distribution tsections (p.d.f.) comfirm
this definition. This is somewhat consistem wkh tih mean

GAS TEMPERATURE PROFILES position of 24 mm radius for the awacred fAsme dIw -e at
10 mnu downstream with thi film" pemeny (7m

limited gas temperature measurements were made using (Roquemore et at., 1991). Again. the leves of dimensionles
the CARS system. Profiles along the combustor centerline and, temperature are higher at all radial position for the attached
radially, close to the step. were taken at 0. 45.1 and 62 percent flame condition. The p.d.f.'s for the lifted flame condition
exit blockage by orifice plates in order to assess what blockage agree with the measurements of the spontaneous OH emission
did to the all-important step recirculation zone. This was a given in Roquemore et a]. (1991). that there is a finite
quick preliminary look made prior to more extensive probability of the pilot flame being present part of the time.
field-mapping of temperature to be reported separately, even though the main flame is fully lifted and an anchored pilot

The axial profiles of mean temperature along the flame is not directly observed. For both lifted and attached
c bsTorteralpfines at 4 peant emprtr blokager lfted flames, the step recirculation zone provides a significant

combustor centerline at 45.1 percent exit blockage for lifted high-temperature reservoir for the combustion processes
and attached flames are given in Figure 26, where the developing in the shear layers.
temperatures are presented as the ratio of actual temperature
to the adiabatic flame temperature. The combustor loadings in
both cases are in the range of 0.7 to 0.76 ib,/(sec.ft 3atmos.n), COMBUSTOR L/D = 4 9
i.e., fairly near to the lean flammability limit. For both flames EXIT BLOCKAGE = 45 %
the temperature initially falls, and then increases again for Z = 5 MM
distances greater than 100 mmn from the step-plane. By 30
consideration of Sturgess et al. (1991b), the increases in E 0 ATTACH, MUM

centerline mean temperature can be associated with the inner E
edge of the reacting jets shear layer reaching the centerline and 5, S il nFUME
thereby introducing sufficient oxidant for extensive chemical o 25

reaction to take place on the centerline. The initial distance in U- 6
this profile can therefore be viewed as a conditional
thermo-chemical potential core region. Note that the position 20
of mean temperature increase is in the region where in 0
isothermal flow the centerline mean axial velocity begins to
accelerate with the 45.1 percent exit blockage (Figure 3). Also, E

0
for the attached flame the dimensionless mean temperature U
level is generally increased over that for the lifted flame. o

COMBUSTOR L/D = 4.9 10'
EXIT BLOCKAGE = 45 0.1 02 0-3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9

Ratio of

0.8Y 0 MM Mean Temperature to Adiabatic
Flame Temperature

0 AT'CIM ILAME

07 a U ui .... Fig. 27 Radial Profiles of Dimensionless Mean Gas
Sp...Temperature in the Step Region for Aatached and

l 0.Lifted Flames at Fixed Exit Diocka< " 0.6 ..

"0 : 0. 0 5 - Note that both Figures 26 and 27 indicate an elevation of
E gas temperatures over the inlet conditions dose to the

o • confluence of the jets and around the region encempassing the
_ 0 4 small, central recirculation bubble (Sturgeon at al.. 1991b).

03 Although not yet supported by strong direct vie, it has
' o03 -been hypothesiaed (Sturgess et al., 1991a) that noneaionamy

flow interactions of the fuel and air jets with the central
recirculation bubble result in additional radial mass transport

02

0 50 100 1 200 250 300 350 of reactants. Such mass transport could account for early
Downstream Distance. z mm chemical reaction and hence, the observed elevated

temperatures dose to the orifice. The p.d.f. at a radiu of
Fig. 26 Centerline Profiles of Dimensionless Mean Gas 14 mm for an equivalence ratio of 1.36 at a combueor loading

Temperature for Attached and Lifted Flames at Fixed of 0.428 lbml(sec.ft.3atmos.a) shows that there is an equal
Exit Blockage probability of the flame being present as there is of fluid at
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inlet temWeraftres. This radius marks the position of the powerful suppressing effect on fluctuations in the jet shear

outer-edge of the fuel tube. For this temperature condition to layers.
be so, either direct flame or a hot gas ignition source from the

step recirculation zone must be transpoted completely acros COMBUSTOR L/D = 4 9
the annular air-jet path (see Figure 1). LIFTED FLAME

Y = 0 MM
The addition of blockage increases the centerline mean

temperatures for lifted flames at loadings fairly near to the lean 0.5

flammability limit. Th effect is particularly strong for distances
closer to the cofauence of the jets than 100 mm, as Figure 28
shows. The radial' profies of dimensionless mean temperature 04
indicte that blockage s-lightly increases the temperature in the A

step recrculation zone.
E A

COMBUSTOR L/D = 4.9 W o * >
LIFTED FLAME t C/ 04

Y=OMM
06 1 1 1 0

0S0 ZERO BLOCKAGE 0
2 1

I 45 X BLOCKAGE• - 05

A A 62 % BLOCKAGE *0
o 0.1 0 ZERO BLOCKAGE

0 cc U 45 S BLOCKAGE

0 < 2 A 62 5 BLOCKAGE

.2 " 0 ,0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
•0.3 u Downstream Distance. z mm

E Fig. 29 Comparison of Centerline Profiles of Dimensionless

-0.2 Fluctuating Gas Temperatures for Lifted Flames at

C Various Exit Blockages2

0I

0 50 1 o 50 200 250 300 350
Downstream Distance. z mm COMBUSTOR L/'D = 4.9

LIFTED FLAME
Fig. 28 Comparison of Centerline Profiles of Dimensionless Z = 5 MM

Mean Gas Temperatures for Lifted Flames at Various 0.

Exdt Blockages 0 ZEBLOCKAGE

The centedine profiles of the ratio of the RMS value of 45 X BLOCKAGE

fluctuating temperature to mean temperature for 0. 45.1 and 62 • 25 A 62 % BLOCKAGE

perOcet exit blockage in the 4.9 IJD combustor are given in SA

Figure 29. Th equivalence ratios are such that the flames were g

all lifted, and the combustor loadings were 0.7 to 0.76 a A-

lb,,/(m "aftmos."). The fluctuating temperatures 20

superimposed on the mean temnperatures are not significantly
affected by eat blockage. What is noteworthy. however, is the .
dramatic increas in the fluctuating component for distances
losr dwa 50 min to the jet origins. This is associated in

particular with the forward stagnation point of the small, o 15 0

central recirculation zone, which for isothermal flow is situated E
at about 14 mm from the origin. 0

Figusw Op30 r m radil3 profilesof the ratioof RMS O'
tempaturse to mean temperature at 5 mm downstream from 00 01 02 0 3 04 05 06 0.7 08

thi step-plam for a range of eit blockage at the same Ratio of RMS to Mean Temperatures

operating owditions as for the previous figure. i.e., lifted flame
at light losdingL. lmperature fluctuations in the step Fig. 30 Radial Profiles of Dimensionless Fluctuating Gas

redralation 2one are not much affected by the exit blockage. Temperatures in the Step Region for Lifted Flames at

In sharp conaw the existence of any blockage at all exerts a Various Exit Blockages
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Whether the flame is lifted or attached, there are no changes in blowout due to exit blockage are sensitive to
changes in temperature fluctuations in the step recirculation combustor loading (Figures 1I and 13). Predictably, they are
zone at 5 mm downstream with 45.1 percent exit blockage, strongest at high loadings approaching the peak heat release
There appear to be some differences for the two flame rate condition. At low combustor loadings, the improvement in
conditions in the shear layers (possibly the pilot flame), but the stability due to blockage is consistent with a more persistent
present data are not sufficient to be sure. anchored flame (Figures 6 and 7), but conflicts with an earlier

onset of large-scale axial movements of the lifted flame

DISCUSSION 
(Figure 8).

The presence of the outlet blockage changes the
The long-term intent for the research program. of which isothermal flow field in the combustor by causing acceleration

this effort is but a part. is to derive calculation procedures for of the mean axial velocities about the centerline (Figures 3 and

lean blowout in gas turbine engine combustors. One of the 4), and by introducing an additional recirculation zone on the

calculation procedures being developed for this purpose is cpstream face of the orifice plate placed at the combustor exit.

computational fluid dynamics (CFD). For viability, CFD should Acceleration of the central flow is evident as close as 125 mm

be able to provide a reasonable simulation of the real physical downstream from the step plane (Figure 3), or, at an LID of
behavior involved in the lean blowout process. It is therefore 0.83 in the 4.9 LID combustor at 45.1 percent blockage. This is

required that significant flame events in the blowout process upstream of the reattachment plane for the step recirculation.

should be experimentally identified and characterized. The which is at about 2.82 L/D (Sturgess et al., 1990). With a free
attached, separated and lifted flames and the influence of ext in isothermal flow, the central flow is decelerated as the

combustor geometry on the operational conditions under which fuel and air jets merge and expand into the combustor around
these are encountered, hence form a significant part of die data the step recirculation zone. The net acceleration that results

base. The ability to calculate these characteristics will form a with exit blockage represents a modification of the shear layers.

critical test of the efficacy of any CFD modeling of lean and thus flame holding in thes shear layers can be expected

blowout, to be changed.

The wall static pressure measurements in the step
The research combustor exhibits a distinct and repeatable recirculation zone show that combustion suppresses a

flame pattern change as it blows out on the lean side (Figure sensitivity to jet velocity ratio that is apparent in isothermal
5). There are similarities in the flame changes for both rich and flow (Figures 19 and 21); the addition of exit blockage in
lean blowouts. A key element in these sequences of flame isothermal flow exercises a similar effect (Figure 20).
change is the loss of the thin, sheath-like pilot flame anchored
at the outer diameter of the air jet. This pilot flame serves as a With combustion, it can be inferred from wall
continuous ignition source for the main flame that then thermocouple measurements that the position of the step
originates in the shear layers associated with the fuel and air recirculation zone reattachment shifts according to the
jets, and the recirculation zones. For rich blowouts, loss of the equivalence ratio (Figure 18). For lifted flames, the dependency
pilot flame does not result in obvious changes in the main on equivalence ratio is modified by the degree of outlet
flame, either in position or character. It tends to remain blockage (Figure 18). From wall static pressure tap
concentrated in the shear layers. However, for lean blowouts, measurements, the size of the orifice plate recirculation is
loss of the pilot flame causes the main flame to lift to a inferred also to be influenced by combustion (Figure 23). For a
downstream position. This dearly allows significant premixing lifted flame at a given blockage, the movements of these two
of reactants to occur, with the result that the main flame in its stagnation planes with equivalence ratio is such that a constant
lifted position is more distributed across the width of the separation between them exists (Figures 24 and 25), i.e.. there
combustor. Blowout in the separated rich flame takes place is no direct interference. When the attached pilot flame
suddenly;, in the lifted lean flame, blowout is preceded by the condition is established, movement of the step recirodation
onset of large-scale axial oscillations of the main flame about zone reattachment essentially ceases (Figure 24). However, the
its mean position (Figure 5). orifice recirculation zone continues to decrease in size (Figure

24), with the result that the separation between stagnation
The flame events described are controlled by the planes is increased (Figure 25). Therefore, it is unlikely that the

operating equivalence ratio of the combustor (Figures 5 and lean blowout improvement with exit blockage is associated with
10). The equivalence ratios at which flame events occur are direct modification of the step recirculation zone.

modified by the existence of back-pressure applied at the exit

from the combustor (Figures 6 through 9 inclusive). The The "quick-look" at mean gas temperature profiles shows
sensitivity of the event-equivalence ratios to the exit the existence of the pilot flame for equivalence ratios when it is
back-pressure depends on the combustor loading, and this present (attached flame), and indicates slightly increased
sensitivity generally increases with the loading (Figures 8 and temperatures in the step recirculation zone and on the
10). combustor centerline in the near-field. For lifted flames. exit

blockage exerts its greatest effect in the near-field on the
The application of exit back-pressure to the research combustor centerline, particularly associated with the small,

combustor exerts a favorable influence on the lean blowout central recirculation bubble; there is little effect in the step
(Figure 11). At fixed combustor loading, the effect depends on recirculation zone. The CARS p.d.f.'s confirm earlier findings
the combustor length to diameter ratio. When acoustic effects by OH emission and TFP measurements that the pilot flame is
and direct loss of the step recirculation zone (Figure 12) are intermittently present even when direct observations indicate
eliminated through use of an appropriate combustor length, the that it is lost and the main flame is lifted.
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Fluctuating gas temperatures along the combustor 5. The combustor exhibits consistent and well-characterized
centerline are insensitive to exit blockage (Figure 29); however, flame behavior that depends on equivalence ratio and exit
they once a&pin confirm the strong dynamic nature of the flow blockage. The ability to represent this behavior will provide
associated with the central recirculation bubble that is a stringent test of the realism of any numerical modeling
generated by entrainment of the central fuel jet by the much (CFD) of this combustor.
stronger surrounding annular air jet (Sturges et al., 1991b). In
the near-field (at 5 umn) the radial profiles of fluctuating
temperature suggest that exit blockage is a dampening effect; ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Abstract benefit of a methodology that is predictive, confer increased
understanding of complex coupled behavior, and promise a

A progress report is presented on a comprehensive reduced reliance on expensive experimental tests.
research program aimed at improving the design and analysis
capabilities for flame stability and lean blowout in the In the United States of America, Government funding
combustors of aircraft gas turbine engines. The motivation has been a powerful motivator for the development of CFD
and aims of the program are reviewed, and the unusual applied to the modeling of aeroqlace powerplants. In the
approach adopted to address the research isues is outined. combustor area, the U.S. Army Research Laboratories
The supporting experimental program and the test vehices initiated and funded the first serious effort in 1975. In 1977
involved are described, together with some major results the U.S. Air Force launched the Combustion Model
obtained to date. The modeling techniques that are being Evaluation (CME) program to develop advanced diagnostic
explored are summarized. Their potential and limitations are techniques and to establish a technology base for the
highlighted. Although much work remains yet to be done, the evaluation of combustion models. In parallel, U.S. industry
progress made thus far gives rise to reasonable optimism for initiated its own internally funded, exploratory programs. By
achieving the program objectives. 1961, NASM Lewis Research Center introduced the Hot

Section dcbology (HOST) program. A three-phase
Program Overview program. Phase I of this endeavor utilized published data to

establish the accuracy and identify 3hort-comingp of the most
"Ikaditional gas turbine combustor design methodology popular CFD codes then current&'7 Some of the problems

has been based on empirical correlations, experience, scaling identified in Phase I were addressed in Phase il, which
of successful designs, and extensive development testing. This produced improvements in numerical accuraqA and
approach has been amazingly successful. However, as the computational Weed, and added to the experimental
demands on the combustor have increased, the margin for database. Regrettably, the HOST program ended in 1967
error in achieving goals has been reduced. At the same time, before entering Phase m, where based on the preceding
the escalating costs of rig tests and experimental engines is work, a new state-of-the-art CFD cock was to have been
limiting the amount of development work that can be carried developed. Consequently, CFD development remained with
out. industrywhere effortswere wisely concentrated on converting

the early codes into useful engineering tools through the
The weakness of the traditional approach is two-fold. introduction of extensive pre- and post-processing

First, empirical correlations, and the phenomenological capabilities and, flexible boundary condition specification
models upon which they are based, provide limited insight and complex geometry representation, together with solukon
into the fundamental physical and chemical processes that procedure speed-up'. Progress in this area has been both
they represent. This fact makes radical departures from rapid and impressive. However, the current CFD codes
previous designs very risky. Second, and perhaps the greatest essentially retain the technical capabilities of the original
weakness, is that when things go wrong in a design the generation of codes.
methodology is seldom capable of providing explanations or
offering solutions to the problem. The gap in physical modeling resulting from the

premature termination of HOST prompted the U.M. Air
Reasmbly complete mathematical simulation of Force to restructure the CME program to focus on combuur

practical aerospace systems by means of computational fluid technical modeling, In 1987 the Combustor Design Model
dynamcs (CFD) h. recently emerged as a modeling tool of Evaluaon (CDME) pr m wawesblshe T CDME
coniddera and ever-gruwing potent and power.I an effort to impmr the available physical modeling a c tha
AMthonigb ncem l spplication of the technique as an the engineering-tool CFD codes can be upgraded to addrC.
engineering tool to complex inmrnal flowi has not yet the desg of combustos for gas turbine Megines m
adusneed to anywhere near the same degree as for external compreheive fashion.
flos, recent progpr in the area ba been rapid.U Although
mny rovements are still needed, CFD computer codes The program specific objective is "to bring about
when incorporated in a design system, offer the potential significant improvements in the design capabilities Of

COWOg) 19M bY ISAME mad AIAA. AN riOU nurv.
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computer-bmed gas turbine models to advance the system and the rotaing machinery, adequate allowance for
nemhodolo• for designing gas turbine combustors." safety margins should also be included. Fig. 2 illustrates these

requirements.
There ame many areas of physical modeling related to gas

turbine combustion that require improvement However, of . LOSS 0 L"

all of the combustor design requirements that must be "°

satisfied, combustor stability is considered to be the most
important snce it directly concerns aircraft safety. Current L A 

"

modeling practice for combustor stability is phenomeno- " -4 cum.

logical and design specidf the resulting data-com ations are .
wmci that when used for design purposes they can result in
volume uncertainties as much as 2:1. Furthermore, engine " 'A
design trends towards high temperature rise combustors,
together with renewed demands for low exhaust emissios of AT

pollutants, are eroding available stability margins for fixed
geomery combustors.0 Even staged combustors (either fuel - // i ,, L

or air) can have stability difficulties at the staging point(s).
Combustor stability therefore represents one suitable target M MAC NT N

for the CDME program. Fig. I Engine operating envelope determined by relight

Problem Background capability.

The combustion stability limits in an aircraft gas turbine W
engine can typically be determined by four major factors. ,W
These factors are: the fundamental flame holding behavior of
the combustor, acoustic coupling effects in the combustor,
reactant supply limitations imposed by the engine systems L OF 40 FLAW

(e.g. fuel atomization, fuel pump speed, fuel control settings, AT am=
compressor vane scheduling. etc.), and, operating excursions
due to dynamic interactions between the engine components FLA U

(e.g. compressor stalls and surges, etc.). The present study is IC

concerned only with the first of these.ACULPTPI I
A 0COA .

I 
A tAAT FOX

The flame holding characteristics of the combustor an
sometim referred to as the blow-off limits. Stability in this G.O,•,

context is defined as the range of operating fuel-to-air ratios AM. LOAING PARAMETER

widtin which a time-mean stationary flame can be maintained A-. 1,1 ,, , AWWU C

inside the combustor. Implied is the existence at any 9-C
operating point (combustor loading) of two limiting fuel-to-
air ratios, one involving excess fuel (rich) and the other Fig. 2 Engine operations superimposed on a stability
involving excess air (lean) over the values to completely loop, showing how transients reduce stability
convert all the reactants. Blow-off at fuel-rich conditions is margins.
difficult to achiev under normal circumtances, except near
the peak heat release rate condition. If encountered it Progam Approach
commonly results in severe thermal damage to the turbine
and pomsibly the combustor also. Of more practical interest Th overall rategy adopted to addres the program
is blw-off at f-lean conditions, objective as applied to combustor stability, involved three

distinct steps

For the aircraft engine, combustor blow-off limits are
encountered during low engine speeds at high altitudes over 1. Provide by eperimental means, an improved
a range of flight Mach numbers. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 understanding of the physics involved in lean blowout.
as a los in the operatip7 envelope. The shape and extent of
the envelope loss depend on the flow characteristics of the 2. Model the lean blowout process, and integrate the
engine at low qWeeds (windmilling flight or flight idle modeling with CFD codes.
0a11diton normally), and on the design of the combustor. It
is the task of the combustion engineer to design a combustor 3. Provide experimental databases against which the
that will be stable for all required flight operating conditions. modeling is tested and calibrated.
By that, all steady state engine operating points should lie
imide an envelope defined by the combutor loading and the 'I he following procedure for implementing the strategy
ic andlean fuel-to-air ratio range within which combustion was devised: The total problem was divided into two phases

ca" be retained. This envelope should be extensive enough that separated out liquid fuel preparation from the basic
t0 e@OmpesS the under- and ovir-shoots associated with the aerodynamics and combustion chemistry. If the initial phase,
different reqpome rates to throttle movements of the fuel in which gaseous fuels were to be used, was unsuoseWu then
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the second phase for liuid fuels (JMII5JPSI A) would not The bth 100 research combustor wa dmped" to
procted. reproduce the primary zone flew fied of Fig. 3. but in

simnplilled formI. The destp wase also required toprouids po
Phase 1. for which propane was selected as the prim optia ainses for flow vinalismm aMd tue of leser

gaseou fuel, consists of a fundamental element and an diapossa.
applied element. The fundamental element (rask 100)
contain the dusign, developcent and testing of a research An ankseseetuic cottlguradoin wa adopted for the
comubustor, and the modeling development. 1the applied reactam suipply, where a 29.7 wo insid diamese on"ma
element (bM* 200) contains the design, development and fuel jet (pieties propane) is commatricafy moamied in a
testing of a generic gas turbine combustor. and companisoa surrounding 40 -e diameter air jet. The jets ame located
of dhe Tabsk 100 mo~eling against the ihik 200 measurements. cuentrally is a 150mmus nomminal diametei duct forming the

sembumor body. A later modification will allow the
To maximize the likelihood of success, the joint proylamt imtreduatie of controlled swirl into the anwnlr air jet. A

utilizes the combined talents available from The U.S. Air Imdarkd-lining step at the jet discharge plane domes the
Force Vkight Research and Development Center (WRDC). combuastor body and completes the sudden expaenswa, Ving
the University of Dayton Rpsearch Institute (LJDRI), System a asp height: of 55 men The combustor has an ovsr&U length
Research Laboratories Inc. (SRL), and Pratt A Whitney from step to exit of 735 mm, and the cit is restricted by an
(PAW). The intent was to have P&W design the research orifice plate of 45 percent blockage.
combustor, provide the generic combustor, and develop the
modeling. while WRDC and two on-ste Air Force Optical access is provided in the initial 475 mm of the
contractors, UDRI and SRI.. conducted the experimental comibustor, and results in the cross-section of flat quartz
program proposed by P&W; overall direction was to be by the wimndows and vorticity-aupressing metal corner-pieces.
Mi Force Contract Monitor and the PAW Program Manager. shown in Fig. 4. The uncooled combustor is mounted
In practzce, as the effort developed these responsibilities have vertically on a flow-conditioning unit, and the whole
become somewhat blurred, and individuals now enthu- amembly is traversed vertically and horizontally through a
siastically contribute regardless of affiliation, functioning as cut-out in the fixed optical bench of the UDRI combustion
parn of an intearated team. Additional contributions are laboratory at WIIDC.
being made from the university community through the
WRDC Swummer Professor program. ALLtt DIMENSIONS ARIE IN MMn

Research Combustor
"Mod- NbUI.6' m

The purpose of the research combustor is to yield Ifte c~w
experimental information on the lean blowout process to ammmmd1116PWr"
assist in understanding the events taking place, and so guide ?

in modeling them. To achieve this purpose in relevant fashion SwmA-A

the research comubustor should reproduce the essential flameIIB
holding characteristics of an aircraft gas turbine combustor. 1w ------
Fig. 3 illustrates the flow patterns observed in such a PAWI
annular combustor. Note the axial swirling jet of fuel and air
associated with each fuel introduction, and the sudden -Y
expansion of these jets as they enter the primary zone toLD
create local recirculation zones surrounding the jea.z. 7This Collection - -I .
action is assisted by the back-pressure provided through an -E Ilom&A S- i

aarray of radial air jets positioned at the end of the primary '-t V J
Zone.

tbnm smm-w

"f" 
~ ~V1.0 'lout

Fig. 4 Research combustor.

ft*Mnow M "M rComnbustion-induced acoustic oscillations can eW sN
Fig. 3 Flow patterns in a combustor. limit the operating ranges of some practical comnbumrs-i eted
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especially sumple combustors of the present type. As was Precise determination of the equivalence ratio for lift was
anticipated, initial reacting flow tests of the Task 100 obtained by monitoring the signal intensity of the
combustor revealed some acoustic coupling that required spontaneous OH u.v. emission from the attached flame at its
redesign of the inlet flow conditioner, acoustic-closing of the attachment point14 As fuel flow at fixed airflow was reduced
fuel supply, and determined the configuration of the there was a general decrease in the OH emission down to an
combustor outlet configuration.13 These modifications equivalence ratio of 1.05; further reductions in fuel flow
essentially eliminated or so reduced the acoustic effects that caused little change in the ugns.- until blowout. this
there was no substantial effect on the lean blowout equivalence ratio is in excellent agreement with visa
performance of the combustor. observations on flame lift and characterti~cs~.. 1

When operated at a typical combustor loading and with A study of the attached flame was made using a 14 ;rm
jet velocity ratios corresponding to a fuel/air blowout SiC4 thin-filament pyrometer (TFP) positioned at I an above
condition at this loading, the isothermal (air/air) flow field the step, to provide a time-sequence of the radial profile of
measured in the combustor by laser-D6ppler anemometer nearly instantaneous relative temperature for an overall
(IDA) revealed the presence of the desired major primary equivalence ratio of 1.56.14 These profiles yield some
zone flow features evident in Fig 3, i.e. a jet shear layer additional information on the attached flame. From the
system, an outer recirculation zone stabilized on the step and, temperature peak, a flame thickness of about 5 mm was
a small, central recirculation zone generated by the obtained. The radial position of the temperature peak
momentum ratio of the jets.Y Comparison of the measured oscillates about a mean radius of 24 nun with a displacement
jet time-mean and fluctuatingvelocitydevelopmentwithdata about 4 mm. This displacement is in agreement with the
in the literature revealed no evidence that the flat optical approximate size of vortices in the flame, as 10 ns exposure
windows and their interfacing with the comer fillets images of laser induced fluorescence (LF) emission of OHs1
introduced any adverse effects into the flow. reveal. For both attached and lifted flames, there is a strong

temperature internittency at this position, with frequencies
The Task 100 combustor was found" to operate with two less than 10 Hz. This frequency is only a fraction of the

flame configurations. When operated fuel-rich (overall estimated frequency for shedding off the step of the entire
equivalence ratios greater than unity) the flame is very stable recirculation zone.13
and is anchored in the jet shear layers by a pilot fame that is
attached to the step near the outer edge of the arspplytube. The OH images of the flame show that the attached
Fuel for this flame is recirculated from d by the flame structure at any given time is associated with local
step recirculation zone, and air for diffusion combustion is vortices shed from the inner edge of the combustor step. The
supplied by the air jet; ignition of this pilot flame is by hot flame surface is not circunferentially continuous but contains
gases from downstream that are also recirculated. As the bulk local holes that appear to be associated with the braid regions

equivalence ratio is reduced the pilot flame becomes less of the vote tn. For ths reasn the flame is am
stable, and eventually reaches a point where it is detached instantaneously symmetric, as Fig. 5 illustrates. When the
from the base region Oift) and the entire flame ,mAt flame is lifted and stabilized downstream, the instantaneous
becomes stabilized downstream of the shear layers due to loss OH images reveal comb-tstion takes place in a more
of the pilot action. As a consequence of the flame-lift, a distributed form via relatively large 'packets" of reaction.
significant degree of partial premixing of the reactants then
takes place upstream of the lifted flame position. When the 63 lpm
equivalence ratio is further reduced the downstream flame ( 1 = .56)
stabilized by the recirculation zone becomes progressively 70
less stable13 in its lifted condition, and eventually blows out.

The piloting action of the flame in the jet shear layers by
the attached flame at the step appears to be crucial to the
stability of the combustor. Although the lifted flame

condition itself is relatively stable ", and an attached
condition is readily recoverable from it by either increasing
the fuel flow or reducing airflow, the beginning of the blowout O35H
proces can dearly be associated with the loss of the attached

fame. Successful calculation of the Ihs 100 combustor 4x
stability characteristiw requires that the attached flame and
its lift, be modeled. F

Due to the stochastic nature of the flame and the
integrating tendency of the human eye, visual observations of
the attached flame at the step suggest that it is continuous and 0
steady. It does not become obviously intermittent until thei f-COdition is almost reached. In reality, careful study with ! -
*P*Wca diagnostic revealed that at any equivalence ratio the
"attached" flame is alternatively lifted and then reattached; Fig. 5 Image of laser induced OH fluorescence for the
for "dh conditions it is attached most of the time and for attached flame with 63 Ipm propane, 1000 1pm air,

"mquivalenhe ratios near unity it is lifted most of the time. - 1.56.
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in order to obain a complete definition of the Wes Work isl the bek 100 research uo~mbmo asmna
stability of the Ibdi 100 combustor, operation at mug advanced lase and TFP diugnostics to eluddese athe
sub-atmoqpheric pressures is necessary Thie UDRI formation of the attached lame and the importance of the
laboratory at WIRDC was only capable of operating at recirculation zone. Complete doe-oman velocity and
atmioqheric pressme however. and vis initally limitd In wispewame Beald within the unmbusser we dw being
propaeSe Lw rate lees dhan 20 kg/hr. In order as overessme obsoned ame a eango of apepinaing mitium by ueion of
dhem limitations low pressure simulafton was used.'5 Ems LDA and CARS.
gaseous airogen was introduced into dhe air supply upstreamt
of the combustor as a diluent to lower the cosicentratim of Generic Gas Twabine Combusior
reaC11ants1 ad to lowe the Teactbon beMperaure by Virtu Of
its heat caps ty. 71wm result in reduced reaction rates dtat The purpose of the generic gas turbine coinbustor (Ihek
are similar to those obtaining at true low pressurs. A 200) is to provide an experiznestal deambase against whiuh the
calibration for the technique was devised and verified. By this lea blowout modeling migiz be tested and calibrated, This
simulation the comibustor was operated at .pivelsis purpose plaices thre major reqwrements on dth desip of the
preinures downa so 0. 1 atmosphere, with excess niopo Tm 2W eonmbor~ First. that it he as lose loe r eal akoraft
fuel masn ratios up to 9. pa urbimis sniaee -oamee I -i pwmbe im Mauad L90

performance and flow field. Second. that it be ftidble enough
Fig. 6 displays the lean stability of the combustor in to allow midlciest variation in relevant geometry and Amo

terms of the equivalence ratio at blowout. successfully distribuoio, to afferd some investigation of the impotnwt
correlated against a staindard loading parameater LA~ derived primary zones design characeericss, audi as equivalenc rawi
from chemical reaction rase theory but modified to indlude and residenice saw. Third, that suifficient optica access be
the effects of inert mu nitrogen, where, provided so that laser diagnosiics miga yield detaisi of

important low features
LP - ?;To, /(V n (1) Fig. 7 provides a schematic drawing of the Usk 200

combustor cross-section. The configuration adopted is a
;'Tomt + rn0 + mýN (2) four-injector, planar-section. simplified version of a

2 conventional annular comabustor. The anticipated flow field
is simiilar to that show. in Fi. I.

n 2L0 o+ AmN/ni) (3)

Vwher V is the combustorVolume, F isthe operstingpresmre, Ww
and di signifies .amflowratewithtuabscriptiaafandIN 2
denoting air, fuel and exam nitrogen. respectively.

COMBUSTIONA

00

Cr NO COMBUSTION

0 Fig. 7 Design features of generic combustor.

The fue injectors and their combustor/domec interisces
- are actual experimental engne hwarwe, with die injeesors......... stirred Reactor Calculationstneied . o

o Expti. Data gaeeous propane. The major dimensiems of combustor deme
0 Zero N, height, lengt and injector spacing are based on those of the

N N2 Slurgess 5109 eapse that suppW liede injecors Coolin air a introduced
as a surface: filmn at the dome/liner interfeces. The heers,

0 N. Heneghan 8/31/9O upper and lower, are removable and may contain amY d~omd
a N. Moneghan 8/2/90 patmter faerpormtshy do norhavean secfic ineralfim

0.1 are1--- oso vecbt wey roolded by the sroud barira. ot a
10-1 100 10' 102 amcsvciilcoebyw uAS&

Loading Parameter The curent pattern of air ports in the Siears is Of
fit, I~p, Lb~se./JI'a**)sumacsufuly developed for "n in-service ogeaps CaisM in
U,*, (VPI t~bmsec.(II'a~m)ma meamaremrents were made of the discharge ooeiaee

Fig. 6 Correlated blowout data for the research com- for the dome and liner air ports.
bustor, and comparison with the calculated
well-stirred reactor blowout characteristic for the I'o domes are available;, one a plain bulkhead (aba
research combustor. provided with thermal barrier coating), and the odher -a
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vertically-symmnetrical configuration shown in the figure, combustor via the dome can be vaned from 10 to 40 percent
having filleted upper and lower corners. Ignition is by means of the combustor total. Different transverse air jet patterns
of a hydrogen torch-ignitor. can be introduced by changing the removable liners, and two

dome configurations (plain bulkhead and filleted) are
Air is supplied to the dome and upper and lower shrouds available. Reasonable optical access has been achieved.

by individually-metered supplies that are always isolated
from each other by means of an upstream array of sonic Testing in the lbsk 200 combustor has recently
venturis. At the exits from the combustor and shrouds are commenced, and Fig. 9 shows provisional LBO's at
independent, water-cooled valves that control the bypass atmospheric pressure with the filleted dome passing 35
flows. percent of the combustor airflow and using methane as fuel.

The LBO equivalence ratios are correlated against the
Fig. 8 shows the rig mounted in the test fadlity at loading parameter described by Equations 1-3. Although the

WRDC. Flow is from left to right. and the rig exhausts from loading parameter range was extremely limited, the blowouts
the facility via the circular duct to the right. Mounted about apparently evidence a characteristic that is indicative of flame
the test section may be seen the hardened IDA and CARS holding provided by two burning zones.
system.

0.5

0- 0.4
0 0.

Cr

•" 0.3

Si•• ~0.2I

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Loading Parameter

Fig. 8 Rig mounted in the test facility at WRDC. Fig. 9 Lean blowouts for generic combustor with
methane.

Optical access to the combustor for visualization and
laser diagnostics is provided primarily by the side-walls Modeling Lean Blowout
enldosing the four-injector section. These side-walls are of
fused quartz, and are contained in water-cooled housings, As indicated above, lean blowout experimental data
fittings for which can be seen in Fig. 8. A further optical path from a given combustor can be correlated in teras of the
is provided by windows in the base of the rig that allow laser equivalence ratio at blowout and the reaction rate-based
buam m icn to a high-sped rotating minor contained by the loading parameter defined by Equations 1-3. Fig. 10 gives
dome lower filet-piece (this dome configuration only). enxmples of such data correlations for two practical gas
Through selectively-opened slits in the dome, the rotating turbine annular combustors one is for a combustor using a
mnrm can scan the combustor with vertical planar sheets of long-stem bubble-cap vaporizer tube as a fuel injectori', and
laser light for imaging purposes. For thermal protection, the the other is for a combustor using a strongly swirling
miner cavity is purged with a pressure-balanced flow of prefilming aibist fuel injector. In both cases, the
1102"nSitrolen. Additional means ofoptical aceess through equivalence ratio is based on the total airflow through the
the linm are being explored. combustor, and the volume used in the loading parameter is

that of the complete combustor. In this instance, the apparent
Considerable flexibility has been achieved in the design. reaction order on pressure (Equation 3) is taken as 2.0, which

The generic Combmutor rig is designed to be operated up to is appropriate to stoichiometric mixtures. In addition to the
65 pusia, and the rig is provided with a gseous nitrogen supply differences in fuel injection and the differences in fuel
to also allow simulation of sub-atmospheric presure& as distribution that resulted, the two combustors had completely
with theihk 100 combustor. The fuels can be either propane different flow fields due to their different shapes and liner
Or methane (Phase I). The amount of air that enters the hole patterns.
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Although the loading parameter adequately handles the Thbe approach adopted for the calculation of lean
range of inlet variables covered in the experiments it can be blowout is to uncouple the chemistry from the fluid dynamics,
seen that the two lean blowout chrcteristic are cmletely and to address each problem separately. Ths basic
dififernt. Note the sumilarity of the swirl-stabilized philosophy is applied at three levels of simplicarT
characteristic to the preliminary Usk 200 combustor results
in Fig. 9. As may be realized from Fig. 10, a completely I. Phenomnenological modeling based on a diaracteinimic
general correlation for lean blowout in this simple form is not tume approach, with CFD providing local Sow
possible. Even attempts to correlate lean blowout data from properties,
a family of combustors having similar flow patterns and
dimensional relationships but differing in scale and flow 2. Application of full chemistry via a stirred reactor
parameter, have not been especially successful. network established on the basis of CFD analysis of

the low Aded.

3. Incorporation within the CFD calculation of stiffed
reactors at the sub-grid level, and using reactor
Utmactic. criteria bosed in the Leviel 1 approach.

2~~ T1UM VAl - co61nSU

ama -s 0Characteristic lime Models

OmT~lm .As an exmple, of tefirst level, a reaction-quenching;

0 T '143 -0 of flawe will not take place when the rawe of ming bmetwe

'I I arguments have been used by Lockwood and Megahedt7 .1 66t*W ' Derivation is nam presented here for reasons of brevity, but
OS'M L .LAflWS.21 the quenching criterion resulting is given as.

Fig. 10 Comparison of airblast atomizer and vaporizer- ,CtK

tube lean blowouts showig the existence of L D a -piloting action. > 1.0 5

It becomes evident firom the behavior of eiperimental S +
lean blowout data that direct calculation offers the only 14(o
poambility of making reliable a pnon estimates of stability in
gas turbine coinbustoms Tha5 difficult task becomes whr stelmnrdfuincemfonKi h iei
somewhat more tractable if CFD techniques ca be used to wherer ofi turulne, la nditsrteo di ssipaion. coCA is ah iei
define local characteristics in the combustor flow field. constant of s turbulentccmdtnme, and aL is theaeo dsiain.Ci

Complete calculation of stability directly through CF laminar flame speed.
alone is not considered as a viable approach. Lean blowout The quenching criterion requires turbulence parameters
is dominated by the kinetics of chemical reaction due to the for evaluation. An isothermaal flow CFD calculatien provides
low air premeres and temperatures where it is encountered. this informnation at each grid mode of the calculaton domain.
A CFD calculation would be required to incorporate in its T7he quenching can then be examined on a point-by-point
combustion model a chemical reaction nmedhanms that basis to see if any part of the flow field could maipport
yielded the correct heat releas. For hydrocarbon fuels, very combustion. Two additional conditions must also be satisfied
many reaction st" invoving several individual WOeOe might for stable combustion. First, in regions where the turbulence
be necessary to achieve this. A general transport equation Of wol not quench combustion, the local fuel/ai sminures

the formmust be inside the flanmmability limits for the Fuel. Second, the

j;7R.local mean flow velocities should not exceed the turbolentL r ir *m.burning velocity. Again, the CFD results enable these
... 2 I - (4) conditions to be evaluated.

In somewhat limited evaluations, Equation 5 showied
promise in the Tak 100 combustor of being successful in

wha i enoeschemical Weies. a% is the miass fraction of delineating between operating conditions where combustion
i, and U. is a species source term, would need to be sove was possible and where it was not.
for each of fth species. Even for reduce reaction
mechanmne, the computational burden involved is presntl Stirred Reactor Modeling

mnaccePtable, Flurthermore amnc reaction rates ame reduced
U lwu is approached, laminar chemistry is not sufficient; Representasion of the combusto by = eqnivtli
he Winluencom of turbulence on the reactions must be global mtirred reactor network inexpensively enables full

accountsed for. chemistry to be used in a calculation, so that stability can be
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determined trom thermo-chemistry considerations. in this "Te combustor modeled was the same as that yielding
approach. aerodynamic effects, such as turbulence quenching the provisional LBO data shown in Fig. 9. and used methane
or acceleration of reaction, are removed from consideration. fuel in the filleted dome which passed 35 percent of the total
Fluid dynamics only enters via a CFD calculation from which combustor airflow. The reactor network consisted of six
the suitable reactor network is established. mixing, perfectly-stirred or plug-flow reactors in series. with

recirculation from Reactor 3 to Reactor I via an additional
To establish a good global reactor network, considerable perfectly-stirred reactor. Calculations were made at a

and careful post-processing of the CFD solution is necessary. number of airflow levels, and. for a flow distribution to the
Flow structures existing in the fields must be identified, various reactors made according to the measured effective
classified, and dimensionally defined. Local mass flow rates, areas of the real combustor and the assigned reactor
including that recirculated where appropriate, must be distribution. Atmospheric, sub-atmospheric and super-
assigned to each structure. For three-dimensional calculation atmospheric pressures were used. and the resulting lean
domains, this is not a trivial task, and flow topology mapping blowout equivalence ratios were correlated by the loading
techniquesis-20 can be used with profit. parameter (Equations 1-3). The equivalence ratios for LBO

were based on the combustor total airflow, and the volume

Swithenbank 2 ' has presented a dissipation gradient term used in the loading was the total for the complete

approach for defining perfectly-stirred regions of com- combustor.

bustors. This classification approach was successfdly applied
to the two-dimensional Task 100 research combustori. Fig. 11 shows the results of the provisional calculations.
Based on this analysis, the rapid mixing region of the Compared to the Task 100 measurements and calculations,

combustor was established from CFD calculations as the the lbsk 200 calculations show-

volume contained within a surface contour containing 96
percent of the turbulence kinetic energy and 99 percent of its
rate of dissipation, and over which the total dissipation 0 A loading for peak heat release that is an order of
gradient was not less than 10 times the minimum value magnitude smaller.
recommended by Swithenbank. From within this rapid mixing
region. a well-stirred reactor volume was then defined by 9 A limiting LBO equivalence ratio that is almost
super-inposing an additional space encompassing fuel/air one-fourth.
mixmtres falling inside the flammability limits for propane and
air. The resulting reactor was 44 percent of the combustor This broadening of the stability limits and reduction of
volume, and corresponded reasonably well to the lifted flame loading for peak heat release is behavior that is typical of
observed in the real combustor. practical combustor performance compared to that of

,Fig, 6 contains an LJO line representing the stirred perfectly-stirred reactor performance"1 .

reactor calculation of the Ibk 100 combustor. The iAsk 100 The calculated lean stability for the Ask 200 combustor
combustor was modeled as a single, perfectly-stirred reactor, is dose to that indicated by the limited initial measurements
defined as described above, with separate air and fuel inlets in this combustor (Fig. 9). The agreement is not perfect, and
and a single discharge of products; there was no product this was not unexpected. Compared to the measured stability
recirculation. The agreement of the calculation with the for other real combustors with liquid fuel (Fig. 10), the
measured data is exremely f . calculations show a reduction in limiting LBO equivalence

ratio that is appropriate for the increased homogeneity
A more complex reactor network is needed to represent associated with gaseous fuels.

the ihlk 200 combustor. As a temporary procedure and

pending completion of the full topology post-processing
technique in three dimensions, a provisional reactor network The reactor network calculations for the Tfsk 200
was established in order to explore the behavior of such a generic combustor exhibit some interesting behavior
network over a range of combustor loadings as blowouts were concerning changes in flame holding. This is where flame
approached. The network was set up by video taping the flow holding is passed from one part of the network to another at
structures present in the combustor near blowout conditions some point as fuel flow is reduced and as individual reactors
(through the quartz side windows in the rig), and then tracing in the network begin to go out. Depending on the loading and
thos images off the playback screen to determine their size the equivalence ratio, flame can be held by reactors
and connectivity. Reactor classification of the sized structures representing the central near-stagnation region existing at
was based on the color of the video images. Despite its the confluence of the injector fuel/air swirlingjet with the first
crudity, this procedure was believed to be reasonably row of transverse air jets (Fig. 3), by reactors representing the
representative for the intended purpose. T1he major outer recirculation zones surrounding the fuel/air jet issuing
uncertainty was associated with the recirculated mass flow from the injectors, or by reactors representing the array of
rates, which of course could not be obtained by these means, transverse airjets in the central region of the combustor. This
and were therefore made purely arbitrary and subject to behavior mimics characteristics seen in some practical

- analysis. combustors, e.g., the swirl-stabilized combustor of Fig. 10.
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&.-- . %OUAV As iii A asac Guewr. weC sesace network
MIXER a Mixer, No Reaction outlet temperature might fall to vay lo lievels a -n reactor
WSR . Well-sarreo Reacc goes out. and then recoe ns te combutatiem efciency in
PFR - Plig-Flow Ractor another reactor pickis up and sutine the -nuIwr for a

further rangp of falling Bal on and bftig outlet
temnperatures. The behavior is simnilar in result to the actual

WSR flame behavior in some real combummors. where "pilot flames"
Rcan exist in addition to the uesia flame unader sm

Ful WSR WSR PFR PFR PFA ~ unhs but are very susceptible to be*n euiopllished

throttle movemient, or sometmnes region ofinns
Al ~turblience.

!(Doe Colin) A2 'ANNetworks of stirred reactors particularly when
A3  A5  estab~lished frome CFD calculatiom. appear to oler excitng

pousibilities for calculating limiting lean bkiwut per-
formtance. Howeve, care might be neddin interpreting the

Total cont~isior Abiflow - Dome Flow + NoflDoreFlw. results of such calculations suace only the thermo-chemical
m;1 -A, +A 2 +A 3 +F Umits tocombustion can be determined.

F - Fuel: A - ArSub-Grid Scale Reactor Modeling

AR -.75 lx3 Doe lo e Eddy Dissipation Concept (D)Q of Magnuusen~
Al-.1 x Don* Flo is a general model for chemical reaction in turbulenit flow.(Dor Cooing A2--xxDmFo The E=C combustion model is burned on the concept tiat the

A3 -184x Nn-Dm Flw P ro hoes)reactsama are homogeneously muad within the fiE stuctucres
A4 -. 541 x Nani-Dome Flow (macand row holes) of turbulience. The microscaleg of the liaa mor- an
As -.295 x Nant-Dorne FlowOWd row 11a111) related to the Kolmogorov eddie by a simplied spectra

enerp trandfer analyss With th basic poetulate, the fine
structures can be treated as well-stirred reactors. To evaluate

1.0- the chemical reactions occurring wdithi the reactors. it is
necessary to know the reactor (INe-Osuciure) voblume 1 .11e"
as die mass exchange rate betwe the reactors and this
surrounding fluid. The model suppilies a system of equations

0 which describe the reaction proces within doe lens-uWee
reactors and then relates the mucroecale paramteters to die

. 9 P'O eantemble-averaged, mean flow field. Sinae Kolnogorov0 ephsaeswl awy be much less than any CFD'I' computational grid size, the modeling represents a sub-gri

scale JappoachI

The procedure differs from the Characteristic Tune
approach and the Stirred Reactor modeling in that the
individual reactor stability is tested within the CMD

Calculations Domne Air 35% calculation, and not after it. The reactor definition equai~oms
Atmopherc Pessue Fel -C8 4 together with full chemnical kinetic eqluations, can be olved

A 0 Abospet Pesure ue CA at every node of a CR) comtpulntda grid applie to thea~ 0D Supra-atmo~sphweic combustor domain; this is done at every iteration of theLU 0 upa-m so icsolution procedure. Thus, the calculated flame psit
0.01 ____________________ oe through the flow field as the solution develops.

0.11. 1.0 Siame application of the kinetica for a reooea&*
b~dngPaamter(L) ~MT 2 complese chemical reacton machutem at every node of a

high cost on the calculation, reduced mechanisem migh be
Fig. I11 Calculated stability for generic combustor. used to mimmic the essential features of the I olebe

mechdus.An alteraive approechto usngtel orI r6_0
The ordinary difffertenil equations solved in the reactor chemical kimetics is to assmine a one-sep, -$ownbl

code awe mnumeically stiff equations. For this reason, the reaction step and/or fas chemistry, and then use a IOCIIl
numerical sotltion procedures can be usentive to high rate quenching criterion.
of clange. Tis, if the fuel flow rate is reduced too rapidly
deing a reactor network LBO calculation, the calculation in order to examine the capabilities of the khneti
can indicate that the whole network is out at somne point. approach, a full reaction mechanism for propnen
However, at the same operating conditions but with a very combustion and consisting of 249 reversible StesinOlvn
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51 individual species. was compared to blowout and species condition at a very rich condition in the TUsk 100 research
data from three different perfectly-stirred reactor exper- combustor were made.
iments in the literature. The performance of this full
mechanism was not satisfactory in being able to predict the The axdsymmetric CFD calculations were made with the
loading parameter at blowout. Given the poor performance Pratt & Whitney two-dimensional PREACH code. There
of the full mechanism, it is unlikely that an adequate reduced were three constraints applied on chemical reaction: first, the
mechanism for LBO can be obtained. Calibration of the EDC combustion model using characteristic times, where the
reaction mechanism to fit experimental extinction data might chemical extinction time was based on the Kretschmer and
be made, be the mechanism either a full or reduced one. This Odgers' stability model. Second. local mixtures had to be
being so, a calibrated single-step mechanism (ultimate within independent flammability limits for- combustion. The
reduced mechanism) might do as well, and would certainly upper limit was fixd at an equivalence ratio of 2.0, while the
have a major computational cost advantage, lower limit was a function of temperature. and varied between

0.2 and 0.5 for propane/air mixtures. Third. the action of
The efficacy of the calibrated, global, single-step turbulence was brought in through flame speed. For scalar

reaction mechanism approach was tested by comparing the transport calculation, the turbulent Schmidt/Prandd number
calibrated global mechanism of Kretschmer and Odgers" was taken as a constant 0.5, appropriate for recirculating
against the stirred reactor data of Clarke, et al.. Although flows'. Combustor wall temperatures were- specified on the
this does not represent an especially stringent test of the basis of thermocouple measurements at attached flame
calibration, good predictions of LBO for both lean and rich conditions. On all solid surfaces, a wall deadspace model was
mixtures resulted. These predictions were much better than applied to quench near-wall chemical reactions for a
those obtained with the multi-step reaction. dimensionless distance of y+ < 100. Flow inlet conditions

were based on LDA measurements1 2. A grid of 77 x 57 for
When the calibrated global mechanism of Reference 23 one-half of the combustor from the axis of symmetry was

was incorporated as the 'kinetic mechanism in a used' 15 cells were used in the fuel tube and 5 for the air
perfectly-sirred reactor code for a further check, significant annulus.
discrepancies wee found between the calculated
temperatures for large residence times and true equilibrium Fig. 12 displays regions in one-half of the combustor
temperate Thes discrepancies resulted in corre- where chemical reaction is excluded; note that the axial and
spondingly large error% in temperature and residence time radial axes are not to the same scale. Combustion does not
near blowout, and adversely affected L.30 calculations. take place on the walls, nor in the central region until half a
Accordingly, the products of reaction in the mechanism were meter downstream from the combustor step plane; it is
redefined to be the equilibrium product distribution so as to allowed in the step recirculation zones, however. The
restore correct temperatures for long residence times. Minor calculated isotherm are shown in Fig. 13.
adjustments were then made to the loading expression, and
these involved replacing the fixed exponents on reactant
concenations and the pre-exponentdal factor by poly- 3 Combustion
nomials in equivalence ratio. The change resulted in the PSR
code duplicating the LBO performance of the original o.o0o-

An extinction residence time can be expressed as,

-,.v (PIP;) (6)..

where i' is the total inlet mass flow rate per unit volume 0.04000
ot reactor. Thus, rir can be calculated solely as a function of...................
the inlet temperature and equivalence ratio from the
Krelam and Odes expre"aon Then. when the
hydrodynamic residence time in the reactor is less than the 001000
extinction (chemical) time, reaction will occur. If the fine -
scles of turbulence represent perfectly stirred reactors, the

frodynauic residence time in the fine scales can be related Fuel
to the bulk luid through the mane fraction of fine structures
present in the flow. 0.000 02Doo 0.400 0.800 0.800

X(m)
Mh characteristic time approach to LBO within the

EDC model was implemented with fast chemistry. To test the Fig. 12 Research combustor with regions where
combustion modeling, CFD calculations ofan attached flame combustion is excluded by modeling.
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OCwws CsM curv Ciw flammability limiaL From the isotherums there is no evidence
LawX awML of the attached pilot flame that is known to exist at these
1 300.0 10 1200.0 operating conditions.
2 400.0 11 13@0.0

3 500-0 12 1400.0 The calculased characteristics for the lhsk 100
5 700.0 14 1010.0 combustor using the EDC combustion model are very

7 4100-0 Is 170.0 different from those that are calculated using the early
* 1000.0 17 1Iowa "eeainabsiod is burned" eddy breakup model75. The

* 110.019 2000. current model does calculate the lifted flamse condition and
109 21il. bflo ou as fuel flow is reduced (although full calculation

0.50of the bhsk 100 comabustor utability characteristic has yet to
be maide mang thi model). Altheugh the calculations

ireproduce asen of the observed flame characteristics of this
O.OOD combustor at these conditions, they are not successful in
0.060giving the all-important attached pilot flame.

0.04 14 8 JAn important feature of aircraft gas turbine engine
I cembessor desip has bees identled shth is aned of

modeling improvements. This is lean blowout stability. A
classical technical approach consisting of a fundamental

Air..expierimental investigation, followed by modeling of the
phenomena, and minlly, generic test of the modeling, has

2 been adopted in order to achiev the established Va of
Fuel 1 3 maproviing combustor design and prediction methodologies
a- . .1for leanl blowout The implementation of the technical0.000approach is far from classical. Involving multiple contractors

0.000 02M00 0.4000 0.600 0.9000 t isnot easy to manag, but is proving extremely fertile and
X(m) esicating'in ideas. The modeling practice used is a wholly

pragmnatic one where the current limitations imposed by
Fig. 13 Research combustor. showing calculated iso- computer technology and numerical methods have been

therms for atace flame conditions using Eddy circumvented by combining two individually successful and
Dissipation Concept modeling. established techniques - CFD and stirred reactor - into

integrated methods that are more powerful than their
The calculated streamlines (not presented) show that the individual components alone. Although the program is har

air jet and outer edge of the step recirculation zone initially from complete, the work accomplished to date has already
converge on the combustor centerline before expanding surfaced important questions, and indicates reasonable
radially. This givea a characteristic -waisC at about 6 cm from promise of engineering success
the jet confluence, as is observed by eye from the flames in
the real comnbustor. The research combustor. a deceptively simple device.

has been successully developed to be a useful experimental
Analysis of the calculated results indicates that the tool with which to explore the physics of lean blowout over

stoichiometric contour (based on chemical reactions being a wide range of combustor loadings. These loadins are
reversed) crosses the step retirculation zone from the achieved using simulation methods. Experiments with this
confluence of the jets and reaches the combustor wall about combustor have identified the importance of recirculadoom
halfway between the step and the recirculation reattachmnent zone to good stability. A key deficiency in the CFD modeling
plane. Inferred from the temperatures. the main flame exists has been highlighted. This deficiency involves the accuracy of
in the jet shear layers and originates about 10 cm from the the turbulent mass transport calculation. It appesars tho000
step-pan, i~e., lifted. It is rather thick and follows the time-dependent mean flow interactions of the fue jet with
stoichiometric contour acoes the recrculation zone. There the centerline recirculation bubble could be resulting in
is good agreement between the inferred flame and the actual periodic ejections of fuel across the air jet and directly into
flame characteristics in the time-mean photographs. and in ath *s" rewicalste.n zone. Thais wasqort ef fiel weld be.a
near-inasnantieous poictres of lasr-induced OH Suo- aidditen to that entr"n the recirculation nowe via the -m
rescence where concenstrated islands of reaction in the jet around the recirculation taken by the fuel/air jet shear laysrs.
shear layers give an appaen sadden thickening Of the Additional experimental work is planned to further explore
betantineou. -flame region." thi hypothjs. If this additional mechani. is indeed

present, it cannot be moideled by the statomeY 11111
The recirculasionone is, in general, Very hot with compquter codes in engineering use today. The adMtOnal fuel

temperatures exceeding 1500K Most of the fuel that enters so introduced, could accounit for the attached pilot flame that
the rewiculation is consumed very quickly. Although there is is observed.
some umieacted fuel, largely =s a consequence of the
deadipamsn the quantity being returned to the vicinity of the The generic comabustor is emerging as "an nrme
air jet as a result of recirculation remains outside the flexible tool to be used for studying primary zone dOP
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variabW dot influence lean blowout. Many imularities of 7. Sturges, G. J., Aerothermal Modeling Phase 1. Final
flawa behavior with the research combustor can be seen. Report, NASA Rept. CR-168202, May 1983.

Althoug much remains yt to be done, the potential of 8. Syed, S. A., Chiapetta, L M. and Gosnan. A. D..
incorporating tirred reactor modeling with CFD methods, Error Reduction Program - Final Report, NASA
both the fully integrated approach when used in series, has RepL CR-174776, January 11, 1985.
been demonstrated
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Turbulent Combustion Properties Behind a Confined
Conical Stabilizer

I. C. PAN, W. J. SCNMftL. ad 1. A. DALLAL
Umuesil 01 DayMo
Da"o Ohio, U.S.A.

Abstract r - radial direction
I. = ipradios

Turbulence pjcwspre were investigated in and around dhe S = skewness
recirculation zone produced by a 0? conical flaue asaabiw of T . wu~ums
25% blockag ratio confined in a pipe supplied with a au"ue~ U. V - meaan velocities in oddialnd radial direcuions
preutized methane-air mixture at a Reynolds number of 5.1 x 10 . U. v - fluctuating velocitie mt aal sand radial, direcdons
A three-component LDA system was used for measuring mean ff - Reynolds shearstress
Velocities, turbulence intensides. Reynolds stresses, skewness, u-T.-vT - axa and radia turbulent hear flux
kurtosis. and turbulent kinetic energy. W - inmeuktlsda aef nmbon WWh

kt was founad tha wall confinement elosigawe die, * -eqevslaem ratw
recirculation zoeby amclerating the flow and narrow it by v a kinematic viscosity
preventing mean streamline cuirvature. For confined flamies, Vr a me lan m function
turbulence production is mainly due * A shearass-measpswain B - Cone apex angl
interaction. In the region of maximum recirculantio san width p a density
and around the stagnation point, the ount eramched name I - heat relas parmete
resembles a nonmal mixing layer and gradient-diffusio closure for
velocity holds. However, and in the absence of aturbuent heat flux Supteracrlpts
data, counter-gradient diffusion cannot he ruled out. Finally, sad -- mean value
because of the suppresio of mean streamline curvature by '-mis value
cofinement in combusting flow, the production of turbulence is Subscripts
only up to 33% of its damping due ID dilatation and dissipation a anmnular flow

c'f -comibustiag flow, flamer
M06NCIemdawr 6, b u nburned and burned

r -vw uosm."i
a-ratio of(iYta) t 1001.turbident

53 blockage ratioU2
C W static preasure coeffiien (AP/0US P b) oduedin

-P base diamewe of conical stabili=e a
D -turbulent eddy diffusvy hUN body fleme holdrhs -s widely used in afterburners and

lekuronos other practical comebusion syasmns i sthibuas lamSow Ihey
L le080 Of *he rI~ECUirclatos psaedum a mcinulmene am .ash d h lleM. Tbs am saiw a
is Rumflow raw iple purpose: (i) producing a region of low velocsiy, (ii) pmviding
P a pressure keng reeldeace time for &he flame so propagate uma doe incoming
Al - turbulent kinetic energy (MiC) fiesh mizaunr. and (Wi) serving as a source of cousanasams ipaidan

*Pw 1&tw GTue-" OWd AWOWnsft COaMp. OWd EsedeOg-JU 11-14, 11550-blmseft, Sdi
Tmf. p@W ho Mmw atseep Owt pul~bWti in Ow rtuifigig of WA ASME

DISinmaeof ui t wil be atGWee A ASME Ho~eWJqMau WONt SeeWMW i0. 15M
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for the incoming fuel-air mixture. Thus, a steady flanie is
stabilized and propagates downstream into the combustor. Ii

I1 OUARTZ
Many different gcomnetrc shapes of bluff bodies such as a I . WINDOWS

cylinder, cone, disk, vee-guittr, or sphere can be used as flame I- (25cx 5 6cm)

stabilizers. The recirculation zone produced by each bluff body is
affected by its geometry (aerodynamic effect), the type of fuel an IO
equivalence ratio (chemical effect), and its confinement (pressure- LOA~c A,

gradient effect) in the combustor. Thus, a complex aro~mnics-- - -' ICLCTO

chemistry-pressure gradient interaction is present in reactive It OPTiCS

recirculatoty flowfields. This fact. together with its existence in8
many practical comnbustor configurations, such as gas turbine CONICAL -PIPE (8cm dia)
combutstors. duimpt combustors and backward-facng step STBLIE GRID
comnbustors, makes any investigation of this type of flowfield of LOCATION

considerable practical significance.

Numerous studies report measuremetnt of mean and IBURNER

turbulent cold flow properuies behind bluff bodies; for example. ate I ONTRACTION
ýQSCECTIONa review paper by Griffini (1985). In contrast, very little PREMIXED FUEL-AIR

information is available on the turbulent combustion properties MIXTURE
behind bluff bodies. T1he work of Winterfeld (1965) describes fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the confined flame stabilizer test
effects of recirculation zone geometry on exchange coefficients facility.
and mean residlerce tame, that of Ballal and Lefebvre (1979)
discusses weak extinction limits, and that of Rao and Lcfebvre
(1982) anayzes flame blowout. Recently, Heitor and Whitelaw
(1986), and Sivasegaram and Whitelaw (1987) have presented 2 TeOM Condition. Zu-koski and Marble (1955) have pointed
measurments of stability limit in a small gas turbine combustor, out that tebluff body wake region becomes fully turbulent when
and discussed the suppression of combustion instability. Finally, Re d a 10 . Therefore, all our expejiment3 Weft performned at UI a
Ballal et &1. (1989) neportdata ontutrbulerntflowpsopenies, but in 20ruslsor Re - U (Vv -5.7 x 10 ,and approach turbulence level
an open turbulent premixed flamne. u*/U =4%, a1 V/6C = 2.8%. Thus, conditions of fully developed

turbuilence existed in 5bur recirculatory flowfield. Also, limitations
In this paper, we provide turbulence properties in the posed by the test facility maximum fuel flowrate, capability of the

practically mome interesting case of a coqftned turbulent LDA seed particle generator, and safety considerations related to
recirculatosy flame. Measurements of turbulent velocity flame flashback, all combined to restrict the maximnum, annular
fluctuations such as mean and rms values, skewness and flatness mixture velocity to the above stated value. Tests were performed
factors, Reynolds shear stresses, and axial mean pressure gradients at three different equivalence ratios, 0 0.63, 0.80, and 1.0, of
ame reported with and without comrbusition. Then thene data awe methane-air mixture, corresponding to Tf -1755 K, 1996 K, and
interpreated to elucidate the recitculation zone structure, effects of 2226 K respectively at roolm temperature and pressure. The
flow confinement, and the role of combustion-generated measurement locations ranged in axial direction from xid =0.05 to

turbuence.4.5 and in radial direction from rid = -0.55 to + 0.55.

Szxsiernmil Work 3 WDA Instrumentation. A three-component WDA system
was used for all velocity measurements. Essentially, this

I Teom Facillity. Figure I shows the test facility we used for instrument is an upgraded and refined version of the two-
thes experimnents. A tmachined stainless stel conical flame cotupontrit LA system used by Balla et al. (1989) earlier. hs uase
stabilizer of base diameter, d a 4.44 cms (1.73 in.). apex angle B - the green (514.5 nm) and blue (488 nm) lines of a 15W. Argon-ion
450, and OR,*- 25% was mounated coexialy inside a pipe of 8-cm laser as a source. Two meeasurlemrent channels of this WDA system
nominall dimension and which has cut-outs for four optical quality are separated by polarization, whereas the third channel uses the
gls windows, Tbis pipe is supplied with high velocity, premuixed blue beam. Principally, this instrument incorporates Bragg cell
methane-air combustible mnixture from a vertical combustion tunnel frequency shifting for measuremrents in a recirculatory flow, a
mountd on a three-axis traversing platform described by Ballal et unique three-channel coincidence circuit for rapid acquisition of

aL. (1987). A torch igniter was used to ignite the turbulent valid data (a feature necessary for integrating LDA with CARS,
combustinble mixture Mleasurements of turbuleence quantities and. Raman or R~ayleighs spectroscopic techniques), software to filter
seem wallI-sultic: pmssum wesi performed downstream of the spurious signals, for example, due to seed aggloreration, and a
confined conical stabilizer by using a threve-component Lase correction subroutine to account for the WDA signal biasing effect
Doppler &Aneommee (WA) and precision macraoee in comibusting flows. Mwe third channel optics of the LDA is set up
respectkely, normal to the two-channel optics, and the scattered signal is
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collected in a forward directoon 100 off-axis A fluidizedi bed F0 ow 2bjmw~ radiPaalF se 4( Rqaoh*e smas.
seeder is used to inject subtricran saod Al 0 seed particles ants 31sweewns S(-./A76 ) aad kinusa K(- u Au )'-3) 0f saal
the flowing combustible mixture. The effectiuve LDA axmrumvekaty flam"ime. TIM boymld sherwas "II &
volume dimensions were 50 him x 500 ;Lm x 1000 vtm. Scattered Minavvan value is the rat"g reem welm ds oun"e sathllser.
signals were detected by TSI Couriser Processors (CP) sold Values at 5 mod K wee respectively J~ w~ mhe sa&ighw dies
processed by our custom-designed software to yield immesiy, o in the bet iecarculateiy flow, but send to Zero in the amutul
shear stressce., higher moments (skewness and kurtosis), and pdfs. sueaa became of the small-scale snueawe of the iicum ifg
Typical samplu.- -tes for LDA measurements exceeded I kHz for fteesaream vabulenc. Note that for ths confined flame, no
both isothermal arn4 combusting flows. For a threle-coniposent armiw peaks or ransiern dips couild be observed as was the case
system with a relatively small measurement volume, these for the open flame (see Ballal et al. 1919, Figs. 3a and 3b).
sampling rates (particularly in combusuing flows) wear considered
satisfactory.

4 Error Analysis. Both the fuel flow and airflow were 1 I 0.3
monitored by separate TYLAN electronic flow control units to 0 U/UV 0

w ithin 1% . Also, m ass conservation balance in the plane of th 
1.0 

. ./Id -005 0-

bluff body base provided an additional cross-check against (W/Uei U/a

flowmeter readings. The primary source of error in WDA0.
measurement is the statistical bias of the final measured velocity0
towards higher mass flux (velocity x density) when number-00
weighted averages are used to calculate stationary statistics. Chen -0. -0
and Lightinan (1985) and Glass and Bilger (1978) have discussed 0 .W.2 0d 4 5 0
bias correction schemes. After allowing for this bias, we estimated
that for the single-stream seeding and relatively high-sampling
rates of our experiments, the uncertainty in the measurement of 1. 0 Z ./:V /d 0O05 (b)
mean velocity was 1%, for nns velocity 5%, and for skewness andA
flatness 7%. Near the flame front, where intermittency would be
much higher, the uncertainty in ruts velocity could be greater than 5
7%. The long-term repeatability of measurements was found to be
within 5% for turbulence quantities. -.

Results and Discussion -.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Recently, it has been recognized that chaotic systems such as (r/d I

turbulent flows are extremely sensitive to inlet boundary
conditions. Also, as suggested by Strahle and Lekoudis (1985), Fig. 2 Measurements of inlet boundary flow conditions at U 20
modeling codes require the specifications of inlet or starting m/s, # - 0.65, and (x/d) = 0.05: (a) profiles of mean arA ruts
conditions to initiate predictions of flow development downstream, turbulence velocities; (b) profiles of Reynolds shear stress,
Finally, the importance of inlet boundary conditions to numerical skewness, and ksrtouis.
simulation of combustor flows is very elegantly demonstrated by
Sturgess et al. (1983). For these reasons, we begin by providing
turbulence properties in the inlet plane of the conical bluff body.
Lack of space precludes us from presenting all our data. 2 Axial Pressure Distributioni. When the combustion process
Therefore, only selected data that are relevant to the discussion of is confined, it accelerates the incoming isothermal flow and
recirculation zone structure, effect of confinement, aiid comnbustion- decreases walt static pressure. Figure 3 shows the measured axial
generated turbulence are presented. wall pressure gradient dP/dx in our combustor for isothermal and

conmbusting cases. A negative value of dP/dx suggests flow
I Ink[t Boundary Conditions. Figures 2a and 2b show radial acceleration and this is found to be the case for combusting flows.
profiles of mean and turbulence quantities in the axial plane xid = For isothermal flow, deceleration sets in beyond a/d - 0,7 which
0.05 (x - 2.25 mm) respectively. This plane is so close to fth base cornsponds to a minimum value of C or the location of maxinum
of the bluff body that, as seen in Fig. 2s., the axial amea velocity is recirctlation zone width. Finally, thh' maximum positive value of
negligibly small in the recirculation zone (r/d < 0.5) and rises dP/dx is generally associated with the location of the rear
rapidly to U/U - I beyond r/d >0.5. Also, the axial wurbi~lsnce stagnationi point. Therefore, the data presented in Fig. 3 gives doe
intenity has v~ue close to approach turbulence value of u7L/U recircuilation zone length as 1.5d. 1.7d, anid 1.6 for isotesmanal.
4%, but the radial turbulence intensity vA'/a is significantly higAer confinaed lean-combusting (4 - 0.65), and confined stoichiomntric-

mW omiaw&combusting 1~= ) flows respectively.
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i.[ In Table 1, the recirculation zone is more elongated in

combustng as opposed to isothermal flows. This is consistent with
the findings of Winterfeld (1965). A physical explanation is that

050I acceleration of flow throughout the combustor together with
oST"o~ •prevention of mean streamline curvature by the confining walls

%0.00

causes the flow to better overcome the adverse pressure gradients,
-0o.50 0.o thereby producing an elongated recirculation zone. On the other

hand, confined combustion always produces a certain positive back
-I.O pressure and this keeps the length of the recirculation zone

-1.50 • somewhat shorter in confined than in open flames. Large mean
-I 0 I 2 4 5 Streamline curvature and turbulent dilatation in open flames

IX/I) produce the widest recirculation zone. The recirculation strength
Fig. 3 Combustor wall pressure gradients at U = 10 nts in of the cold confined flow is highest principally because of higher
confined isodtermal and conibusting flows, a

gas density, even though the reverse mean flow velocity is highest
in confined flame. Finally, in an open flame, large streamline
curvature more than compensates for any damping of turbulence

3 Recirculation Zone Parameters. The size, shape, and mean by dilatation and generates larger axial and radial turbulence
flow saucture of the recirculation zone may be determined by intensities and turbulent kinetic energy as compared to confined
calculating the spatial distribution of the mean stream function y flows.
from the equation; pUrdr (1)

Table 1: Recirculation zone parameters.

Also, knowing the value of C . we can derive the maximum Conical Stabilizer
width Wofthe recirculation zcleas:0 = 45* , BR = 25%, 0 = 0.65, Red= 5.7 x 104

W: R [1-{(l-BR)/(I-Cp 1n)/2)] 1/2 (2)
WC mi Confined Confined Open

From equation (1), the ratio of reverse to total mass flow rate rh/il Cold Flow Flame Flame
r t

was calculated. This ratio represents the recirculation strength.
Figure 4 shows a sketch of the recirculation zone which appears (L/d) 1.5 1.70 1.85

similar to an ellipsoid of revolution. Table I lists the various
recirculation zone parameters for confined cold flow, confined (W/d) 0.55 0.58 0.65
flame, and open flame respectively.

(U /U ) -0.24 -0.40 -0.30
r a

ta/d) (In A /tf 0.2 0 0.13 0.10

STAGNATION ru/ .302W POINT (,'/U2 0.3 0.24 0.32
, POINT

O/ I (v'/Ua) 0.26 0.17 0.28

*u 0 L (q /q) 1.0 0.64 1.12
L c

Ur [ atx/d=0.8, r/d=0.3
RECIRCULATION

q I~l -i; ZONE
IN , (r/de 4 Turbulence Properties. As illustrated in Fig. 4. the

LA recirculation zone causes flame stretching in the axial plane
] •. • FLAMESSTABILIZER corresponding to its maximum width and in the vicinity of the rear

stagnation point. For our confined flame, these two locations are at
SPREMIXED x/d = 0.8 and 1.7 respectively. Therefore, we present and discuss
FUEL-AIR data on turbulence properties at these locations.
MIXTURE

Fi&. 4 Skotch of the recirculation zone in a confined combusting (a) Region of Maximum Recirculadon Zone Width. Figure 5&
flow. shows profiles of centerline mean and rms velocity fluctuations.
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Note that die mean reverse velocity and axial turbulence intensity Figm~s 6. and 6b show tuboleace properhes; in the vicntyw
have maximum values in the axial plane correspondinig to die first of the stagnation point In Fig. 6a. positive axial velocity is found
location of dhe flame stretch. At the stagnation point. U/U - 0 and beyoed r/d a 0.3. This mamaets and vi"ua obeaimya is confirm.
both axial and radial turbulence intensities anre P& Ainc se f th aschig dow of th stngga asth vcuasiy of *etgnto
expected. PoflL The axial turbulence iniesey has a peak value of almost

25% at rid - 0.3 im this second flan munich regimn Finally, and
Figure Sb shows radial profiles of u/UJ . u/v'. S. and K in 46 wouild be expecuad, the Rayuds" say maesm chan sign

the axial plane of maximum recirculauion zone width. x/d - 0.1. It about half-way (at r/d = 0. 15) between due cenwatrie and the flame
is observed that axial turbulence intensity is fairly constant within maschig-down hication.
the recirculation zone and reaches a maximum value of 21% at rid
= 0.45, very close to dhe stretched flame surrounding die Figure 6b illu-strates the natioe of twabulea flow in the
recirculation zone. Close to this location, the reactive flow has a vicinity of th stanation point via p int of Ov' S. sad K.
highly skewed turbulence structuare (nose: S - 0.8 sad K = -0.7), bqpsede of (u/v) dw *a l - r- evenls dint minked
presumably due to the presence of a large scale eddy fonmed in the M888M~ of bamblence pavads an he "mio around the
mixing layer around the highly strained flame region. Also, not stagnatstn pout. omeover. the ratha mebuleme compnpemnt is
that the axial turbulence intentsity dominates in the flame region. dosnhnt in the zone betwen the centerline &ad the flanie secking-

down region. iL e., r/d w 0 to 0.3. Also, peaks in skewness and
* (b) Stagnation Point Region. The exact location of the kwtouis prffu wesa evident arounod r/d - 0.3. Such peaks can also

stagnation point is very difficult to assess. This is a small region in arise due to flow unameadiness. and spectral analysis may be
which fth flow direction is quickly reversed, the fluid pascels me required. Neveribsless, it is appenset that the taubalemee structure
siretced, and strong gradients of ien= and turbulence quandaies is disloned in the combusting flow. 7this observation differs from
are present. A simple way to ascertain the location of the the experimnuts of Starner and Bilger (1980) who fou"dndta the
stagnationi point is to seek a coimmon location at which axial and strctm -n paruersa were essentially the same for both isothermal
radial velocity profiles cross and change sign. However, a more and reacting flows for a jet diffusion flame with axial pressure
definitive way to establish the location of the stagnation point is to gradient
seek the maximium, local value of U/U. Mese cruiea.wr
combined to pinpoint the exact mean location of the stagnation
point at xld= 1.7 and r/d 0.

06

03 ., s04
02 Id 0 a) 10 U-/V -W. W./ UG)

0.2

01 1(U W) UIUl"
0.5 0.0

0
-0.2

-01 0 U/U, -04
-02* 'U

03AV/ -05 -0.6
0 0.! 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

-0.4 ... (r/d)

Wad)

2 0 0. 0.2U 0.3 0 48 0.5 060 t X /d 1 (b

0i.Truecerprefr U'/ s.V,. 1i.5-ea
F~g. 5V/, Mesrmnso ublnepoete tU 0tis tgain- rgo xd:1-()poie fma n u
0.65 S th1ein.0aiu-eiruainzn it xd: a ' sersess(b rflso nsroy

0.3: 0a.e5riepoieso n u eoit lcutos

(b)(/d Fidia p6fe Tublec axa tublec int0nsity.nathsoreay

downess. and kurtosis.
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Further Discussion In confined turbulent reactive flow. Shepherd et al. (1982)
have reported counter-gradient diffusion of turbulent heat fluxes.

In this section. we briefly discuss three issues: (i) the effect In confined flows involving significant heat release and large
of wall confinement, (i0) the nature of flame reaction zone. and (iii) density fluctuations, counter-gradient difluston arises because low
combustion-generated turbulence. density, fully burned products of combustion are preterentially

accelerated by the pressure gradient in comparison with high
(i) Influence of Wall Confinement. A bluff body confined in density unburnt reactants. Thus, turbulent transport is influence by

a pipe not only produces a geometric blockage, but also an preferential diffusion in addition to conventional eddy diffusion.
aerodynamic blockage corresponding to the deflection of the mean Now, in a confined recirculatory reactive flow, this situation is
separation streamline from its trailing edge. Wall confinement further complicated because the mean axial pressure gradient is
prevents any significant deflection of mean flow streamlines and favorable in the outer flarme zone (r/d >0.5) but adverse inside the
also produces flow acceleration to elongate the recirculation zone. recirculation region (r/d < 0.5). Therefore, detailed measurements
Consequently, in confined flames, the production of TKE is by the of turbulent hean fluxes UT and WY, and mean temperature gradients
interaction of Reynolds stess and shear strain, i. e., via the term iU ax. and aT/ar are required to examin ths flowfited fully.
MU/Ir, and therefore restricted to the shear layer surrounding the
maxnium width of the recinculation zone. If the wall confinement (iii) Combusnon-Generated Turbulence. Combustion affects
is removed, only turbulent dilatation and mean pressure gradients the turbulent flowfield in a variety of ways. Ballal (1988) has
(i. e., normal And, not Reynolds stmesses) would contribute to TKE stated that turbulent dilatation and viscous dissipation processes
producoi. An mcrease in aerodynamic blockage (say by suppress flame turbulence, whereas turbulent advection and shear-
increasing geometric blockage) decreases the angles of the generated turbulence will augment flame turbulence. Depending
streamline at the baffle trailing edge. It also brings streamlines upon which processes dominate, combustion will either produce
closer to the walls. Both these effects contribute to decreasing additional so-called combustion-generated turbulence or damp
streamline curvature and, as shown by Winterfeld (1963), produce existing isothermal turbulence.
increased length and decreased width of the recirculation zone.

Figure 8 shows radial variation of ratio (q /q) at two different
(ii) Turbulent Flame Region. It is important to examine the axial locations. Clearly, the TKE is lower by as much as 70% in

flame region surrounding the recirulation zone particularly in a the combusting flow than in cold flow. This result suggests that a
confined flame. This is because this region produces both TKE minimum shear-generated turbulence is produced because wall
and beat release. Accordingly, Fig. 7 shows plots of the ratio confinement prevents deflection of mean flow streamlines and
turbulent shear stuess to kinetic energy, a - •i•iq, and values of produces extremely low streamline curvature. In the absence of
6U/Br at each location. It is observed that (a) both positive and this strong turbulent production mechanism, the processes of
negative values of Reynolds stesses can be found in the turbulent dilatation and viscous dissipation take over to
combuseng recirculation zone, (b) values of coefficient a lie significantly damp cold flow turbulence. We believe that an
between -0.3 and 0.3; and therefore am- close to values expected in oblique flame of fast burning mixtures e. g., H2 or stoichioaetric
"normal" shear layers as suggested by Bradshaw et al.(1967) and combustion when confined in a duct may generate enough shear to
Harsha and Lee (1970). (c) in almost all of the flowfleid, the overcome the damping of turbulence. in Fig. & note that where
Reynolds stresses (or a) have sign opposite to that of .U/8r, i. e., shear is prominent e. g., at r/d = 0.45, and 0.2 for x/d : 0.8 and 2
the conventional gradient-diffusion turbulence modeling which respectively, the TKE ratio does increase.
employs the eddy viscosity closure assumption -piv- - D aUI/ar
may be successful to the extent of predicting velocity flowdd.

1.0

I a/#) t0.0 1.7 (| /4q I

oA'• • gg) 2 :/ 900

*.t~i) 0.92.0

0.0 0 0._ .

-0.2 -2500

0.00.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
'0,a J. ' -50000.0o 0.a 0.4 0.6 t,/i)

1/d Fig. 8 Radial profiles of (q%/q) at U = 10 m/s,. = 0.65, illustrating
i. adial proes of (/q) sad &U/gr at U = 20 mns,* the influence of combustion on turbulent kinetic energy in a

065, inmuaialg the validity of the gprdient-diffusion relationship confind recirculagory flow.
in urbnulsn combusting flows.
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From his studies of comnbustion-generazed turbulence, Dailal we indmebed at Dr. W. L4. Roquenmme die Air Fores Technical
(1986) derived simple formulae tot estimate the magnitudes of Monitr, for his interest and belpful discusisionis during die cowns
shear-generated turbulence, turbulence dilatation. viscous of this work
dissipation and turbulent advection. For the confined flame studied
here, Tf =l175SKand T u=295 K.sot=(f-TU /U-50 So. Refereoc
we can calculate that the mgagnitde of suppression due to turbulent
dilatation = 55% and that due to viscous dissipation = 24%, i. c., Ballal, D. R., 1986, "Studies of Turbulent Flow-Flame lnseracanm.
total suppression - 79%. However, in Fig. 8. at x/d = 0.1. the flCE AIAA Jeurnel, Vol. 24, pp. 1148-1154.
in the comnbusting flow is lower by 70% in the recirculation zn
(r/d < .4) and lower by 60%inthe vicinity Of LIMflame front Ballal. D. R., Chen, T. H., and Schmoft, W. J., 1939, "Fluid
Thus the total turbulence production (shear-generated turbulence + Dynamics of a Conical Flam Stabjljier," ASME Journal of
turbulent advection) in these two regions can be estimated to, be Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, Vol. I11l,pp. 97 -102.
about 9% and 19% respectively. Likewise, at x/d =2, the total
turbulence production is up to 26% downstream of the rear Ballal, D. R., and Lefebvre, A. H., 1979, "Weak Extinction Limits
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Aerodynamics of Bluff Body Stabilized Confined
Turbulent Premixed Flames
J. C. PAN, N. 0. VANOSNESS, and D. R. IALLAL

UnrWmsty of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio

Abaaet q -turbulent kinetic energy (FKE)
r - radial direction

Deta iedainmsad on s the influence of eoewaeu and flow S - flame burning velocity

ani *A stheamctua and pmoperties of crucituladw om ut in T temcperature

confined combuusting flows u; not avalable In this paepr, recim U, V - wecan velocites in axial and radial directions

culation zone mennetu and turbulence prqatrdes of methane-ai U. v -fluctuating veiocities in axial and radial diretios

mixtures downstream of several conical flanzhalders were N - Reynolds sheow smss

mesumed usin WDA. Mans tsts employed differet blockage I - axial dizectio'
resins (13% and 25%). coste sngles (30. 45, 60, and 90 degrees), & flame-front thickness

equivalence tvios (0.56 0.65, OS, and 0.9), -m anular I turbulence integral scale

velocities (10, 15. and 20 tnia), and approac turbulence levels w equivalence ratio

(2%, 17%, and 22%). v a kinematic viscosity
0 - coneapN=an1le

It w= found that inouesing the blockage reaw and cone 9 w density

angle affbcod the zcirculatioa sone san and shape only slightly. It - beat release parammeter. (Tf.T /T)

Also% thes paramtr increaed the shear sme and arshulernt

kinetic enery (TM) mooderately. Increasing the equivalence ratio Smpesuctlpts
or approach turbulence intensity produced a recirculation zone - = man value

rape very sadoft to that found in the cold flow. TKE decreased -rws value
dii to avbulant dilasado producd by increased heat release. - -lenity-weighted value
Then obowivadons ane discussed kout the viewpoint of thei mm- Subsr~pts

p sce pact p cal design and cobuston modeing. a - annular flow
f - flame

A4 m r I -lamina

U unburned
Bit a lcs ai 2 t -total, turbulent

C - pusn~v coefficient (ApA4.5 pU)
dp au dianute of conA --ical&. bilih~ci

1 - p1ec axialaurbulenceiomenity
L - lngt of the recirculation zon Bluff body flamneholders ame used in ramiet engines, afterburners.
r etd res nd many other comnbusnom systems to maitain a steady flam in

Pmewowate ow henwaitmdaN Gas Tudg~n &Wd Aemengee Caflues JIW ExP,,tiae
Odamido. FL June ".4 1201

Mhi gerhe begen etccepe for VO.Nbi~of in the Tnuuseot ofe atMh ASME
OeculpleM of I Will be eCCegre Of ASME memdquina until ste mbe 30. so,
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a higli-sped turbulent comebustible txtL 71he flamta naisse-
land by the mike ulato fea j ___ ..- dowi fte W & w w
b-f. 7Wa wee~cul~eti on -ro lon melmON *a Bad
continuous igniton soema for flame propagaton umtohde inccnaig I Ted ftg Figure 1 shows do test tig emplome for these expw-
fresh mixture. Thuts, the size, shape, and turbulence chamaicriestcs .menis. Several staintless stel conical flaoe SOW=lnt w
of the: recirculation zone an crucial for flaw slabilizasOn. unanal~emd includ"n two bus Iiiapam d a 4." co aad 3.11

esam e c nd-. da the Mchop rimim $I - 25% NW 13%
The combustion performance of the aftebrbener depends qmo the i N ollte, Bail lir apex 8"gink G0s X 45, 40 ad 90 & 0sspeoumy and miuxture characteristics of fte flow. Flambeoldem &Ac muier w mogad owWWl insi a I on x Ilca x 2&.4

such as a coms or a vae Same, introduce an arca blockage in *th af- ctan mm asem with ime msswhich has four 5.64 Cma x
terbeener pipe which creans pressure drop and rocirculawoy flow 25A cm co-ma fo quaurt wnimw. Th u as scuma wais
in die wake of the bluff body. The apex angle of the bluff body minutd on a VWetcu aenmanais anel wok a twe"M alSvesI-
causes perallle streamlines of dhe incoming flow to cumv and in- jag msegha deseibe by Rabi at at (197) Differes
cafts the uaesdynamic wA&t of the mccauilim use. Thu.wat . w I d ~ vh e muM ne aa .5.1 am see of the base
blockg ramo (111) ad apex angle (0) affect flamehokting. Also, of dhe ovcmi. bluf body. masuneinem s of whxulma qMuanies
incoming mixture velocity (U) ad tiubulence intensity (1) in and Man mini-mc possam wm pboomed domaiens. of 1he
fluence flame holdling by entrining the combustion zone with coninied conical flans stabiliw by using a tw.-componmms Laser
freah mbirue. Finally, a com~bination of ait 1o06in psetiioesr Doppier Aasmomneser (LDA) and a precision wrmoee
(ALP) and mixture equivalence; ratio (0) determines the width of teapectvely.
the combustion stability limits. In this nmaner. the five pmrameser
13P, 9. U. 1, van 0 play an important role in the design and perfor-
mance of practical afterburner flaseholders.I

Detailed information on dhe ifuence of gooeotmi and flow 1 1 O6 UARTZ
paramieters on the mctaae and properties of mecirculation non in 12 CmX5. m
confined combusting Rlows is scant. Witnsereld (1965) studied ,.

ue= poete.Rizk and Lefebvre (19116) investigated die OPIC

(198) examined velocity and swaian characteristics but mostly for OTC
a confined das-swufzbaad Rame. and FsJii and Eguchi (1981) CONICAL PIPE t8cm die)
provid a comparison of cold and racting flow turbulence STABILIZER' n GRID
properties, also for a single flanieholder only. As pointed out by f I LOCATION
Moreatz et aL (1987). the available daut provide only limited infor-
mation about bluff-body flamne stabilizaiion.U" 

"t I1 - CONTR1ACTION
In a previous paper, Pan et P1(1990) examiniied th turbuleEc FUE-ACMIRECTION

properties of confined conical stabilizer in a combusting flow. MIXTURE
Measuraments of turbulent velocity fluctuations such as mean and
tms values, skewness and flatness isctors, Reynod sliar stresses. FIg1 Schmeuste diagram of the cndemled fins ibiber ai
ad axial mean pressure grdet were reporied and data auwer bd~s7
Fsewe as elucidlate recirculation zone stutcture, effects of flow
con1finlement, andl the role of cowbsho-enrtd ublenc.
The objectives of this work were (i) as investigate die influence of 2 Flew Caindkimu In these experiment, pauixod! methane-air
gsomeuric peanrueters BR and 0, and flow "paramter U. L, and* flamnesre studied. The mean annular velociian waf 10. 15. and
on doe recirculation zone structure and the turbulence properdes 20 at, which4 covered a range of Reynolds number from Re
within and swrounling this zone, and 00i to provide bench-mu Ux10 as We 1. Zukoski and Marble, (1955) have peinmnil ourtea
quality data at for evaluating &ad refining computer models used the bluff bfly wake region become fully turbulent when Re
for the desig of bluff body flameholdlers in pratical dafrburners. U d/v a 10.- Four diffren equivalence ratios, 0.5%,0.65. 0.83.9
The present work fills a lotig-overdue need for detailed informs- wan estd. Corresponding as0 adiabatic flame tempeauresm of 1590
don on doe iniluence of paraenrnic variations on recircuasion zone K. 1755 &C 1990 Y., and 2130 K respectively. The* inlet turbulence

insuand turbulenc properties. intensity level was vatie from 2% to 22S by ueing .ilrnt VWLe
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3 LIA I m wUm tatim. A two-comiponent IDA system was Table 1: 2-cmuponent LDA system paramneters
aned for all velocity measmurements. Essentially, this instrument
uses palaundton separation of tie two channels and as an upgradd 15W Ahgoo-¶ laser wavelength 514.5 nm
and refined version of the WDA system used by Ballal et al. (1989). Laser beam e sal= 1.58 mm
The LDA system parmewer mre listed in Table L. Input lens focal length 350 mm

Beam interectioni half-angle 2.88 degrees
Principally, this instrument incorporates Bragg cell frequency Fringe spacing 5.106 pin

shiftin for measurements in a recirculatory flow, a unique IDA measuring spot siue 175 otm x lS0O~im
coincidence circuit for rapid acquisition of valid data software to Signal collection angle 9.5 degrees forward
filter spurious psigas, for sxample, due to seed ajgglomration, and Collection lents focal length 400 mm
a correction subroutine to accounit for the WDA signal biasing ef- PMT pinhole aperture 200 j~rm
feet in combusting flows. A fluidized bed seeder was used to Net frequency shift 5 MHz
ityiect slibiflcro ize 2~ seed partcles into the flowing comn- Seed particles ZzO,
bustible mixiture. Scatterd spgats were deteced by TSI Counter Seed particle size 97%7< 1 Pin
Piocessars (CP) and processed by our custom-designed software
which calculates intnsity, shear stressies, higher moments
(skewness and kurtosis), and pdfs. Typical sampling rtes for 1 Mean Flowrfled.
LDA measurements exceeded 1 kilz for both isothermal and comn-
busting flows. Figures 2-4 show mean velocity and axial pressure: coefficient for

all the conical stabilimrs tested. In general, the mean axial
4 Krene Analysis Both the fuel flow wan aiflow wene monitored velocity characteristics of Figs. 2a-4& reveal the magnitude of ama-
by seprteeeauA tmic floaw countr units to 1: 0.5% and :t 1.5% imum reverse velocity, length of the recirculation zone. and
respectively. The combined errr produced an uncertainty of ± acceleration of products due to combustion downstream of the rear
1.5% i pneqivalec ruaa The pruimary source of error in WDA stagnation point. Likewise. the pressure coefficients plotted in
menufmewinn s the sutatstical bias of the fina meatsured velocity Figs. 2b-4b show a minimum associated with fth maximum width
mwutis higoe mass flux (velocity x densit) when number- of the recirculation zone, a favorable pressure gradient correspond-

,weightsd averages ase used to calculate stationary statistics. Chen ing iD the acceleration of products, and cold-flow pressur
and ILightmou (1985) and Ghlma and BIIW (1975) have discussed recovery (Figs. 3b-4b) downstram of the recirculation Woe.
bias correction schemes. After allowing for this bias, we estimated These trends for both combusting and cold flows ame broadly in
dhm for the single-streamn seeding &Wd relatively high-samnpling agreement with the past work of Ballal ct a!. (1989), Pan at al.
rates of our experiments, the uncertainty in the measurement of (1990) and Heitor et a!. (1988). However, these data reveal impor-

-os velocity was 1% and for rut velocity 5%. Near fth flame tsant influences of blockage ratio, cone angle, equivalence ratio
frotK whene hinertminncy would be much higher, the uncertainty metan annrular velocity, and incoming turbulence level on the ma
in mu velocity could be grease than 7%. The bong-term flowfleld. A discussion of these effects is facilitatd by identifying
repeatbility of nwmeaemerns was found to be Wwiti 5% for tue- thre regions; (i) region I spans the axial distance between the base
bulencei quantities, of the bluff body And the location Of maximum recirculation zn

width, (ii) region 2 covers the axial distance downstream up to rear
3uefta a"d Dbcoolon stagnationi point, and (iii) region 3 is downstream of the rare stag-

naltioni point.
Ow turbulence measurememt encompassed a larg tes matrix.

All tdes data which may be used for evaluating and refining (a) Blockage Ratio: Figures 2a-2b show the influence of ap
models of Unbulent combusting recirculatory flows, will be avail- proximrately doubling the blockage ratio, BR on axial mean
abe in a wepm=e report (PMan e al. 1990). Lack of spse velocity and pressure coefficient insa comibusting: flow. In region
I~ue us I A rm presenting all our data (for example, incresin 1, increase in BR decreases the pressure codfflcinL For region 2,
smat velocity above 15 uva did amt reveal any signtificant changes we observ a slight decrease in the recirculation zone length with
In the recitoulaton ma and hence these results ain not shown increasing BR, an observation in line with the results of Winterfeld
her). Thasorea only selected data that illustrate the influence of (196.) and Wright (1959). Finally, in region 3, the acceleration, of
pwomic variation on meat flow field and turbulence propertis the flow is reltively greater with higher BR. This occus,
ane gren 'and discussed below. presumably because of an increase in the dilatation due to a larger

amount of heat released in this region.
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2- --- 4(s) ------ reiclto width upstream from x/d - 0. 8 to 0.4. It also shorter -

the length of region 2 from x/d - 2 to 1.1. a value close to that for
2.0 2%-.6--cold-flow, ibis dramatic change in the structure of the recircula-

22nton zoecan be explained by recognizing that the turbulent
1.5 7 burning velocity of the flame increases with an increase in the tur-

iO bulence imfzisity; for example. Lefebvre (1983) gives SJSL =[I
(u'/S ) ] - uVS Lfor large values of u'S L. Thus, afive-or six-fold

0.5 increase in turbulent burning velocity dramatically reduces the size
of the recirculation zone. In region 3. acceleration of products

0.0 downstream of the recirculation zone continues. Similarities be-
tween the effects of increasing equivalence ratio and increasing

-0.5 turbulence intensity are very evident in Figs. 3 and 4.

-1.0 -2 Turbulence Flowfield
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

x/d Figures 5-7 illustrate the turbulent comnbusting flowfield in and

4(b) around recirculation zones, produced by different bluff bodies con-
---------------- -fined in the test section. Each figure has three parts:.

(i)4 The recirculation zone strutur sketched by the mean flow
streamlines shows not only the width and length, but also the

.1.0 reverse velocity flowfleld. The location of zero velocity (eye)

CP -2.0region is also evident.

00i 1The contours of Reynolds shear stress Cu-vu'v') illustrate
-3.0 #.4.5 1 oldregions of maximum shear stress and locations where the shear

-. &- --&- um changes sign.

(fiii)heTKE contours provide information on turbulence produc-
tion due to normal stresses.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

x/d In general, strong turbulence activity is present around the
periphery of the recirculation zone. This is because, in confined

ftg 4 Velocity and presinre coefficient characteristks plotted flames, the production of TWE is by the interaction of Reynolds
to e burate the effect of approach fturblence Intensity on stress and shear strain. i. e., via the term Tv' (MaUr), and therefore
muth flowfld. Cosjasruasm between comhuftq (# = OAS) generally restricted to the shear layer surrounding the mwymurn
and cold flows are shown (DR = 25%, 0=a45 degrees, U = 15 width of the recirculation zone. Thiis observation is in agreement
sets): (s) cmierlie amen velocity, (b) axial prsaire ogefflient. with the results of Pan et al. (1990).

It is also found that in these confined combusting flows, die Inca-
(hat chemistry) brought about by increasing the equivalence ratio tions of rero stress lines do not coincide with those of zero mean
lowuds stalcbiomeury. This resut clearly shows how compact the velocity gradient. Thbis suggests that not only shear stresses
puimmy zoe of a gas turbine combusso can be. provided it ("idnlon term) but also normal streses (dilatation term of the
opornes as or newr usoichiametric equivalence ratios. It also form u' (1U/ar)) play an important role in modifying the tur-
decsmases thas for # 0.75, coanbussion is kInetically control- buenice flowfleld. The influence of blockage ratio, cone angle,
led sind require a recirculation sone of sian larger tha that for equivalence ratio, and inlet turbulence intensity on turbulence
cold flow to stabilize a flame. flowfield is now discussed.

(d) Approisch Turbulence Iiveasuy: Figures 4a-4b demonstrate (a) Blockage Ratio: A comnparison between Figs. 5a and 5b
the influence of increasing the approach mixture turbulence minen- reveals the effect of almfost doubling the blockage ratio (but main-
ally.uVJU from 2% (no Vd)io 17% (gid 7).to 22% (gid 3). In taining the sane value of U 15 ms) on the recirculation zone

4. areg MMa 1, mDe ntrbulenice shifts the location Of maximum structure and the surrounding flowfiekld High blockage ratio nar-
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rows the width of the annular gaseous jet surrounding the bluff 5(s)
body. Thbus, the incoming fresh mixtun: behaves momt as a esrn an- 22 22

nular jet than asa thick jet spreading into adump combustor. Ass a . NAlI 2'A.. , 2.0 L K

consequence, in Fig. 5b. streamlines around die recirculatiofi zone 'a : S .:
aM crowded and mean velocity gradient increased, particularly in I G Ca0)

die narrow r/d = 0.45-0.55 region. Also, acceleration of gases 121 620

produces a relatively thin flame at the trailing edge of the bluff it04
body. However. further downstream.iLe., xld> 1 (region 2). rapd ''

enriment leads to a thickened flawe front. , -0.

04A0 04

The measurements of Reynolds shear stresses and TKE in Figs. 5& 0.2 ' 11 0.2

and 5b show that for a high value of blockage ratio, boah shear s. ~~ oo .
.0.0 0:21 O 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.5 If 0.2 OA.4 f

sttyesses and TKB art Spread throughout the reCirculatio Zone ridid rid

(Fig.5b) rather than being confined to a narrow region surrounding Sb
it (Fig.5a). This may be a consequence of high Spreading ran 22(b)2

(0.14) of the boundary of thin annular jet as compared to 0.09 for 202~ i 2220 .% ii 20 L~ 20K t
the thick jet (see Ribeiro and Whitelaw, 1980). ,.~ t , 4

(b) Cone Angle: A comparison between the-results plotted in Figs. 14 I 0 14 9M
000 *1 t5b and 5c demonstrates dhe influence of increasing the cone angle 4'~~'42001.2 3 Z.0*0 m 2

from 30 to 90degrees. A larger cone angle Products aradially 1 0 10 1 s o
outward deflection of the separation streamline at the trailing-edge 00 :. GA
of the bluff body, effectively increasng its aerodynamic blockage. *a AS 0.0

0.4 0.4 0.
This causes pinching of die annular gaseous jet at the, axial location 2

of maximum recirculation zone width (xid - I). Upstream of this 0. 0
location, no significant effects of cone angle on shear stresses or *e 02 0.4 0.0 0.0 02 0. 4 0.0 00 0 %A0.

MK can be detected because the shearing action is decreued. d / rid I

However, further downstream 0i. e.. in region 2). the TKE appears 2, 2-5(c)2.
to be concentrated around the periphery of the recirculation zone. 222 .

Thsis presumably because the slight elongation of the recarcula- 2.0 20 2.0t 20TI

don zone in this region shifts turbulence production radially % : : L. O

outward, in the vicinity of the flame zone. 1i 4 S00001

22 4 V01 2 0 S

(c) Equiviiience Ratio- Figure 6a and 6b show measurements of 4.54.

I 4M AS

turbulence flowfeledat s0.56 (T -1590 K. -=4.5) corrsee~d- 20O
f

iog to &mextinction limit andat -. 9 (T f-2130 Y, - -6.3) 600.

close to swoachaotnevic comtbustiott respectively. Dramatic changes s.

in the mean flow structure of the reirculation zone are clearly evi- 5 *0.
.0L00ý 00

dent, principally a decrease in the recirculation zone length to its 00of 02 4 of 0002 040 00Of020400f

cold flow value. Due to increased heat release rates and wall corn- "'d ad W4

finement of the flame, streamline curvature is smaller. Therefore,
turbulent dilatation and not turbulent shear production is th Fig. S Mass Sew structwe, Reynolds albe t resse, and ftr-
dominant process in these experiments. Thus. TKE is significantly bulew kindle enUerg plated so Mosraft tbe uffeds of
decreased at high equivalence ratios as evident in Fig. 6b. blockage rolie and cone angle on turbulenee fltwfrd AN

mnemsreneinls are in a cenified combusting flow (# = #AS5, U =
Another effect of increasinig the equivalence Mato is that it 15 uel):(a)DR 13%, =36 3dqpm(b) DR z25%, =SO

decrasues chemical reaction sime (S / &5) or increa th degrees, (c) DR 2SZ%,@ = degrees.
Danhluw number. D Or (I S /9' & ). LAS kay (1980) has stased
and McDannel et al. J982) hav found, premixed flames of large:
Demkohler number produce stron scalar (temperatur Or density) (d) Approach Turbulence Interaity: Figs. 5b. 7& and 7b illustrate
fluctuations. Thus, and beating in mind that the dilatation term the effect of increasing the approach turbulence insensity On the
dortinases. Reynolds shear stresses are not altered significantly, turbulence flowfleld. As tie approach turbulence intensity in-

creases kmon 2% (Fig. Sb) to 17% (Fig. 7b) the recirculation zone
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6Mean flwsrd ,Reynolds sha srws ndtr 2.2 2.2 7c
buahat kinetic energy plotted to illustrate the effects of 2.0 L"M 20L

equivalence ratio on turbulence flowfiel. Al] memresnents GO 0
are In aconfined combusting flow (BR =25%, 0= 45 degrees, 1 00 001

4 20 C :12

U = 15 U s): (a) iennextinctionlimuit,*=0_% (b) near- 14 o 1 ow0 1 4

a. . 1 2
0 0 0 4.0 120 0utoochootnetnec combustion, 4 = 0.90.2

length decreases dramatically from a/d 2 to xid =1.2. But, fur 0f III# 0f 0.64 0

td 0.0 002

thrincrease in turbulence intensity to 22% (Fig. 7a) has 0n.2- 0.2 GO

insignificant effect as compared to Fig. 7b. T1his dramatic short- .00 0 0 0.0

ening of the recirculation zone length shifts region with sirong -0.0 0.2 0.4 Of OD00 0406 00 020 .

concentraton of both shear stres and MK from the outer
periphery of the recirculation zone to radially inward location Fig. 7 Mean flow structure, Reynolds shear stresses, and tur-
around r/d - 0.2. The magnitude of shear stresses is about the bulent kinetic energy plotted to illustrate the effects of
same, but the TICE appears to be slightly higher for the high tur- approach turbulence intensity on turbulence flowfield. All
bulence case (Fig. 7a). ie resnents, except (c) below, are in a confined comnbusting

flow (BR =2S%, 9= 45degrees, #=0OAS, U = 15 m/s): (a) ap-
Since the sine of the comibusting recirculation zone in Fig. 7b proach turbulence Intensity, I = 22%, (b) aprahtbuec

resembled thot of the cold flow (see Balla et al. 1989), measure- intensity, I = 17%, (c) confined cold flow, I = 17%.
meit of cold turbulence flowfield were performed for grid 7.

These are plotted in Fig. 7c for comparison with Fig. 7b. Although
the mean recirculation zone structure, and io some extent the shear
sutsses, am identical. magnitude of TKE in cold flow is much The above observations can be explaned by recognizing that in-
higher than in cornbusting flow, creasing approach turbulence affects the flamne and the
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recirculation zone structure in two different ways. First, higher tur-
bulence in the fresh mixture augments turbulent burning velocity. In the context of combustion modeling, another term of Impor-
This increases heat release raes and hence also the turbulence tance in a confined combustng nurbulentflow is the source term -C
dilatation which suppresses TKE in combusting flows. Second, (aPl/ax.) from the conservation equation of turbulence stresses.
higher turbulence decreases mixing time, increases entrainment be- The magnitude of this term would be important in regions where
tween the fresh mixture and the flame, i. e., the flame loading is both u" and (OP/Ox.) am large. Although no local measurements of

I I
increased, and the flame front is thickened. Thus, combustion (aP/ax.) in the combusting flow were possible, it is easy to visual-
shifts from a mixing-controlled to a reaction-controlled process. ize at least two distinct regions where the streamline curvature is
As Bray (1980) has pointed out, scalar thermodynamic variables of high and the term u' (aP/ax.) could become importanL First, the
temperature, density, and composition do not fluctuate relatively stretched flame region surrounding the recirculation zone at the
strongly in this type of thick flame. location of its maximum width would provide a source of tur-

bulence. Second, the highly-curved region in the vicuuiy of the
Further Comments rear stagnation point represents yet another region of turbulence

production.
Here, we briefly discuss recirculation zone structure and tur-

bulence properties from the viewpoint of their importance to Conclusions
practical design and combustion modeling.

Detailed measurements of the mean and turbulent combusang
(0) Recirculaton Zone Structure: In these experiments, we have flowfield were performed in the wake and downstream region of

observed that in turbulent confined combusting flows, increasing several conical flameholders confined in a test section. The fol-
the blockage ratio or approach flow turbulence, and in the limit of lowing conclusions were drawn on the influence of blockage ratio,
fast chemistry, the recirculation zone size decreases to its value for cone angle, equivalence ratio, and approach turbulence intensity on
fully developed, cold turbulent flow wake. Thus, in the limit of recirculation zone structure and turbulence properties in and sur-
high Reynolds number, mixing-controlled combustion, the recir- rounding flowfield.
culation zone size can be predicted from the non-reactive
turbulence modeling codes. In contrast, for reacsion-convaolled (1) Increasing the blockage ratio slightly decreases the recircula-
combustion, the recirculation zone is highly elongated. tion zone length and produces a moderate increase in the shear
Intermediate between these two extremes, recirculation zone size stress and TKE in either the interior or at the periphery of recir-
and shape may vary with geometric (BR. 8). chemical (#), and culation zone respectively.
flow (U , 1) parameters. Therefore, numerous past observations on
the recirculation zone size and shape can be reconciled by develop- (2) Increasing the cone angle produces a slightly larger recircula-
ing a criteria for mixing- or reaction-controlled combustion in that tion zone volume and moderately augments TKE production,
particular experiment, downstream of the axial plane of maximum recirculation zone

width.
For the present, we observe that only * and I have a strong effect

on the recirculation zone structure in combusting flows. Although (3) Increasing the equivalence ratio from its lean extinction limit
geometric (hardware) parameters, BR and 0 undoubtedly influence to near-stoichiomerry decreases the recirculation zone length to
cold flow results (see Heitor et al. 1988 and Rizk and Lefebvre one-half its original value and very close to its value in the cold
1986) and indeed have important practical role in the flameholder flow. TKE is drastically decreased due to suppression of tur-
design (pressure loss, heat transfer, fuel injection considerations) bulence by dilatation.
they appear to be less important in defining the recirculation zone
sucture in combusting flows. (4) Increasing the approach turbulence intensity drastically short-

ens the recirculation zone length close to its value in the cold flow.
(U) Turbulence Properties: We have noted that the geometric The distribution of both shear stresses and TKE shifts from the

prameters BR and 0 produce a moderate increase in the shear outer periphery of the recirculauion zone to radially inward loca-
seum and TKE in either the interior or at the periphery of recir- tions.
culation zone respectively. Increasing # or I increases heat release
and presumably this increases magnitude of both the sher- Finally, recirculation zone structure and turbulence properties of
generated turbulence and the turbulence dilatation terms. the flow are discussed from the viewpoint of their importance to
However, dilatation predominates in the presence of wall confine- practical design and combustion modeling.
ment and small streamline curvanun and the net result is a
decrease in TKE in this combusting flow. Thus, in practical gas
turbine combnuson combuston may actually suppress TKE.
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Scalar Measurements in Bluff Body Stabilized Flames
using Cars Diagnostics

I. C. PAN. U. 0. VANBINESS. S. P. HENEGHAN. and 0. R. BALLAL
University of Dayton

Dayton, Ohio

Abdract x - axial direction
8 - flame thickness

Mleasujments of mean and ma temperature fluctuations - equivalence ratio
we performed in confined turbulent pmumied methane-air v - kinematic viscosity
flames stabilized on a conical flameholder. A CARS system was
used for these measurements These tests employed flameholders Superscripts
of different blockage ratios (13% and 25%). and mnixtures with dif-
teant equivalence ratios (0.56. 0.65, 0.8, and 0.9) and approach -=mean value
turbulene intensity (2%, 17%. and 22%). rtan value

Subscripts
It was found that the recieulation zone closely resembles a

perfecty well-stinud reactor. Blockage ratwo equivalence rawi, or a =annular flow
approach turbulence intensit did not al the scagar fiekld 7be tur- f =flame

bulerat flame situcture enveloping the rlecirculaton zonle comprises: III unburned
(I) &an ignmrontilhin fame region in the vicinity of the flameholder t -total, turbulent
base, (Hi) a reacting shear layer region of large-scale coherent strc-
huem and (iii) a thick flame region where entrainment is the Itstroduction
dominant mechanism. Finally. analysis suggests that the scalar
gradien-diffusion relationship is valid and amea of non-gradient In designing afterburner systems and ramujet combustors.
diffuion, if any, are probably smalL provision must be nude to initiate and sustain effective flamehold-

ing in highly turbulent combustible mixtures. A bluff body is
NOuMusCIa~tur commonly ased to create a recirculation zone. This zone ex-

changes mass and momentum with the flame surrounding it and
BR ublockage ratio also provides the necessary heat flux to ignite the incomting reac-
C ar reaction progress variable (T-T u(Fr -T) u ants. In this type of flowfield, the magnitude and nature of the
C t = mi temperatulre (Tfrf-T ) scalatr anspon depend upon mean temperature gradients, tempera-
dt a baen diameter of conica srarlhr ture fluctuations, velocity-temperatur correlations, and prpetis
I = approach axial turbulence intensity (u','Ua of the premixed reactants such as equivalence ratio and burning
L r - length of the recirculation zoevelocity. Also, knowledge of scalar tawsport allow( cuaecw
r - radial direction puranoni of mean reaction rate and therefore heat release, flame
T .temperalture stability, and production of unburned hydrocarbons (UHC) and
U, V - man velocities in wtial and radial directions NO.
U, y - fluctating velocities in axial and radial directions

PPIesented @I ITie Inlaemelonal Gas Turbine and Aemoangone Congress amd Expoarlit"
Orlando. FL June 346. 1991
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Many years ago Longwell et &J. (1953) propoumd that the Moss (1982) and Shephard et &1.. 1982). (ii) uncompensated thr--

recirculation zone may be viewed as a perfectly-stiz$ d reactor. mocouple or one with a large time constant (100 ms or more) of

However, in practical combustors, the siuadon of perfect the compensation circuit introduces erors in pdf measurements (W

homogeneity does not exist. To simulate the practical combustion g.. Lewis and Moss 1979), (iii) uncertainty in radiation correction.

process more closely, Swithenbank et al. (1980) and Pratt (1980) catalytic effects of coatings, and heat loss to thermocouple prongs

proposed models of "partially-stirred reactor" and "imaperfect can result in the underestimation of temperature by 150 K or more

micromixing". To evaluate these models and to understand the (e. g.. Heitor et al. 1987), (iv) flow disturbances produced by in-

mechanism of flame stabilization require data on turbulent scalar serting the thermocouple within the flame can significantly alter

properties. the flame structure, e. g., thermocouple can act as a flameholder.

Measurement of flame temperature in highly turbulent, con- To overcome the uncertainties of thermocouple temperature

fined, recirculatory flows is an extremely difficult task. measurements, we employed a Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman

Comparatively few results are available in the literature. Lewis Spectroscopy (CARS) system. This system offers several ad-

and Moss (1979). Shephard and Moss (1982). and Shephari et al. vantages such as non-intrusive probing, high spatial and temporal

(1982) reported heat flux measurements in a weakly sheared un- resolution, good accessibility to confined flames, insensitivity to

confined and confined prcmixed flames. Heitor et al. (1987, 1918) soot and particulates, and good reproducibility.

measured temperature fluctuations in disk-stabilized open and con-

fined flames. Sivasegaram and Whitelaw (1983) and Taylor and The objectives of our work were to (i) measure temperature

Whitelaw (1980) have presented temperature data in a step- fluctuations in and around a confined recirculation zone, (ii) study

stabilized premixed flame, and in an axisymmetric combustor the influence of blockage ratio, equivalence ratio, and approach

respectively. tiwb alece intensity on the scalar distribution within and around

the recirculation zone, and (iii) develop an understanding of the
Almost all the temperature measurement reported above turbulent flame structure surrounding the recirculation zone.

employed either uncompensated or compensated fine-wire ther-

mocouples. Hence, these measurements suffer from many Experimental Work

deficiencies as follows: (i) uncertainty in mean and rms tempera-

tures of 120 K or more due to larg wire-sim (e. g., Sheph•rd and 1 Tedt Rig. Figure 1 shows the test rig employed for these ex-

periments. Several stainless steel conical flame stabilizers were

manufactured including two base diameters, d = 4.44 cm and 3.18

I cm corresponding to the blockage ratios BR = 25% and 13%

respectively. Each stabilizer was mounted coaxially inside an 8

I OUARTZ cm x 8 cm x 28.4 cm test section with rounded corners which has
mWINDOWS four 5.64 cm x 25.4 cm•cut-outs for quartz windows. This test sec-.4 4, l (25cm x 5.6cm)

tion was mounted on a vertical combustion tunnel with a three-axis

C R I traversing mechanism. Different turbulence grids could be in-

CARS t 1- setted at 5.8 cm upstream of the base of the conical bluff body.
OPTICS Ci IIECTIiO beasurements of turbulence quantities ad mean wall-static pm-

--- OPTICS sure, which are reported by Pan et al. (1990, 1991), were

S-performed by using a twe-component Laser Dop Anemometer

CONICAL , PIPE (Scm dial (LDA) and a precision micromanometer respectively. A CARS
STABILIZER GRID system was used to perform independent temperature measure-

f LOCATION ments.

2 Test Condition. In these experiments, premixed methane-
C ONRAER ai flames were studied The mean annular veloci•• was 15t ••, ONTRACTION"IS.ECTION ad the Reynolds number varied between Red- 3xI0 to 4.2x10.

PREMIXED FUEL-AIR Zukoski and Marble (1955) have pointed out that the bluf body
MIXTURE wake region becomes fully turbulent when Re . U d/v > 10. Four

different equivalence ratios, 0.56, 0.65, 0.8,1.9 aere tested, cor-

Fig. I Schematic diagram of the confined flame stabilizer tog responding to adiabatic flame temperatures of 1590 K. 1755 K.

fIbdlty. 1990 K, and 2130 K respectively. The inlet turbulence intensity

level was varied from 2% to 22% by using different grids.
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3 CARS System. The CARS optics layout is shown in Fig. 2. that the error in the rms temperature was less than In K. while
The laser source is provided by a Nd:YAG pulse laser with 10 ns 1500 samples were taken in the flame region where the ims values

time ntsolunon. The frequency-doubled source green beam (532 were expected to be large. As shown by Heneghan and Vangsness

am) is equally divided into four parts. Two of these serve as the (1990). the rms temperature is susceptible to CARS instrument

pump beams, while the other two pump a dye laser oscillator and noise. However, in combusting flow, the temperature fluctuations

amplifier The dye laser is tuned to provide a red broad-band are much greater than the instrument noise and thus the measure-

Stokes beam (110 FWHM) centered at 607 rim. The red Stokes ment precision (reproducibility) is good. Overall, we estimated the

beam and the two green pump beams are then focused together by CARS mean temperature measurement accuracy to be within 50 K.

a 25-cm focal length lens in a BOXCARS configuration. A 25-Aim- while the precision is well within 20 K. Unlike the LDA. CARS

x-250-ILm measuring spot size is achieved. The CARS signal is temperature measurements arm time-averaged, without density bias-

collected by a Spex 1702 spectrometer, 1024 element DARSS ing effects.
camea and Tracor-Northem multichannel analyze. The raw data

are processed by a MODCOMP minicomputer. Results and Discussion

From the raw data, the temperatures are determined by coin- In this section we present and discuss three principal features

paring the actual nitrogen spectra to the calculated spectra, using a of the temperature field, namely (i) influence of parametric varia-

least square fit. The calculation of a nitrogen CARS spectrum re- tions on the temperature field, (ii) nature of temperature pdfs, and

quires knowledge of the instrument slit function. This slit function (iii) structure of the turbulent reacting shear layer. All the tem-

is normally determined at a known temperature and then assumed perature data were made non-dimensional and plotted in the form

to be the applicable function at all temperatures, independent of the of reaction progress variable C and C which are relevant in

optical path which varies with density or temperature gradients, developing theories of premixed turbulent combustion (for ex-
However, the constant slit function assumption can lead to serious ample, see Bray, 1980), In all the figures, the approach turbulence
err=r in temperature determination. Heneghian et aL (1991) have intensity I = 2% unless otherwise stated.

developed a simple method of determining the slit function from
the collected data at the actual temperature and turbulence level by I Influence of Parametric Variations. Figures 3a-b show

applying the principle of local thennodynamic equilibrium. In axial and radial distributions of the reaction progress variable C

general, the mean temperature is measured for two different curve- and C for BR = 25% and 13% respectively. In Figs. 3a-b. we ob-

fit weighting schemes and two different slit widths. The actual serve that within the recirculation zone (r/d < 0.5) and near the

mea temperature and slit width are calculated by finding the inter- metal base of the bluff body (x/d = 0.1), C - 0.90-0.87. Further

section of the two lines (T vs. slit width at constant weighting). downstream, the mean temperature within the recirulation zone is

This method yields improvement in the precision of the CARS lower than the adiabatic flame temperature by approximately 5%.

measmurement. Also, the rms temperature fluctuation is around 5% and constant
throughout. These results suggest that the recirculation zone (i)

4 Error Analysis. Both fuel flow and air flow were monitored loses about 5% (or less) heat to the environment, (ii) loses ap-

by separate electronic flow control units to within t 0.5% and ± proximately 5%-8% heat to the metal base of the bluff body. and

lS% respectively. The combined error produced an uncertainty of (iWi) is almost, but not perfectly well-stirred. These observations

±: 1.5% in equivalence ratio, or ± 30 K in temperature. Usually, are also generally valid for the rest of the data presented in Figs. 4

500 samples were taken for each CARS measurement to ensure and 5. Now. effects of parametic variations on scalar field are dis-
cussed.

(a) Blockage Ratio: Figures 3a-b show the influence of ap-

DAM 09MCproximately doubling the blockage ratio on mean and rms
couL " OPWM m temperature fluctuations. It is observed that the blockage ratio

S. ~does not affect either the mean or the nms temperatue. Since Pan
I .et al (1991) havereported no significant change in the size of the

.. .-[4 recirculation zone, it is clear that the flame position, and therefore
MCMMOMS- the scalar field, remain unaltered. In practical afterburner systems,

•.-- -- the blockage ratio mainly influences the drag of the bluff body.
* .P,•A*AOM For the same annular velocity, a large bluff body confined in a

S-. - --. combustor has less mass flow of reactants taking part in combus-
tion. This increases residence time for complete combustion, but
also decreases the total heat released downstream of the recireula-

V1, 2 Arrangenuesit of the CAlRS s t don zone. Clearly, combustor pressure loss, reactant mass flow,
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and comibusto size ane just some of the factors that dennma. a F~.4 A3" and radial profile of '-os Ur tern
Suitable value of the blockage rado for use in a givea practical ap- peratare (ra-Wls propm- variable) and ra tMperature
PlicatiwL. pl~ead to mtrabte the imflemem of oqalvskmee rads en scalor

Owmtoisam. These ermt are for a 45 degree cook&al
(b) Equwaknce RNo". Figures 4&-c dhlsaas the efficts of body, DR =25%, U =1IS =Is, (a) esaterllme praile (b) radia

equivalence ratio on moan and tins temperatures. Lo Fig. 4a, the preNs for* / ,3 d a 1.4, (c) ra"Id -r~s hr u
ceamline ammpesaures am poLand These data show that the rue L )M r .7
temperatur fluctuation is nearly coasaaw at 5%, but ib - ow r

pffature withis the techuxubwon amn wmiuhally incssam with
downogem distance. Also the reaction ~pes variable C in- I. Figs. 0b-c radialmnspersama profiles mshew. for
crams with decreasing equivalence rato fnmn 0.90 to 0.56. At varom mial planes. Mie results of Fig. 4b we amsto ieatical to
least two factors coomhbute to this vendl: (i) a decrease in the heat those of Fig. 3& &Md the -a explanaations arn validl hue also.
loss 1o the Metal base of the bluff body with decreasing temper- Figue 4c iflueabs the uuulat of expeuimeaws at dthIen la ueiac-
awe difference from 1370 K to 1500 K. and (ii) a complete des "ti of meuhane-ai mixture. Specifically. we obmeve a rapid
converion of enonaed reactants to hot products within the recir- pew&s in the molpeaswe flhcamaaias (C trises from 5% to 30%)
culation Zone. for r/d a 0.3 and x/d - 2, iL e., upemesas of the saer staptidom
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04 C 0.,0.15the scalar field is not altered in any dramatic manner for a stable
@4 ~. .10 flame, except through changes in the magnitude of heat losses

GA stated above. However, at the lean extinction limnit, the turbulent
:2 burning velocity of the flame is not fast enough to consumne the

*te 010 0.20 0.30 040 ososo oN o 7 reactants completely. This allows entrainment of fresh or partially
Od burned reactanits into the region around the stagnation point and in-
$" creases the scalar fluctuations.

Is - -- ---

0.39 (c) Approach Turbulence Inzensity: Figures Sa-c
asC "I L l eostrate the influence of increasing the approach turbulence in-

test'rm2 o17 D2% nFg 5,cneln xa

1.0 0 distribution of temperature is shown. Within the length of the
__ U recirculation zone (xjL % 1), increasing the approach turbulence in-

0.AS r-10 0.1 tensity increases mean temperature but does not change rms
= ' ; 0.10 temperature fluctuations. This can be explained by noting that Pan

0.310.06et al. (1991) have reported a dramatic decrease in the size, and
.. ,* ,~ .. ~*. ~ 060 ON hence also the surface area, of the recirculation zone with incras-

qgg ing reactant turbulence intensity and this must contribute to
reducing the heat loss fromn the recirculation zone. Further

Ifi 5 Aidd aNd tadla prates of -- nitslimild momt tONS- downsuream of the rear-stagnation point (xJL - 1), increasing tur-
peait(reacdlu progress variable) and rum temperature bulence reduces mean temperature an inraes.stmprtr

phile to liNusrate the Influence of approach turbulence inten- fluctuations, both the result of accelerated exchange of mass and
sky on asealr flulatluadas. These measuarements are for a 45 heat transfer between cold reactants and hot products.
qSalo cue.lml-body, DR=z25%, U a= 15nits.and 0= S6, (a)

m1m- " o pra~l. (b) radial prOjIM hr L r 2% /d = 1.1, (c) Figures Sb-c show radial profiles of mean wan rans tempera-
radldpsw~nflubr I a7%,L r/d= 1.1 t ures. It should be noted that within the recirculadon zone (rids%

0.3) values of C and C tremain fairly constant. However, outside
point. AWNi tbs ceensoine plot in Fag. 4a suggests a growing tern- the zone (r/d > 0.3), th~e mean value gradually falls and the tis
IP, era fluctuation downstresm of the nma stagnation point for the value rapidly increases within the vicinity of the flame. Clearly,
low usadnedon limit. increasing the turbulence level of the reactants increases both the

heat transfer between cold and hot gases (which decreases mean
Is summary, increasing the equivalence ratio (0) strongly af- temperature) and turbulent burning velocity of the flame (which in-

Ebcs tdo sit (andl sloefcilally the length) of the recirculation zone Mrases temperature fluctuations). Again, these results appear
and this modifies the velocity fluowfleld (Pon et al. 1991), but (ii) consistent with the heat loss arguments invoked earlier.
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2 Temperature Pdfs. From the radial temperature profiles of dominant mechanism in this region and it is responsible for
Figs. 3-5. we can calculate the mean tempenture gradient (aC/ar) producing the thick flame fronL

and the flame thickness 8. Two types of flame thickness were
defined: 0i) total thickness. 8 spanning the value C = 0-1. and Wu) Figures 7a-e show typical CARS temperature pdfs measuredth t
flame front thickness, 6 corresponding to the range C = 0.5-1 in the reacting shear layer around the bluff body at three different
(note: C = 0.5 implies tat combustion products are present half axial locations. (i) within the ignition zone, x/d = 0. 1. (ii) near the
the time and reactants are present the rest of the time at this loca- vortex center, x/d = 0.8, and (iii) within the thick flame region, x/d
tion. i. e.. this represents the mean flame position). = 1.5. These data are for a 45 degree conical-body. BR = 13%. U

= 15 m/s, and 4 =0.65. a
Figure 6 shows plots of (RC/Or), 8. and 6 for a bluff body

t . f
with BR = 13%, over the axial distance covering the length of the In Figs. 7a-b, the two radial locations differ from one another
recirculation zone. It is observed that the radial temperature by only 0.2 mm. These results show only one skewed peak in each
gradient (aC/ar), which is negative throughout, rises steeply pdlf; (i) in Fig. 7a, the peak corresponds to the product gas tempera-
within iL = 0-0.12 (corresponding to 8= 0.54 mm and 6f= 0.29 Wre of 1070 (C - 0.5) on the hot side, and (ii) in Fig. 7b, the

£ fmm) and tJan maintains a fairly constant value. This result shows peak corresponds to the reactant temperature of 470 K on the cold
that the ignition of reactants and the establishment of the flame by side This dramatic shift in the pdf confirms that the flame front is
the heat flux transported from the recirculation zone are achieved extremely thin at this axial location.
within 12% of the length of the recisculation zone. Also, the flame
front is extremely thin (< 1 am). Downstream of this ignition/thin The temperature pdf shown in Fig. 7c shows a bimodal dis-
flame region, the mean temperatm gradient remains fairly flat but trution with approximately equal weighting on each of the cold
the flame thickness continues to increase eventually to & = 7.1 and hot peaks (C - 0.5). The cold gas peak is centered correspond-
mra and 6f 4.5 mmn. This suggests that entrainment is the ing to gas temperatures in the preheat zone, somewhat higher than
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dos -a ampuaim and the hot gas peak is centeredI near the X
111iaboic 2111011 Umpersuire. T'he bimodal naature of the salar pdf I
mdicaas the presence of large-scale coherent structives within the REAR alLr 2
reacting shear layer. As Spalding (1976) has suggested, these STAGNATION

lci~sfam as hids wround~ the flamce sip an tuen grow in POINT ENTRAINMENT
sin do antnea entraininlg reactants and products and thickening REGION
die reactuing shear layer. THICKENED

=0 REACTION ZONE
Finally. Fgs. 7d-C Show temperature pdfs within dhe thick #

flawe region separated radlially by 1.6 mim. Both pdfs show a B';' -B xlL, 0.5
skewed-bimodal typ of ditiuto _itndmnntpa._h VORTE BT/Br < 0

dii ~ dti~iit ~k. he>0 CENTER
hat gas peak found in Fig. 7d is much highe than the one found in MXxL=02
Fig.. 7e. while the cold gas paofFig. 7ei eycoet h omWIDTH
tefmperanure. A finite probability of intermediate temperatures also x/Lr z0. 12
exsts in bath the temperature pdfs which suggests the presence of IGNITION-THIN F LAME
gas in the partially binned-unburned stae. Thuss, the flame firont _T r REGION
structure is extremely complex compirsing larg-s0cal stuctures
entrainment. and setrahing produced due to the necking-down of
no streamlines In the vicinity Of die rear Stagnation Point, In REACTANTS
such instances, the Bray-Mass-Libby model (Bray, 1980) which
describes the statistics of die thin flame fron, cano be~ pphed Fig. 8 Schematic diagram illustrating the turbulent flame

structure enveloping the recirculation zone.
3 Turbulent Fkame Structure. From the above experimental
observations, a model of the turbulent flame structure enveloping
die recirculanoio zone was developed. A schematic diagram of this
model is shown in Fig. 8 and it is described below. large temperature fluctuations (C t- 25%-35%) are measured as ob-

served in Figs. 3b. 4c, and t5b-c. Such fluctuations may
Tufbulnt combustion in the reacting shear layer is a three- acoustically couple with a sufficiently long duct and produce corn-

jigge preheat-ignition-propagation process. Nerte Ibase of th bastion instability or rwnble in practical combustors. Clearly, the
Muff body and along its edge, the flowing reactants are preheated relatively simple stauistical description of the wrinkled thin flame
and ignised by the heat flux transported radially outward from the front is inadequate here. Rather, the "eddy-entrainment.
aecirculasion zone. Within the region x/L = -12. ignition of the coaabustion-in-depth" process of Bailal and Lefebvre (1974) is at

rincaoming reactants takes placet and a thi flam tha cofmt work. Thus, the instantaneous region of combustion is distributed
the fast-chemisary" asumptions sits slightly oblique to th throughout the time average of the combustion zone rather than
oncoming reactants. This type of flame can be successfully being confined to a thin wrinkled laminar flame. Also, since an in-
modeled by the Bray-Moss-Libby theory (Bray, 1980). termediate state of gas exists, neither the perfect-stirredraco

theory of Longwell et al. (1953) nor the characteristic time theory
Downstream of this ignition-thin flame region. (x/L > 0. 12), of Zukoski and Marble (1955) can fully describe the bluff body

the -enpe renuia s either fairly constant or decreases slightly. flame stabilization mechanism accurately. More work is required
L. e.. ICar s 0. This suggests that no radial heat flux is to exainiue these issues in detail.
trmnpomed. and only enraninment of reactants and products is
taking place downstream. In duii region, large-scale coherent Finally, within the reverse flow region of the recirculation
mastuctnsi begin on grow within die reacting shear layer. These zone. the axial heat flux is directed towards the bluff body because
m - e-s form to folds around the flame edge and then gro in hot products (T > 0) are moving axially towards the bluff body (u
sin downstrem, producing a convoluted reaction zone with many = -ve) and cold reactants are moving axially downstream, aL e., the
isabmed pockets of hot product and cold reactant pas. mbes axial heat flux 7TY is negative, In this same: region, the axial tern-
coherent bodies of gas we squeezed and stretched during thesir peratsur gradient 8C~lax is generally positive as evident from Figs.
travel through the flame and the entrainment process causes their 4a and 5a. These observations support the scalar gradient-
growth downstrea thereby thickening the flame. diffusion relationship of the form -jj = D h(aC/a~x). Outside of

the recirculation zone (rid > 0.5) and within the flame, hot products
Furthe downstream, and in the vicinity of the rear stagnation (Tr> 0) are moving axially downstream (+ u), i. e. the axial heat

poiss, the flame front is thick (- 4.5 nun) and mass entrainment of fluxuT is positive and the axial temperature gradient aIClax is % 0.
faAs mascias is the dorninant mechanism at work. In this region. Again this lends credence to the validity of the above scalar
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gradient-diffusion relationship. Now. the radial heat flux v'T is al- region when enuainment is the dominant mechanism. Analysis

ways positive because reactants are preheated and ignited by the suggests that the gradient-diffusion relationship is valid and areas

hean flux transported radially outward from the recirculation zone. of non-gradient diffusion, if any, are probably small.

Also, Fig. 6 shows that a(tr is negative throughout. Therefore, it
appears that the conventional scalar gradient-diffusion relationship Acknowledgment
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Chemistry and Turbulence Effects in Bluff-Body Stabilized F!ames

J. C. pan tand D. R. Ballal
University of Dayton, Dayton, OH

(tNow at Phillips Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Bev, CA)

Abstract x - axial direction
6 = flame-front thickness

The effects of chemistry and approach turbulence inten- I turbulence integral scale
sity were studied for confined, turbulent. and premixed bluff- X = turbulence microscale
body stabilized methane-air flames. These experiments 1 Kolmogoroff scale
employed different blockage rados (13% and 25%), equiv- # = equivalence ratio
alence ratios (0.56, 0.65, 0.8, and 0.9). and approach v kinematic viscosity

tuorbulence levels (2% and 22%). A two-component IDA was g - cone apex angle

used for the velk y measurements and a CARS system per- I heat release parameter. (Tf-TuITu)
famed all the temperature measurements

Superscripus
It was found that both fastse chemistry (Le., increasing = mear. value

equivalence ratio) and increasing the approach turbulence rms value

dnraically decreased the tecircmation zone size= Also, TIKE -= density-weighted value
was decreased due to dMatation. Both, slower chemistry (near
lean extinction limit) and higher turbulenice produced a rapid Suwscripus

growth in temperature fluctuations. A flame model was a = annular flow
developed comprising an ignition-thin flame region. a large- f = flame
scale racting shear layer, and finally. a thick flame region L = laminar
wher entrainment is the dominant mechanism. This flame u = unburned

model was used to explain the lean blowout (finite chemistry t = total, turbulent
effect) and the turbulent flame propagation on the basis of pre-
viously established criteria. 1. Introduction

No dclatue In ramjet engines, jet afterburners, and gas turbine com-

bustors, recirculation of combustion products is used to
BR - blockage ratio stabilize the combustion process. In these types of combus-

C - mean reaction progress variableu(T-T/T -T) tion systems, intense turbulent mixing is present due to large
C t rms reaction progress varialeb (r fluctations in temperature. composition, and density. Also.
d base diameter of conical stablir because of the non-linearity of the chemical kinetics tenrs,
I - approach axial turbulence intensity chemistry effects become important and controlling. Thus,
L uknph of the recirculation aone from a practical viewpoint. there exists an important need to
m - mass flow study the effects of chemistry and turbulence in confined recir-
p a stadc pressure culatory combusting flows.
q - turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)

Re o Reynolds number A dump combustor and a bluff-body c6mbustor are the
Re a to b don- Reynolds number (- u'),v) two most common means of generating recirculatory combust-
f - radial drct ing flows. Recently, one of us reported the chemistry 0Il and

S - flme burning velocity the turbulence [2] effects in a dump combustor. In this paper,
T ta e i t Iff we have investigated these two effects for confined bluff-body
Ia time stabilized flames. Our combustor, which is supplied with
U, V -Smean velocities- axial, radial directions premixed fuel-air mixture, has a centrally-located conical bluff-
o, v s fluctuating velocitics-axial, radial directions body. This introduces an area blockage which produces

- Reynolds shear stress pressure drop, and creates recirculation in its wake The

COPYright 1992 by authors. Published by the Amurica chemistry effects are simulated by varying the equivalence

Instiftue of Aeronutics and Astmnaics, Inc., by permission. ratio of the incoming mixture from its value at the lean flam-

mability limit to its stoichiometric value. The turbulence
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effects are produced by inserting turbulence grids upstream of
the base of the conical bluff-body and thereby changing the
level of turbulence intensity and scale in the plane of the base. O OUARTZ

j~i II (25cm x 5 6cm}

Using the above experimental configuration. we have I I "

made detailed velocity and temperature measurements within LOA

and around the recirculation zone. From these data. the sruc- OPTICS m i

ture and behavior of the recirculatory flowfield is assessed and . CARS

the effects of chemistry and turbulence level on flame stabi-
lization are discussed. d

CONICAL -PIPE (Bcm dial
STABILIZER

2. Experimental Work LOCATION

Test Rig: Figure I shows the test rig employed for these ex-
periments. Several stainless steel conical flame stabilizers I BURNER

were manufactured including two base diameters, d = 4.44 cm ISCONTRACTION

and 3.18 cm corresponding to the blockage ratios BR = 25% PREMIXED FUEL-AIR

and 13% respectively. Each stabilizer was mounted coaxially MIXTURE

inside a 8 cm x 8 cm x 28.4 cm test section with rounded
comers which has four 5.64 cm x 25.4 cm cut-outs for quartz FiW. 1: Schematic diagram of the confined flame stabilizer
windows. This test section was mounted on a vertical com- test facility.
bustion tunnel with a three-axis traversing mechanism custom-designed software which calculates intensity, shear
described by Ballad et al. 131. Different turbulence grids could sresses, higher moments (skewness and kurtosis), and pdfs.
be inserted at 5.8 cm upstream of the base of the conical bluff The LDA ellipsoidal probe volume size was 175 pm x 1500
body. Measurements of turbulence quantities and mean wal- pm, fringe spacing was 5 pm, and typical sampling rates ex-
static pressure were performed downstream of the confined ceeded I kHz for both isothermal and combusting flows.
conical flame stabilizer by using a two-component Laser
Doppler Anemometer (LDA) and a precision micromanometer CARS System: The CARS optics layout is described in detail
respectively, by Pan et al. 161. Essentially, the laser source is provided by a

Nd:YAG pulse laser with 10 ns time resolution. The
Flow Condition: In these experiments, premixed methane-air frequency-doubled source green beam (532 nm) is equally
flames were studied. The mean annular velocities were 10, divided into four parts. Two of these serve as the pump
15, and 20 m/s which covered a range of Reynolds number beams, while the other two pump a dye laser oscillator and
from Re d= 3x!0 to 6x10 . Zukoski and Marble [41 have amplifier. The dye laser is tuned to provide a red broad-band
pointed out that the bluff body lake region becomes fully tur- Stokes beam (110 FWHM) centered at 607 nm. The red
bulent when Re = U d/v 1 10 . Four different equivalence Stokes beam and the two green pump beams are then focused
ratios, 0.56, 0.g5, 1?8, 0.9 were tested, corresponding to together by a 25-cm focal length lens in a "BOXCARS" con-
adiabatic flame temperatures of 1590 K, 1755 K, 1990 K, and figuration. A 25-pm-x-250-pm measuring spot size is
2130 K respectively. The inlet turbulence intensity level was achieved. The CARS signal is collected by a Spex 1702
varied from 2% to 22% by using different grids, spectrometer, 1024 element DARSS camera, and Tracor-

Northern multichannel analyzer. The raw data are processed
LDA Instrumentation: A two-component LDA system was by a MODCOMP minicomputer.
used for all velocity measurements. Essentially, this instru-
ment uses polarization separation of the two channels and is From the raw data, the temperatures are determined by
an upgraded and refined version of the LDA system used by comparing the actual nitrogen spectra to the calculated spectra,
Ballal et al. 15). using the least square fit. The calculation of a hitrogen CARS

spectrum requires knowledge of the instrument slit function.
Principally, this instrument incorporates Bragg cell fre- Heneghan et al. (7) have developed a simple method of deter-

quency shifting (5 MHz) for measurements in a recirculatory mining the slit function from the collected data at the actual
flow, a unique coincidence circuit for rapid acquisition of temperature and turbulence level by applying the principle of
valid data, software to filter spurious signals, for example, due local thermodynamic equilibrium. This method improves the
to seed agglomeration, and a correction subroutine to account precision of the CARS measurement.
for the LDA signal biasing effect in combusting flows. A
fluidized bed seeder was used to inject submicron sized ZrO Error Analysis: Both the fuel flow and airflow were
seed particles into the flowing combustible mixture. Forward monitored by separate electronic flow control units to t 0.5%
scattered signals were collected 9.5-degrees off axis, and and t 1.5% respectively. The combined error produced an un-
detected by TSI Counter Processors (CP).and processed by our certainty of t 1.5% in equivalence ratio or t 30 K in
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temperature. The primary source of error in LDA measure- 2 (a) S
meat tisthe statistical bias of the final measured velocity 22: 20- 7--.
towards higher mass flux (velocity x density) when number- " " p W In

weighted averages are used to calculate stationary statistics. 1 I, o 02 .

Chen and Ughtmar (Sl and Gla and Bilgerl 9have dis- .iL °
cussed bias correction schemes. After allowing for this bias. 2j I " .
we estimated dtat the uncertainty in the measurement of mean ,l \.t2 ,0
velocity was 1% and for rms velocity 5%. Near the flame as a, ",2

front, where intermittency would be much higher. the uncer- o. , ,,

tainty in rns velocity could be greater than 7%. The long- o 02 :.,,,, o
00, Z

term repeatability of measurements was found to be within 5% 000204 0 000204 0 0002, 0o0

for turbulence quantities. lid r,, 1,a

2 2 2. (b)
Usually, 500 samples were taken for each CARS 2, 20• 0 ..- 2 a .

measurement to ensure that the error in mis temperature was ,, oo, ' I

less than 10 K. while 1500 samples were taken in the flame ' : t\I\\I ,4 2

region where the rms values were expected to be large. As ,I ,, s P T-]\I
shown by Heneghan and Vangsness 1101, the CARS mean ,o , ,i
temperature measurement accuracy was within 50 K, while the o. .
precision is well within 20 K. Unlike the LDA, CARS tem- 06 1-31

perature measurements ant time-averaged, without the density : .4 2 02

biasing effects. -a 00, 1 Oo
-00000 00 02 0.06 00 02 04 04

r~ad ri d

3. Results
Fig. 2: Mean flow structure, Reynolds shear stresses, and

Our turbulence measurements encompassed a large test turbulent kinetic energy plotted to illustrate the chemistry

matrix and are available in a separate report by Pan et aL (I 1I. effects In a confined combustlig flow (BR = 25%, 9 = 45

Only selected dat that illustrate the influence of parametric degrees, U: =1 m/s): (a) lean extinction limit, 0.56 (b)

variation on chemistry and turbulence are presented d dis- ner-stlcioietric combustion, # = 0.90.

cussed below, that for 4 s 0.75, combustion is kinetcally controlled and re-

quires a recirulation zone of size larger than that for cold
Chemistry Effects: Figures 2a and 2b demonstrate (moving flow to stabilize a flame. Also, due to increased heat release
from left to right) the effects of equivalence ratio of the incom- rates and wall confinement of the flame, streamline curvature
ing fresh mixture, #. on mean velocity, Reynolds shear is smaller. Therefore, turbulent dilatation is the dominant
stresses, and turbulent kinetic energy respectively. In Fig. 2a, process in these experiments. Consequently, as evident in Fig.
measurements of turbulence flowfield at 0 - 0.56 (Tf= 1590 2b. both Reynolds shear stresses and TKE decrease at high
K. -t - 4.5) corresponding to lean extinction limit ar shown, equivalence ratios.
while Fig. 2b plots data for # - 0.9 (Tf= 2130 K, r = 6.3)
close to stoichiomenic combustion respectively. The mean Another effect of increasing the equivalence ratio is that
recirculation zone structure shows width, length, and the it decreases chemical reaction time (SL/ 8,) or decreases the
reverse velocity flowfield; the contours of Reynolds shear Damkohler number. D = (I S./u' 65 )As ray 1121 has stated
m (/AJ') illustrate regions of maximum shear stress and and McDannel et al.a131 have fotund, premixed flames of
locations wA e the shear stress changes sign, and the TIE lower Damkohler number produce strong scalar (temperature
contours provide information on turbulence production due to or density) fluctuations. Tberefore. Figs. 3a and 3b illustrate
noruml stlesses. the effects of equivalence ratio on mean and rms temperatures.

In Fig. 3a, the centerline temperatures are plotted. These data
We observe that an increase in # from 0.56 to 0.90 show that the rms temperature fluctuation is pretty near con-

decreases the recirculation zone length dramatically from x/d stant at 5%, but the mean temperature gradually increases with
- 2.35 to 1.32. i. e.. slightly shorter than that found in the cold downstream distance. At least two factors contribute to this
flow (x/d = 1.52). It also accelerates axial mean velocities trend: (i) a constant heat loss to the metal base of the bluff
downstream of the rear stagnation point as clearly seen in Fig. body, and (ii) a relative increase in the thickness of the flame
2b. Both these effects are a result of increasing heat release front which, as Bray 1121 has pointed out, may decrease the
rates and fast chemistry brought about by increasing the equiv- level of scalar fluctuations within the flame and inhibit heat
alence ratio towards stoichiorneuy. This result indicates how transport between hot products and cold reactants.
compact the size of the primary zone of a gas turbine combus-
tor cma be, provided it operates at or near stoichiometric In Figs. 3b and 3c. radial temperature profiles are shown
equivalence ratios. Detailed examination of our data indicate for various axial planes. Figure 3c illustrates a dramatic
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growth in the temperature fluctuations (Crises from 5% to 2 , (a)
30%) for r/d a 0.3 and x/d = 2. i. e.. upsueam of the rear stag- ,.t. ,. .,'

nation point. This occurs because the rapid necking-down of ,s 5 O

a 4 Z 00.

the outer flow streamlines in the vicinity of the rear stagnation ' ':6 ,,

point brings cold reactants rushing towards hot products flow- J

ing through the center portion of the combustor..o , s , ''

o6 o ., ° 7°1
0 . 01 o

09 0.4 ~0
000- . 4 -002 04 06 00 02 04 06 00 02 06

0.56 rd r/d r/d

08 )0.6- 0.3C(a)-6') 2., 2' 22ll~l- (b) 22r

0.7 -6- 0.80 Co ,- - 7. U..2
070.2 2* 001oe

0.90 1 0 1 002•4 
2

0.s 0. ,- 2 } ..... 0002

-. C 11o,

O.5 10.0\ý0.
0.0 0.5 1.0 15. 2.0 2.S 3.0 -04

x/L, 0 o 02 02

1.0 0.5 . 0 00 00
0002 04 O0 02 04 00 00 02 04 00

I'd lid aid

0.9 x/d 0.4 Fig.4: Mean flow structure, Reynolds shear stresses, and

turbulent kinetic energy plotted to illustrate the effects of
c --O- approach turbulence intensity in a confined combusting01 -- 0.3

--- , flow (R = 2S%, 0 = 4S degrees, 0.65, U 15 m/s): (a)

0.7 (b) 0o. C 1  low turbulence, = 2%, (b) high turbulence,l= 22%
--.- 0.2

-0.1 Turbulence Effects: Figures 4a-4b demonstrate the influence

0.6 c, 0.1 of increasing the approach mixture turbulence intensity, u'/U
from 2% (no grid) to 22% (grid 3). As the approach tu-a0 bulence intensity increases from 2% (Fig. 4a) to 22% (Fig. 4b)

0o o 0 0,20 0.30 0.o 0.50 0.so 0.70 the recirculation zone length decreases dramatically from x/d

r/d = 2 to x/d = 1.2. Also, the location of maximum recirculation
_ __.0__ 0width shifts upstream from x/d - 0.8 to 0.4. This dramatic

change in the structure of the recirculation zone can be ex-
plained by recognizing that the turbulent burning velocity of

0.s ,od 0.4 the flame increases with an increase in the turbulence•ple-

2.0 sity; forexample, Lefebvre [141givesST/SL= [ + (u'/SL)-] -

0.s ---- o 0.3 u'/S for large values of u'/S . Thus, a five-to six-fofldncrease
0.8 , -"in tlrbulent burning velocit dramatically reduces the size of

-- 0,C OAthe recirculation zone. Similarities between the effects of in-0.7 --,o- 0.2
creasing equivalence ratio and increasing turbulence intensity

...." are very evident in Figs. 2 and 4. Also, as evident in Fig. 4b,
o,--° 0.1 the dramatic shortening of the recirculation zone length shifts

. 41- regions with strong concentration of both shear svess and

0.5 -- -- - -...... . ........ . 0o.o TKE from the outer periphery of the recirculation zone to
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 o.so 0.60 0.70 radially inward location around r/d - 0.2. The magnitude of

rid shear stesses is about the same, but the TKE appears to be
Fig. 3: Axial and radial profiles of non0dimensiOnal Mean higher and concentrated in the region around the maximum
temperature (reaction progress variable) and rum tempera- width of the recirculation zone (Fig. 4b). This is because, in
ture plotted to illustrate the influence of chemistry on confined flames, the production of TKE is by the interaction
scalar fluctuations. (BR = 25%, 0 = 45 degrees, Ua= 1 of Reynolds stress and shear strain, i. e., via the term U7•
m/s): (a) centerline profiles, (b) radial profiles for 4 0.5, (aU/ar), and the flame is stretched around the maximum
(c) radial profiles for 0 = 0.56. width of the recirculation zone.
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Our detailed inspection of the data also showed that in
these confined combusting flows, the locations of zero stress
lines do not coincide with those of zero mean velocity
gradient. This suggests that not only shear stresses 09 " 04

(production2 term) but also normal stresses (dilatation term of
the form u' (aU/er)) play an important role in modifying the O.8 2% ( 03

turbulence flowfield. C - 22_(a)-6--, 22% •... .

Figures 5a and 5b demonstrate the influence of increas- 0.7 " 0 "

ing the approach turbulence intensity from 2% to 22% on ,
mean and rms temperature fluctuations. In Fig. 5a, centerline 0.6 01
axial distribution of temperature is shown. It is found that
downstream of the rear-stagnation point (x/Lra 1), increasing 0.5 00

turbulence intensity decreases mean temperature somewhat 0.0 0.. 1. 0 . .5 20 2.5 30
and increases nms temperature fluctuations. Figures 5b shows x/t.
radial profiles of mean and ins temperatures at high approach
turbulence intensity. It should be noted that within the .ecir-

culation zone (r/d % 0.3) values of C and C remain fairly
constant. However, outside the zone (r/d > b.3), the mean
value gradually falls and the rms value rapidly increases 0.9 .,, o4

within the vicinity of the flame. ;2 --, - "2

0.6 10 0.3

4. Discussion C (b) 7 -A c,
06" ? -- 06

01 70 0.2
Flame Model: From the temperature profiles of Figs. 3 and5, 0..o' , " 0.2

we can calculate the mean temperature gradient (8C/ar) and - o' I

the flame thickness 8 corresponding to the mean flame posi- 0. .-. 0 . 0, .

tion, C = 0.5. Figure 6 shows plots of (aC/er) and a for a
bluff body with BR - 13%, over the axial distance covering o.s 0.0
the length of the recirculation zone. It is observed that the 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

radial temperature gradient (MC/ar), which is negative r/d
throughout, rises steeply within xAL = 0-0.16 (note: 8 = 0.29. r
mnm at x/d - 0.1) and then maintains a fairly constant value. Fig. 5: Axial and radial profiles of non-dimensional mean
This result shows that the ignition of reactants and the estab- temperature (reaction progress variable) and ris tempera-
lishment of the flame by the heat flux transported from the ture plotted to illustrate the influence of approach
recirculation zone are achieved within 16% of the length of turbulence intensity on scalar fluctuations. (BR = 2S%, 9
the recirculation zone. Downstream of this ignition-thin flame = 45 degrees, 0 = 0.65, and U = 15 m/s): (a) centerline
region, the mean temperature gradient remains fairly flat but profiles, (b) radial profiles for 1 22%.
the flame thickness continues to increase eventually to & = 4.5
mm as a result of fresh-mixture entrainment. This picture of, 0.8.0
initially a thin and later a thick flame front, enveloping the
recirculation zone was confirmed by CARS temperature pdf -500 70

data of Pan et Wt. f I l l and is sketched in Fig.7. -1000 6.0

In Fig. 7, we observe that the turbulent combustion in E 0
E -1900E

the reacting shear layer is a three-stage preheat-ignition- R 4.0
propagation process. Near the base of the bluff body and Z .2000
along its edge, the flowing reactants are preheated and ignited " 30

by the heat flux transported radially outward from the recir- 2500 20

culation zone. A thin flame that conforms to the "fast-
dhmnistry" assumptions sits slightly oblique to the oncoming 1.0

reactants. Downstream, the temperature remains either fairly o ................................. o00
constant or decreases slightly, i.e.. Clar s0. In this region, 0o0 l 0.2 0.3 04 OS 06 0.7 06 09 10

large-scale coherent structures begin to grow within the react- x/Lr

ing shear layer. These coherent bodies of gas are squeezed
and stretched during their travel through the flame Fig. 6: Temperature gradient and turbulent flame thick-
entrainment process causes their growth downstream thereby
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Fig. 7: Schematic diagram illustrating the turbulent flame
structure enveloping the redrculatiom zone. Downtrea

ifitw
thickening the flame. Finally, in the vicinity of the rear stag- U ra~~~talatbIO Stable C&Mlee
nation point, fth flamne front is thick (8 - 4.5 nun) and mass 1 ý On
entrainment of fresh reactants is the dominant mechanism at
work. In this region, large temperature fluctuations (C - 25%. ~WVDn
35%) are measured as observed in Figs. 3c and 5b. It~dGa Frntrwe Dminates

Lean Blowout: Table I shows the effects of equivalence ratio Inrim~t ~oc~tsL~JBack
on the calculated reverse nmas flow within the recirculation a
zone and the pressure gradient (dP/dx) .Notice that as the ircreases with Grovwtng Rieclating $
equivalence ratio decreases, the magniC2M of the adverse pres- t .

au m ns e ta n e t a d i c e s s r v r e m s l wisure gradient increases. This change in pressure gradient Thin Flamen

linear fashion as shown in Figure S. ewt Pous

Table 1: Effects of equivalence ratio on reverse massn fow Etr

and mean pressure gradient: (45 * cone, d - 4.44 cm,

B 25, aiUa=1MI) Fig. 9* Flow chart illustrating the mechanism of flame sta-
bilization and lean blowout.

* T adLird W/d inrn/in t(dP/dx) a

(K) (%) (psi/in) Figure 9 illustrates the sequence of events leading to
lean blowout. Excess entrainment of cold reactants in the

Cold 298 1.52 0.61 7.13 0.49 thick flame region causes flamelet extinction which increases
0.56 1590 2.36 0.64 1.16 0.14 the magnituide of the adverse pressure gradient downstream Of
0.65 1755 2.00 0.63 1.20 0.07 the rear stagnation point. This, in turn, increases the entrain-

0.80 2000 1.40 0.63 0.60 0.00 ment of the cold reactant mnixture, reduces the recircuatiOnl
0.90 2130 1.32 0.63 0.55 -0.04 zone size towardts the cold-flow value and quenches the flame

in the preheat-ignition region.
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Turbulent Flame Propagation: It is interesting to examine Table 2: Turbulence parameters characterizing flame
the propagation of the outer turbulent flame on the basis of the propagation (15, 161: (45 * cone, d = 4.44 cm. BR = 25%.

three-region model of premixed flame developed by Ballal * = 0.56. and U - 15 m/s).
and Lafebvre I 15) and the criteria developed by Willia=4 161. a

Fig. 10.5). To do this, we computed values of (u'/S ) and Approach turbulence - 2%
(q/8) at (L/. ) - 0.0o, 0.40, and 1.00 corresponding to pe ap- x/L u'/S Re n(mm) 6/q Remarks

proximate mad-point location of ignition, (recirculation zone) r L ) m
maximum width, and rear stagnation point regions respec- 0.08 3.0 15 0.10 3 Thin-Flame

tively. Table 2 show Vie computed resultubtained by 0.40 2.0 13 0.14 17 Thick-Flame
assumingthats,=(lOvt) *andq=0.SXl(Re •) fromHinze 1.00 1.2 10 0.20 23 Thick-Flame
!171.

Approach turbulence = 22%
Results presented in Table 2 confirm the present ex- 0.08 33 160 0.03 10

perimental observations that for the low (2%) approach 0.40 22 143 0.04 s5 Thick-Flame

turbulence intensity; (i) the ignition region I corresponds to the 1.00 13 110 0.06 7505
thin-flame region, and (ii) downstream of this region cor-

responds to the thick flame region. For high (22%) turbulence (4) Lean blowout (finite chemistry effect) occurs be-

case, the computations suggest the presence of a thick flame cause excess entrainment of cold reactants in the thick flame

front throughout, whereas experiments show the development region causes flamelet extinction and increases the adverse
of a thin flame in the ignition region followed by a thick flame pressure gradient. This, in turn, increases the entrainment of
downstream. Thus, computations only partially confirm the the cold reactant mixture and quenches the flame in the
experimental observations. The reason for this is that the thin- preheat-ignition region.

flame and the coherent-eddy development regions do not

entrain reactant or product mass very efficiently. The thin- (5) Examination of turbulent flame propagation on the
flame transport is dominated by molecular diffusion and basis of previously established criteria reveal many similarities

Dimotakis and Brown (131 have shown that coherent eddies between experimental observations and predictions with

hold freshly entrained fluid intact for a long time until small- respect to the existence of thin and thick flame regions.

scale turbulence develops. Thus, only in the vicinity of the
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flame development become feasible.
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LIFTING CRITERIA OF JET DIFFUSION FLAMES
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The lifting mechanisms of methane/air coflow jet diffusion flames have been studied based
on the three-component laser-Doppler velocimetry measurement with conditional seeding
under near-limit conditions. Three distinct types of flame lifting behaviors were observed.
i.e, (I) the lifting according to the flame-base stability inechanisii previously proposed. (2)
the lifting following the local extinction of the flame zone near the break-point. occasionally
associated with metastable split flames, and (3) the lifting following the longitudinal oscillatory
movement of the flame base. The first type was observed for a fuel tube lip thickness less
than the minimum quenching distance of the methane/air mixture; the latter two types for
a greater lip thickness. The conditional LDV measurement has revealed that the local ex-
tinction occurs as a result of the interaction between shear-generated large-scale vortices and
the flame zone, which is formed in the intermittent boundary region of the turbulent jet
fluid and the engulfed external fluid. The abrupt changes in the flow pattern in the recir-
culation zone in the fuel-tube wake, when approaching to the lifting limit, suggest that the
unstable flame-base movement is presumably due to the lean-limit extinction of the reactions
in the flame-holding zone. Four major lifting criteria are proposed based on the present
observations and a literature survey, and a critical assessment is made to clarify the effects
of burner configurations and fuel types.

Introduction the flame base. Although there is a different vieww4

of the limit, however, that lifting is resulted from
The flame stability limits essentially define op- flame extinction due to high strain on the flame, it

erational boundaries of a combustion system. The is questionable whether this concept is applicable
cntical conditions at the stability limits are highly to the very end of the diffusion flame, i.e.. the flame
dependent on geometric and flow configurations and base.
to some extent types of fuels as well. Although var- By using methane flames. Eickoff et al. 4 con-
ious stability phenomena of jet diffusion flames have cluded that lifting is caused by the flame extinction
been studied in a variety of burner systems for over due to the interference of a vortical motion with
four decades since early investigators,1 -3 the lifting the flame front at several jet diameters down-
mechanisms of burner-rim-attached flames have re- stream. Coats and Zhao'5 followed this conclusion
ceived less attention as compared to recently- and reported distinct lifting behaviors between tube
renewed attention to the blowout criteria of lifted and nozzle burners. On the other hand, Gollahalli
flanmes'-' Thus, there still exists some confusion as et al.t" and Shekarchi et al.' 7 used propane and re-
t,, the causes of lifting phenmuena ported that lifting is a lam"mar flame process at the

It has king beeim speculated" that there must lie flame baste, supporting the previous observations by
a flame vt4ocity in the l)remixed tim. near the flawm TakahAshi et al.' i2 ecent results hIy Chen and Goss"

4

lba, which causes the combustion l)rimess to proq- revealed different lifting behaviors between meth-
agate tlownwards against the gas stream. thus pre- amie and propane flames. The' local flame extinction
venting lifting. By using extensive experimental has been known4.14 '.1-1 to occur, primardy for
results's-13 (n the flame stability avid structure, in- hvdrogen flames, due to the excess transport rate

hluding the la.ser-I)opp•er measurement. 2 for var- compared to the reaction rate at the transition point
ious types of fuels, this hypothesis has been ex- to tsurbulent flame.2W The local extinction occasion-
tended to a more concrete lifting mechanism 1.'3 ally leads to split flames, i.e.. a small near-burner-
based on a balance between the entrained-stream rim flame and a lifted-like flame downstream.n-
velocity and the local maximum burning velocity at The occurrence of the local extinction and split
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678 TURBULENT COMBUSTION

flames is dependent on the burner port lip thick- 25

ness,I diameter. " shape"'l' whether a contour _ 'ilL)
nozzle or straight tube, and the fuel type. 14

The principal purpose of this study is to gain o- -n
better understanding on the critical conditions for " 'lifting, to classify various lifting behaviors into sev-

end criteria based on the present and previous re--°
suits by the authors and the literature survey, and - I
to make a critical assessment on the effect of each 10 6 1 26,
experimental parameter on the physical mecha- Jn_
nisms responsible for lifting. el,

5

Experimental Techniques __1% - V "
0 2 3

Methanw (>98%) was injected vertically upward U. (m"s)
from a straight fuel tube (9.45 mm i.d. X 806 mm
length) with different lip thickness (8 = 0.2, 1.2, FIG. 1. Effect of lip thickness on the stability lon -
and 2.4 mm) together with coflowing air issuing From its of methane/air coflow jet diffusion Iames. LAp
a concentric annulus channel constituted of the fuel thickness: 00, 0.2 mm; [A. 1.2 mm; 0*. 2.4 mm.
tube and an outer air tube (26.92 mm i.d.) into a Open: lift, filled: blowoff. V. Expenmental condi-
low-speed (fixed at 0.5 m/s) general air stream in tions for the LDV measurement.
a combustion chimney (150 X 150 mm square cross-
section with rounded comers, 483 mm length). The
outer wall of the fuel tubes with lip thicknesses of abruptly without the local extinction, similar to the
0.2 and 1.2 mm are tapered at a half cone angle of results reported previously.. 12L13 These distinct flame
2 degrees with respect to the burner axis. stability behaviors observed can be categorized into

The flame stability limits were measured by in- two types, i.e.. the lifting controlled by the flame
creasing the fuel flow rate gradually under a fixed base (Type 1) and the lifting controlled by the local
annular air flow rate until the burner-rim-attached extinction at the breakpoint (Type !1). The critical
flame lifted typically several tube diameters above mean jet velocity decreased markedly as the an-
the burner tube (lift) or the attached flame extin- nular air velocity was increased, similar to coflow
guished (blowofi). A tailor-made three-component hydrogen flames studied previo, sly.22 The flame
Laserr-.oppler velocimeter used is described in de- stability behavior for b = 1.2 nton was similar to
tail elsewhere.2 that for 0.2 mm except for the expanded borner-

rim-attached region. For higher annular air and
lower critical nuean jet velocilies. the flame hlew off

Results and Discussion abruptly instead of lifting, be(ause no stable lifted-
flame conditun was realized downstream due to ex-

Saiity Limits: cess dilution of the fuel by air.In contrast to these thin lip thicknesses, dramatic
Figure 1 shows the stability limits of jet diffusion changes in the stability behavior were observed for

flames formed on the fuel tubes with various lip 8 = 2.4 mm. At zero annular air velocity, the crit-
thicknesses. For both the sharp-edged (5 = 0.2 mm) ical mean jet velocity was approximately 19 m/s.
and moderate (1.2 mm) lip thicknesses, the critical The local extinction was observed as well just prior
mean jet velocity at lifting (Uk) with no coflowing to lifting (Type 11) for U. < 0. 12 m/s, although the
annular air was approximately 22 m/s (Reynolds split flame was not recognized. The attached-flame
number, Rek = 12500) and maintained constant over region expanded markedly. In the range of 0. 12 <
a very low mean annular air velocity range (U. < U. < 1.9 m/s, the flame base lifted abruptly (Type
0.12 m/s). In this range, the intensity of the blue I), but the local extinction lifting (Type I!) re-
flame emission vanished locally near a breakpoint appeared at higher annular air velocities (U. > 1.9
(z = 10-20 mm) where the laminar flame turned m/s). It is notable that at U. > 2. I m/s. there
to "turbulent" (wrinkled laminar) flame. This region appeared a lower branch of the stability limit curve.
eventually became a hole in the flame zone (the Apparently, this flame stability behavior is corn-
local extinction). As the quenched area expanded trolled by the flame-bast, holding in the thick-walled
all around the flame cross-section. the whole flame fuel-tube wake, diflerent front the two types de-
lifted. The metastable split flame was observed just scribed, and is categorized as Type Ill. The lower
prior to lifting. By contrast, at higher annular air branch was obtained by increasing the annular air
velocities beyond this range, the flame base lifted velocity instead of the jet velocity.
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UFTING OF JET FLAMES 679

Type 1: Flame Base Stability Lifting: 25 -

Type I is the lifting behavior most commonly oh-served for thin-walled fuel tubes and controlled ,
by tht flame base. Since the physical mechanism is 20 25

for Type I has extensively been studied previ- VISIBLE.
,0 F , LAMEously, 9 .12.13 we will not pursue it further in this pa- T is - •0 z

per. The lifting mechanism proposed 12,1 is based Z ,i ZONE

on a balance between the entrained-stream velocity oilt_
at the flame base and the local maximum (laminar) = 7 , Is .

burning velocity obtainable when mixing the jet and I

oxidizing fluids. Here, the effects on the local burn- 0 I 10

ing velocity of both the lowered temperature at the
fla me base and the density ratio of unburned to 10 5
burned gases should be considered. The basis of the°-
stability model is the finding'° that there exists a 0 1 . .
small laminar flame in the vicinitv of the flame base -15 .-, .5 o 5 i0 Is

even at the lifting limit and the main body of the r 411)
flame is fully turbulent. FiG. 2. Rial profile of the axial mean velocity

component in a near-lifting (Type 11) flame. U, .
Tei: Local Flame Exinction Lifting 15 m/s. U. - 3 m/s. VW, = 5 nmm; 00, ZTow 115 mm; 40*, z - 25 mm. Open: conditioned on jet

To understand in more detail the critical condi- seed; filled: annulus air seed.
tion for Type 11 lifting caused by the breakpoint
flame extinction, the laser-Doppler velocimetry
measurement was made in the near-exit region of appears to be consistent with the physical picture
the flame for 5 = 2.4 mm under near-lifting con- of large-scale turbulent structure in the shear
ditions (Uj = 15 m/s, Re1  8440; U. = 3 m/s; layer.6 .7 The profiles of the turbulent kinetic en-
see Fig. 1). The fully-developed turbulent pipe-How ergy (Fig. 4) and the Reynolds shear stress (Fig. 5)
was ejected from the fuel tube. Figures 2-5 show show sharp peaks which are coincident with hc;a-
the r.adial profiles of the axial (U) and radial (V) mean (ions of the high-shear (high U-gradientl region (sec
(time-averaged) velocity components, the kinetic Fig. 2). Therefore, the production of the turbulent
energy of turbulence (q (0 + v'7 + w;7)/2), and kinetic energy is through the term of a product of
the Reynolds shear stress at three different heights the Reynolds stress and the shear strain. At the
from the jet exit. The locations of the (average) vis-
ible flame zone, measured visually by using a cath-
etometer, are included in the figures as well. The -
conditional data sampling" was made by seeding
particles into only the fuel jet or only the coflow L " ,
air. The axial mean velocity profiles (Fig. 2) show
the spreading of both the jet and turbulent mixing - - ,n
layer where the particles from the jet or coflow ex- . W

ist intermittently. The laminar flame base was an- F
chored in the immediate wake of the fuel tube at
z = 0.9minm. Atz = 5mm. theflamebasewas > dmin•
still laminar, residing in the outside of the turbu-
lent shear layer of the jet. As the jet spread down-
stream (z = 15, 2.5 mam), the (average) visible flame © .••.
zone entered into the boundary region of the in- -
termittent layer and became thicker, indicating the N r
transition to turbulent flame. The conditiAned data I

show that the fluid elements from the jet are faster a A - I . I
than those from the coflow on the average. The ra- .is ,o .5 0 5 to Is

dial mean velocity component profiles (Fig. 3) show
more striking features, revealing that the fluid ele- Flu. 3. Radial profile of the radial mean velocity
ments from the jet are flowing outward on the av- component in a near-lifting (Type If) flame. U, =
erage and for those from the coflow they are vice 15 m/s. U. = 3 m/s. VV, : = 5 mm; 00. z =
versa, even near the flame zone, suggesting the ex- 15 mm; 0*, z = 25 mm. Open; conditioned on jet
istence of large-scale vortical motion. This result seed; filled: annulus air seed.
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680 TURBULENT COMBUSTION

r . , heights (V/i < 3). Therefire. when the lur-ge-talh.
V"M vortex of thet jet- fluid is ejected radiallv. the flanie

* iFLAMME zone must be quenched loc-ally asý the iiistaintaimitoii
flame surface is fi)rced to shift outward due to the
high fuel concentration and stretched out due to

1 the engulfment motion of the large-scale vortices
,,0 - (WD and perhaps the small-scale (pipe.-flow) turhulente

* . - , ,•611of the jet fluid itself.

: : Type Ill. Lean-Limit Extinction Lifting:
I To investigate Type Ill lifting, the LDV mea-

S2surement was made in the immediate wake of the
"0 - thick-walled fuel tube at two different nmean jet ye-

0. .. ... iocities (see Fig. 1) just before (WI, = 7 iu/s) and
5(at) 0 50 I after (U, = 6 m/s) the unstable flame-base move-

ment started, as approaching to the stability limit
Fic. 4. Radial profile of the turbulent kinetic by decreasing U, Figure 6 shows the velocity Vet,-

energy in a near-lifting (Type 11) flame. Uj = 15 tor fields in the flame stabilizing region. At U1 =
m/s. U. - 3 rn/s. VV, z - 5 mm; 00, z = 15 7 m/s (Fig. 6a), the laminar flame base was an-
mm; 0. z = 25 mm. Open: conditioned on jet chored at the rear end of the recirculation zone in
seed; filled: annulus air seed. the wake at z = 1.1 mm, where the axial mean

velocity vanished. The fuel molecules must diffuse
radially towards the flame zone and into the recir-

edges of the intermittent boundary region where culation zone where premixed-type combustion re-
the visible flame zone resides, the intermittency of actions must be taking place. The diffusion flame
the turbulent jet fluid vanishes, and thus it is a rel- base must be connected to the hot recirculation
atively rare event that the jet fluid element reaches zone. Thus, the flame formed on the thick-walled
to the flame-zone location. The jet fluid elements fuel tube is much more stable as compared to the
have several times higher turbulent kinetic energy thinner tubes. The mechanism of Type 111 lifting
than those of co-flow near the visible flame zone can be speculated as follows. As the annular air re-
(Fig. 4) and must consist of nearly pure fuel at these locity is increased at a fixed fuel jet velocity, the

flux of air coming into the recirculation zone nuist
increase due to the increased convective v'elocitv
while the fuel flux remains unchanged. Thus the

3 . . .local equivalence ratio in the zone must dec.:rease.
2 FLA. Consequently, the p)icture of flame holding de-

ZONE scribed above must be broken as the reactions in

I -" ' 1t,,) the recirculation zone cease by approaching the lean
.... ,7-u- - flammability limit. As a result, the flame base be-

comes unstable locally along the fuel tube exit cir-
" !cle, thereby locally oscillating up and down (in the

i s range of I < z < 3.7 mm; see Fig. 6b), eventually
I4, 04- i . leading to lifting. The flow pattern in the wake 4

•1 2 changed significantly (see Fig. 6b); the recirculation
S I f zone was elongated lengthwise (z: from 1.2 to 1.8

1 mm) and the highest point where reverse flow oc-I,,,curred increased as well. In the case where the flame
! . .base moved to the upper position (see Fig. 6b), the

* * Pflow pattern around the flame base is similar to that
58 z -.--. ... A-, . A in the near-limit flame formed on the sharp-edged

.• A0 5 0 s ,0 is fuel tube. ,2.2 but the axial mean v.loc.ity compo-

nent entraihnmd into the- flame base at this height
FK;. 5. lHadial profile of the Revnolds s.•er stress (-0-5 in/%) is mu'ch larger than thi. critical value

in a near-lifting (Type. 1I) fla'me. U, = 15 m/s, U. Ior mnuthammi flamue's fIrmued (its a sha;rp-s-dgedt. tuil
= 3 m/s. VT, z 5 Iam, 6 4. z = , m. '.'*, (1 02 ) n/%). 'lhi,'eflori. if tdw flae," lIa,,i' move,'

x=- 25 inm. Open. ,ond.itioned o)4. et w.ed. filled. lip t) this he)ight ( 4 II1III) all alohg th1. t1ui K. iii

annulus air seed. circle. the whoh. fl;.ui, moiiist lift typically several jet
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LIFTIING OF JET FLAMES 681

7.0 ble 1 shows a summary of the lifting criteria and
VISIBLE experimental configurations including present ob-

6.0 FM servations and the results found in previous re-ports. The flame-base stability lifting (Type l(a)) has
been studied most extensively, and the lifting

5.0 mechanism has be'-n proposed. 12.13
Type 1(a) has been observed in both tube and

4.0 if / / nozzle burners for a wide range of burner diame-
ters. a variety of fuels, but mostly for thin lip thick-•-3.0. / nesses. The recent observations on the lifting of
methane flame due to "invasion-" of the laminar

2.0 flame base by pipe-flow turbulence in the centralgas jet may be categorized as a variation of the flame-
0base stability lifting (Type i(b)), since the distur-

1 0 •nbances caused by the pipe flow turbulence must
break the stabilization balance at the flame ba-sc.

0.0 This anomalous lifting appears to be due to prop-
coaow AIR I C JET erties of methane, which leads to higher tendency

-1.0 -.. ý .... I ... E .......... ........ to lift, i.e., low reaction rate and high stoichio-
.10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 4 .3 metric concentration (9.5 vol.'I), which shifts the

r (raM) flame zone in closer proximity to the shear layer.
thereby making it more susceptible to the pipe-flow

7.0 -disturbances.

(b VItME[ The breakpoint extinction lifting behaviors
e.0 ( (Type II) can be further classified into three sub-categories depending on the fate of the split flame

5.0 resulted from the local extinction: a) the local ex-
Stinction causes flame lifting immediately. b) the 6

cal extinction leads to a stable spht flame, and then
40 J .- ~ .the blowoff of the rim flame results in the lflmg.

-'and c) theedputofthe steblesphu flwmblows
3.0 out first, thus leaving a residual rim flne. which

then blows o0f. Type 11(a) has been observed only
2'.0 Alfor methane flames, probably because of the same

",4 , rreasons described for Type i(b). Type Iu(a) has been
* seen if the flame-base stabilit. is secured at either

'0 * * very low coflow air velocities (<O. 17 m/s) for the
I ' ' chamfered nozzles and thin-lip tubes or high coflow

00.0 'velocities (<1.9 m/s) for a thick-lip (2-4 mm) tube
CH.LO AIJET Type 11(b) has been reported for varimis fules. Type

-1.0... . E.... ] ... i ., l1(c) for hydrogen only except for city gas in a high
-10 .9 -6 -7 .- -5 -4 -3 temperature air flow. High reaction rate of hydro-

, I,,.,) gen enabled to sustain the rim flame. The lean-limit
extinction lifting (Type II1) occurs for thick-walled

Fic. 6. Velocity vector fields in the stabilizing re- tubes for both methane and hydrogen
gion of ,war-lifting (Type 1l1) Mlans U =. 3 ,n/s. The lip thickness of the fuel tube is a critical fac-
)j,) 1), - 7 ot/%, (h) Ui, = I no bor in herms of whether Type I or Types II and Ill

occurs. The critical lip thickuess .for these behaviors
appears to be comparable to the minimum quench-

diameters downstream to form a turbulent flame ing distance of each fuel/air mixture (hydrogen, 0.6
base. m m;m methane, 2 mm; 1 propane, 1.7-mm)3 as it

relates to the minimum mixture volume required
Lifting Criteria: for sustaining premixed combustion in the recir-

culation zone.

The various flame stability behaviors observed in An additional lifting phenomenon (Type IV) is the
this study may be used as a frame work to classify one for the aerated flames observed by Vranos et
various observations fragmentarily reported in the al.' 9 This type of flames is non-luminous small flame
literature into several lifting criteria and to examine formed in the immediate downstream of the fuel
the experimental conditions for each criterion. Ta- tube exit under the conditions of very high coflow
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TABLE I
Lifting eriteria wid expe-ri|muiental vorifigturatlstlls

L•uag Cnesfm nShaW d (mmi 6 4mm) U. in/s/ Fuel Tpe Ilefrene

L Fmme-1w Sabit,, T 4.S ? o4 11Ma) lmbaoome ebeet embuu - T 85 0.5 V C4H-1 3
meao seiooty mad T 02-19.7 Shoupede V H2. CH4. CoH2 . C2H4  18. 26. 27.bsuimag A-ltey C3 Hx. C4HiW City P

S 4.19-4.17• 007-0.39 v "1 ,Il
T 0.43-5.96 0.03-0.12 V 0-37 41k. Hi/N2. HI/Ar. HI/He 9. 12. 13. 25, 29
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air velocity and very low fuel jet velocity. It can be the lifting controlled by (a) the local flame extinc-speculated that a recircation zone is formed in the tion at the breakpoint due to the high strain on theimmediate wake of the fuel tube exit including the flame by the shear-generated large-scale vortices,
near-axis region where combustion reactions occur (b) subsequent blowoff of the rim-part of the splitin a well-mixed manner. Therefore, the flame lift- flame, or (c) blowout of the lifted part. Type III:ing must be caused by increasing the fuel jet ve- the lifting controlled by the flame holding in thelocity such that the jet penetrates and breaks the immediate wake of a thick-lip fuel tube. Type IV:recirculation zone, thus ceasing the reactions. the lifting of aerated wake flames. The present re-

sults of the LDV measurement shed light on Types
11(a) and Ill. Further studies are desirable to de-Conclusions termine in detail the physical processes and the
critical conditions for each lifting criterion.The current observations and the literature sur-

vey of the stability behaviors of jet diffusion flames Arknoudedgments
have lead to four major lifting -teria and several
sub-categories, depending on the burner port ge- This work was supported by U.S. Air Force,ometry, flow conditions, and fuel types. Type 1: the Wright Research and Development Center. Aeroliffing controlled by the flame base due to (aý the Propulsion and Power laboratory. Ohio, underimbailance between the entrained-stream velocitv and Contract No. F33615-87-(:-2767 with W. M. l Rtie.
the local maximum burning velocity and (b) the flow more as the Techtial Motiitor ant I). H. Ballal as
field disturbances by pipe-flow turbulence. Type II: the Prnucipal Investigator.
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EFFECTS OF SWIRL ON THE STABIlMY AND TURBULENT STRUCTURE
OF JET DIFFUSION FLAMES

F. Takahashi," WJ. SchmoCl,m and M.D. Vangsncss"

Unixty of Da.won Dayut, Ohio

Abstrad blowout in particular, have recently received growing
attention as they relate to the turbulent flame structure

The lifting stability and turbulent flow charac- of the lifted flame base, only few results have been
teristics have been studied in swirling coflow jet diffusion reportedP45 to date on the stability of swirling jet
flames by using a three-component laser-Doppler veloci- diffusion flames. In general, swirl promotes efficient
meter with conditional seeding. Methane was ejected turbulent mixing and combustion. However, recent
from a fuel tube with swirling co-annular air into a low- studiest"9 have shown a counter effect of swirl as well,
speed coflowing air stream in a combustion chimney. For le, retardation of turbulent mixing and combustion under
a lip thickness less than the minimum quenching distance certain conditions. Further, recent development of
of the methane/air misture, an increase in the annular air numerical modeling of turbulent combustion¢e.g, the
velocity decreased markedly the critical mean jet velocity probability density functions (pdf) methode"n in par-
at lifting, although strong swirl enhanced the flame ticular, has made it possible to apply models to more
stability significantly. For a larger lip thickness, however, complex combustion systems such as swirling. turbulent
the impact of swirl on the stability limit was relatively nonpremixed flames. Therefore, revAling the effect of
weak, because the recirculation zone in the wake of the swirl on various stability phenomena and their controlling
fuel tube and the local flame extinction were predominant mechanisms as Wel as producing bench-mark experimen-
in determining the flame stability. Three major lifting tal data on turbulent properties under nonpremibd
criteria art proposed. The conditioned velocity data combustion conditions are of essential importance in
under the near-lifting condition revealed that large-scale developing turbulent combustion models which eventually
vortices with the highly distorted turbulent structure and lead to successful developmental efforts in advanced
high turbulent kinetic energy exist adjacent to the flame combustor designing This paper reports the results of
zone in the intermittent boundary region of the jet and the stability limits of swirling and non-swirling coflow jet
the entrained external fluids. The local extinction and diffusion flames and the mean and fluctuating velocity
subsequent lifting appear to occur as a result of the flame properties obtained by using the three-component laser-
stretch due to the engulfment motion of the large-scale Doppler velocimetry technique with conditional scedin
vortices of the fuel-rich jet fluid.

EemeaI TeL hnalaus
Introducta

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the configuration
Swirl has been widely used in various combustion of the combustor system used. The burner consists of a

systems such as gas turbine engines and industrial fuel tube (9A5 mim id. x 806 mm length; stainless steel)
furnaces to enhance the flame stabilization, fuel-air and a concentric air tube (26.92 mi Ld. x 769 mnm length;

!nd and combustion intensity. Despite numerous stainless steel) through which annular coflowing air flows,
"sdies'* of the effec of swirl on various aspects of centered in a vertical combustion chimney (150 x 150 mm

combustion acrodynamics, mechanisms of various flame square cross-section with 85-mm-radius rounded comers
stability phenomena (e.g., lift, dropback, and blowout) x 483 mm length) in which low-speed (-0.5 m/s) external
and the impact of swirl on the turbulent properties of coflowing air flows. Three fuel tubes with different exit
flames have not been cdearly understood. Although the lip thicknesses (02, 12, and 2.4 mnm) were used. The
stability phenomena of non-swirling jet diffusion flames, outer wall of the former two fuel tubes and the sir tube

are tapered at a half cone angle of 2 degrees with respec
to the burner axis. A helical vane swirler unit is placed
in the annular channel between the fuel and air tubes at

:bzcb EA~neer, Resec h Wtwme, Member AIAA 96 mm upstream from the burner tube exit. Table 1
.A.oC uiuwcu p hya•weis, Rcamzb laitjut shows the design data of four swirler units and a straight

vane unit used. The combustion chimney has quartz
CobyMeg ei (c)a1990 by Fumiatu Te&Aeaa.i &W windows (76 x 457 mm) on all sides to permit visual
mb, b-e ,wih Pe aiim, observations and laser diagnostics.
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mized (approximately 125 x 250 Pm diameter in the
iJO directions of the first two and third components, respec-
Stively). Counter-type signal processors (TSI 1990C) and

a tailor-made coincidence electronics circuit and a
computer input/output interface module were used. The

Ions Cdata acquisition and processing were performed by ing
a minicomputer (MODCOMP Classic 32/85) and a

,- microcomputer. The number of LDV data acquired at
OAS frT.o each location was 4096, and a portion (typically -2%) of

the data was filtered out further by the use of a computer
progam based on the 3-sigma (standard deviation).0 method and a software coincidence test. Submicron-size

.,.03 (Zi7rca Products, Type ZOP, crystallite size: 0.02-
0. , agglomerate size distribution: <0.1 on, 30%;
<0.3 pm, 50%; <0.5 pm, 72•; <0.7 pm., 85%; <1 pm,
97%, surface area: 30-45 in /g) was used as seeding
particles for scattering The particles were sieved and
dried in an oven at 20 C for at least 24h prior to the
experiment. A novel particle seeder utilizing a fluidized
bed with swirl-inducing jets and a pneumatic vibrator was
developed to achieve a good control over the seeding

owl Ak eAk rate.

1.1 Da.r system conguradom.
Reslts and Dlnnquionn

Table 1 Swirler unit design data E~allt.Jma

Iqh&_Rp.epd Fuel Inht Figure 2 shows the

Vane helix Number of Axial vane Geometric critical mean jet velocity at the stability limit QJ, of
le vanes length swirl number methane/air coflow jet diffusion flames formed on a

(mm) sharp-edged (0.2 mm lip thickness) fuel tube as a function
of the mean annular coflow air velocity (U.) for various
swirler vane angles. At zero annular air velocity, the

0 10 26.9 0 critical mean jet velocity was approximately 22 m/s and
is 10 31.8 021 maintained nearly constant over a very low mean annular
30 8 26.9 0.45 air velocity range (Ua<0.12 m/s). The flame behavior in
45 6 26.9 0.78 this range is similar to that in non-swirling cases reported
60 4 26.9 1.34 elsewhere" The flame lifting occurred following the

.. .. .......... . . instability at the breakpoint region (z- 10-20 am) for the
laminar-to-turbulent-flame transition, associated with
vanishing intensity of the blue flame emission, which
eventually turned into a hole in the flame zone. As the
hole expanded all around the flame cross-section, the

The flame stability limits were measured as metastable split flame was observed just prior to lifting.
foilows. Under a fixed annular air flow rate, the fuel At higher mean annular air velocities, no split flame was
(methane >98%) flow rate was increased gradually until observed, and the critical mean jet velocity dereased
the burner-rim attached flame lifted several diameters markedly, simil to hydrogen flame studied previously.'
above the burner (lift) or just extinguished (bowoff). The physical mechanism responsible for the lifting in this
Under certain conditions, the annular air flow rate was range must be base on the imbalance between the
increased instead of the fuel flow rate. entrained-stream velocity at the flame base and the local

maximum burning velocity obtainable when mixing the jet
A tailor-made three-component laser-Doppler and oxidwing fluids, as described in more detail else-

"velocimeter system consists of a three-beam two-corm- where." For a 15-degree swirler, there is essentially
pofent (vertical and radial) set using a 514.5 nm line of no difference in the critical mean jet velocity compared
an argon ion laser (Spectra Physics, 18W) with a com- to the non-swirling case over a whole range of the mean
pofeat separation based on the polarization principle and annular air velocity. For 30-degree and 45-degree
a two-beam third-component (tangential) set usi a swirlers, some enhancement in the flame stability is seen
488.0 =m line of the argon ion laser with separation by in the range U.>0.6 m/,.
color. The aros of the third component laer beams is
perpendiuar to that of the first and second components, The most striking effect of swirl appeared for a
ad thus the size of the measurement volume is mini- 60-degree swirler. As the mean annular air velocity cx-
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ceeded 0.6 m/s, the critical mean jet velocity started to described above, although the magnitude of the critical
increase, expanding the bumrer-im-attached region mean jet velocity is generally larger in the thicker-lip case.
significantly. it is noticed that there existed a lower Similarly to the sharp-edged tube, the critical mean jet
brandc at the mean mulrar air velocity ovar 1.5 m/s. velocity with no annular air was approximately 22 =I/s
The lower branch was obtained by increasing the annular and maintained nearly constant over a vezy low mean
air velocity instead of the jet velocity. Some characteristic annular air velocity range (U <0.12 m/s), in which the
changes in the flame appearance were noticed for the 60- local extinction was obsev followed by lifting. The
degree swiler. In the range of approximately U >L.8 critical mean jet velocity dropped beyond this range, but
m/s and Uj<9.8 m/s, the near-burner region (Teigh the slope of the critical mean jet velocity was smaler than
form the jet exit, z<30 mm) of the flame became fatter that of the sharp-edged tubes, and thus the rim-attached
in its shape and yellow in color due to the soot formation, region was expanded slightly. This result may be due to
indicating the formation of a recirculation zone due to slight changes in the flow pattern and the cetrainment
swirl in the form of a toroidal vortex. As a result, the velocity in the vicinity of the flame base due to the
flow pattern and temperature distribution must be broadened wake of the fuel tube. Again, sigificam
changed dramatically. The high temperature fuel rich enhancement in the stability limit was observed for the
condition and longer residence time in the recirculation 60-degree swirler. In the mean annular air velocity range
zone must be favorable for the fuel pyrolysis which leads of 3.7<U,<5.1 m/s after the critical mean jet velocity
to the soot formation. As a result of strong swirl, the curve passed a peak, a distinct difference was noticed in
angl of spread of the jet must increase, increasing the behavior of the flame just prior to lifting. In this
entrainment and thereby causing faster decay of the range, the local flame extinction re-appeared just before
velocity with height from the jet exit. Therefore, the lifting, triggering lifIng. Apparently, the physical mech-
enhancement of the flame stability must be due to anism for the flame detachment in this region must be
changes in the flow pattern and the lowered entrainment the same as that for the flames in the very low annular
velocity in the flame stabilizing region, Ie., the flame air velocity range (<0.12 m/s).
bas Since both the fuel and air velocities increase along
the Iowe branch, the critical conditions at the limit may a_-eaid.]tld.Tiu Figre 4 shows the stability
probably relate to the local equivalence ratio at the flame limit for a fuel tube with a large lip thickness (2.4 mm)
ba. for four swirler angles including a straight vane. In

contrast with the flame stability behavior for small lip

Medium-thiek Fuel Tube Figure 3 shows the thikesses, marked changes were obsgved for the thick.

lifting limit of methane/air coflow jet diffusion flames lip fuel tube, a described elsewh m" for non-swirling
formed on a fuel tube with a moderate lip thickness (12 conditions. The general trend in the stability limit curves
mm) for three different swirler angles tested including a is similar for all swirler angles, although the region of the
straight vane. The general trend of the flame stability burner-rim attached flame expanded as the swirle angkl
behavior is the same as that for sharp-edged fuel tube was increased. Similarly to the smaller lip thicknesm
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2trolled by the flame base accord to the same physical
meNchanism previously proposed' 3 for free jet diffusionig flames formed on a sharp-edged fuel tube in still air.
Types I and I[ were observed for a greater lip thickness.

-60 Type 1 was associated with the local extinction, which
Lift seems to be caused by the flame stretch due to the large-

scale vortices as described in more detail in the next
section. Type Ill appears to be caused by the kan-limit
extinction in the recirculation zone in the wake of the fuel

i tube and by loosing the flame holding at the flame base.

10 AtachedType f is based on the same physical mechan-
ism with Type I, but it is the case where the formation of
a toroidal vortex recirculation zone due to strong swirl
alters the flow field in the vicinity of the flame base and

5 in turn enhances the flame stability significantly. Type
Me is a lifting criterion observed at the lower branch of
the stability limit of strongly swirling flames on a small hie
thickness. For a swirling flame on a thick tube Types III

0 appears to be combined with Type III. Since the lower
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 branch of the stability limit curves for the thin fuel tubes

Ua (Ow") (0.2 and 1.2 mm lip thickness) was dose to that of the
thick tube (2.4 mm), and the critical mean jet velocity at

g4 Effect of swirl m the siaMily Uimi of rmetame- the lower branch increased with the mean annular
aW callow Jet diftusoa flames. Up thkDe. 2.A am. velocity, the critical conditions at the limit for all lip

thicknesses seem to be controlled by the ratio of fuel and
orygen fluxes coming into the flame stabilizing region and

described above, the critical mcan jet velocities at lifting in turn the local equivalence ratio. For thick tubes a
without the annular air flow were 19-21 m/s., and the recirculation zone formed in the tube wake where the
local flame extinction led to lifing. The locaRly quenched flame base is anchored is predominant in controlling the
flame for the thick fuel tube was less sta , and thber flame stability, and for thin tubes the flame base itself is
fore the split fame was not recognied. Also, as the the stability controlling region.
mean annular air velocity -0.1 m/1, the flame

ft abruptly due to the instability at the flame base, and Mmn and Turbulent Flow Struature
"e crical mean jet velocity decreased markedl&y at first
but was less sensitin to the mean annular air velocity To investigate in detail the local extinction and
afterwards. The local extinction re-appeared at higher subsequent lifting phenomena (Type II), the three-
annular air velocity (U.> L9 m/s). For all swirler angles, component laser-Doppler velocimetry measurement was
there emsted a lower branch of the sabifit curve in made near the breakpoint of a swirling jet diffusion flame
U> L.6 m/ls. The lower branch was obtained by increas- for a 45-degree swirler angle under the near-lifting
ug the anular air velocity instead of the jet velocity. At condition. The conditional data sampling'" was made

low critical jet velocities (c4 m/s), the flame blew off by seeding partices into only the fuel jet or annular
Wind of ifting under non-swirling conditions, or for 40- coflowing air. Figure 5 shows the radial profiles of the

degree and 60*degree swirlers a small, vibrating, aerated axial (U), radial (V), and tangential (W) mean (time-
flame was formed just above the fuel tube due to the average) velocity components. The locations of the
recirculation zone. (average) visible flame zone, measured by using a cath-

etometer, and the burner rim are included in the figure
Jla fnu~ sAdlduAs described for non-swirling as well. The conditioned data on the axial mean velocity

fm te"fig stability behaviors observed can be profile (Fi' 5a) shows the regon where the jet and
categorized into several criteria in terms of where and entrained external fluids exist intermittently and that the
how the flame instabiy first starts. For nor-swirling fluid elements from the jet are faster on the average than
flames dtre criteria wer found, Le., the lifting controlled those from the coflow as was reported by previous
by the flame base (Typ I), the lifting controlled by the workers. The visible flame zone is located in the bound-
local extinction at the breakpoint (Typ U), and the lifting ary region of the intermittent layer.",T It is noticed that
cwontroed by the flamt holding in the wake (Type III). in the visible flame zone the velocity gradient of the axial
Types of the ling criteria are indicated in the stability mean velocity component for the jet fluid elements is
diagrams shown in Fgs. 2-3. For swirling flames, the higher than that for the external fluid elements. The
above three criteria p1% variations of Types I and I profile of the radial mean velocity component (FMg. 5b),
(indcated as ' and M , respectively) were observed, revealed striking features that the jet fluid elements are
Type I fting was primarily observed for a lip thickness moving outward radially on the average, whereas the
leks than the minimum qgpnching distance of the external fluid elements are vice versa, even near the
methawe/rn mixture (2 mm"). It appears to be con- visible flame zone. The tangential mean velocity com-
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higher velocity than those of the jet fluiLd The velocity
differences between the jet and external fluid elemens• in

-1 axial, radial, and tangential component were approximate-
ly 2-5 r/s, 1.2 M/S, )aW 0.6 m/s, respectively. Tis resu

-2clearly shows the esistence. of large-scale vortex structure
in the intermittent layer.

Fiur 6 shows the daProfllcs of the Ninei
r energy of turbulence (q-(u +i.)/2 where uW,v,

5~. Radial prwleu of (a) axial, (b) rad"l and (e) an r h oil a n tangetia SUKtuadK
ftanetia - delcty cupeamntg i0 a mif velocity components) and the Reynolds strems (-u-9).

yj3ma/s, z=15. am - (the root mean squares of te, ", adv;not shown) were
13%, 7%* and 9%, respectively, and the peaks coincided
with those of the turbulent kinetic energ. Other com-
ponents of the Reynolds shear stresses _Cy-v and -u-;

poment profile data (Fig. 5c) shows that the tangential not shown) were much smalle than -u-V. The peak
momentum ian the annular cofowing air penetrated into values of the turbulent kinetic energy and the Reynolds
the jet bowudary region oa the fud side of the visible sear sarea in the swiring flame dsown here wer larger
f eone m an& that the external fd elements hae (approximatey 15% and 35 respectively) than those in
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1.9 - -- - --- - velocity fluctuation. For aGaussian pdf distributio
(a) *associated with random small-scale fluctuations, S -D0 and

K-0. The peak values of S-0-5-0. for both the jet and
ViSULE esernal fluid elements and K 1.3 for the external fluid

zoin c O lement were observied at the innr edge o( the visible
Diame zone. Tis result shows the preece of highly dis-
taste turbulent structure adjacent to the flame zone due

S____ to the presence of large-scale, vortices generated us the
S 0.0intermittent region and highly skewed in the highi-temper-

00 at=r near-flame region. The large-scale vortices thus
* cariedthe fluel toward the, flame zone. Near the edge of

05S the boundary region of the intermittent laye (approx-
imately coincident with the end pont of the data cond&
tioned on jet seeding), the intermittency factor must
vani~sh, and therefore, it must be relatively rare event that

.10 .Is~-' the jet fluid element reaches to the location of the vislbl
*15 10 5 0 5 10 11 flame zone. Howeve, if the large-scale vortices of the jet

1.5 ... .. fluid elements (nearly pure fuel at this heigh) approach
closely to the instantaneous flame zone, it may be locally
qluenched by high strain due to the relative movement of

1.0 * E the instantaneous flame zone and adjacent fluid induced
FLAME by the engulfmient motion and the high fuel concentratio

0.5 020INOf the; large-scale vortices.

00

Lep 0. Lecnaulman

__S The significant enhancement of the lifting
stability of methane/air cofow jet difuio flames by
swirl is restricted to the case of strong swirl which creates

.1.0 a toroidal recrculation zone, which alters the flow field
in the flame stabilizing zone. This effect is remarkabl in

*13 - -psic~u afmra Tip thickniess of the fuel tube less than the
-1s -10 49 5 160 I miiknimum quenching distance, of the fuel/air mixtre

For a lamge lip thickness, the impact of swirl is relatively
weak because the recirculation zone in the fue tube wake

FIf. 7 RahI Prenies .t (a) AkMw=essaid (b) kmrtesi and the local flame extinction are predominant in deter-
of the azia u-ot fluctuaton Ina swirlin inethane-alr minig dhe flame stability. Three major lifting criteria,
collow et dItulem flame. UiwSa/a, tu3mr/s. z= 15 common with non-swirling flames, and two variations,
Amu peculiar to swirling flamnes are proposed herein. The

WDV measurement with conditional seedin in the
breakpoint region of a nea-limit swirling flame have

a son-swirlinig flame" due to a contribution by tangential revealed the turbulence-flame interactio which leads to
velocity fluctuation., The pek of the turbulent kntc the local extinction followed by lifting, Further expen-
eaem oicie with thosw of the Reynolds she~warstess, ments particularly on the measurements of scalar fields
locatied in the high-shear layer where the axial mean are desirable to clarify in more detail the flame-tar-
velocity Faidlient reace the maximum (see Fig. 5a) on bulencte interaction with regard to the physical mech-
the fue side of the visiblec flame rone. Therefore, the anisms responsible for the flame stability phenomena.
prohducio of the turbulent kinetic energy is through the
term of a produact of the Reynold shecar stres and the
aheartrain Ntcded in Figs. 6a and ftthat a the
shAr-eeM e Mturblec, indicated by the peaks in the
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NEAR-FIELD TURBULENT STRUCTURES AND THE LOCAL EXTINCTION
OF JET DIFFUSION FLAMES

Fumiaki Takahashi
University of Dayton

Lary P. Goss
Systems Research Laboratories

The aerodynamic structure of turbulent jet diffusion flames of methane stabilized on
a thick-walled fuel tube in coflowing air has been studied by using laser-Doppler velocimetry
and Mie scattering techniques to elucidate the local flame extinction and subsequent lifting
phenomena. Instantaneous planar flow visualization and real-time line measurements
revealed large-scale vortical structures, constituting the intermittent mixing layer, and
sporadic radial mass ejection from the jet-fluid core. By seeding the jet and coflow
separately in the LDV measurement, conditioned joint probability-density functions (pdrs)
of the axial and radial velocity components and their statistical moments, i.e., the
conditioned (zone) averages, root-mean-square fluctuations, skewnesses, kurtoses, and
Reynolds shear stress, were determined. The unconditioned pdf and, in turn, the statistical
moments were obtained from the conditioned pdrs and intermittency of the jet fluid. The
jet-fluid parcels had a higher mean axial velocity than that of the external-fluid parcels and
a positive mean radial velocity in contrast to a negative value for the external-fluid parcels.
These differences are responsible, to a great extent, for creating highly-distorted turbulent
structures in the intermittent layer adjacent to the flame zone. Since diffusion processes
require significantly longer time than convective processes associated with the large-scale
vortices and the radial mass ejection, the radial location of the flame zone is insensitive, at
least in the near-jet field, to the high-frequency jet-fluid concentration fluctuation in the
core. As a result, the ejected jet fluid, or the large-scale vortex itself, can reach the flame-
zone location without disturbing the concentration field, thereby locally quenching the
already strained diffusion flame.
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INTRODUCTION

Although various phenomena in jet diffusion flames have been studied since early

days in combustion research, there remain certain aspects of the subject that need further

investigation. The flame stabilization phenomena, e.g., liftoff and blowout, are of both

fundamental and practical interest. It has recently' been clarified that there exist several

distinct lifting mechanisms for jet diffusion flames, depending on the burner and flow

configurations and the fuel type. In many cases, the flame stabilization and the detachment

from the burner rim are controlled by local conditions near the flame base23 (Type I in Ref.

1). The Type I case is likely to happen particularly if the lip thickness of the fuel tube or

nozzle is small. However, if the flame base is stabilized securely on the burner rim by using,

for example, a thick-lip fuel tube, the flame zone will be quenched locally at typically a few

jet diameters downstream where the laminar flame zone becomes turbulent (i.e.,

breakpoint). For hydrogen"' or propane9 flames, the local extinction leads to formation of

a stable split flame, i.e., a combination of a small laminar flame in the vicinity of the burner

rim and a turbulent lifted-like flame downstream (Types I(b) and 11(c) in Ref. 1).

However, for methane flames,1,3,9"11 the local extinction causes lifting of the flame almost

immediately (Type 11(a) in Ref.l). Takeno and Kotani5 postulated that, for hydrogen

flames, the local extinction is a result of the excess transport rate as compared to the

reaction rate at the transition point of turbulent flames. More recently, the event when

inner vortices interfere with the flame front was captured in methane flames by using

instantaneous schlieren9 or laser-sheet flow visualization'Zio techniques. Eickhoff et al.9

speculated that the diffusion flame was quenched because too much heat was diffused by

the small scale turbulence superimposed in these vortices. Unfortunately, detailed flame

structure data related to the local flame extinction phenomena are only slowly becoming

available.
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Turbulent diffusion flames are described in most cases as being composed of

wrinkled, moving, laminar sheets of reaction, i.e., flamelets.13,U The concept of local

flamelet extinctions due to high strain rate has been applied to the base of turbulent lifted

flames to determine the liftoff height and blowout conditions.16 Extinction processes have

initially been considered to occur within small-scale turbulent structures.16 ,17 More recent

work2'2 has suggested that large-scale structures are responsible for extinction. Since the

flame zone is located generally outside of the large-scale vortex structure in burner-rim-

attached turbulent jet diffusion flames, the large-scale vortex structure must play a major

role also in the local extinction phenomena near the breakpoint. Unlike the lifted turbulent

flame base, the transition region of attached flames is more stationary and continuous, and

there is no complication due to the fuel-air premixing prior to combustion. Therefore, the

near-jet field of rim-attached turbulent jet diffusion flames provide a unique, well-defined

diffusion flame structure suitable to the study of dynamic turbulence-flame interactions. The

major objective of this study is to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms of local

extinction and subsequent lifting phenomena (Type H(a) in Ref 1).

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The experimental apparatus and the LDV system have been described in detail

elsewhere." The burner consists of a thick-walled, flat-end fuel tube (9.45 mm i.d., 2.4 nun

lip thickness) and a concentric air tube (26.92 nun i.d.) through which annulus coflow air

flows, centered in a low-speed (-0.5 m/s) general air stream in a vertical combustion

chimney. Methane (>98%) was used as the fuel. Submicron ZO 2 particles were used for

the LDV measurement.

The details of the instantaneous (10 ns) planar flow visualization and the real-time

line measurements have been reported elsewhere.' 0,12,23, For planar visualization, Mie
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scattering from TiO 2 particles, formed from the reaction of seeded TiCI4 vapor and water

vapor in the combustion products, are visualized at right angles to a sheet of laser light

(-0.25 mm thickness) from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR-3; frequency

doubled, 532 inm, -250 mJ). For the real-time line measurements, the output from an

Argon ion laser (Spectra Physics 2000, multiline, 1-3W) is focused to a line above the

burner. TiO2 particles are preformed and introduced into the fuel tube. The scattered light

is collimated by a f/2.5 lens and directed toward a multi-faceted rotating mirror wheel which

sweeps the collimated light from the flame through a f/2 focusing lens onto a 50prm

aperture. The scattered light exiting utw aperture is then detected by a photomultiplier, the

output of which is amplified and digitized at a high rate. The digitization of the scattered

light is synchronized with the rotation of the mirror by monitoring the reflection of a HeNe

laser beam with a silicon diode detecto, thereby triggering a 512 clock burst which is sent

to the digitizer. A delay circuit is used to temporally adjust the clock burst to the sweep of

the scattered light to ensure the correct signal is digitized. A transient recorder (Lecroy

TR8818) with ECL memory is used to digitize the data with 8 bit resolution. For the

experiments reported in this paper, the rotational speed of the multi-faceted mirror was 500

rpm which with 10 facets translates into 5000 sweeps per second. Each individual sweep was

digitized at a rate of 8 MHz. The effective spatial resolution of the experiment was

measumrd to be 75 pm/pixel, where a pixel is defined as one digitized channel or 1/512th

of a single sweep.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mie Scattering Measurements

Figure 1 shows instantaneous planar flow visualization photographs. At a low mean

jet velocity (Fig. la), the boundary between the TiC14-laden jet fluid and the combustion
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products is clearly marked by TiO 2 particles as smooth green streaks up to the height from

the jet exit, z-30 mm. It should be noted, however, that the flow inside the fuel tube is

turbulent, as the Reynolds number (Rej=Uj d/ v,=3380;, d, the jet diameter, v,, the

kinematic viscosity of the fuel) exceeds a critical value (-2300), and that the pipe flow

turbulence is confined inside the visualized boundary. Notice that the blue visible flame

zone is well separated (2-3 mm) from the visualized boundary. The instability of the

boundary and the subsequent roll-up process, forming large-scale vortices, are seen

downstream (z>30 mm) until yellow luminous flame cover the inside structure. Although

the behavior of this breakpoint to turbulence has been studied'-" extensively by using

schhieren photography, the detailed flow structure such as visualized here has never been

revealed.

Figure lb is a moderate velocity case, where TiC14 vapor is introduced into both the

jet and annulus air to show the entrainment pattern. Due to the continuous radiation from

the particles entrained into the flame zone, the color of the flame is no longer natural. It

is notable that mixing on the air-side of the flame zone takes place also intermittently by

large-scale vortices created in the shear layer of the annulus air jet. Many fine streaks

engulfed into the inner large-scale vortices are seen. The observations augment further the

recent view of entrainment based on the large-scale structures,' 9AX which differs

significantly from a classic view based on the time-averaged flow pattern.

At a high mean jet velocity (Figs. lc and ld) near the critica, mean jet velocity at

lifting (UjF=1 6 .5-1 7  m/s at Ua=3 m/s),"'1 more turbulent activities are observed. The

large-scale vortices grow in the intermittent mixing layer. Although the large structures ar

not as orderly, or coherent, as observed in low-speed nozzle jet flames,1, symmetric

evolution of the vortices is evident as shown in Figs. lc and Id. At other times, it appears

as though the large structures are more helical, as observed also in the far field,26 or less
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orderly. The blue flame zone is locally quenched momentarily in the range 10<z<60 mm.

It is noticed in the closed-up view (Fig. ld), that the blue flame zone is essentially stationary

despite the violent movement of the jet-fluid in the core region. The large-scale vortices

are very close to the flame zone (0-1.5 mm), and smaller-scale radial mass ejection from

the jet-fluid core extruding beyond the flame zone can be seen in the figure.

Figure 2 shows real-time traces of Mie scattering intensities along a line for the high

velocity case. The radial movement of the boundary of the jet and external fluids increases

toward downstream as a result of the growth of the large-scale structure. At the highest

position (Fig. 2c), lower frequency movement associated with the slowed large-scale

structures is more noticeable, and the external fluid reaches the centerline region

occasionally. The images such as shown in Fig.2 were then processed such that each pixel

had a binary value determined by comparing to a threshold value (typically set at -50% of

the maximum value of the average scattering intensity along a line). The processed binary

image directly relates to an intermittency function 13 2•9 defined as a stochastic function

having a value J(z,rt)=l in the jet fluid and I(z,rt)=O in the external fluid. The

intermittency (I(z,r)), i.e., the mean value of the intermittency function, represents the

fraction of time that the jet fluid is present at the position in question. The crossing

frequency (f), i.e., the number of crossings from the jet to external fluid per unit time then

can be determined. Figure 3 shows the intermittency and crossing frequency obtained from

the binary images. The radial locations of the visible flame zone, measured by using a

stationary telescope and by moving the burner with the translational stage (5 pm precision),

and the burner rim location are also included. In all cases, f, peaked at 7 =0.5, as expected.

As UI was increased (Figs. 3a and 3b), the intermittent mixing layer spread outwards due

to trwansition to turbulent jet-external fluid mixing as observed in Fig. 1, approaching to a

cloe proximity of the thickened visible flame zone. At Uj - UC (Figs. 3c and 3d), the radial
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location where f, peaked remained the same at different heights (5<z<50 mi), and the

mixing layer spread on both sides. Although the line Mie scattering measurement was

made up to z=125 mm, only the results in the potential core zone, where T=I at the

centerline, were presented here. The crossing frequency for TI=0.5 (fcn) provides a crude

estimate for the scale of the large-scale turbulent structure which accompany intermittency.29

The length between crossings is given by U1._Jf,,1 2, where U,1, is the local mean axial

velocity at r-=-rl2 where 1 =0.5. A typical scale of the large eddies (1) can be calculated by

taking half that length as I=O.5Uidf1i,2. Table I summarizes characteristics of the large-

scale vortical structure.

LDV Measurements

Since a LDV instrument measures the velocities of individual seed particles to obtain

the probability distribution of velocity components, there exist various statistical bias

problems. To clarify limits of velocity bias due to non-uniform seeding, particles were added

only to the fuel jet or annulus coflow air at a time, following previous investigators.-° This

technique is found to be useful not only to provide information related to bias problems but

also ,etails concerning the turbulent structure. Figure 4 shows the radial profiles of the

conditioned means and root-mean-square (rms) fluctuations of the axial and radial velocity

components and Reynolds shear stress. The unconditioned profiles in the figure will be

discussed later. The innermost annulus-seed data point and the outermost jet-seed data

point, where the particle arrival rate becomes extremely low, are consistent with the

distribution of T (Fig. 3a).

In the mixing layer, the jet fluid parcels had a higher mean axial velocity than that

of the external fluid parcels (Fig. 4a). The radial profiles of the mean radial velocity
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component (Fig. 4b) revealed a rather striking feature, namely, that the jet fluid parcels

were moving outwardly on the average, whereas the external fluid parcels were moving

inwardly. These results were uniquely captured by conditional sampling and demonstrate

the intermittent mixing process due to large-scale vortices, the occasional radial jet fluid

ejection, and the engulfment of the external fluid into the large-scale structure.

The rms fluctuations of the axial and radial velocity components of the jet fluid (Figs.

4c and 4d) were generally larger than those of the external fluid, as expected because the

jet fluid issuing from the fuel tube was a high-velocity turbulent flow and the external fluid

in the mixing layer consisted of high-temperature combustion products with a high viscosity

and a lower velocity. Further, the rms axial fluctuation was everywhere larger than that of

the radial component, i.e., anisotropic. The Reynolds shear stress (Fig. 4e) of the external

fluid was nearly zero on the air-side of the flame, displaying no active contribution to the

turbulent transport.

Figure 5 shows the radial profiles of the radial gradients of the mean axial and radial

velocity components and the skewness and kurtosis of the axial velocity component. The

peaks of the Reynolds shear stress and the rms's (and therefore, turbulent kinetic energy)

of the jet fluid coincided approximately with the points where the magnitude of the gradient

of the mean axial velocity was maximum. This result is indicative of the gradient-type

momentum diffusion in turbulent transport processes of small-scale eddies superimposed

with the large structure and of the production of the turbulent kinetic energy through the

product of the Reynolds shear stress and strain.

The unconditioned joint probability-density function (pcif) of the axial and radial

velocity components P(u,v; z,r) is determined from the pdf's conditioned on the jet fluid

P/u,v; z,r) and the external fluid originated from annulus-air Pa(u,v; z,r) and the

rminuency (I (z,r)) asln
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P(u,v; z,r) = [1 -'l(z,r)lP(fu,v; z,r) + -I(z,r)P/u,v; z,r).

The unconditioned statistical moments then can be retrieved from the unconditioned pdf

as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. It is noteworthy that because the conditioned (zone) averages

are used to determine conditioned moments and the zone averages are different for the jet

and external fluids, the unconditioned values, except for the time-averaged means, cannot

be obtained simply by taking a weighted average of the conditioned values and the

intermittency. This conventional method2s is valid only if the time average is used for

determining conditioned moments, and it is feasible for time-series measurements for which

the time average is readily available. Figure 6 shows an example of the conditioned and

unconditioned pdf's with contour plots. The pdf's conditioned on the jet fluid (Fig. 6a) and

the external fluid (Fig. 6b) are broadly spread due to high rms values and shows a positive

correlation (u'v-1.5 m2/s;, Fig.4e), typical of the shear layer, and the external fluid's pdf

is more skewed (S$-1; Fig. 5c). More importantly, due to the differences in the zone

averages between the jet and external fluids, the unconditioned pdf (Fig. 6c) becomes more

elongated shape, thus creating a large correlation uYv' (-2.7 m2/sý, Fig. 4e). This effect is

even more apparent in the vicinity of the flame zone, where the unconditioned higher

moments show highly-distorted turbulent structure (Figs. 5c and 5d).

Local Flame Extinction

In general, the extinction of laminar diffusion flames occurs due to nonequilibrium

effects as a result of decreased Damk6 hier number, i.e., the ratio of the local diffusion time

to chemical reaction time. The critical strain rate (velocity gradient) beyond which the

flame cannot be stabilized has been reported 3 132 for methane as 350-500 s-1. It is

remarkable that, in Fig. 5b, the radial velocity gradient of the mean radial velocity
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component of the approach flow (external fluid) into the flame zone increases with

increasing Uj and reaches approximately 500 s-1 at the near extinction condition (UL=l5

m/s). Although the actual value may fluctuate since the mean velocity was used here, the

high velocity gradient means a thin diffusion layer and low Damk6 hler number, and thus the

flame zone is highly strained.

An important observation made by the planar flow visualization is that the blue flame

zone in the near-jet region is essentially stationary despite the violent movement of the inner

large-scale vortices. This indicates that the concentration field near the flame zone is

insensitive to the high frequency variations in the core region. The characteristic fluctuation

time associated with the axial convection of the large-scale structure can be estimated as

rI=I/f/,2-0.8 ms (UJVI5 mis and z=15 mm; Table I). The radial jet-fluid mass ejection

must need even shorter time compared to rp, to reach the flame zone from the core. If the

mass ejection velocity (vy) is assumed to be the maximum mean radial velocity component

of the jet fluid (1.2 mis; Fig. 4b) plus three times maximum rms value (1.8 mis; Fig. 4d),

the characteristic time for the radial mass ejection would be, r,= 4dlv=-0.2 ms. Here,

the diffusion layer thickness ( I) is -1.5 mm, since r,/y~5 .5 mm (Table 1), and the outer

edge of the visible flame zone is r-7 mm. The fuel molecules must diffuse from the jet-

fluid core to the flame zone. By using the diffusion coefficient of methane at 1500K (D-0.7

cmn/s) the characteristic diffusion time would be, rd=( ad)2/D-30 ms. The diffusion

process requires an order of magnitude longer time than the jet-fluid core fluctuations.

Thus, there is not enough time to re-establish the concentration field in response to

variations in the core and the flame zone location remains stationary. Therefore, the radial

mass ejection or the large-scale vortex itself can reach the flame zone location without

causing significant disturbances in the concentration field, and thus, the diffusion flame is
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locally quenched by simply displacing the stoichiometric fuel-air mass flux field with nearly-

pure fuel. This condition is eased downstream as the convective velocities decrease and

the flame zone shifts radially away from the jet-fluid core. As a result, r, would increase

faster than the increase in rd. Therefore, the local extinction occurs only in the mid-range

of the near-jet region (10<z<60 mm).

CONCLUSIONS

The Mie scattering and LDV measurements in the near-field region of methane/k"=

coflow turbulent jet diffusion flames provided a physical insight into the local extinction and

subsequent lifting phenomena. The diffusion process needs at least an order of magnitude

longer time compared to the concentration fluctuation time associated with the large-scale

vortices in the core region and the radial jet-fluid mass ejection. As a result, the flame zone

location is insensitive to the high-frequency inner fluctuation, and the fuel packets can reach

the already strained flame zone and locally extinguish it. Due to the differences in the zone

average velocities between the jet and external fluids, highly-distorted turbulent structures

are created in the vicinity of the flame zone. Further, unconditioned quantities must be

retrieved from the unconditioned pdf, rather than taking weighted averages from

conditioned quantities and the intermittency.
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Table 1 Characteristics of Larg Structures

U. z rI2 U112  Jelt
(mis) (mm) (mm) (m/s) (14Z) (Mm)

6 15 5.0 5.1 704 3.6
10 15 5.3 7.0 1100 3.2
15 5 5.5 3.6k 1130 1.6
15 15 5.5 9.1 1330 3.4
15 25 5.3 12.1' 1230 4.9
15 50 5.4 -- 1190 --

SRef. [1]
b Exu'olat
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Figure 1 Instantaneous (10 ns) laser-sheet reactive Mie scattering images superimposed with
time-exposure direct photographs of methane/air coflow jet diffusion flames.
Scattering particles (TiO2) were formed from seeded TiCI4 and water vapor in the
combustion products. U,,=3 m/s. (a) Jet seed, exposure 1/60 s, U,--6 m/s (Rej=3380).
(b) Jet and annulus air seed, exposure 1/250 s, U,=10 m/s (Re,=5630). (c) Jet seed,
exposure 1/60 s, U(=15 m/s (Re,=8460). (d) Jet seed, exposure 11125 s. Uj15 m/s.
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Figure 1. Continued
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Figure 2 Real-time traces of Mie scattering intensities along a line in methane/air coflow jet

diffusion flames. Scattering particles ("iO 2) were preformed from TiCl and water

vapor prior to the fuel tube inlet. U=15 m/s, U.=3 m/s. (a) z=15 mm, (b) z=50

mm, (c) z=100 mm.
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Figure 3 Radial profiles of the internittency and crossing frequency of the jet fluid in a
methane/air coflow jet diffusion flame. U,.=3 m/s. (a)(b) z= 15 mm. 0, Uj=6 m/s;
&, UplO m/s; o, U,=15 m/s. (c)(d) Uj=15 m/s. &, z=5 mm; o, z=15 mm; 0,

z=25 mm; v, z=50 mm.
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Figure 4 Radial profiles of (a) the mean axial and (b) radial velocity components, (c) the root-
mean-squaae fluctuation velocity of axial and (d) radial components, and (e)
Reynolds shear stress in methane/air coflow jet diffusion flames. (./,=3 rnts. z=15
ram. 0 *,UF-6mnis ; Ax A , Uj=I0mnts; a• , UjI5rntis. Open: conditioned

on jet seed; filled: conditioned on annulus-air seed..•....,---, ...
Unconditioned.
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Figure 5 Radial proffles of (a) the gradients of the mean axial and (b) radial velocity
components and (c) skewness and (d) kurtosis of the axial velocity component in

methanelair coflow jet diffusion flames. U,=3 m/s, z=15 mm. 0 4, Ur=6 m/s ;

A A, U,=I0 m/s ; 0 e, Ur=l5 m/s. Open: conditioned on jet seed; filled:

conditioned on annulus-air seed. , Unconditioned.
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SUMMARY
The accurate prediction of turbine heat transfer remains beyond w rms fluctuating component of w velocity, m/s
our current capabilities. To investigate this condition, non
conventional turbulence generation techniques have been w span location from jet centerline. cm
employed to explore the impact of high turbulence or
unsteadiness on heat transfer. The heat transfer from a 2D
planar wall let will be compared with an axi-symmetric wall jet
with twice the turbulence scale and more turbulent kinetic
cnerey - with an increased heat transfer shown by the planar Y ,,. distance trom wall to U_ ,, mn
contigutation. The resulting comparisons oif wall jet
augmented heat transfer to engine turbine olade heat transfe" is y y distance from wall. cm
quite lavorable.

LIST OF SYMBOLS v non dimensional distance from wall. equation I

A contant boundary layer thickness. cm

A integral scale of turbulence. cm
C, specific heat at constant pressure. W-s/kg-*C

0 momentum thickness, cm
h heat transfer coefficient, W/m-'-C

1. INTRODUCTION
h' nozzle height. cm The near wall turbulence level for a fully turbulent flat plate

boundary layer is typically 10-12% in the flow direction after
nozzle length, cm the boundary layer has developed some age. This maximum

occurs in buffer or transition region between the linear and the
Pr Prandtl number = u•C,/k log law (f the wall regions of the boundary layer. The

turbulence then falls off to the free stream value. Film cooling
R', Reynolds number = pUx/g I)UO/ps flows elxhibit similar characteristics with a maximum of 15-

20% occurring farther away Imm the wall (Rivir et al. 1187)
t, .lan•on number =h0(1ip('r) in the protile. as the blowing tatio itcreases, and then decays

to the lice stream value. I Iniil veiv recently heat transfer and
S,. Stanton number for fully turbulent flat plaite Ilm ctooling dala for turbine desiens were obhtained with very

low values otf tree stream turbulence u11.5-2%7). The entering
T. x component of turbulence intensity =u / U free stream turbulence level for a turbine rotor, although not

comprehensively documented under engine conditions, has been
U local x mean velocity, m/s measured by Binder et al. (1985) for cold flow due to the stator

wakes. The level of turbulence was shown to approach 20%
U __. maximum mean x velcity. m/s ~on the pressure surface and 10% on the suction surface. The

issue to be addressed is what happens to the heat transfer when
u rms fluctuating component of x velocity, mis there is , 10-20% unsteadiness level in the free stream which

then interacts with the natur;illy occurring! wall or film cooling
u' non dimensional velocity deined by equation generated levIls oh 10-20%

V local y mean velocity, m/s Ujndcr .,timating the turbine blade %uil( c temperature by 10%

cian result in i signiticant loss in lifetime for that component.
v rnls fluctuating component o•f y veloci~tt. / This kind of accuracv in heat transfer can only be approached

foir very simple. well behaved. 2D bwundarv layers. Current
W local w mean velocity, m/s heat trinster data baser-s I'r turbine blades and vanes are
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obtained from experiments which include flat plates. linear Transition and transition length gain are not predictable.
cascades large scale rotating cascades. light piston tubes, blow There are numerous cases where the heat transfer exceeds the
down tunnels, shock tubes, and engines. The fully turbulent steady flow fully turbulent flat plate values such as Blair
flat plate boundary layer can be accurately (with in a few %) (1981), Bayley and Priddy (1981), Wittig et al. (1985), Rae. et
predicted by the empirical relationship of Kays and Crawford al. (1986), and Sharma et al. (1992).
(1980), or 2D boundary layer codes such as STAN5 or Texstan,
which have evolved from the Patankar Spaulding formulation. The examination of engine data, which now includes the
These codes typically invoke mixing length, Ke. or other forms combustor upstream. shows observed increases over the fully
of turbulence models. When the free stream turbulence levels turbulent flat plate from over 3 times on the pressure and
were increased to 4-6% by the use of up stream grids, stagnation surfaces to 2 times on the suction surfaces. as shown
systematic increases up to 10% above the predicted fully in figure 4. Non steady Navier-Stokes calculations are now
turbulent values of heat transfer were observed by Blair (1981). being made for these flows including the effects of the stator
The addition of pressure gradient or acceleration combined with on the rotor for multi-stage geometries. Although these
the 4-6% turbulence resulted in a further underestimate in the calculations show imptovements they fail to come close to
prediction of the heat transfer of 2D boundary layer codes, such engine results. It is these cases which exhibit heat transfer
as STAN5. by .30% (MacArthur 1985), as illustrated in Figure above the fully turbulent flat plate predictions which are of
I. Transiton length from laminar to turbulent heat transfer is interest for the non conventional turbulence or unsteady flow
also slightly under predicted in length with Reynolds number evaluation.
by these 2D codes, again as illustrated in Figure 1.

There have been several efforts underway to explore non
In linear cascades, beat transfer measurements predicted with conventional turbulence generators, and to establish the
similar 2D codes show that transition and transition length are relationships between heat transfer, turbulence, turbulence
poorly predicted on both suction and pressure surfaces. In length scale and the higher levels of heat transfer that occur in
addition the absolute level of heat transfer on the pressure the actual engine. These turbulence generators have included
surface was under estimated by 50%. Figure 2 from Wittig et free jets. wall jets, jets in cross flow, rotating bars, moving
al. (1985) has been annotated to indicate the typical walls with grids, and blown grids. Grid generated turbulence

discrepancies with calculated values of heat transfer for the has been able to produce only 6-8% levels in the final period
linear cascades. This is a combustion driven tunnel which of decay at scale sizes comparable to the boundary layer
uses grid generated turbulence to simulate wakes of the up thickness or the blade passage size. In addition to the axial
stream stator. These calculations use a low Reynolds number turbulence level, the appropriate nonisotropic turbulence decay
Ke turbulence model which is known to over predict heat rate (du'/dx) and turbulence scales (A/b) are issues which have
transfer for some cases. Consigny and Richards (1982) tend not been satisfactorily resolved in attempts to simulate the
to show the resulting VKI linear cascade effort heat transfer unsteady effects in the turbine hot section. A number of non
results, along with many others, to be bounded between the conventional turbulence generators have been investigated over
fully turbulent flat plate and the laminar flat plate case - based the years to achieve high turbulence levels at appropriate scales.
on the chord and the cascade exit Reynolds number. Locally in 1985, Maciejewski. Moffat, Han, and Rivir began looking
these heat transfer measurements can exceed the fully turbulent at the importance of higher free stream turbulence levels.
flat plate values as indicated by Arts et al. (1992) in the same These turbulence levels were comparable or greater than the

facility. The heat transfer in linear cascades is reasonably well near wall levels. Moffat and Maciejeu ki investigated
predicted by the simple laminar and fully turbulent flat plate for turbulence levels of 26-48% at Reynolds numbers of 2-5x0'

many but not all cases. The additional complexity of an with a flat plate in a free axi-symmetric jet. This represented
annular cascade does not appreciably affect the heat transfer an augmentation of the fully turbulent flat plate heat transfer of

prediction discrepancies. 350%. Han, Rivir and later others (MacMullin et al. 1986)
investigated turbulence levels of 2-20% with axi-symmetric and

The next level of complexity, addition of rotation and upstream planar wall jets at Reynolds numbers of IxIOW to 8X10'. The
stators. becomes more difficult to predict and explain the resulting heat transfer was observed to be up to 200% of the
observed heat transfer due to the interaction of several unsteady fully turbulent flat plate. McCarthy (1989) used a box with
flows ate added to low levels of up stream turbulence. These one wail a constant heat flux surface and the same 2D planar
experiments include transient experiments such as shock tubes free jet which had been used in the wall jet studies. This
(Calspan) and light piston tubes (MIT, Oxford. and RAE resulted in an augmentation of 20 - 60% in the heat transfer.
Pystock). Bayley and Priddy(1981) showed an increase of 2 Young et al. (1991) used blown grids to generate turbulence
to 4 times over steady state heat transfer values when a rotating levels of 5-20%. Ames (1990) used wall jets and jets in cross
bar investigated frequency effect (at a constant scale of flow to simulate a combustor at turbulence levels of 5-20%.
turbulence) on the steady heat transfer value in a linear cascade. This resulted in a 30% augmentation in heat transfer over the
Rae et al.. 1986 (Calspan) presents predictions for both a 2D fully turbulent level. The results of these efforts are compared
and a 3D vane/rotor combination with an inlet turbulence of in Figure 5. The heat transfer results have been shown to be
5% of an unknown length scale. The 3D case is particularly similar to engine results even though the simulations provided
difficult to rationalize with a 100% discrepancy on the vane by these alternate sources are not direct. Figure 4 shows the
surfaces and near exenimental values on the rotor. In a low axi-symmetric and planar wall jet heat transfer results in engine
speed, large scale, multi-stage experiment. Sharma. et al. (1992) coordinates.
has observed excellent predictions of heat transfer on the rotor
and then a large under prediction on the 2nd stator. This 2. DESCRIPTION OFTHE 2D WALLJET EXPERIMENT
ibservation exceeds the fully turbulent flat plate value of heat This effort presents three component LV measurements and
transfer, as illustrated in Figure 3. Additional unpredicted begins to address the scale effect for a non conventional
behavior that is not captured by 2D or 3D Euler or Navier turbulence generator with a planar wall jet. An axi-svmmetric
Stokes solvers are observed at the stagnation point as well as wall jet which was used previously for high turbulence heat
on the piressure and suction surfaces. transfer investigations is described in MacMullin et al. (1987).191



The same constat heat flux heat transfer surtace was employed dimension of this wail jet (7.43) make it a marginal 21D source
.55 descntbed in the 1987 work with new foil and by planar wall jet standards (Launder and Rodi.1981). there are
thermocouples. The axi-svmmetnc 20.32 cm ASME nozzle two signiticant observations applicable to all planar wall jet
was replaced with a short radius ASME planar nozzie: i.b7 by measurements which should he made. IVhe Reynolds number
$19 53 cm I /h =7.43) with a OtA4 cm lip thickness. In the if' this wail let was chtosen Ito provide heat transfer
.ettltng chamber a 20/1 length to diameter flow straightener. measurements in the x Reynolds number range for turbine
with 7.5 mesh screens on either side. was added to reduce the blades. [lis places these measurements an order of magnitude
('Xit core flow axial turbulence level from 5% in the 1987 work diove wail jet studies in the literature. Mhe velocity profiles
11 2%. A three component 17SI off axis LV and traverse have lor these measurements (and also those o1 the axi-symmetric
been employed to obtain velocity, turbulence, and Reynolds wall jet) are all Iocaily similar in velocity profiles tor all
stress profiles in the present work. A half angle of 15 degrees reported heat transfer and velocity profiles. These centerline
was required between component beanm for other experiments velocity profiles give an axial jet decay which approaches that
with limited optical access. This reduces the accuracy of all of Wygnasiki et al. (1991) at his highest Reynolds number flow
components slightly over the recommended 20 degree half of 19.000. These measurements then imply a high Reynolds
angle. The LV beam position accuracy was ±.00025 cm. number limit for wall jet spread which is independent of wall
The Optics used produced a measurement ellipsoid of 25 jet pressure ratio for this intermediate range of x/h'. Secondly,
mwrons diameter by 3 mm in length in the span wise direction, these mean velocity profiles have been analyzed in law of the
The axial turbulenme scales are the order of several cm and the wall coordinates by Narayanan et al. 1992) with the assumption
vertical scales the order of mm in the near wail regions. of a constant Karman constant in the law of the wall relation:
Nearly all the turbulent energy is below 3.000 Hertz for these
flows, so the spatial resolution of the measurement volume is u'= A + 2.44 In y" ( 1

quite good except for the span wise direction. The LV
measurements were made with-in a nominal coincidence This relation was shown to be valid for all fully developed
window of 10 micro seconds. A small (10 degreel angle to planar wail jets with the constant A dependent only on the axial
the heat transter surface was employed to allow wall turbulence in a simple linear relationship. This same

measurements to be obtained. The LV axial and vertical mean relationship was also observed to he valid for a turbulent flat

.Ind turbulent measurements were checked against single plate boundary laver when the maximum near wail axial

element hot wire measurements in the axi-svmmetrtc wall jet turbulence intensity is used for the turbulence intensity. The
ýind in the TSi 0.64 cm diameter calibration jet. The mean LV wall jet profiles presented in this paper were used to obtain
velocities agreed quite welL The u measurement in the this result.
calibrator free jet fell with in .5 to 1% of the hot wire up to
turbulence intensities of 10%; and were lower than the hot wire The center line velocity and velocity fluctuation profiles are
by 2% for turbulence intensities of 10 to 20%. presented in Figures 7 and 8 at each heat transfer measurement

station. The velocity profiles are locally similar as previously
Single element hot wire measurements were employed to obtain pointed out, but are otherwise as one would expect for a planar
the axial and vertical turbulence scales using a HP 3562 wall jet. The rms fluctuations are nearly constant across the
dynamic signal analyzer which provided the frequency spectrum wall layer in the axial direction. This contrasts to profiles at

mid then inverted the spectrum with a FFT to provide the auto much largef x/h' locations normally quoted by planar wall jet

cortrelation function which was normalized and multiplied by efforts in which the shear layer has eroded the wall layer. A

the local mean velocity to provide the integral scale. This law of the wall plot at x/h' = i2.95 is shown in tigure 9, where
technique was compared against a direct auto correlation which the log region extending over a I.0(X). This extremely large

was used in our 1987 axi-symmetric wail let work and the log region made an accurate assessment (ot the constants in the

121000 sample spectrum, an FFT. and an auto correlation law of the wall region in contrast to regions of 50-100 in other

calculation of Ames 11990) with favorable results - all three planar wall jet studies. The span wise distribution of x hot

measurements gave the same value within 30% at the same wire measured velocities and rms velocities are shown in

time on the same flow. The vertical scale was obtained by Figure 10.
rotating the single element wire to the span wise direction, with
out moving the traverse, and repeating the measurement. The The normalized Reynolds stresses uv" v w'. u wI u i. v and

vertical scale measurement is sensitive to both the vertical and w 1. are shown in Figure I I. The u and v components are

lhe span wise components. The vertical scale implication then well behaved, however the span wise components of w all

needs to he considered to be representative of both near the take on very large values as the wall is approached. The span

wall rather than the vertical component alone. The wise components were shown to be very significant contributors

measurements presented in this vaper will be for the short to increases in shear stress in Johnson and Johnston (1989). and

radius ASME planar nozzle. increases are to be expected - particularly for a tree boundary.

We are currently attempting to check the span wise wall shear
Ileat transfer measurements were made at 7 stations with the directly. ... few of the last two near wall w component data

same techniqutues described in MacMullin et al. (1987) axi- points have been omitted until further checks can be performed.

%vmmetric wall jet work. Mhe x/h location% for the planar The u v component i, Initially neg~ative and then goes through
wall let measurements become 7.69. 15.24. 26.28. 30.1 it. 37.49, 0 at about 00% ,ft y. It then tocs ;Ind remains; positive as

.14.95, .nd 52.95. observed in other planar wall lets il.i;under :Ind Rodi.1981)

investigations.
3. PLANAR WALL JET RESULTS
The original purpose of this planar wall jet effort was to The integral turbulence scales on the wall jct centerline, for

provide a 2D flow with a smaller scale at the same x Reynolds axial scales and for the literal or vertical scales at y_ are

numbers as the axial wall jet. Although the width to height shown in Figure 13. A boundarv layer traverse of the axial

scale is shown at x/h" = 26.28 in Figure 14.

The scale is sensitive to the mean velocity :Ind the facility
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